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loveApple
When the Minnesota Educational Computing Consor-

tium recommended Apple Computer to the states school
districts— well, it started something big.

o^J°flV
here are hundreds of Apple Computers in use in

J5% of Minnesota's elementary and secondary schools, and
nearly all of the colleges and universities in the state. Most
communicate with the Consortium's CYBER 73 mainframe
in a state-wide educational computer network.

The educational computer
Dr.Kenneth Brumbaugh,Manager of User Services, heads

th
^f?£ responsiblc for supporting instructional computing.
MfcCC evaluated personal computers and chose Apple

because it was the one that met our rather rigid specifications
And, we employ a conventional timesharing system

with remote terminals. But that means high phone costs.
And limited user access.
Apple solves that. It gives
schools a stand-alone com-
puter for about the price of

a terminal. Also, Apple
interfaces directly to our
CYBER, so we can down-
load programs to any Apple

in the state. That also means we can serve as the
communication link for the wealth of new programs students
and teachers are writing themselves. For us, Apple is an
excellent educational computer.

The kids-and the teachers-love Apple
"One big reason we chose Apple is that it is so easy to

program. Now, with Pascal, Apple can provide even more
programming flexibility.

"For example, MECC has written a note-recognition
program to help teach music that takes advantage of Apple's
unique built-in speaker. And Apple's color graphics make
programs far more interesting than conventional black and
white terminals can.

"To date, we've logged over 31,000 student hours
on Apple Computers. We even have schools trying out
computers for home study. The kids love the Apple.
And so do the teachers."

Is Apple foryou?
For the name and address of your local Apple dealer

and your free copy of Apple's new Curriculum Materials
Kit, call 800-538-9696 In California, 800-662-9238
Or write us at 10260 Bandley Drive, Cupertino
CA 95014.
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Computer
Trivia Contest

UNRIVALLED!

Rules and
Entry Blank
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PAGE 156

The crucial question

confronting us now Is

not whether we can

change the world but

what kind of world we
want, as well as how to

turn our choices into

realities, for nearly

everything even slightly

credible is becoming
possible, in both man
and society, once we
decide what and why It

should be.

Richard Kostelanetz

Social Speculations



Wondering what happened to
some of the regular features this
month (like book reviews, cata-
logue and editorial)?

Well, we had so many articles,
that even with 192 pages we just
didn't have enough space. But
they'll all be back next month.

Speaking of next month, if you
want to be sure of getting your
copy of Creative Computing
regularly, you'll want to sub-
scribe.

Subscriptions cost only $15 for
12 issues — a whopping $9
saving over the single copy price.
For your convenience use the
card in the back or call our toll-
free line with your bank card or
American Express number:

800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)

By the way, don't miss our
Computer Trivia Contest (page
156). Hundreds of prizes!



Low-cost hard disk computers
are here

11 megabytes of hard disk and 64 kilobytes of fast RAM in a
Z80A computer for under $10K. Two floppy drives, too.

Naturally, it's from Cromemco.
It's a reality. In Cromemco's new

Model Z-2H you get all of the above
and even more. With Cromemco you
get it all.

In this new Model Z-2H you get

not only a large-storage Winchester

hard disk drive but also two floppy

disk drives. In the hard disk drive you
get unprecedented storage capacity

at this price—11 megabytes unfor-

matted.

You get speed—both in the 4 MHz
Z80A microprocessor and in the fast

64K RAM which has a chip access

time of only 150 nanoseconds. You
get speed in the computer minimum
instruction execution time of 1 micro-

second. You get speed in the hard

disk transfer rate of 5.6 megabits/sec.

EXPANDABILITY
You get expandability, too. The

high-speed RAM can be expanded to

512 kilobytes if you wish.

And the computer has a full 1 2-slot

card cage you can use for additional

RAM and interface cards.

BROADEST SOFTWARE SUPPORT
With the Z-2H you also get the

broadest software support in the

microcomputer field. Software Cro-

memco is known for. Software like

this:

• Extended BASIC
• FORTRAN IV

• RATFOR (RATional FORtran)
• COBOL
• Z80 Macro Assembler
• Word Processing System
• Data Base Management

with more coming all the time.

SMALL, RUGGED, RELIABLE

With all its features the new Z-2H,

including its hard disk drive, is still

housed in just one small cabinet.

Included in that cabinet, too, is

Cromemco ruggedness and reliability.

Cromemco is time-proved. Our
equipment is a survey winner for

reliability. Of course, there's Cro-

memco's all-metal cabinet. Rugged,
solid. And, there's the heavy-duty

power supply (30A @ 8V, 15A @
+ 18 V, and 15A @ -18V) for

cuitry you'll sooner or later want to

plug into those free card slots.

CALL NOW
With its high performance and low

price you KNOW this new Z-2H is

going to be a smash. Look into it

right now. Contact your Cromemco
computer store and get our sales

literature. Find out when you can
see it. Many dealers will be showing
the Z-2H soon— and you'll want to

be there when they do.

Hard disk drive at lower left can be inter-

changed just by sliding out and disconnecting

plug. Seven free card slots are available.

Z-2H includes printer interface card.

PRESENT CROMEMCO USERS
kept you in mind, too. Ask

about the new Model HDD Disk

Drive which can combine with your
present Cromemco computer to give

you up to 22 megabytes of disk

stor.i.

G Cromemcoincorporated
280 BERNARDO AVE.. MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415)964-7400

Tomorrow's computers now
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Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Sailor

Doctor, Lawyer . . . the Chieftain's here.

No matter whether you're a serious

hobbyist or a serious businessman, the
Chieftain 6800 microcomputer with ca-

pabilities that surpass the Z-80 is made
for you.

Smoke Signal's quality -packed
Chieftain I features two 5.25-inch mini-
floppy drives and Chieftain II fea-

tures two 8-inch floppy drives. _
Both microcomputers .*

provide 32K static memory, ^"
two serial I/O ports, a 2 J^
MHz processor board, a2K jL u
RAM monitor, a nine-slot S 15
motherboard with built- /w ^L
in baud rate generator (fe >^
and gold connectors for

high reliability. The
Chieftain's stylish leath-

er-grained cabinet houses
the above with its own
cooling fan and regulated
power supply.

very Chieftain is complete with
system software and is totally burned-in

as well as tested to further insure high

reliability.

And it's expandable to 64K memory
with up to 2 megabytes floppy disk
storage.

So see your nearest Smoke Signal
dealer, he'll be glad to show you how to

get your wampum's worth. Systems
start at $2,595.

Hail to the Chieftain
Smoke Signal Broadcasting. 31336 Via Colinas. Westlake Village. CA 91361, (213) 889-9340
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Computer Systems Division
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Exidy is moving to greatly expanded production facilities. Right now
is the time for you to move up to an improved computer system: one
built around our Sorcerer computer rather than a SOL, Apple or TRS-80.

The new 48,000 square foot plant (more than double our present size)
has the capability of building and testing 200 computers per shift.
With more than a year of production under our belts, we are shippin
reliable, well-debugged product.

Compare the Sorcerer to the others:

SORCERER VS SOL

The Sorcerer easily replaces the SOL and provides many extra
features for about 40% less money. Sorcerer reads cassette
tapes in CUTS format. Most SOL software runs on the Sor-
cerer with little or no change. And Sorcerer comes with the
same I/O ports as SOL. For many extra benefits, read on.

SORCERER VS APPLE

You can ask the Sorcerer to "come out and play." But other-
wise it's all business. Standard with Sorcerer are: Float-
ing point BASIC, lower case characters, serial and parallel
I/O ports, a numeric key pad, two cassette interfaces with
motor control, plus all the features described below.

SORCERER vs TRS-8

On the surface, the TRS-8 may cost less, but compare the
capabilities — Sorcerer is the bargain. With Sorcerer's
plug-in ROM PAC software, you're not locked into BASIC. You
can even create turn-key application packages that come up
running.

SORCERER vs EVERYBODY

Our video display is the winner. Full 128 ASCII character
set (including upper and lower case); 30 x 64 screen display
(1920 characters on screen); 64 pre-defined graphics char-
acters; 128 user-definable characters; 512 x 240 point reso-
lution. Sorcerer easily expands to a disk system that runs
CP/M software; add S-100 bus products with our expansion
interface.

All in all, Sorcerer will give your system more value for less money.
For more proof, just drop us a note describing your needs.

Sincerely,

Snudy.Shc*-
Exidy Incorporated
Computer Systems Division

P.S. This letter was prepared with our new Word Processor ROM PAC —
available now at $99.00 suggested retail price.

390 Java Drive, Sunnyvale, California 94086 (408) 734-9410 Telex 348-329
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Helpful Hint For BASIC
Dear Editor:

At one time or another most BASIC programs will have to
initial a large string to spaces (or some other character). The
usual method is as follows:

lODIMAS(lOOO)
•

110 A$= ""

120FORI=1 TO 1000
130A$ = A$+ ""

140NEXT I

The followingmethod is ten times faster;

10 DIM A$( 1000)
•

110 A$= ""

120FORI=lTO10
130A$ = A$ + A$
140NEXT I

By concatenating the string with itself, the number of
characters doubles with each iteration. Only ten repetitions

are necessary to yield 1,024 characters. (Two to the tenth
power is 1,024.)

Reginald Gates
4244 Carfax

Lakewood, CA

Watch Those Phone Taps

!

Dear Editor:
There's nothing more disappointing in an old western

movie then when the posse decides to take the law into their
own hands to handle the bad guys. It sure sounds like "Colonel
Winthrop" in John Craig's Twice Burned (July-79) is a villian-

to be sure-but when Craig lauds his buddy Brian Allen and his
phone-tape system... you should watch your step.

Who said it was legal to tape someone without their
knowledge? Better check the books, and one book to check is

the telephone book. Ma Bell states - in her general informa-
tion-that such practices are against company tariffs and not
permitted. Eavesdropping and electronic surveillance laws
also prohibit such unauthorized acts.

Let's not have your readers misled on this issue - or some-
body's liable to get in trouble.

No hard feelings though. Your magazine is great and the
article in question was needed. The day I mid my issue
waiting on my doorstep is always a better day.

James J.Conroy
57 East Garrison Street
Bethlehem, PA 18018

Sometimes itpays to check a little further. Brian Allen 's

company sells the phone recording device he was using.
Therefore, I considered him to be a reliable source for that
information. Furthermore, one of the investigators in
Tucson, with the Pima County Attorney 's office, verified
the statement. It does appear, however, that it ain't the
proper thing to bedoin '. — JC

WOULD YOU LIKE TO EXPRESS
YOURSELF IN A PERSONAL
VISIT TO AN EDITOR?

In ResponseToThe Mystery Shopper

Dear Editor:
I read the article on the mystery shopper in the June'79

issue of Creative Computing with much interest. Having been
on both sides of the counter, I can appreciate Ms. Rust's

comments about computer salesmen. Too often, computer
stores tend to treat the computer business not as a business

but as agame or an ego trip.

I would like to make a lew comments, however, regarding
the difficulties salesmen have in this business. We at Data
Domain have been experimenting with radio and newspaper
advertisements, and that has caused some growing pains.

We, like most of the stores who got into the business early,

had been very informal and treated the whole enterprise as if

the store were a meeting place for computer cultists. In

addition, due to the lack of stores here in the Midwest, we had
done the bulk of our sales over the phone. Now, however,
we're getting curious walk-in customers. Suddenly our sales

staff (who are mostly hackers themselves) have to be able to

assess quickly what type of customer we're dealing with, as

well as that person's knowledge of computers. Because we're

in a town with a large university, we have to be ready to talk

on the "computer science level," as well as on a level of

computer knowledge no deeper than that gained by watching
Radio Shack advertisements. I hope the customers bear with
us. The stereo business, probably the most like ours, does not
have to contend with the super-knowledgable as well as with
the novice. To give an example of what we're dealing with,

our customers range from US Defense Department digital

design personnel, to educators who want an easier way to
prepare articles, to businessmen who want a more organized
way of accounting in their business, to the curious onlooker
who is intrigued by all those moving colors on an Apple Star-

trek game. Coupled with the problem that no one person can
possibly keep up with the entire business, and I think you can
see our problem.

Again, thanks for the article. I would hope that you
continue to investigate the relationship between computer
sellers and buyers.

Data Domain, Inc.

221W.DoddsSt.
Bloomington, IN 47401

CREATIVE COMPUTING



North Star Horizon-

COMPUTER WITH CLASS
The North Star Horizon computer can be tound everywhere

computers are used: business, engineering, home — even the

classroom. Low cost, performance, reliability and software

availability are the obvious reasons for Horizon's popularity.

But, when a college bookstore orders our BASIC manuals,

we know we have done the job from A to Z.

Don't take our word for it. Read what these instructors have to

say about the North Star Horizon:

"We bought a Horizon not only for its reliability record,

but also because the North Star diskette format is the industry

standard for software exchange. The Horizon is the first computer

we have bought that came on-line as soon as we plugged it in,

and it has been running ever since!"

— Melvin Davidson, Western Washington University,

Bellingham, Washington

"After I gave a V4 hour demonstration of the Horizon

to our students, the sign-ups for next term's class in BASIC

jumped from 18 to 72."

- Harold Nay, Pleasant Hill HS, Pleasant Hill, California

"With our Horizon we brought 130 kids from knowing

nothing about computers to the point of writing their own Pascal

programs. I also use it to keep track of over 900 student files,

including a weekly updated report card and attendance figures
"

— Armando Picciotto, Kennedy HS, Richmond, California

"The Horizon is the best computer I could find for my class.

It has an almost unlimited amount of software to choose from.

And the dual diskette drives mean that we don't have to waste

valuable classroom time loading programs, as with computers

using cassette drives."

— Gary Montante, Ygnacio Valley HS, Walnut Creek, Calif.

See the Horizon at your local North Star dealer.

*NorthSlaf
North Star Computers
1440 Fourth Street

Berkeley. Ca 94710
(415) 527-6950 TWX/TELEX 910-366-700)
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NEC introduces

The College Board.
Our educational TK-80A-the first complete
8080A based single board computer.

Here's the perfect system for all levels ofcomputer
education—from basic computing to advanced programming

iniques.

It's a complete 8080A based computer on ;i single board.

With a 25-key pad, 8-digit display, 1-8K byte EEPROM monitor.
1- IK byte RAM. and three 8-bit programmable I/O port

And it's fully expandable. Memory can be
increased off-board to a total of64 K bytes. And

tandard Kansas City interfaa luhook
up a cassette for additional storage. If you '-_

need a terminal, a TTY or RS 232 interface '>*

can be easily attached.

What's more. 2 or 3TK-80A boards can be
connected for instruction in sophisticated pro-

gramming techniques— such as distributed proa
ing, parallel processing, and peripheral control.

And once students have mastered the TK-80A,
they can easily apply what they've learned to pro<

D mtrol, energy control systems, and environmental
control and monitoring.

The TK-80A is not only supported by our thorough
documentation, itfe backed by our 90-day warranty on the
entire board and one year warranty on the components.

/

And the price is only $299. /

At NEC Microcomputers, we've already built a reputa- /

tion as one of the most reliable component suppliers in the /

industry. Now we're putting our reputation behind the first /

complete 8080A based computer on a board. /

F( »r more information i m N E C 's /

new college board, send in the coupon. /

IK Electricall) Erasable PROM
monitor - expandable
ioHK on-board.

NEC Microcomputers, Inc.
IK RAM
expandable
in IK on-board.

WESTERN REGION OFFICE Orange CA al (714) 633-2980; EASTERN REGION OFFICE Melville NY at (516) 293 5660MIDWESTERN REGION OFFICE Des Plames. IL al (312) 298-7081 ; SOUTHERN REGION OFFICE Dalla

REPS Action Unlimited < Spring. TX. Cerco. San Diego. CA Coma. Denver C(
Minneapolis. MN F « AZ Kaytr:

: Ville St Pierre. QUEBEC. Concord. ONTARIO. Surrey. BRITISH COLUMBIA Sa
CA; Trident Associates. Inc

.
Sunnyvale. CA Tn-Tronix Albuquerque. NM Tn-Tromx NW Mercer Island WA

DISTRIBUTORS Almo Electronics Corp Philadelphia. PA Baltimore. MD: Bell lndustn<

Farmington, Ml. Diplomat Electro-Corn Corp . Minneapolis MN. Diplomat St Louis Inc Si
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l/0,con't...
Dear Editor:

I feel compelled to protest both the blatant inaccuracies
and the distortions concerning the Computer Mart of New
Jersey as portrayed in your article entitled 'Mystery Shop-
per' in the June, 1979 issue. You have rendered a great dis-

service to both your readers and the industry by publishing
these innuendoes and half-truths.

I do not wish to defend the store as I do not believe they
are in need ofmy or any defense. They are, quite simply, THE
BEST in their field. I have traveled extensively in the course
ofmy business and visited several stores across the nation. I

have found none as well-managed, helpful, friendly, intelli-

gent, dynamic nor as honest. They are, at a minimum, one to
two years ahead oftheir competition in anticipating the needs
of their selling market and adapting to the changes in this

market to continue meeting these needs. While others talk,

they perform.
Perhaps the most important asset of any store to the more

than casual buyer (and one totally overlooked inyour article)

is the quality of their service department. Our Company has
never missed a single commitment to our clients as a result of
computer malfunction. Our computer was repaired within
one hour on a Saturday, traditionally their busiest sales day.
While this may be the exception rather than the rule, I was
assured that customers using their systems for business
applications do receive some priority. I was also promised the
use of their equipment should an emergency arise.

Finally, I wish to informyou ofthe multitude of man hours
invested by Mr. Larry Stein, the President, in the design of
my system. There were many evenings in which we remained
past the closing hour to match their hardware with my com-
pany's requirements. The system was tailored to my needs
after careful review of our methods of operation and was,
happily, less money than we had originally budgeted. Mr.
Stem felt that while more expensive systems would also
perform as well, the extra cost was unwarranted. In some
instances he felt the more expensive equipment was inferior

to our selection.

If even one potential customer was dissuaded from enter-
ing the store on the basis of your article, they will have lost

the opportunity to be served by the finest your industry has
to offer.

Sanford E. Haber
Automated Accounting Associates

150 West End Avenue
Brooklyn. New York 11235

My goodness, Sanford, why are you over-reacting like

this? The article, and the comments made by Patty Rust,
were far from being as derogatory as your reaction
indicates. Perhaps you should go back and read it again.

However, as far as the Computer Mart ofNew Jersey (and
particularly Larry Stein) are concerned, Vd have to agree
with you. . .they 're both top-notch. — JTC

Cheap Change
Dear Editor:

An At to Victor K. Heyman for his article on the IDS 225
Line Printer. I've had mine connected to my TRS-80 Level II

since last March. I find it to be a super printer and I

recommend it. I use it to prepare lessonplans for students and
it is not uncommon for me to run off 40-50 copies of things I'm
doing.

I do suggest that you can get around the expensive
replacement of ribbons, however. I've found that I can
remove and re-ink the inking rollers with ease (although it

does tend to be a messy operation unless you're careful!).
Remove the rollers and then drip inkpad ink on to each one
until it is saturated, replace them, and you are in business.
Rewinding the ribbon spools with any standard '/« inch ribbon
is fairly easy. Total cost is somewhere around a $1.00 a change
which is a far cry from the $12.00 for a factory change.

Bethany Prendergast
10129 Leisure Lane North

Dccrwood
Jacksonville, Florida 82216

Apple Plugs

Dear Editor:

The comment by Steve North in his review of the ALF
Music Synthesizer (June 79 issue) to the effect that that

board is the only significant plug-in option for an Apple, is a
little out of line. I'm certain that Mountain Hardware (Key-
board Filter, Super Talker, Introl), Heuristics (Speechlab),
Talos (Digi-Kit-Tizer), D.C. Hayes (Micro Modem) and many
others would take issue with it. At last count, our files listed

more than 160 such companies and that number grows
weekly.

I have always enjoyed your magazine because I find that
it's light and informative style appeals to people who are not
technical experts. But it is doubly important that your
authors know what they are talking about.

PhflRoybal
Apple Computer, Inc.

10260 Bandley Drive
Cupertino. CA 95014

Believe it or not, the Apple is one of my favorite
computers. All the boards you mentioned are noteworthy.
In Comparison with other personal computers, Apple ranks
highly in terms of software and even hardware expansion.
Perhaps I should have directed my comments at the entire
personalcomputer industry. — SN

Up With Apple!
Dear Editor:

I would like to clarify some comments of mine which were
quoted by Steve North in his article on our Apple Music
synthesizer which appeared in the June, 1979 issue of
Creative Computing. In particular, when I stated that it is

difficult to design peripherals for the Apple, I meant that the
Apple is not designed with ease of peripheral interfacing as a
primary factor. A brief example is in order. The Hewlett-
Packard 2100 series minicomputer is designed with peri-

pheral interfacing as a primary factor. It will accept circuit

cards larger than the Apple, it has more power available and
its mighty cooling fans allow a great deal of heat dissipation.
This results in two interesting side effects. It is the size and
weight of a small refrigerator (especially the 2116) and is

about as noisy. The second effect is at least one more digit in

the price tag than Apple's. These are not acceptable in a
personal computer. So Apple is designed with cost, size,

weight, noise and appearance in mind. Note that expansion
was not far down on the list. Steve's quote makes it sound as if

I am picking on the Apple as being difficult to expand,
perhaps even in contrast to other similar systems. In fact, the
reverse is true. We picked the Apple to make a synthesizer
for because it was (and still is) the only mass-market personal
computer which would accept a plug-in circuit card. So who
cares if the card isn't as big as a minicomputers card? (If

you're thinking about S-100 systems being able to accept
cards and maybe qualifying as "mass-market,'* we used to
make S-100 synthesizers but it was too difficult to design
software for all of the various systems, so we quit.) In all

fairness to Apple, they must be complimented on their fore-

sight in including eight expansion sockets and lots of empty
cabinet space.

Philip Tubb
ALF Products

128S.Taft
Denver, CO 80228

/ 'm sorry for any misunderstanding of your comments.
Of all the personal computers, Apple is one of the best for
expansion. Contrast all the Kluge boxes and cables needed
to add a disk to a TRS-80, or the way OSI seems to dis-

courage second-sourcing ofhardware add-ons. But my own
impression is that almost all personal computers are un-
necessarily difficult to expandforone reason or another.£

-SN
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$100 to $139 Off the TRS-80
Computers!

You can believe a product is tops, when
more than 100,000 owners have chosen it

over its competition! That overwhelming
acceptance has dropped production costs,

and allowed us to make TRS-80 an even
better value.

$100 Off! 4K Level I

This is the ideal beginner's computer system. Our
manual makes learning programming in Level I

BASIC a snap. Easily upgrades to Level n or more
memory at any time. 26-1051 «* m ar>o *
Was $599 in 1979 Catalog

$499"

$139 Off! 16K Level II
Level II BASIC is one of the most powerful
microcomputer programming languages.
Level II TRS-80 systems can be expanded to
include printers, disk storage .

and much more. 26-1056 SsO A f\
Was $988 in 1979 Catalog o45j

TRS-80 Line Printer II

Now— for hundreds of dollars less than you'd expect
to pay— you can add line printer utility and
convenience to your Level II TRS-80 system. This top
quality impact-type printer doesn't require special

paper— you can use inexpensive rolls (available at

Radio Shack), continuous forms (original and up to

two carbons) or single sheets. The 7x7 dot matrix

head prints 50 characters per second; 80 characters

on 8 inch lines. Also prints expanded (wider)

characters that are ideal for headings under soft-

ware control. Standard %Vz inch wide continuous
forms are kept in perfect alignment by non-
adjustable pins on platen. Includes

Expansion Interface cable. 26-1154
$999

Radio /hack
The biggest name in little computers®
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION • FORT WORTH. TEXAS 76102

OVER 7000 LOCATIONS IN NINE COUNTRIES

•Retail prices may vary al individual Mores and dealers

TRS-80 Line
Printer II Interface Cable

Now you can attach the Line Printer II directly to your
TRS-80 Level II 16K system. No Expansion Interface

required unless you plan to add mini
disks or more memory. 26-1416

$59
SEPTEMBER 1979 11



I/O, con't...

Copyright Confus
Dear Editor:

Since our agency recently purchased eleven micro-

computers, we've been concerned and confused about repro-

duction of copyrighted software. Rather than guess or wait-

ing for a confrontation, we're sending a letter to vendors
asking about their policies. We ask four questions:

1. May we make copies to replace copies that become
unusable?

2. Do you offer quantity discounts?
3. Under what circumstances, if any, may we make copies for

use on our own agency's microcomputers. (Perhaps the

vendor will give permission for a fee).

4. If we enhance one of your programs, under what circum-

stances may we make or allow copies?

We hope knowing answers to these questions will help us

avoid/prevent some buyer-seller conflicts and help us decide

what programs to buy.
Dick Ricketts

Multnomah County
Education Service District

Portland, OR 97216

Dear Mr. Ricketts:
Thank you for your recent letter. Our position is as

follows:
Reproduction of copyrighted software is exactly the

same as reproduction of a copyrighted book, i.e., it is not
permitted without express written permission from the
copyright holder.

In response to your specific questions:
1. We suggest that purchasers of Creative Computing

software make one copy for daily use and save our original

tape for backup. Our tapes have two copies of each pro-
gram; one on each side for redundancy. We guarantee that
they will load and run correctly if used in accordance with
the written directions provided. We will replace tape
cassettes or floppy disks that do notloadorrun.

2. We offer quantity discounts as follows:
1- 9 tapes no discount

10-19 tapes (same title)20% discount
20 +tapes (same title) 40% discount

3. We will license you to copy tapes (or disks) for your
own use, but not for resale, for 20% of the list price of the
tapefor each unit copied. (If you make20 copies ofone tape
or one copy of20 tapes the license fee is identical, i.e., list

pricex 20%x 20 units).

4. Enhanced versions of the software are to be treated
the same as the original. In other words, the copyright
covers the original idea and concept, not just the exact
words or execution.

I 'm sure that you can appreciate that we have invested
many hundreds of hours into each tape we produce. This
involves time for programming, testing, evaluation and
production. We are deeply committed to serving the educa-
tional market as well as the personal and small business
markets. If school districts somehow figure that they are
exempt from legal and ethical restrictions against copying
software, we, as well as other software producers who are
dealing with this market, will have no choice but to raise
prices to compensate for low unit sales. We view this as
undesirable. We would rather keep our prices low and
attractive and put our software within reach of as many
peopleaspossible.

very few software vendors arefocusingon the education
market today and two who were in it have recently with-
drawn. The reason is low unit sales caused, partially, by the
fact that school districts, under theplea ofpoverty, feel it is

okay to copy software. This is a highly undesirable situa-

tion. We would like to see more competition in this field

because it will broaden the entire field, and justify to more
schools thepurchase of microcomputer systems which will

expand the market for everyone.

Asa rule ofthumb, we feel that a school contemplating

the purchase of a computer should allocate a minimum of

20% of the total system price for applications software.

Just as a microscope without a textbook, slides and

ancillary equipment is useless, so is a computer. We want

schools to get the most out of their computers — for this to

happen the software developers will have to justify their

investments and be convinced that this is a viable market.

For example, we invested over $10,000 in the development

ofour series ofEcology and Economic Simulations. We feel

that this is worthwhile but we have to sell over 1000 of each

ofthese three tapesjust to break even.
' - DavidH. AM

Publisher
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PTC Owners Don't Despair

Dear Editor:

By now you have probably learned all about the demise of

Processor Technology. The users' group is still going strong,

and indeed there is more of a need for the group than ever

before. I plan to continue serving the needs of owners of

Processor Technology Corporation products. We are lining

up service centers throughout the US and in other countries,

where former PTC dealers can continue to maintain the

equipment with technicians trained at the PTC factory. Our
software library continues to accumulate software on PTC
media. We have accumulated an extensive archive of PTC
documents, including software manuals, service manuals, etc.

We plan to publish information on hardware and software

updates that were obtained from PTC as they cleaned out

their building.

There are many owners of PTC equipment who don t

know of our existence due to the poor customer relations

contacts of PTC. Any help you can give to spread the word
would be beneficial to both us and them.

Stanley M. Sokolow,
Proteus

Executive Director

1690 Woodside Road, Suite 219
Redwood City, California 94061

BOOOOOOOQOOeoeDOQDGCDPBaBa
In Search of Computer Portraits

Dear Editor:

I am interested in obtaining names, addresses and tele-

phone numbers, if possible, of individuals and companies, who
manufacture or design computer portrait systems (computer

photography or image processing) for hobby and commercial

use.
My interest includes companies offering turnkey systems,

individual boards or subassemblies.
I would appreciate any help you can give me.

Hassan A. Mohamed
5701-8 Cedars East Ct.

Charlotte,NC 28212

Here are a few computer portrait companies for you to

check into:

Computer Portraits, Inc. ComputerAmusement
2129Hacienda Way, SuiteJ Systems, Inc.

Sacramento, CA 95825 11 West 20th Street

New York,NY 10011

FotoFun.Inc.
189Dean Street

Raynham,MA 02767

Computer Ventures, Inc.
P.O. Box 984
Acton,MA 01720

COMPIC Corporation
113North Nell Street
Champaign, IL 61820

Hopeyou find those useful.

TheMicro Works
P.O. Box 1110
DelMar, CA 92014

Vector Graphics, Inc.

31364 Via Cohnas
Westlake Village, CA 91361

DH FinancialAssociates

3906 Theota Ave.
Cleveland, OH 44134

-JTC
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DIABLO PROVES
LOOKSARE EVERYTHING.

With I )iablo's printers and terminals, you can always be sure that beauty will be

in the eyes of the beholder. Because no one knows more about print wheel technology than

the company that invented it in the fust place.

I )iablo's metal ami plastic wheel printers have established industry standards for crisp,

clear characters, proportional spacing, and uniform density.

Si', when you're ready to choose a printer for your own computer, pick the one that

produces "picture perfect" originals every time.

If you really want to look good, remember this. With Diablo, you'll always look

your best. •
-i 1

Diablo Systems

i

/

I oi XEROX CORPORATION
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I/O,

Problems With "Sorting Simplified"
Dear Editor:

I'm embarrased to have received such wide circulation on
a routine with a bug in it. However, my sort routine which
appeared on page 78 ofthe July issue has a problem in that its

sorting capabilities are sometimes affected by the type of
data being sorted. (This problem was pointed out to me by
Bob Doolittle in Pacific Palisades, California). Following is a
correct listing ofthe program. My apologies.

BillRoch
24000 Bessemer St.

Woodland Hills, CA 91367

STAT*"
REM "
REM •• SORT ROUTINE from ••

REM •• **
REM •• BOB DOLITTLE ••
REM •• PACIFIC PALISADES ••

REM •• CALIF. ••
REM •• ••

REM
DIM W(50),U$(5O),W$(50)

START1 INPUT "ENTER ID START POSN > ID LENGTH: ";S1,L1
INPUT "FILE NAME: ";F$
OPEN 2, F$
FOR 1=1 TO 50
CET U»(l): WS(X)>MID*(U*(I),S1,L1>: W(I).I
IF EOF(0):-1 THEN COTO ENDRD
NEXT

ENDRD C = I-1
CLOSE 2
GOSUB SORT
FOR I«l TO G: PRINT U$(W(I>>: NEXT : STOP

REM • SORT ROUTINE •

SORT C«G
560 PRINT :PRINT "••• NOW SORTING •••VPRINT
570 C=INT<C/2)
580 IF CiO THEN RETURN
590 J«1: DaG-C
600 F=J
605 E»F*C
610 IF W»<FX=WJ(E) THEN GOTO 660
620 W»=W»(F): WKF)=W*(F): W»(F)=W*
625 IF): w(F)«w(E): w(E)«w
630 FsF-C
640 IF F<1 THEN GOTO 660
650 GOTO 605
660 J = J» 1

670 IF J>D THEN GOTO 570
680 SOTO 600

REM
REM WRITTEN IN TARBELL BASIC

Help For The Deaf

Dear Editor:

I have a problem which I hope you would be able to assist

me with. I plan on purchasing a microcomputer within the

near future. I also plan on purchasing a phone communica-
tions system formy parents, who are deaf.

Thus, I wonder if I can program/hardware my computer
in anymannersothat Icould talk tomy parentsover the phone

.

The main problem is that the deaf communication system has
been standardized, using a now obsolete code, the Baudot, or
level five. Of course, most modern equipment that I could
purchase would not use this code.

Iam therefore wondering if I can program my computer to
simulate the Baudot code via software, or what hardware
would be required to put both systems on the same plane. If

you or your readers could offer any insight into this problem, I

would be grateful and would endeavor to make the solution
available to the deaf.

Alvin P. Dziurzynski, C.P.A.
26 South Morrison, Apt. H3

Memphis, TN 38104

Many amateur radio enthusiasts have developed pro-
grams for ASCII-to-Baudot code conversions [and vice-

versa] because ofthemany Baudot machines being used by
hams. There have been several articles on that topic
published in past issues of 73 Magazine and/or QST Maga-
zine (which you can find in a local ham radio shop). As.

a

14

matter of fact, it seems that I 've heard of a ham radio

organization which has developed a communication system

for the deaf. Perhaps a letter to the editors of either ofthose

magazines would be helpful. — JTC

Eliminate Fiction and Foolishness?
Dear Editor:

I'm 11 years old and think your magazine is the best.

Before I started getting your issues I was out of touch with

the world. Who believes an eleven year old won't break the

computer system on display?

rd like to comment on a letter written by Russell Sheley.

He wrote that "Elimination of Fiction and Foolishness would

be no loss." That's only his opinion! I happen to like that

section. He doesn't have to read it.

Another thing, along with all the other things wrong with

the Jan. 79 issue in the microchess review the author talked

about pressing the return key. That's fine - only the TRS-80
doesn't have a return key.

Ifyou plan to reprint the first computer games book may I

suggest slashing all the zeros. I can't use some programs (like

golf) because how am I supposed to know whether L(0) means
L([zero)) or Uthe letter 0)?

Bruce Klein

^»^WWA^%»VWrrf\rtiVVWSrV\Arti^WVVtfW/SAAArVVVVV»VVfl

Academic User Groups?
Dear Editor:

Do you know of any user groups especially devoted to

educational software in the fields of science, engineering and
math? When I was in college the great love of my life was
science but, alas, the mortal demands have gently eased me
into the business world.

Now a great dream has been goading me ever since I

heard of microcomputers two years ago. Can the gods have

granted us knowledge-starved post-formal-educated adults

private mini-universities for ourown homes?
My dream has not been realized through any advertised

software so I am appealing to you, the editors and readers of

Creative Computing for information.

My computer sits idle while I wallow in books. It is waiting

for the graa students and professors of the world to put their

knowledge into the computer-age mode.
Think of all the hundreds of thousands of students who

would benefit from this kind of software. And us, the work-a-

day ex-scientists whose dreams of Schroedinger's equations

and Fourier analyses and Laplace transforms ended because

our four years were up and it was time to go out and face mere
dreary dollars.

Gerald Waxier
Box 101

Spinnerstown. PA 18968

/ haven't heard of such a user's group. ..but perhaps a

reader has. I 'd like very much to put together a list of all of
the usergroups in thepersonal computing field andpublish
it in the near future. JTC

Apple 3-D Graphics
Dear Editor:

Rich Milewski just scratched the surface with his great

article on true3D graphics. I wish my IMSAI and TRS-80 had

color so I could join in the fun of blasting my CRT to pieces

with phaser fire!

Deep Vision Corporation, 6110 Santa Monica Bl, Holly-

wood 90038 has real movie-type3D glasses at $1.00 each.

Stephen Gibson
547 N. Beachwood Dr.
Los Angeles, CA 90004
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MOVING DATA AT A SNAIL'S PACE
BECAUSE YOU'RE FLOPPY BOUNDP

Let Corvus Systems put you back in the race!

For TRS-80T, Apple* (including Apple
Pascal), S-100 Bus—and now LSI-11.

Fully compatible hardware/software.
10-million byte disk: IMI-7710.

Proven Winchester technology.

Z-80 based Corvus disk controller.

Comprehensive disk diagnostics.

Up to 4 disks per system.
System $5350, add-on disk $2990.

Corvus offers a complete systems solution

to the mass storage problem of micro

computers. In a package smaller than a

briefcase, we provide an intelligent

controller, disk, and personality module.
Call or write today for additional information.

Get up to speed with Corvus.

Now. Corvus speaks Apple" Pascal*!

tTRS-80 is registered trademark of Radio Shack, a Tandy Co
tApple is a registered trademark of APPLE Computers. Inc

CORVUS SYSTEMS, Inc.
900 S. Winchester Boulevard
San Jose, California 95128
408/246-0461
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Notices
4th Computer Swap Meet

It's time for good times and good deals

at the largest swap meet for computer
enthusiasts on the West Coast. Whether
you're shopping for an entire system or an
integrated circuit, a disk drive or diskette,

an applications program or game, a book
or magazine, or whatever..,you'll find it at

the 4th Annual California Computer Swap
meet. However, before you come out as a
buyer, perhaps you should check over that

garage or back room and decide if it's time
to unload some of that "junk" you've been
accumulating...and get it into some other
guy's garage! (That last applies to

computer stores and large companies as
well as individuals.)

The 4th Annual California Computer
Swap Meet will be held on September
15th, from 9 to 5 p.m., at the San Mateo
County Fairgrounds...just a short drive

south of downtown San Francisco on Hwy
101. If you're going to be traveling to the

Bay Area be sure to plan on making a
weekend of it. . .there's a lot to see and do.

This event has become bigger and
better each year with a wide variety of

items being offered for the popular
personal systems...both for the hardware
and software enthusiasts and end users.

With this year's swap meet being held in

the center of the Bay Area's computer/
electronics industry it should be a real

blockbuster.

Buyers and sellers will be coming from
the entire West Coast. Admission is free

to buyers (with the exception of a $1 Fair-

grounds parking fee). Sellers, both indivi-

duals and companies, are invited to call

John Craig, Editor of Creative Computing
Magazine, at 805-735-1023 for booth
prices and availability (or write to: RFD
Box 100 D, Lompoc, CA 93436). It's going
to be a BIG event. There will be notices
sent out to all computer stores, clubs and
manufacturers in the Western U.S. and
press releases should appear in practi-

cally every personal computing magazine
and newsletter as well as several profes-

sional publications.

Having a good time at this event is not

optional. . . it's mandatory!

BOQOQQOOGQOOOOOQOO
World Power Systems Update

Norman Henry Hunt, alias Jim Ander-
son and Col. David Winthrop, was
captured on May 26 in Honolulu. He is

scheduled for trial in federal court in Los
Angeles on July 17 on 14 counts of mail
fraud stemming from the Data Sync caper
in 1977. Following that, he is scheduled to
be tried on an unknown number of mail
fraud counts in Tucson for the World
Power Systems SCAM. He will then return
to prison to finish serving the sentence he
was serving when he escaped, and the
state will prosecute him for that escape.

He is also facing charges in Texas for
allegedly swindling a federal Judge. If the
microcomputer industry is lucky, he
should be out of commission for about 10
years.

More March Mix-ups
There were a few typographical errors

in the PET column in our March 1979

issue. Here are the corrections.

In the Scott Joplin Music Player pro-

gram, the line number following 110

should be 120, not 200. There should be a

comma in line 260 so that it reads: 260 IF

MID$("AAB CCDDEFFGG", J, 1).

In the Transition Music Player, make
these corrections:

60 IF N- THEN 100
140 L = LEN(C$(N))

Apple Education

Foundation
Recognizing the need for expanded

educational opportunities, Apple Com-
puter, Inc. today announced the forma-

tion of the Apple Education Foundation.

Initially funded by Apple Computer, the

nonprofit foundation will offer support

and resources to organizations and
individuals who are pioneering learning

methods through the use of micro-

computers.
The foundation will distribute hard-

ware equipment for both developmental

and demonstration projects involved in

producing instructional computing ma-
terials. In addition, a few funding grants

will be available for educational enrich-

ment projects.

Final grant proposals and authoriza-

tions for funding disbursements will be
reviewed by a board of directors, backed
by an advisory council composed of

leaders in the field of computer-based
education. The advisors will provide

guidance, and will review grant applica-

tions and submit them for final approval

by the board of directors.

The foundation's primary goal is to

place hardware into the hands of people
who will further those educational
methods which take best advantage of the

personal microcomputer's capabilities.

The foundation will also sponsor the

Education Program Information Center
(EPIC). EPIC will support microcomputer
users in developing new instructional

programs and in obtaining available

information on educational materials. The
center will publish information packages
containing design and development
guides, editorial and marketing guide-
lines, software techniques and authoriz-

ing tools. Authors are encouraged to
submit their work to the center for review
and feedback on the most effective uses
and placements of their materials.

Further assisting microcomputer
users, EPIC'S Users Guide will give over-

views of state-of-the-art computing, plus
critical reviews of educational programs
available for popular small computers.

Both the Apple Education Foundation
and EPIC may be contacted at

:

Apple Education Foundation
20605 Lazaneo Drive

Cupertino, CA 95014

To All Programmers
Before buying a single additional tape

cassette, magazine, or programming text,

go out and buy a copy of Webster's New
Collegiate Dictionary (or any other dic-

tionary for that matter). In it, you will learn

(hopefully):

1. Congratulations is not spelled

congradulations.

2. Your does not mean the same as

you're which is a contraction for

you are.

3. Lasers are a device for annihilating

people who spel I the word " lazer
.

"

4. Numbers over 10,000 use commas
to group digits into units of three,

but numbers under 9999 are gener-

ally not divided.

5. Exclamation points are most often

required when you can't find an

appropriate word to express your

thoughts. We don't like them.

6. A double hyphen (or dash) is used
for entirely different purposes than

a hyphen. Use them correctly and
then you can take pride in your

work. (Notice too, that "than" is not

equal to "then." And that "too" is to

be differentiated from "to" and
"two." Also that sentences may
occasionally begin with a conjunc-
tion.)

7. "Can" means am (is, are) able. Not
to be used as a substitute for

"may."
8. "Data" are many facts or numbers.

The word is a plural, like "pheno-

mena" and "strata." One piece of

dataisadatum.
9. "Effect" is a noun meaning "re-

sult;" as a verb it means "to bring

about" or "accomplish." It is not to

be confused with "affect" which
means "to influence" and is always

a verb.

10. "A number of" is horrible. A much
better choice would be "four,"

"30,000," "several," "scores," or "a

few."

Although I hail from Cornell and thus

feel that William Strunk and E.B. White
are folk heroes, there's something for

everyone in "The Elements of Style." Or
look up some of the writing of Edwin
Newman or William Safire. And please

stop filling our mailbox with ungrammati-
cal, multilationsof the English language.

As Winston Churchill said, "this is some-
thing up with which I shall not put."

— DHA

Our Face Is Red
Contrary to the subheadline, "Brain

Teaser" in the July issue, page 104, was
not "Another new game from Creative

Computing." We find It was previously

published by Willard Nico in the May 1976
issue of Byte under the name "Shooting
Stars," and also In People's Computer
Company's book What to do After You Hit

Return. We apologize to Mr. Nico, PCC,
and our readers.
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Intel University Program Apple Cart 3-D Graphics
The fast pace of electronics makes it

important for new engineering graduates
to be conversant with microcomputers,
memories, and programming. In addition,

experienced engineers may require re-

fresher courses on the latest technolo-
gies. Intel supports colleges and univer-

sities with a variety of special programs
and discounts.

Three sets of microcomputer com-
ponents are available for laboratory or

research use. They are made up from
visually imperfect but functional IC's.

One set is based around the 8086
16-bit MPU, one around the 8080A and a

third set is based on the 8035. These sets

are available at prices between $20 and
$90. Colleges and universities only may
write for further information to Rob
Walker, Manager, Marketing Communi-
cations, Intel Corp., 3065 Bowers Ave.,

Santa Clara, CA 95051. (Mention Creative

Computing).

Conference

On October 21-23, 1979, the NY State
Association for Educational Data Sys-
tems Annual Conference will be held at

the Granit Hotel, Kerhonksen, NY. The
theme is Instructional Computing-Hard-
ware/Software/Courseware. For further

information contact Ms. Mary E.

Heagney.9201 Shore Road, Brooklyn, NY
11209,(212)596-5850.

Thanks to Al Booth of San Jose, CA for

bringing July Apple-Cart's missing pro-

gram to our attention. And here it is:

10 REM HIRES GRAPHICS IN 3D
20 REM
100 HGR : POKE - 16302,0
S00 HCOLOR" 3

505 FOR X » 10 TO 270 STEP 50
510 HPLOT X,10 TO X.180
520 HPLOT X + 1,10 TO X + 1, L80
530 HPLOT X - 1,10 TO X - 1, 80
590 NEXT X
1000 FOR K » 1 TO 6

1010 XL - K * 20-.YL = XL * .7

1020 IP - 6 - (XL / 30)
1025 IF K / 3 » INT (K / 3) TH
IP »

1030 GOSUB 8000
1040 NEXT K
1999 END
8000 REM COLOR SEPARATIONS
8010 HCOLOR- 2

8020 IF IP - THEN HCOLOR" 3

8025 X - 140:Y - 96
8030 GOSUB 9000
8040 XL « XL + 1

8050 GOSUB 9000
8100 IF IP - THEN RETURN
8110 HCOLOR" 1

8120 X » 140 + IP + 2

8130 GOSUB 9000
8140 XL - XL - 1

8150 GOSUB 9000
8999 RETURN
9000 REM PLOT THE DIAMONDS
9030 HPLOT X - XL,Y TO X,Y - YL
9040 HPLOT X + XL,Y TO X,Y YL
9050 HPLOT X - XL,Y TO X,Y + YL
9060 HPLOT X + XL,Y TO X,Y - YL
9999 RETURN

Computer Circuitry

Made Easy
With Computer

^, Coin Games

Armed with a few pennies and a copy
of Computer Coin Garnet, a new
Creative Computing book by Joe
Weisbecker. it's easy to understand
binary numbers, flip-flops and counters
The book starts off with the basic

penny switch "flip-flop" and builds up to

networks simulating a type of flip-flop

circuit found in computers.
In Computer Coin Games increased

complexity leads to more fun when you
play Tic Tac Toe. Guess a Word. Create
a Pattern and Escape the Network

Easy reading and humorous illus-

trations make Computer Coin Garnet a
fascinating introduction to computer
circuitry. Full size playing boards are
provided which allow you to trace the
path of electronic signals through
various simple computer circuits In all.

96 pages, softbound. the book costs
only $3 95 plus $1.00 shipping and
handling in the U.S. ($2 00 foreign). N.J.

residents add 5% sales tax. Send your
order and payment to Creative Comput-
ing, P.O. Box 789-M. Momstown. N.J.

07960 Visa. MasterCharge and Ameri-
can Express welcome. You may call in

your bankcard order to:

800-631-8112 (in N.J. 201-540-0445)
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The Greatest Shows On Earth

Consumer Electronics

Show
"I guarantee that it's bigger than

any show you've ever been to." That's

how Publisher David Ahl summed up
his description of the Consumer
Electronics Show as we drove from
Chicago's O'Hare airport to McCor-
mick Place where the show was being
held. He was right.

Although a relative novice in

computerland, I had attended several

personal computing shows, includ-

ing the West Coast Computer Faire

two weeks earl ier and Computer Fair 3
at the University of Wisconsin— Park-

side the day before. But, I was not
prepared at CES for exhibitors'

booths the size of houses, bevies of

semi-clad women or a crowd of nearly

50,000 attendees on the first day.

Relaxing with some good music at the KLH
hospitality suite.

Since Creative was not exhibiting

at the show, we had time to inspect

the three levels of exhibits, two of

which were larger than any show I had
attended before. Smokey lucite and
chrome, large plants and thick

carpeting were mainstays of the
decorators, and most of the booths
had nicely furnished private meeting
areas where sales people could meet
with prospective dealers.

Personal computing was obvious-
ly not the focus of this show, but even
a newcomer to the industry could tell

that Atari, Ohio Scientific, Cybervi-
sion, Interact, Exldy and others were
making a place for themselves among

Betsy Staples

the manufacturers of sound systems
and supplies, calculators, watches
and pornographic video cassettes.

In fact, the main topic of conver-

sation among those with whom I

spoke was the new home computer
introduced by Texas Instruments, the

TI-99/4. Although the general con-

sensus seemed to be that there was
nothing particularly innovative about
the machine, my first impression was
that it was a computer even I could

use without too much difficulty. The
color monitor, nifty graphics and
emphasis on educational applica-

tions were features that made it par-

ticularly appealing to me.
Mattel's Intellivision also ap-

peared to have some fairly serious

educational programs, but it was
impossible to tell for sure, since the

instructionless demonstrations left

entirely too much to the imagination.

For those lucky enough to get

close to Atari's demonstration games
and computers, there were several

new cartridges to test, at least one of

which was also in need of some
instructions. (If master game player

and superhero fanatic David Ahl can't

figure out how to play "Superman,"
there is little hope for the rest of us.)

Cybervision was displaying a very

cute storybook type program. A voice

on audio tape narrated "The Empress
and the Nightingale" as illustrations

appeared on the screen and occa-
sionally requested input from the

listener/viewer—the dawn of a new
era in storytelling. "Mom, may
Cybervision tell me just one more
story, please!"

At the Interact booth I learned how
long it was going to take me to pay off

the second mortgage on my house,
and later at their hospitality suite, I

reviewed an imaginary stock portfolio

in which I could change any of a
number of variables and find out how
my profits would be affected.

Conspicuously absent from the
exhibit areawas Apple. Although they
had a suite in one of the nearby
hotels, they had apparently decided
to use most of their resources to

impress a selected few dealers and
members of the press at an elegant

gathering in the Playboy Club.

Guests, who were invited by a four-

verse singing telegram, were treated

to bowls of shrimp and crab claws,
fresh fruit and cheese, delightful

finger sandwiches, and assorted hot
hors d'oeuvres while bunnies plied

them with drinks from the bar.

"The Entertainer" at Apple's posh Playboy Club
reception was Charles Kellner.

Press kits, catalogs and other

information were available in abun-
dance, but the hit of the party was
Charles Kellner with his musical
Apple and its two ALF music synthe-
sizer boards. The only thing that de-

tracted from the elegance of the

evening was a drawing conducted by
the bunnies for a number of tacky
Playboy prizes which seemed rather

unprofessional and inappropriate.

The main emphasis of CES, how-
ever, was not computers, but hi-fi and
stereo equipment, and the word that

stands out in my mind when I think

back on that part of it is "volume." As
one who knows virtually nothing
about sound equipment, two days at

CES convinced me that the main
criterion applied in deciding which
equipment to purchase must be an
assessment of its ability to produce
more noise than others of its ilk.

From the seven-foot tall imitation

bearskin covered speakers demon-
strated by Fosgate to Advent's Sound
Space Control, the objective of all the
manufacturers seemed to be to pro-

duce as much noise as possible.
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There was also distressingly little

variety in the music chosen to

demonstrate the noise-making capa-
city of the various systems. With few
exceptions, contemporary, disco-

type music blared incessantly. Only
twice in two days did I hear classical

selections that made me want to

linger and listen. One of these was in

KLH's hospitality suite in the McCor-
mick Inn—a quiet, tasteful oasis
where show goers could relax and
enjoy refreshments and a variety of

music from Brahms to Olivia Newton
John emanating from amazing 11-

inch cubes, the KLH Model 3 with

computerized control.

Electronics is obviously still a
male-dominated industry. There were
very few women in evidence in other

than decorative or receptionist capa-
cities, and as a woman attending the

show, I found myself being ignored
by most of the exhibitors even though
I had serious requests and questions.

I usually had to walk straight up to

someone and ask for help before my
presence was even acknowledged.

This refusal to take women
seriously was, of course, fostered by
manufacturers' and show manage-
ment's decision to use women's
bodies as a means to attract atten-

tion. Playboy bunnies, Penthouse
pets and other assorted females in

tiny shorts or evening gowns left the

distinct impression that women's
most important role in the industry

was as an attention-getting device.

A refreshing variation in the atten-

tion-getting game was the show put

on by the Kraco parrots who peddled a

bicycle, dribbled a basketball and
spoke on a Kraco CB radio. Between
acts, their trainers gave away fluffy

miniature parrots which clung as
tenaciously to T-shirts as to suit

jackets.
Parker Brothers, Coleco and Mil-

ton Bradley were demonstrating the

same electronic games and toys they

introduced at the Toy Fair in New York
in February, with the significant

addition of Milton Bradley's game
cartridges for the TI-99/4.

Of course, there were hundreds of

other exhibits of interesting and
not-so-interesting, new and not-so-

new products, but they have long

since merged into a chrome and
lucite, multi-dialed, LED flashing

blur.

National Computer
Conference

Back on the East Coast, Creative

Computing was well represented at

the National Computer Conference in

New York City with two booths, one in

the professional area and one in the

personal computing section — an
exhibit in the NCC "Hands-On" room,
and a number of employees partici-

pating in the Conference.

Roller Skates were one means of transport in

the Big Apple. Would you lease a DECwriter
from this man?

Publisher David Ahl and Senior
Programmer Ann Corrigan presented

papers in a session on computer
games and simulations; Editor John
Craig participated in the judging of

non-commercial demonstrations and
chaired a session entitled "The
Personal Computer in the Schools;"
Managing Editor Burchenal Green
served as vice chairwoman of the
Steering Committee for the Personal
Computing Festival and chaired a
plenary session on The Coming Small
Computer Revolution; and all em-
ployees were called upon to staff the

two booths.

LikeCES, NCC was quite different

from most of the personal computing
shows at which Creative exhibits. The
professional computing people in

their three-piece suits were a marked
contrast to the T-shirted hobbyists we
usually see, but clothes don't make
the computer buff, and beneath their

conventional exteriors, the people we
met at NCC were just as enthusiastic

about space games and Creative

Computing as the hobbyists.

Souvlaki with onions or a dance.

The New York show, although not
really larger than CES was more
spread out with professional exhibits

on four levels of the Coliseum,
personal computing exhibits in the
Sheraton Center, and a mixture of

professional and personal exhibits in

the Hilton. Although this arrange-

ment made it a bit more difficult to

see everything, it had the distinct

advantage of providing a much less

sterile atmosphere than one finds in a
"convention center."

Sidewalk musicians give people a good sendoff
on their journey from the Coliseum to the
Sheraton.

For example, the matter of food.

In Chicago there was an expensive
and extremely limited selection: hot

dogs or Italian sausage in McCormick
Place or a roast beef sandwich in the

McCormick Inn. Right outside the

doors of the Coliseum, however, was
a flock of vendors offering souvlaki,

orange juice, pretzels and soda. And
if street food didn't appeal to you,

there were many other choices —
from Burger King to some of Manhat-
tan's finest restaurants — within easy
walking distance.
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Shows, con't..

Creative Computing had two booths at NCC,
one In the professional area and one in the
personal computing area.

An electronic mouse feels its way around the
maze in the IEEE Spectrum .'Computer compe-
tition.

Speaking of Manhattan's finest

restaurants, the NCC Committees
sponsored receptions at two of them.
On Wednesday evening, Personal

Computing Festival Committee mem-
bers mingled with luminaries from the

personal computing community at

the Stork Club. Waiters in tuxedos
passed hot and cold hors d'oeurves to

such well known guests as Creative

Computing contributing editors Tom
Dwyer, Margot Critchfield, Lee Fel-

senstein, Gregory Yob, Ted Nelson
and Steve Gray.

The personal computing exhibit area was
constantly busy.

Windows on the World, on the

107th floor of the World Trade Center,

was the site of a reception for Com-
mittee members and their guests on
Thursday evening. Here the waiters

didn't wear tuxedos, but the manage-
ment was certainly fussy about the
attire of the guests. Gloria Vander-
bilt's signature notwithstanding, this

guest was denied entry to the elevator

until she exchanged her jeans for a
friend's shawl (turned into a wrap-
around skirt).

The NCC "Computers in Home Education"
session was packed to overflowing.

At the Hilton, Apple again made a

large splash — this time a bit more
publicly. They had a suite, elaborately

furnished with Apples all doing clever

things: creating works of art, turning

on lights in response to an oral com-
mand, teaching children, engaging in

scientific research and—surprise!—
making music. (Mr. Kellner must by
now be able to play "Bugler's

Holiday" and "Jesu, Joy of Man's De-

siring" in his sleep— if, Indeed, he
ever gets any.)

Early personal computing proponent Ted
Nelson and Abble Qellis, President of the New
York Area Computer Club, chat at The Stork

Club during NCC.
Ted Nelson wasn't giving away any secrets

about his latest protects — but watch these

pages ! Photo by Joe Kasser.

Following the show, a New York
radio station reported that 79,000
computer enthusiasts from all over

the world made this year's NCC the

largest four-day festival to which New
York City had ever been host. Next
year it's back to the West Coast for

NCC— we'll see you in Anaheim. D

On the show floor, the personal
computing area was filled with
familiar faces from Exidy, Radio
Shack, Jade, Ohio Scientific, Heath
and other regular exhibitors. The pro-

fessional area proved much less

familiar. The monstrous exhibits of

IBM, Univac, Honeywell, AT&T and
other giants were crowded with
people who had a much deeper
understanding of and appreciation for

large computers than I do.
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Expand yourTRS-80.

Save $100.
Meet the Vista V80 Mini Disk
System. The perfect way to

upgrade your TRS-80*
system. Inexpensively. (Our
$395.00 price is about
$1 00.00 less than the
manufacturer's equivalent.)

Here's how it can help you.

23% more storage
capacity. Useable storage is

increased from 55,000 to

65,000 bytes on drive one.

8 times faster. While
electronically equal to the
TRS-80 Mini-Disk system,
track-to-track access is 5ms
versus 40ms for the TRS-80.

Better warranty. The V80
carries a 1 20 day warranty -

longer than any comparable
unit warranty available.

The Vista V80 Mini Disk
System comes complete with

Minifloppy disk drive, power
supply, regulator board and
case. And it's ready to run -

simply take it out of the box,

plug it in and you're ready to

go. Dealer inquiries invited.

Vista
1 320 East St. Andrews Place, Suite I

Santa Ana, California 92705
(714)751-9201

At Vista, we mean business.

CIRCLE 211 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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LT^^fec/no^i
pnouncement I The first eight Personal
Dgrams*from Aladdin Automation are

piting for you now at your neighborhood
nputer retailer or direct from Aladdin

i you can get your full share of Aladdin

31c in every one of these Personal

arams*

:

ath-Ter-Mind- A delightful,

educational learning experience

for your pre-school child Watch
1 smile on your child's face as a correct

ver makes the mathematician smile on the

en before you A nursery song also serves

1 reward for learning elementary addition

I subtraction With Aladdin's Math-Ter-

nd" your child's pathway to learning will be
i-filled for both of you Math-Ter-Mmd"
1 first release from the Aladdin Education"

Jnes (nursery song currently available only

I Apple I
I" program)

unar Lander In a controlled

descent, you're just seconds away
from your first landing on the cold,

sidding surface of the moon As you
ngate your delicate spacecraft downward to

1 safety of Moonbase. you must be ever

Itchful of the dangers rising to meet you with

ph passing moment a fuel level fast

aroachmg zero, deadly meteor showers that

ne from any direction, at any time, sheer-

I rock cliffs and rough terrain, choosing
1 correct landing pattern and rate of descent

rtdm's Lunar Lander Your chance to reach

t and touch the stars without leaving the

ety and comfort o' your own chair The first

ase from the Aladdin Simulation* Series

Craps All eyes in the casino are

on you The dice are in your
hands Lady Luck sits at your

shoulder, whispering Just one more time

Try your luck |ust one more time ' You throw
and watch the dice tumbling on the

screen With Aladdin's Craps you play against

the computer, so it's awfully tough to win But
when you do. it's an experience you're likely

never to forget Craps An exciting, heart

-

pounding Personal Program" The first release

from the Aladdin Las Vegas" Series

Mastermind A challenging game
of intrigue, centuries old. that will

give you full chance to test your
powers of logic, deduction and reason And
test them you will, as you try and solve the
computer's puzzle, using clues as they're

provided one-by-one You control the degree of

difficulty in this classic Personal Program" that

offers one simple, yet all-consuming challenge

beat the Mastermind in a direct, one-on-one
battle of wits Aladdin's Mastermind The first

release from the Aladdin Old Favorites'* Series

Tic-Tac-Toe Five different levels

of difficulty allow a person of any
age or skill to take part in this

relaxing, enjoyable game that can act as a
learning tool, as well Level I. for example, is

suitable for children and is excellent also for

teaching simple mathematics The computer
plays |ust about perfectly at Level V Just

about, that is. so go ahead and take your best

shot See if you can beat the computer in this

traditional favorite of young and old alike

Tic-Tac-Toe Another first release from the

Aladdin Old Favorites* Series

Jungle Island" Shipwrecked in a
raging storm at sea. miraculously

you survive only to find yourself
stranded on a seemingly deserted |ungle

island Without food, water or supplies of any
kind, you begin to try and find your way to
safety The computer will be your eyes and
ears as you explore your jungle island and all

the mysteries and dangers that lie in wait for

you Jungle Island" A captivating first

release from the Aladdin Adventure" Series

Stix" Aladdin's Stix* can be
played with 2 to 5 piles of sticks

and between 1 and 1 9 sticks in

each pile The object to be the one to pick up
the last stick Sounds simple' Yes. but you're
playing against the computer Take heart,

though, because you can control the degree of

difficulty in this update of the ancient game of

Nim Stix* Another first release from the
Aladdin Old Favorites" Series

Super Pro Football" Here's your
chance to be more than just an
armchair quarterback With

Aladdin's Super Pro Football* you can replay

any Super Bowl game, from the first, between
Green Bay and Oakland, to last year's classic

victory by Pittsburgh over Dallas For once you
can turn back the clock and go for that one big

play that made the difference between victory

and defeat in pro football's biggest game of all

Super Pro Football" The first exciting release
from the Aladdin Super Pro* Series

Visit your neighborhood computer retailer or

contact Aladdin direct to get your full share of

the magic in Announcement I. the first eight

Personal Programs" from Aladdin Automation

i-Ter-Mind* Lunar Lander Daps Mastermind Tic-Tac-Toe Jungle Island" Super Pro Football"

1 to the All-New World of
iin. And Get Ready to

<• YourOwn Magic

A./DDN /tJTOM/ITlON. NC.

X>4DDN COMPUTER CORP
3420Kenyon Strmi. S» 131. San Diego. CA 92110

mght 1978 by Aladdin Automaton Design and copy by Campbell Marsh Graphic Communications
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NCC Personal Computing:
Getting Bigger and Bigger

This year's National Computer
Conference was held in the New York
Coliseum, next to Central Park in

Manhattan, from June 4th thru the

7th. The personal computing exhibits

and seminars, in the Sheraton Centre
Hotel, were bigger and better than
ever. It's getting harder for the "big

guys" to miss us at these shows... al-

though sometimes I wonder if we
really want them to notice too much.
I'd prefer they continue doing what
they do and not get any ideas about
jumping in this market.

Perhaps I don't need to worry
about the "big guys." The personal

computing exhibitors weren't even
mentioned in the Official Exhibit

Guide... nor were any of the personal
computing sessions mentioned in the
seminar schedule (and the guide was
116 pages long). There were "editor-

ials" in the front of the guide, written

by three chairmen of the conference
and the Executive Director of AFIPS,
and only one of them made a single

passing remark about the personal

computing exhibits. Heck, let 'em
keep their blinders on, right?

The Personal Computing Steering

Committee is to be congratulated for

the fine job they did this year. They
were: Richard Kusmack, Chairman;
Burchenal Green (of Creative Com-
puting), Vice Chairwoman; Russel
Adams and Jay Lucas, Program
Directors; Edward Fox and Joe
Kasser, Demonstrations, Charlie

Floto, Communications; and Harriet

Shair, Operations. Jay Lucas and
Russ Adams also did a splendid job of

putting together the Personal Com-
puting Proceedings. It has some
interesting papers and several pro-

gram listings. Copies can be ordered
from AFIPS Press, 210 Summit Ave.,

Montvale , NJ 07645 for $8.

I didn't see much in the way of new
hardware at NCC. . . it seems that most
of the new systems were introduced
at the 4th West Coast Computer Faire

in May. There were a few new soft-

ware and hardware packages from
various companies but I felt the indi-

vidual exhibits were some of the most
interesting parts of the show (and I'll

share most of them with you in the
accompanying photos).

See you in Sunny Southern Cali-

fornia next year!

John Craig

NCC 79 : Overlooking Central Park and Colum-
bus Circle from the New York Coliseum

.
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Apple is on the move! They introduced several

new hardware and software packages at NCC If

I'm not mistaken, that's David Ahl enjoying the

sights and especially sounds coming from their

new music generation program (some really

nice sounds there). However, the most signifi-

cant happening was Apple's plunge into the
business market. They introduced a General
Business System, called The Controller, which
consists of a General Ledger capable of

handling up to 250 accounts, a 250-customer
Accounts Receivable and a 100-customer

Glen Roberts and Steve Andre of Ann Harbor,

Michigan 481 04 (1509 Kearney and 1605 S. Uni-

versity, respectively) have developed a struc-

tured BASIC which has LOOP, WHILE and IF

THEN ELSE control structures. It can perform

some very fancy footwork (because of its many
features) and anyone looking for an 8080/ Z80
BASIC to market should give them a call.

********
JK0IMI *********
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Accounts Payable module. In addition, they

were demonstrating an inventory control and
cash register simulation system for retailers,

called the Cashier, and a mailing list mainten-

ance program called Apple Post. The main
menu from The Controller is shown in the

center photo with a typical hardware configur-

ation to the right. For additional information

send S2 for a copy of "Computers in Business"
from Apple Computer Inc., 10260 Bandley Or.,

Cupertino, CA 9501 4.
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You ski enthusiasts, especially those in Cali-

fornia, are going to love this one! Preston
Janes, the gentleman in the left photo, has
developed Something New Under The Sun,"
called Skicom. The system, which uses
TRS-SOs as remote terminals, provides up-to-

the-minute ski reports from resorts in the
Southern California area to restaurants, sports

shops, entertainment and public centers which
have the terminals installed. The system dis-
plays activities at various resorts, snow condi-
tions and promotional messages for the resorts
and for the stores which have the terminals
(such as the message shown in the right

photo). Skicom, 1281 San Juan Rd., Tustin, CA
92680.

Afraid of the high development costs for a piece
of applications software? Well, perhaps you'll

get lucky and a class from the Northern
Michigan University (at Marquette, Ml) will

come knocking on your door and volunteer to
develop what you need as a class project.

That's what happened with a realtor in Mar-
quette! The students developed a 16K TRS-80
version of a program which handles up to 600
listings (listing #, price, location code, style

code, status code and date). An updated 32K
version will include street and address. Sounds
like an ideal marriage between small busi-

nesses and the educational community. I hope
this gives others some ideas.

a
SO

SSI

NAPIER'S BONES, INVENTED IN I6I7,
SHOWING THE MULTIPLE OF 2X7=14

Polymorphic Systems (460 Ward Dr., Santa
Barbara, CA 93111) has a comprehensive line-

up of business software to go with their 8813
system. And, as you can see from the new
desk-mounted system on the right they've
combined their 3-mini drive 8813 with two 8"

drives for increased capacity. Looks impres-
sive. (One of the software packages they're

offering is PLAN, A Programming Language for

ANalysis. This is a business planning/fore-
casting package which is also available for the
Apple II for S9S from Desktop Computers, Box
6791, 5276 Hollister Ave., Santa Barbara, CA
931 1 1 . We should have a review of it com ing up
soon.)

The distinguished gentleman in the photo is

Joe Kasser, a member of the NCC Personal
Computing Steering Committee and an officer
with AMSAT, the Radio Amateur Satellite Cor-
poration. They were demonstrating some
exciting things over the horizon (literally) in the
years to come with inter-computer communi-
cations. The new Phase III satellite from
AMSAT, to be launched by NASA shortly, will

have provisions for transmitting data to and
from computers. This new, worldwide com-
munications medium will be available to
anyone willing to invest approximately $1,000
to $1,500 in a (brand new... less for used) trans-
ceiver and spend a minimum amount of effort in

getting a Technician License. (The Technician
License has a code requirement but it's only 5
words per minute... which a 5-year old could
easily learn.) For further information on the
license and amateur satellites write to the
American Radio Relay League, 225 Main St.,

Newlngton,CT06111.

Claudia Nichols, of Advanced Computer Pro-
ducts (Box 1 7329, Irvine, CA 9271 3), is showing
off their new "No-Name Mainframe." All it

needs is a motherboard...and some S-100
boards. Drop 'em a line, along with $1, for a
copy of their latest catalog.
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Amlt Raizes is a programming analyst. His
lather, Halm, Is a specialist In accident recon-

struction and analysis with over 25 years of

automotive engineering experience, and the

author of a book called The Mechanics of

Vehicle Collision. The two of them have com-
bined their talents in the development of a
program (running under a 32K Northstar

Horizon) for the analysis and reconstruction of

highway accidents which should be of value to

police departments, insurance agents and
attorneys. (4616 Glasgow Dr., Rockville, MD
20853.)

Perhaps one of the most significant develop-

ments to come out of NCC 79 was this meeting
of three brilliant minds (did I say that?) at a
Personal Computing VIP Reception held at the

famous Stork Club on June 6th. Should we be
expecting some new, exotic S-100 board from
this trilateral gathering of George Morrow on
the left (Thinker Toys), Lee Felsenstein

(Golemics, Inc., Berkeley CA. designer of the

VDM-1 board and Creative Contributing Editor)

and Bill Godbout on the right, owner of God-
bout Electronics? Stay tuned . .

.

Did I say something about there not being any
new hardware at this show? Well, excuuusse
met The Radio Shack Model II is herel My first

reaction when I saw those 8" drives was, "Will it

run CP/M?" Steve Lelninger, Computer Engi-
neering Manager at Tandy and one of the

original designers of the TRS-80. replied that

he could make it run CP/M without too much
effort, but that It wasn't designed with that

objective In mind. (Okay, I guess someone else

will have to come along and do it.) Needless to

say, Radio Shack would prefer you to buy their

software and they're putting a lot of effort these
days into developing some good business
packages (I saw a demonstration of an inven-

tory program that looked quite sophisticated...

and they said others were available). You know
they're serious about going after the business
market when you see that desk with four 8"

drives!

Thomas 0. Ankofski (36708 Curtis, Livonia, Ml

481 52) has developed an Interesting home edu-

cation program (for an 8K PET) for teaching

English to 7-year olds to adults. The program

has different skill levels and is designed to

teach sentence structure and Identification in

an interesting and comfortable manner (as you
can see from the sample lesson at the right).

Perhaps we can get Tom to do an article on the

program in a future Issue of Creative.

One of the "visitors" In the Lifeboat Associates

booth was Seattle Computer Products (16611-
111th S.E., Renton, WA 98055) and their 16-bit

8086 S-100 ooard... running Microsoft 8086
BASIC! The board sells for around $900 and is

designed to run with either 8-bit or 1 6-bit S-1 00
memory. Lifeboat Associates are still going
great guns with new developments. They've

recently finished CP/M for the Heath system
and are working on a similar version for the
Polymorph ics 881 3. The end result will be three

systems (the TRS-80, HB and 8813) which will

all be able to run the same CP/M operating

system and software. (Suite 34, 2248 Broad-
way, New York, NY 10024.)
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Here's a new trs-80 to S-100 interface which
may, or may not, be an inexpensive way to go
(depending on whether or not you already own
an S-100 mainframe). The interface board,
which plugs into an S-100 slot, includes a
parallel printer port, sockets for up to 32K of

memory and a floppy disk Interface. The board
sells for $199 from New England Electronics
Co., 679 Highland Ave., Needham, MA 02194 or
Micro Computer Devices, 960 E. Orangethorpe,
Bldg . F , Anaheim , CA 92801

.

The program on the screen is just one of many
routines in a complete energy savings program
developed by Mickey Naumovich. The package
was developed for helping home, apartment
and industrial builders calculate energy-saving

steps and savings. The program asks for such
things as the type of walls, the amount of space
between the walls, wall thickness, the size of

the building, types and number of windows and
doors and more. Last year Nickey won 2nd
Place at the NCC Personal Computing Conven-
tion with his program. Since then he's gone on
to form his own company and invented a new
product for reducing air infiltration: Thermo-
Brite. Parsec Energy Research, 9952 Parkford

Dr., Dallas, TX 75238.

ft
TYPEWRITER* rAft.
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Typewriter Emporium, "S^XiS."-

AN ORIGINAL CALCULATING MACHINE
BUILT BY LiEBNlTZ IN ABOUT 1694

The folks at Telecomputing Corporation of
America have come up with a timesharing
system for home and small business users.
They have a wide variety of software in home
applications, education, games, small busi-
ness and accounting (general ledger, A/R,
A/P, payroll, inventory, simplified data base
management, etc.) and language processors.
Cost is $2.75 per hour during off-peak hours (6
p.m. to 7 a.m. weekdays and all day Saturday
and Sunday). Drop them a line and ask about
their system, which they call "The Source."
TCA, 1616 Anderson Rd., McLean, VA 22102.

Mass Disk
S-100 BUS OWNERS

DOUBLE DENSITY DISK SYSTEM

Over 200K bytes on one

drive for under $700
assembled only.

Triple Drive

available for

600 K bytes.

Optional

Software: CP/M«, FORTRAN, Microsoft Disk BASIC, BASIC-E

Ask for details on our Double Density DELTA 1.

H SPEED, DIRECT
ACCESS TAPE
SYSTEM

Over V/iMeg
Bytes on double

Drive Tape Sys-

stem for under

S850. Get 3 Meg Bytes

on our Quad Drive System.

Optional Software: Microsoft 8K and Ex-

tended BASIC, Electric Pencil, and Pro-Type.

Ask for details on ALPHA 1.

UNIVERSAL TAPE SYSTEM

THE NEW BETA-1
For TRS-80*, Apple*, Sorcerer*, and more.

Priced at under $400,
assembled and tested.

High Speed — Direct

Access, 720K Bytes
on standard unit.

(1.4 Meg Bytes per

drive as an option.)

Quad Drive Units

available.

BETA-1 plugs directly to a stan-

dard 8-bit parallel or an RS232
serial port. Contains its own

8035 microprocessor and onboard EPROM.
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The Compucolor II is a recent

entry into the field of consumer-
oriented personal computers. It's an
improved, up-to-date version of the

original Intercolor 8001 microcom-
puter. The 8001 was first made under
the Intercolor name back in the days
when Altairs and IMSAIs were all the

rage, but Intercolor decided to con-

centrate on OEMs and business
customers and so it formed Compu-
color to make personal computers.
The 8001 was far ahead of its time,

with BASIC in ROM and high-quality

color graphics on a large screen, but it

was a bit expensive for the personal

computer market (at $3000), Its

"floppy tape" eight-track tape units

had chronic compatibility problems
and it wasn't S-100 bus standard
when that was an important thing. In

the past year or two the market for

graphics-oriented microcomputers
has exploded and Compucolor has
had some time to develop a new
model. So it was with special interest

that we tested the Compucolor II

.

Hardware

The computer comes as two
units: a keyboard/CPU (central pro-

cessing unit) and a video display/

minifloppy disk drive. The system is

based on the 8080 microprocessor,
which seems a little odd since there

are newer, more powerful micropro-
cessors than the 8080 which also
enable less complicated electronic

designs. Not really important if you're

going to stick to BASIC, though.
The concept behind the design is

very good. There's no tangle of cables
running from one component to

another, just a ribbon cable. Because
there's a built-in color monitor, you
don't need to monopolize the family

TV set for hours, and the display is

better. Regular TV's intentionally blur

Compucolor II

Steve North

and soften images, but computers
don't need compromises that normal

broadcasting does. The Compu-

color's special video monitor provides
much sharper graphics and more bril-

liant colors.

Compucolor also deserves credit

for foregoing audio cassettes in favor

of floppy disks. Audio cassettes are

plagued with loading problems, slow
data transfer rate and can't handle
serious data file manipulation. A
floppy disk allows you to load
programs in a second or two and keep
data files on-line for quick access and
updates. The tradeoff is that the price

of a basic Compucolor II is much
higher than that of a cassette-based
TRS-80 or Apple because you pay for

the disk drive right away. A Compu-
color formatted disk has a capacity of

51 K, which isn't exactly impressive,

though they brag that you can flip the
disk over and use the other side. (This
does not give you more storage actu-
ally on-line because the computer
can't access both sides simultan-
eously, nor do most floppy disk
media manufacturers sell single-
sided disks for dual-sided applica-
tions.) A further minus is that the
disks are nonstandard and must be
purchased from Compucolor be-

cause, ha, ha, you don't get a format-
ting program with the computer. The

concept of not bothering with cas-

settes at all and including a disk drive

with the computer is still good,
though the price difference won't help

sell any computers. A second disk

and a printer can be plugged into the

basic unit.

The keyboard comes in three ver-

sions. The least expensive (71 key)

model is probably adequate for most
users, though the other two key-

boards have some nice extras such as

a numeric keypad, special color and
graphics control keys and a BASIC
command key so you can enter BASIC
keywords quickly. The keyboard is

apparently shared with an Intercolor

model as some of the legends on the

keys have no apparent significance.

For instance, the "P" key doubles as

an escape function key for "CPU
OPSYS." Funny, there's no resident

operating system in the Compucolor
and escape-P doesn't do anything.

There are some other keys which have
purposes not yet fathomed by the

reviewer.

Most important, the Compucolor
II is capable of some pretty spiffy

graphics. It has eight colors (black,

blue, red, violet, green, light blue,

yellow, and white). Points are plotted

on a 128 x 128 grid, while the

characters are displayed ina16x64or
32 x 64 format. (There are two charac-

ter sizes, one twice as big as the

other, but both are all caps, a disap-

pointment on a highly graphics-

oriented machine. In place of the

lower-case characters there are

special graphics characters, such as
chess men and portions of geometric
shapes.) Further, the characters can

be set individually to blink. The
graphics and characters can be mixed
on the display and each block may be
programmed for foreground and
background color. This allows you to
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plot green points on a red background
or a letter X in black on a violet back-
ground. By comparison, the Apple II

has 16 colors in low-resolution mode,
but plots only on a coarse 40 x 48 grid

,

and graphics and characters can't be
mixed. In high-resolution mode the
Apple has denser graphics than the
Compucolor, but only four colors
(black, white, green, and violet) and
text can't be mixed with graphics,
either. The Compucolor isn't the ulti-

mate in personal computer graphics
but it's one of the best-performing
ones we've tested so far.

System Software

The Compucolor II comes with 8K,
16K, or 32K (maximum) of RAM. The
rest of the addressable memory is

reserved for system programs, in-

cluding BASIC, FCS (file control

system), CRT Mode, and probably
some other handy stuff for graphics
and I/O.

The BASIC is Microsoft 8K BASIC,
with disk I/O and graphics additions

by Compucolor. The BASIC is good,
but not as good as Microsoft
Extended BASIC (a. k. a. TRS-80 Level-

II BASIC). The Compucolor II would
be a better machine if it did have
Extended BASIC, but possibly there

was a problem in fitting all the system
software and screen maps into just

32K of memory. (A handy argument to

remember next time someone knocks
16-bit personal computers with 24
meg of memory addressing space.)

In BASIC, some graphics can be
done simply with PRINT statements,
because character strings can contain
color information. More complex
graphics are controlled through the

PLOT statement. PLOT is followed by
numeric codes (range 0-255) which
are apparently just fed to an internal

graphics processor. Thus, you pro-

gram plot codes to control blinking,

character sizes, vector plotting and
bar graphs, etc. This is a very flexible

approach but it's unwieldy since you
have to memorize plot codes or refer

to a list, and it doesn't make readable
programs. Likewise, all the random
disk file I/O is done with just three

statements: FILE, GET, and PUT.
This works, but making one verb do
the work of five isn't people-oriented.

Lurking elsewhere in the 32K is a
File Control System—a small DOS for

listing directories, purging files,

copying files from one drive to

another and the like. Fortunately, it

is possible to get from BASIC to the

FCS and back to BASIC without

damaging your program in memory.
The CRT Mode allows the Compu-
color II to be a dumb terminal for

hookup to another computer system.
The color and graphics are still avail-
able by transmitting special codes
from the main computer.

An AUTO key on the keyboard
automatically loads and runs a menu
program from disk, very handy for

idiot-proof turnkey operation.
Usually you can get from one pro-

gram or function to another with only
one or two keystrokes. The system
powers up in BASIC, and you can
return there by typing escape-W. The
CPU-Reset key enters the CRT Mode
and FCS is entered by typing escape-
D. The FCS error messages are typical
inscrutable computalk (like EDCS,
ENVE, and EWSF). It may be unfair to
chide Compucolor for something that
IBM has gotten away with for years,
but shouldn't personal computers be
different? (That reminds me of an ugly
rumour going around that a very big
microcomputer software house is

coming out with a disk operating
system inspired by IBM's JCL. Just
when you thought it was safe to have
a computer...)

Documentation

The documentation that comes
with the unit is an 18 page booklet,

chock full of at least one or two
helpful hints. It's best used as a quick
reference for commands, statements,
and error messages. The real manual
(called a Programming Manual) is

over 120 pages long and includes
helpful information for beginners and
experts both. The section on BASIC

"Poor dear! Our new puppy chewed up
all ofthe software/or his computer. . .

"

©Creative Computing

starts out with variables and gradually
explains character strings, arrays,

nested loops, graphics, and files. It

also includes details about machine-
level programming, but probably not
enough to get started without some
additional information. But you have
to purchase this manual separately
from the computer. Perhaps Compu-
color had in mind that their computer
would be bought by users, not pro-
gramming types.

Applications

Our Compucolor came with a
number of "Sof-Disks," each pre-pro-
grammed with several games or
applications. In general, the canned
programs were well above average in

quality. We especially enjoyed
Othello (the computer plays a good
game), Artillery, Star Trek, Hangman,
and Piranha. There are also some
useful programs for 1040 forms,
computer-assisted instruction and
financial planning. The disks cost $20
each. There are over nine disks
already, so this is probably the
beginning of a good library of soft-
ware. However, there are very few
second-sources of Compucolor ap-
plication software at th is stage.

Overall

In general, you can't help but
admire an idea like the Compucolor II,

but the overall impression is that they
had a lot of outstanding ideas but
didn't quite pull them all together.
The BASIC could be improved by
better statements for control of
graphics and disk I/O. Also, sound-
making hardware would be a major
plus.

The Compucolor II has a lot of
different capabilities and functions
and programs inside, but they're not
presented to the user in an easy-to-
understand manner. I'd have to admit
that I think disks and ROMs don't mix.
The advantage of ROMs is that they're

a cheap way to have instant BASIC.
As soon as you add disks, the ROMs
tape up valuable space that could be
used for RAM and interfere with a
well-organized disk operating sys-
tem. As long as you have disks, you
might as well put BASIC on the disks
and load it like any other program.
However, Compucolor perhaps envi-

sions this as a turnkey machine and
didn't want to bother with changing
disks or putting BASIC on every Sof-
Disk.

The Compucolor could be a really

dynamite personal computer if it was
redesigned for twice the disk capa-
city, with 48K of RAM and 16K of
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Explorer/85
Professional Computer

Starting at just SI 29. 95 for a Level "A" operating system,
you can now build the exact computer you want. Explorer/85
can be your beginner's system, Ot.M controller, or IBM-
formatted 8" disk small business system. . .yet you're never
forced to spend a penny for a component or feature you don 7
want and you can expand in smalt, affordable steps.'

Now, for just $129.95, you can own the first level of a fully

expandable computer with professional capabilities—a com-
puter which features the advanced Intel 8085 cpu, thereby
Hiving you immediate access to all software and development
tools that exist for both the 8085 and its 8080A predecessor
(they are 100% software compatible}—a computer which
features onboard S-100 bus expansion—plus instant conver-
sion to mass storage disk memory with either 5-1/4" diskettes

or standard IBM-formatted 8" disks.

For just SI 29.95 (plus the cost of a power supply, keyboard/
terminal and Kl modulator, if you don't have them already),,

Explorer /85 lets you begin computing on a significant level. .

.

applying the principles discussed in leading computer maga-
zines developing "state of the an" computer solutions for

both the industrial and leisure environment.
Like all Netronics products, each level of Explorer/85 is

engineered to professional standards. Top quality components
are used throughout. You arc insured, year after year, of
stable, reliable service.

And Neironics lets you build the system you want—with the

exact components you want. You're never forced to spend a
penny for an item you already have (i.e., a power supply. Rh
modulator, keyboard, etc.) in order to get a new feature or
component you need.
No matter what your future computing plans may be. Level

"A" is your starting point.

Level "A" Specifications
Explorcr/85's Level "A" system features the advanced Intel

8065 cpu. an 8355 ROM with 2k deluxe monitor/operating
system, and an 8155 ROM -I/O—all on a single motherboard
with room for RAM ROM PROM E PROM and S-100 ex-

pansion, plus generous prototyping space.
il eve! "A" makes a perfect OEM controller for indvutrial

applications and Is available in a special Hex Version w hit h can
be programmed using the Netronics Hex Keypad/Display.

I

PC Board: glass cnoxy, plated through holes *ith solder

mask • I/O: provisions for 25-pin (DB25) connector for

terminal serial I/O, which can also support a paper tape reader

. provision for 24-pin DIP socket for hex keyboard display

. . . cassette tape recorder input . . . cassette tape recorder output
. . . cassette tape control output , . speaker output . . . LED out-
put indicator on SOD (serial output) line printer interface
(less drivers) total of four 8-bit plus one 6-bit I/O ports •

Crystal Frequency: 6.144 Mil/ • Control Switches: reset and
user (RST 7.5) interrupt. . additional provisions for RST 5.5,
6.5 and TRAP interrupts onboard • Counter I inter: program-
mable, 14-bit bnxary • System RAM: 256 bytes located at F880,
ideal for smaller systems and for use as an isolated stack area in

expanded systems . , RAM expandable to 64k via S-100 bus or
4K on motherboard.

Monitor ROM (AM II keyboard Version): 2k bytes of
deluxe system monitor ROM located at F000 leaving 0000 free

for user RAM/ ROM. Features include tape load with labeling

(so that Explorer/85 can locate your specific program auto-

matically). . tape dump with labeling. . .examine/change
contents of memory. . .insert data (such as from a paper tape
reader) warm start (a feature which is especially helpful in

debugging routines as it allows you to save the contents of the
registers which might otherwise be lost along with the rest of
your program when a bug causes it to self-destruct The warm
start feature helps you pinpoint the exact line in your program
that contains an error). . .examine and change all

registers single step with register display at each break point,
a debugging/training feature .go to execution address.

.

move blocks of memory from one location to another. . .fill

blocks of memory with a constant . . . display blocks of memory
. . .automatic baud rale selection variable display line length
control (1-255 characters/ line), channelized I/O monitor
rout ine with 8-bit parallel output for high speed printer. . .

| 333 Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT 06676

Please send the items checked below—
D Explorer 85 Level "A" kit (ASCII
Version). $129.95 plus S3 pAh.
D Explorer 85 Level "A" kit (Hex
Version). $129.95 plus S3 pAh.

D 8k Microsoft BASIC on cassette

tape, $64.95 postpaid.

| 8W Microsoft BASK in ROM Kit

I

(requires Levels "B," "D." and "E").
$99.95 plus S2pAh.

ID Level "B" (S-100) kit. $49.95 plus

$2pAh.

ID Level "C" ts-100 6-card expander)
kit. $39.95 plus S2nAh.

ID Level "D" (4k RAM) Kit. $69.95
plus$2pAh.

ID Level "L" il PROM ROM) KM.
$5.95 plus 50C pAh.
D Deluxe steel ( abinet for Explorer/
85. $49.95 plus S3 pAh.

ASCII ke> hoard Computer Ter-
minal kli (features a full 128 character
set. upper 3l lower case, full cursor con-
trol, 75 ohm video output convertible

to baudot output, selectable baud rate.

RS232-C or 20 ma. I/O. 32 or 64 char-
acter by 16 line formats, and can be
used with either a CRT monitor or a TV
set (if you have an RF modulator),
$149.95 plus $2 50 pAh.
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Deluxe Sled Cabinet for ASCII
Keyboard Terminal. $19.95 plus $2.50
pAh.

D Power Supply kit ( t 8 V <g 5 amps)
in deluxe steel cabinet, $39.95 plus $2
pAh.

D (.old Plated S-100 Bits Connectors,
$4.85 each, postpaid.

D RF Modulator Kit (allows you to
use your TV set as a monitor), $8.95
postpaid.

D 16k RAM kit (S-100 Board expands
to 64k). $199.95 plus $2 pAh.
D .UL RAM kit. $329.95 plus S2pAh.
D aK RAM kit, $459.95 plus $2 pAh.
D 64k RAM kli. $589.95 plus $2 pAh.
D 16k RAM Expansion kit (to expand
any of the above up to 64k), $139.95
plus $2 pAh each.

Intel 8085 cpn Tver's Manual, $7.50
postpaid.

D Special Computer t.rade Cassette
Tapes. $1 .90 each or 3 for $5, postpaid.

D 12" Video Monitor (10 MHz band-
width). $139.95 plus S5 pAh.

D North Star Itouble Density Hopps
Disk System (One Drive) for Explorer/
85 (includes 3 drive S-100 controller,

DOS. and extended BASIC with per-

senal console in and console out channel so that monitor can
communicate with I/O ports.

Monitor ROM (Hex Version): Tape load with labeling. .

.

tape dump with labeling. . examine/change contents of mem-
Of) >nsert data... warm start. . .examine and change all

registers single step with register display at each break point
. . .go to execution address.

Level "B" Specifications
Level"B" provides the S-100 signals plus buffers/drivers to
support up to six S-100 bus boards and includes: address
decoding for onboard 4k RAM expansion selectable in 4k
blocks. . .address decoding for onboard 8k EPROM expansion
selectable in 8k blocks. . address and data bus drivers for

onboard expansion . . . wait state generator (jumper selectable),

to allow the use of slower memories two separate 5 volt

regulators to insure maximum stability and a noise free bus.

Level "C" Specifications
Level "C" expands Explorer's motherboard with a card cage,
allowing you to plug up to six S-100 cards directly into the

motherboard. Both cage and cards are neatly contained inside

Explorer's deluxe steel cabinet. Level "C" includes a sheet

metal superstructure, a 5-card gold plated S-100 extension PC
board which plugs into the motherboard, 12 card guides, and
all brackets and hardware needed for complete assembly. Just

add required number of S-100 connectors
In addition to six S-100 cards. Level "C" will also support

an optional test socket that allows you to perform tests and
maintenance on both sides of any individual S-100 card, under
actual operating conditions. (You won't need Level "C" unless

you are planning to use 3 or more S-100 cards with your
Explorer/85.)

Level "D" Specifications
Level "D" provides 4k or RAM, power supply regulation,

filtering decoupling components and sockets to expand your
Explorer/ 85 memory to 4k (plus the original 256 bytes located
in thc8l55A).
The 21 14 static RAM is organized as 1024 words by 4-bits

using N channel Silicon-Gate MOS technology and can be
located anywhere from 0000 to EEEE in 4k blocks.

Level "E" Specifications
Level "E" adds sockets for 8k of EPROM to use the popular
Intel 2716 or the Tl 2516. It includes all sockets, power supply
regulator, heat sink, filtering and decoupling components.
Sockets may also be used for soon to be available RAM IC's
(allowing for up to 12k of onboard RAM).
Order A Coordinated
Explorer/85 Applications Pakl
Experimenter's Pak |SA\ E $12.59)— Buy I evel "A" and Hex
Keypad/ Display for $199.90 and get FREE Intel 8085 user's

manual plus FREE postage A handling!

Mudent Pak (SAVE $24.45)—Buy Level "A." ASCII Key-
board/Computer Terminal, and Power Supply for $319.85 and
get FREE RF Modulator plus FREE Intel 8085 user's manual
plus I Rl-E postage A handling!

Engineering Pak (SAVE $41,901— Buy Levels "A." "B."
"t '," "IV and T " with Power Supply, ASCII Keyboard/
Computer Terminal, and six S-100 Bus Connectors for $514.75
and get 10 FREE computer rrade cassette tapes plus FREE
8065 user's manual plus FREE postageA handling!

Bnsineu Pak (SAVE $89.95)- Buy Explorer/85 Levels "A."
"B." and "C" (with cabinet). Power Supply. ASCII Key-
board/Computer Terminal (with cabinet). 16k RAM, 12"

Video Monitor. North Star 5-1/4" Disk Drive (includes North
Star BASIC) with power supply and cabinet, all for just

$1599.40 and get 10 FREE 5 I
4" minidiskettes ($49.95 value)

plus FREE 8085 user's manual plus FREE postage A handling!

Comment* U.S.A. Crtdit Card Buytrs Outside Connecticut

CALL TOLL FREE 800-243-7428
To Order From Connecticut Or For Technical~~

Assistance. Etc Col (203) 354-9375 ^^
sonali/ed disk operating system— just a
plug il in and you're up and running!).

I

$499.95 plus $5 p&h.

D Power Supply for North Star Disk!
Drive, $39.95 plus S2 pAh.

H IMuse Caae lor Nonh Star Disk I
Drive. $39.95 plus Upfth.

. r sprrimenler's Pak (see above). |
$199.90 postpaid.

Student Pak (see above). $3 19.(5

1

postpaid.

hngineeriag Pak (see above). |
$514.75 postpaid.

:: Bmtnen Pak (sec above). $1599.40

1

postpaid.

Total Knclosed $
(Conn. res. add sales tax) By— |D Personal Check D M.O./Cashier's |
Check Visa D Master Charge a

Acct.f

(Bankt )

F«n r>alr

Print

City . .

Stale Zip

Compucolor II, con't...

ROM or screen maps as needed, to

run the CP/M disk operating system.

Microsoft BASIC with graphics ex-

tensions and other useful system
software could be kept on disk. A
system like that would easily be worth
twice the present price of the Compu-
color, though it would be out of the
league of inexpensive personal com-
puters.

In brief, the Compucolor II is

worth your consideration if you're

especially interested in high-quality

color graphics, and don't need the

reassurance of all the TRS-80 owners
on your block to know you bought the

computer that's right for you.

Next month we'll have another evaluation of

the Compucolor from a person who has
owned it for several months and learned to

really use its capabilities.

a Sead Mr Information awj t

30

Another view...

We have had several young
children learning to program in BASIC
on the Compucolor. Our observations
indicate that while in most ways a

beautiful system, the Compucolor
has several idiosyncrasies that may
prove to be annoying. For example,
there is no SCRatch or NEW com-
mand to erase a Basic program in

memory. Most programming texts

use this extensively to erase an exist-

ing line or short program before going

on to the next one; with the Compu-
color one must hit Control/Shift/CPU
Reset and wait about 5 seconds for

the machine to restart itself.

Also, the absense of a built-in

speaker for music or sound effects is

a bit surprising on a system in this

price range.

Nevertheless, the kids love the
spectacular color graphics and, even-
tually, have learned to adjust to the
above idiosyncrasies. —DHA

CREATIVE COMPUTING



"THE ORIGINAL"

Personal

C Computing

EXHIBIT DATES & TIMES

FRIDAY

OCTOBER 5

SATURDAY
OCTOBER 6

SUNDAY
OCTOBER 7

9 A.M. to 6 P.M.

9A.M. 106P.M.

10 A.M. to 5 P.M.

REGISTRATION
at the door includes admission to all seminars.

3 days — October 5, 6, 7 $10.00

Single day $5.00

DEALER DAY
Thursday, October 4

also includes October 5, 6, 7 $15.00

For Dealers, Purchasing Agents, Industry

Reps, Industry Officials only.

2nd annual
PERSONAL COMPUTER

MUSIC FESTIVAL
Saturday evening, October 6, 1979

Harrison Auditorium. Univ of Pennsylvania,
which is 1 block from the Philadelphia Civic

Center. Doors open at 6 30 P.M.

Featuring; Live demonstrations and perform-
ances by leading computer musicians.

A stereo record from last year's music festival

will be on sale at the show

Daytime seminars and demonstrations at the

Philadelphia Civic Center all day on Saturday.

Oct 6th, during the Personal Computing Show
800 Tickets will be on sale Friday and Saturday
from P.ACS at The Philadelphia Civic Center
during the Personal Computing show and at

Harrison Auditorium

The Personal Computer Music Festival is spon-

sored by the Philadelphia Area Computer
Society For more information contact them
at: PO Box 1954. Philadelphia. PA 19105

M«VrEL ArrniuiiuinnATinNR
,

HILTON
Single S46. Double $56 215-387-8333

HOLIDAY INN

Single $40. Double $46 215-387-8000

Downtown

PENN CENTER
Single $36. Double $41 800-523-0909

BEN FRANKLIN
Single $32 $39. Double $40 $47 215 922-8600

P C 78 PHOTOS BV NIAP.J KIRK

David Ahl. Creative Computing magazine

REMEMBER: Monday, Oct. 8th, is Columbus Day,

which gives an extra day to travelhome.

Personal Computing 79 ; Rt. 1 , Box 242 • Mays Landing, NJ 08330 • (609) 653-1188



Monroe Classmate 88
For The Classroom

Teaching the Fundamental Skills

The ability to master basic skills

as a foundation from which learning

can take place is important. For
example, a student should be able to

add, subtract, multiply and divide

numbers. He can then figure prob-

lems using these skills. If he then

uses a calculator to do the computa-
tion quickly, freeing his time to solve

more complex problems, it is prob-

ably of educational advantage. But

first he must know the basics of math
to be able to properly utilize the

calculator. -

The Monroe Classmate 88.

Few educators would argue that

the learning of fundamental skills is a
prerequisite to education. Therefore,

it is the responsibility of educational
institutions to evaluate student's skill

abilities, then facilitate the most
effective means possible of helping

students learn. Unfortunately, it isn't

always true that basic skills are

acquired in the early grades. At every

grade level, including college, there is

a percentage of students who can't do
simple math. So, regardless of

present grade level, student's skills

must be diagnosed, they must be
taught the concepts needed and the
practice provided to help them master
the skills lacked.

Technological advances seen in

the last decade should have been
used on this serious problem. Had
education worked on developing
resources to meet its needs, every

student in this country ten years ago
would have had access to computers
and innovative, interactive programs
designed to individually tutor math,

Burchenal Green

music, art language, problem solv-

ing, etc. But educational institutions

on the whole are not at the forefront of

knowledge utilizing technological ad-
vantages to help students learn. Nor
do they command or properly allocate

necessary funding. So only now are

computers beginning to creep into

the classroom in any significant

numbers.

Operation Achievement

The Monroe Classmate 88 is a
welcome exception to the technolog-

ical lag. It is a calculator containing

seventy hardwired programs that pro-

vide drill and practice problems in

addition, subtraction, multiplication,

division, fractions, decimals and in

number concepts. Obviously de-

signed with the classroom in mind,
the Classmate 88 is an attractive

bright yellow and beige with some
green and orange keys, is durable but

light weight, and is easy to learn to

use. The machine is well thought out

and can be utilized to provide indivi-

dualized drill and practice on many
skill levels in basic mathematic
fundamentals. It can be used on all

grade levels where students need help

in mastering basic math skills.

Although the calculator

abilities of the Classmate
88 are certainly useful, it is

the Operation Achieve-

ment mode that makes it

indispensible to the class-

room.

Monroe's intention is not that this

calculator be a teaching machine, but
will reinforce the concepts the
teacher has already instilled, with
drills on a one to one basis.

The necessary support material

for the Classmate 88 is well organized
and easy to use. It is recommended
that a student be limited to fifteen

minutes of drill and practice a day,
and that the drill be in a skill already

taught to the student. Of course after

a lesson in multiplication, for ex-

Math is more fun when a student can

practice on the Monroe Classmate 88.

ample, a teacher could assign a
student the Classmate 88 to practice

problems at her current level. But
since children's skill levels are so
diverse, diagnostic materials are pro-

vided by Monroe. A survey test aids

the teacher in determining which
placement test the student should
take. The placement tests have a fixed

scoring pattern (for which the teacher

uses the Classmate 88 to computate
the grade) to ascertain which of the

many skill programs the student
needs first. This starts the student at

her own level

.

Once the teacher has assigned a

skill level for a student, almost
anyone can learn to operate the

calculator. A book of flowcharts

provides the easy step by step pro-

cedures to be followed. The flowchart

in Figure 1 is a sample of the ease
which the student can work the
Classmate 88. It is important to a
teacher that the students can operate
the machine unassisted, freeing the
teacher to work with other students.

The turn of a switch determines
the number of problems to be worked
on as 10,25 or infinite. If the teacher or
student chooses an infinite number of

problems, the student need only
press the SCORE key to end the pro-

gram. The date and student number
will be recorded in red on the tape by
using the DATE key. Then, following

the flowchart, the student will key in

the program she wants to work on. If
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DIVISION

Figure 1 . Flowchart of procedures to follow to

run the Multiplication of 07 program.

she keys in ADD 3, for example, an
addition problem will be printed using

2 digits and 2 digits with regrouping

in units. The student must then

answer the problem appearing on the

tape. If the problem is 15 + 12 she
would touch the 2 and 7 keys and then

the GO key, which enters her answer.
Here, of course, it would be nice for

the student to be able to figure the

answer on the calculator. That means
the 7 key would be touched first since
the student would be adding the 5 +
2, or units column, first

:

15
+ 12

Monroe did consider this option when
designing the Classmate 88, but
decided there were too many different

algorithms used in computation, and
so designed the calculator to respond
only to the correct answer. Students
are encouraged to work with pencil

and paper before keying in their

answers.

If the student records the correct

answer, the calculator responds with
a double row of dotted lines and
another problem in the same skill

area. If she gets the wrong answer, a
red E for error appears on the tape.

She may try as many times as she
wants to get the correct answer, but
will get a red E after each incorrect

answer. When she wants help (but

only after an initial try at the problem),
the student pushes [<•)] and the
correct answer and a red dotted line

appear. When she has finished all the
problems, she touches SCORE and is

given the number and percentage of

correct answers.
The student's tape then becomes

a diagnostic tool for the teacher. A red

E appears beside all problems missed
and a dotted red line is printed under
any answer the machine was asked to
provide. The teacher can instantly

determine trouble spots for further

work, and the use of tape as hard copy
is a pius for the Classmate 88.

Figure 2 shows a sample tape for a

student following the flowchart.

Multiplication review problems with
limits and a constant self-determined
would be provided. The code for the
program is on the tape "07M." The
lower limit is "1", "100" is the highest
limit and "7" is the constant. She is

then given a problem which she
answers correctly. The second prob-
lem is missed and gets a red E next to

the try. She asks for help and gets the

Any school without a
Classmate 88 is doing a
disservice to its students.

dotted red line indicating the follow-
ing answer was provided by the
machine. She answers numbers 3 and
4 correctly, but misses the answer to

#5 twice before she gets help from the
machine. She then asks for the score
and discovers that in Program 07 M
she got 3 correct answers out of 5
answers for a score of 60%. It is clear

that she still needs some work in

multiplication with 7s.

In Figure 3 the student wants to

add 2 digits and 2 digits with no
regrouping. No limits are needed, so
the student need only press the pro-

gram code ADD 2 keys. Here she
gets the first two problems correct,

missing the third problem twice
before she asks for the answer, then
her score.

The Classmate 88 contains six

programs for which the teacher or
student can designate the upper and
lower limits of numbers to appear in

the problems given and can select a
constant. If red marks on the tape
show that a student has trouble with
sevens, all the problems in the
student's next program can deal with
the seven. A handy feature.

When the Classmate 88 is used in

this fashion, as a drill and practice
device, it is in the Operation Achieve-
ment mode. The seventy programs
possible in Operation Achievement
are as diverse as Addition of 2 digits
plus 2 digits with no regrouping;
Subtraction of 3 digits minus 3 digits

with regrouping in units and 10's;

multiplication of 1 digit x 1 digit x 1

digit; Division Review with remain-
ders; limits on divisor and dividend
with constant divisor option at the
user's input; Equivalent Fractions;
and Fraction to Decimal Conversion
rounded to four decimal places.

Besides the skill levels in Addition,
Subtraction, Multiplication, Division,

Fractions and Decimals there are
seventeen wonderful programs en-
titled Number Concepts. These run
the gamut from giving practice in
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«1

07
1

100
7

M

X

»4

»5

3

7 x

21

33

7

231
84
7 x

»2

»3

34
7

1

1

X

X

43
E

21

E

588
230

7 H

3 AC
5 A*

60 X

32
7

224

factoring a number to its prime factor,

to presenting number puzzles (always
an attraction), to offering drills in

estimating multiplication answers.
Figure 4 shows a tape giving a few
problems in Number Concepts: 11,

Addition Cross Number Puzzle; 14,

What's My rule; and 16, Multiplica-

tion With Estimation.
The Classmate 88 can be used two

other ways in the Operation Achieve-
ment Mode. If a teacher wants to

create homework problems, he need
only set a switch to P and a series of

problems without the answers in the
skill area he designates will be gener-
ated. If he wants a set of problems
with answers for a test he needn't
bother with the time consuming task
of making up problems and figuring

out the correct answers. He has only
to push the P/A switch and he'll get a
set of problems with answers. Mon-
roe is quick to point out that, run as
P/A, the problems are not scored and
the ambitious youngster who tries to

run this instead of working out his

problems will get a score of "0".

These are two excellent time saving
features that extend the capabilities

Figure 2. Sample tapa of a Multiplication of 07
program run.

of the Classmate 88 to be more than a
drill and practice tutor.

As a Calculator

In the Calculator mode the Class-
mate 88 has the ability to do not only
the mixed operations of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and divi-

sion, but work problems with three
open parentheses at any time. The
tape for problem

3 +
[l5-(4x2)j

appears in Figure 5. This is a great

feature for the classroom.
It also can convert a fraction to its

decimal equivalent by the touch of

NUM/DEM as the tape in Figure 6
demonstrates for 3/4, 7/8 and 1 4%

.

As with many calculators, the
Classmate 88 is able to use the first

number in a multiplication or division

problem as a constant factor, which is

a help in practicing those time
honored times tables. Figure 7

demonstrates the few keys needed to

do multiplication and division with 7
as a factor.

IndespensibleTool

Although the calculator abilities

of the Classmate 88 are certainly

useful, it is the Operation Achieve-

ment mode that makes it indespen-

sible to the classroom. Educators

have not come up with a better means
of learning the basic skills than drill

and practice, but this is not an activity

teachers relish, nor does it make the

best use of their time. Drill and
practice is ideally suited to the com-
puter and the Monroe Classmate 88
does an ace job of it, providing an

endless stream of computational
problems geared to a specific task

and level, and reinforcing with in-

stantaneous feedback by continuing
if the answer is correct or making the

student try again or ask for help for

incorrect problems.

Figure 3. Sample tape uaing the Addition 02
program.
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11 NC

«1

6 4 7
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3

3

9
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13 13 16

6 6

12 12 15

9

3

12

2

1

4

8
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11 NC
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10 v.

14 NC
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1 A*

10 '/.

14 MC 16 NC

• 1 »1

9

2

10

4

7

20

93
52 x

500

5000

Figure 4. Sample tape of a few problems in

Number Concepts

»2

699
182 x

100

127218

16 NC
AC

2 A*
X

The Classmate 88 can't branch to

difficulty levels depending on the
student's response, and it isn't

tutorial. These reasons could be cited

for not getting a Classmate 88,

instead dreaming of Plato, Turtle or
the Dynabook in the hands of

Everychild. It's a nice dream, but this

isn't tomorrow. And while micro-
computers are beginning to enter

schools with wonderful CAI capabili-

ty and potential, none of them can
now do what the Classmate 88 not

only does but has done tried and
tested from 1976. At $745 it is not an
inexpensive machine, but definitely

affordable. Any school without a
Classmate 88 is doing a disservice to

its students.
When a Classmate 88 is delivered,

by a Monroe representative who con-
ducts a workshop describing its

3« +

3« (

28* T

28* (

15* -

15* (

4« X

2- )

8* )

7* )

4« =

7* *

28
Figure 5. Tape of the problem 3 +1 vZuTix I
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0*3 /

4« =

0* 75 *

0-7 /

8« =

0«075 *

14*1 /

2« =

14*5 *

Flgure6. Tape of Converting 3/4, 7/8, and 14%
to their decimal equivalents.

features and tips on successful utili-

zation. It is also possible for schools
to modify the machine for use with

handicapped students. For more
information on the Classmate 88
contact Peter S. Cybuck, Educational

Consultant, Monroe, The Calculator

Company, The American Road, Mor-
ris Plains, NJ 07950. D

The Classmate 88 Gets
A Report Card

Monroe Calculator Company is a
neighbor of Creative Computing in

Morristown, NJ so we took advantage
of their good neighbor policy to

borrow a Classmate 88 for a semester.

One of the local teachers utilized it

with great success with her elemen-

tary school class and provided the

following evaluation.

The students in my class were
able to use the Monroe Calculator 88
independently, either alone or in

small groups in our learning center,

which made it an invaluable aid to me
as a teacher.

All students were eager to use the

Classmate 88 when it was first intro-

duced to them and this enthusiasm
continued even after it became a more
familiarpart of the classroom.

Once children had the opportunity

to learn how to operate the Classmate
88, I found it interesting to listen to

their comments from which I picked

up valuable clues for further worth-

while assignments, based on the

child's interestand/or needs.
It appears that the Classmate 88

helps develop a positive attitude on
the part of children towards indepen-

dent work in mathematics.

Rita Roth, Teacher
Alfred Vail School
Morris School District, NJ

7* X

5« =

35* *

6* =

42* *

7«

49* *

8* =

56- *

56«
7* =

8* *

42*
6« *

35* =

5* *

Figure 7. Using 7 as a factor In multiplication

and division, the tape shows how few

keys need be pushed.

A Paper Computer? ABSOLUTELY!
INTRODUCING...

INSTRUCTO
PAPER COMPUTER

IPC clearly shows exactly the kinds of sequenced activities that

happen inside a computer that make it work

IPC is totally programmable—using an easy-to-learn, easier-to-use

"machine language"

IPC is a relevant, creative, hands-on approach to introductory

computing

And, at less than $6.00 each, IPC's price-performance ratio

leads the industry!!

a real programmable computer I

Order from your school supply dealer or send check or money order
(plus 10% handling) to:

INSTKUCTO/McGraw-Hill e^tf
ipc — ccs nil
Paoli, PA 19301

that will revolutionize

your math program

I
1 IN 460 1 Computer plus Operator's Manual (including book of 16

programs and Teaching Guide) $5.95! IN 470 10 Computers plus 1 Operator's Manual $12.95

CIRCLE 149 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Inventory Problems?
Are you having trouble keeping the right nuts

and bolts in stock? Since even o simple mistake can
cost you time and money, a good inventory system
should do more than just count parts. It should tell

you exactly what you need, when you need it,

where to get it, and how much it will cost.

The MSI Inventory System Seven enables you to

maintain a versatile data base for controlling

inventory. It lists part number, description, quantity

on hand, vendor, cost, selling price, optional
pricing, usage levels for previous month, present

month, and yeor-to-date, and much more.

When quantity on hand items reach minimum
levels, the System Seven compiles an automatic
reorder list. This list can be generated by spe-

cific vendor as well as a complete listing of

all materials to be ordered. ..V2

In addition to the item listing, the In-
f,

ventory System Seven "bill of materials"

provides you with o complete inventory

of items used in the manufacture of subassemblies
and complete products. It also contains other cost

items such as labor costs, total raw materials costs,

and miscellaneous costs.

The MSI Inventory System Seven is built around
the versatile MSI 6800A Computer with 56K of

RAM. An integral dual mini-floppy memory gives

you an additional 630K of memory and makes

inventory control fast and efficient. The System
Seven will interface with any industry standard CRT,

and you have the option of both a "daisy wheel"
word processor for high quality document prepa-
ration and a dot matrix printer for high speed
production.

The System Seven can be expanded to handle
all your data processing needs or you can select

one of nine other MSI systems now available
for business, industrial, scientific, educational, and
personal applications.

If you need more than just a nuts and bolts

inventory system, we hove more informa-

tion about how the Inventory
System Seven can solve your pro-

blems economically.

0? E
MSI Inventory System Seven

midwest Scientific
220 W.Cedar, Olothe, Kansas 66061,(913)764-3273
TWX91 749 6403 (MSI OLAT), TELEX 42525 (MSI A OLAT)

CIRCLE 167 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Texas Instrument's

810/820 Printers

:

The "Best Buy'

Printer?
J. Tom Badgett

Interesting comments on Tl's 810
and 820 printers. ..some which
contradict "official" statements
from Tl.

One of the first things a com-
puterist learns when he starts pro-

gramming is that hard copy is all but a
necessity for program editing and
structuring. The second thing he
learns is that he has to pay really big

bucks for a printer with reasonable

speed, versatility and good looking
print. Because of its mechanical
nature, the computer- printer still is

one of the most expensive com-
ponents of any computer system.
Figure on spending anywhere from 1

K

to 3K dollars for a decent unit.

Even given these price considera-
tions, however, there are some good
buys and some not so good buys on
the market today. After severaJ

months of travel and hours upon
hours of hiking around computer
shows, terminal fairs and dealer
showrooms, I have found what may
be the best computer printer buy on
the market today: the Texas Instru-

ments' Model 810/820 series dot
matrix printer. The 810 is a Receive
Only (RO) model while the 820 is

designed as a communications ter-

minal and contains a keyboard, a
larger character buffer and answer-
back circuitry. The printing mech-

J. Tom Badgett, 400 Albemarle St.

WV 24701

.

Bluefield,

anisms of the two printers are

identical, though the available op-
tions aren't the same. The biggest
difference seems to be that the 820 is

not available with a parallel interface.

Features and Options

For most microcomputer applica-

tions the 810 is probably the logical

choice. The basic printer with upper
case only is $1 ,895.00 retail., though a
number of suppliers who advertise in

the personal computing and trade

magazines discount this basic printer

several hundred dollars. That price

might be enough to make some

The standard features and
available options for the

TI-810 are also very impres-

sive.

people gasp, but keep in mind the
printer is complete with tractor feed,

256 character buffer, RS-232 inter-

face, intelligent bidirectional print

mechanism and 150 character per
second printing speed. Compare
those features to other printers

generally offered to small system

The TI-810 In "operating position." It sits

atop a homemade desk which also houses my
computer and disk drive. That's a Micro-Term
ACT-IVB to the left ot the printer.

users, such as the Centronics 779,

and the price is extremely competi-
tive. With tractor feed and parallel

interface the Centronics printer is

usually priced around $1 .695.00.

The standard features and avail-

able options for the TI-810 are also

very impressive. The basic printer is

set up for 132 columns, but has a fully

adjustable tractor mechanism which
will take narrow forms (such as

mailing labels) down to about 3

inches. It contains a self-test feature

which will print the standard char-

acter set in an offset "barber pole"

pattern. That is, it prints the entire

A set of switches on the front

panel put the printer on or off-line,

align the paper (up or down in small

increments), reset an error condition,

cause a line feed or advance to the top
of the form. Additionally there is a set

of DIP switches under the front cover
which select the baud rate (from 110
to 9,600 Baud in the standard config-

uration), parity checking, automatic
line feed override and automatic
perforation skip override. (NOTE:
when using these programming
switches you have to turn off the
power momentarily, then back on
after the switches are set to effect the
new programmed configuration.)
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Each standard printer also has a

paper-out switch which works in con-
junction with a warning light on the

front panel. There is also a program-
mable forms length resident in the
standard printer. The default forms
length is 66 lines, but under software
control you may specify anything
from 3 to 112 lines. Also standard is

software or hardware switchable line

spacing, either six lines per inch or

eight lines per inch.

You don't have to pay extra for

software control, either. By including

in your software certain control

characters, you may take the printer

off-line or put it on-line, do horizontal

and vertical tabs, advance to top of

form, select r\umber of columns to be
printed and choose other operating
parameters.

Interfacing

As previously mentioned, the

RS-232 interface comes standard. It

includes switchable baud rates to

9600 and standard handshaking sig-

nals. A number of interface options

are available. The one I use is what Tl

used to call the "Centronics Compat-
ible" interface. A factory engineer
tells me they no longer may use that

term, and, indeed, assured me that

the parallel interface was no longer

compatible with the standard Cen-
tronics interface. Such is not the

case, however, as the parallel card in

my OSI Challenger was designed for

the Centronics printer and it works
well with theTI-810 printer. As further

proof, I was telling a Radio Shack
dealer recently about the model 810
and he became very interested. I

placed the parallel Model 810 next to

his Radio Shack and removed the

parallel cable from his Model 779

printer and plugged it into the Tl

machine. The only change required

was to turn on the automatic line

feed feature as the Radio Shack
printer software doesn't send an

automatic line feed with the carriage

return.

When considering a parallel inter-

face for the Model 810 one must be
sure to specify the proper interface,

as there are a couple of choices. A
dealer in California told me that to get

a Parallel Interface compatible with

the Centronics Interface I would have

to buy the Tl LBP (Line Buffered

Parallel Interface), which is a $150.00
option. I called the factory and was
told the same thing by a company
engineer. Further research showed,
however, that Tl's PLL (Parallel Inter-

face with Character Buffering) has all

the required signals for a Centronics-

type interface, and costs only an
additional $45.00. This is the inter-

face I am currently using with my
Challenger II at 9600 Baud and it

works flawlessly. The RS-232 Inter-

face comes on the 810 even if you
specify current loop or parallel inter-

face options.

Be careful when ordering a TI-81 0.

A few national distributors are order-

ing the printer in large quantities and
are offering attractive discounts.
These printers are being supplied in

standard configurations only: RS-
232, upper case. If you want Parallel

Interface it'll cost $1 50.00 even for the
character buffered option for installa-

tion outside the factory. Some
options, such as the forms controls,

may not be installed in the field. Make

sure you're getting a printer con-
figured the way you want to use it

before you buy at a discount.
Also available are RS-232 inter-

faces with line buffering and Current
Loop with character or line buffering.
Other options include international
character sets, programmable and
switchable forms length, compressed
and expanded print, Lower Case, tear
bar, paper catcher, stand, etc.

Note that the standard TI-810 uses
a high quality 9x7 matrix. The
company says it produces excellent
results on up to six copies, though by
the sixth copy the letters are some-
what smeared. Up to four copies (an
original and three carbons) are quite
good, however. With a parallel inter-

face the 810 can print a continuous

This print ins is an example of 10 Charac-
ters per inch horizontally and 6 lines
per inch vertically. The printing can be
compressed both horizontally and verti-
cal 1 Y .

This, printing is an example of JO Charac-
ters per inch horizontally and 8 lines
per inch vertically. The printing can be
compressed both horizontally and verti-
cal 1 v .

This printing is an example of 16.5 Charac-
ters per inch horizontally and 8 lines
per inch vertically The printing can be

conpressed both horizontal Iy and verti-
cally.

This printing is an example of 16.5 Charac-

ters per inch horizontally and 6 lines

per inch vertically. The printing can be

conpressed both horizontally and verti-

cally.

The printer electronics are housed in an
enclosed cage at the rear. The cards are what I'd

call military-type construction: heavy lands,

solder masked and coated with a heavy
protective layer. The top of the card cage is

padded and fits firmly against the tops of the
circuit boards, holding them in place.

Parallel and RS-232 circuitry is included in

the unit shown. For TTY interface another
circuit board is plugged into a socket below the
present PLL connector.

An Inside view of the TI-810 printer. The
lever on the right of the print head rail adjusts
head clearance for various forms thicknesses.

The DIP switches, forms length switches and
print compression controls are visible in the
lower center of the picture. Front panel control

switches are on the right.
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150 characters per second. That's 60
full 132 character lines in a minute, or
up to 440 lines per minute if the lines

are 10 characters or less. You can
operate the printer with the RS-232
interface and no handshaking at a
continuous 1200 Baud, slightly re-

ducing its printing speed.

The printer is a joy to use.

The software programming
features provide for easy
design of printer output.

The printer is a joy to use. The
software programming features pro-

vide for easy design of printer output.

The 810 is quiet (below 60 db, the

company says, with the supplied
plastic sound baffle). It operates
noticeably quieter than the Cen-
tronics 779 and it is worlds away from
my ASR 33 Teletype in noise produc-
tion. One reason the 810 has such
good printing speed is the fact that

the print head tabs to the next printing

position rather than moving at the

slower standard printing rate. If

you're printing full lines the head

seems to sweep back and forth,

printing in both directions in a
smooth, continuous action. If, how-
ever, you are printing a chart or other

columnar information, the head leaps

to the next printing position. It is

interesting to watch the head try to

decide whether to move right-to-left

or left-to-right.

Service and Reliability

I've only used the printer a short

time at this writing, but company
supplied figures on reliability and
time to repair look promising. Texas
Instrument says the Mean Time
Between Failure (MTBF) of the entire

printer, excluding the printhead, is

2,000 hours, "regardless of duty
cycle." The printhead, says Texas
Instruments, can produce 150 million

characters, while the ribbon is good
for up to 7 million characters. Average
time to repair the printer, including

the print head (which is merely
replaced in the field) is 30 minutes.
Several service options are available.

Some Tl dealers pick up service

themselves, either through service

contracts or on-site service at an
hourly rate. Texas Instruments has
service centers at strategic spots

throughout the country and sells

annual maintenance contracts for

about 16% of the retail cost of the

printer. Also available is depot main-

tenance, where you pay a lower

service rate and are required to ship

the printer to Tl for in-house service in

the event of difficulty. This service

won't cost you anything additional

beyond shipping. Tl will also service

your printer on an hourly basis.

Presumably circuit cards and other

repair parts could be purchased from
the company should an end user wish
to attempt his own service using the

maintenance manual provided with

the unit.

The construction of the Model 810
is rugged, compact and high quality.

As the accompanying photographs
show, the electronics components
are housed in a completely enclosed
card cage, cooled by a muffin fan . The
top of the enclosure is padded with

foam and presses firmly against the

top of the circuit cards, ensuring that

they will remain in place even under
conditions of vibration or when
moving the printer to a different loca-

tion. The print head rides on a

permanently lubricated stell rod on
which it floats freely.

When I first began investigating

THE PERFECT COMBINATION

$139.00

VIDEO 100
MONITOR

The Video 1 00 is designed to meet your monitor needs for

both personal and business use. It is compatible with a

wide range of computer systems, and with a bandwidth of

1 2 MHz it is capable of displaying up to 80 characters per

line on this 1 2" B/W CRT. The solid state circuitry assures
a stable & sharp display. The front panel controls include

power, contrast, horizontal and vertical holds.
Adjustments for height, vertical linearity, and width

control are located on a rear panel. All the above features

for only $139.00.

Master Charge. Visa, accepted. COD Extra. Add $5

OE 1000
VIDEO TERMINAL

$275.00

The OE 1 000 Video Terminal provides you with a low cost

means to communicate with your computer. The OE 1 000
will display 16 lines of 64 characters on a monitor or

modified TV. The terminal will generate and display the

full 96 ASCII character set (upper and lower case) plus'

32 special characters (Greek letters and math symbols).

The terminal will also erase to end of line, erase to end of

screen, scroll, and it has full X-Y cursor movement.
Interfacing to your computer requires a full duplex, serial.

RS232 or 20 mA loop I/O port at the rate of 1 10 or 300
baud. The OE 1000 sells for $350 assembled or $275 in

kit form,

per unit. $10 both units, shipping handling insurance.

The perfect low cost combination of the OE 1000 and Video 100 are available from

OTTO ELECTRONICS
PO BOX 3066, PRINCETON, NJ. 08540 or call (609) 448-9165^i^hbmmbb CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD ^^^^^™™™
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the TI-810 printer in the summer of
1978, a Washington, D.C. sales rep
told me delivery times were running a
nominal 290 days! I gave up on ever
getting one. Texas Instruments now
has a plant dedicated to the 810-820
printers and delivery times are a more
realistic 30-45 days. That's not bad
when you consider each printer is

built on order. There's no such thing
as ordering a printer from Tl "off the
shelf." Because of the wide variety of
options, each printer is built after an
order is placed for it.

Documentation and Miscellaneous
The documentation with the

printer is excellent. After struggling
through a variety of service and oper-
ator's manuals produced by several
microcomputer companies, it's nice
to find a company with the back-
ground and personnel to provide
understandable manuals with their
equipment. The Model 810 has been
around for quite awhile, so they've
had time to come up with acceptable
documentation. A fairly complete
service manual is also available for
$15.00 which includes, among other
things, a quick reference card on
software commands.

Nothing is perfect, of course, but

my complaints so far on the TI-810
printer are few. The most glaring dif-

ficulty is the three-way power plug
where it attaches to the printer. For
some reason it does not fit snugly
into the printer jack and it is easy to
wiggle the power plug loose when you
turn the printer on (the on/off switch
is located adjacent to the power con-
nection). The power plug sometimes
falls out when changing paper. I've

never had the power connection
disengage while the printer was oper-
ating, however. The only other

Texas Instruments' 81 & 820 Printer

Specifications

problem is just a minor irritation. The
paperout switch is located just below
the metal platen for the printhead on
the extreme left side. If you're not very
careful when changing paper the
perforations will snag on the switch,
either tearing the holes or wrinkling
the paper so you have to tear off a
sheet and try again.

Otherwise, I have no complaints.
The printer works as advertised and
works very well. You'll be hard
pressed to find more printer for your
money anywhere else.

PRINTER
Microprocessor controlled, bi-directional
print head. Prints 64 Limited ASCII Charac-
ters (810), standard. The Model 820 comes
standard to print 95 ASCII Characters. 9x7
Dot Pattern.

SPEED: 1 50 Characters per second
LINE SPACING: 6 Lines per inch (810 has
selectable 8 LPI).

HORIZONTAL SPACING: 10 Characters per
Inch. (16.5CPI Optional)
PAPER FEED: Rear or Bottom Feed.
Includes Self Test Feature.

COMMUNICATIONS
Serial EIA RS-232C A standard 25 pin con-
nector is mounted on the rear of the printer.

SPEED: Selectable baud rates of 110-9600
with handshaking.
PARITY : Check for Odd, Even or None. (820
transmits Odd, Even, Mark or Space).
RECEIVE BUFFER: 81 0256 Characters.

820 640 Characters.

MOOES: Half Duplex, Full Duplex, Half
Duplex with Reverse Channel

.

MISCELLANEOUS
FORM WIDTH: 3 to 15 inches.
KEYBOARD (820 Only): Full ASCII, Type-
writer type with N-Key Rollover. Terminal
and Communications Status indicators.
PAPER TYPE: Continuous feed, fanfold or
multi-part (6 Parts)

POWER REQUIREMENTS: 90-130 VAC,
47-63 Hz. , Single Phase.

180-260 Vac,
47-63 Hz.,

Single Phase.
PHYSICAL: 810 25.75 x 8 x 20 Inches, 55

Pounds.
820 26 x 8.25 x 21 Inches, 40
Pounds.

OPERATING ENVIRONMENT: 5-40 De-
grees C, 5-90 Percent Humidity.
NOISE : Less than 60 dB 3 feet from front of
unit.

- EDUCATORS -

If you arc un Instructor of Electronics, i omputcr Science,

Mathematics, or Construe! ion Technology, you can now
present u powerful new Icumiug i"»>l i<> your classes. SI)

SYSTEMS, a Dullus bused microcomputer muniifucitircr

known for its business systems, ha-* entered I he educa-
tional field wiili iis Z80 Sturter Kit. Tile Kii will enable
your student lo build. trouhlcshool. uuulyxc and evuluutc

microcomputers, and more s|ieeificully, die powerful X<so

microprocessor. The Kii allows I he builder lo use u lull

power microcomputer and to accomplish real tasks Use
the '/.HO Sturter Kii to chullennc your students wiili lenit

projects, science fail projects, uihIcvcm iniei depai inienlal

projects, file '/.H{) Sturter Kii is ideal for tile imaginative

Ctluculor who takes the profession seriously, and wauls lo

keep the Icuritiiut environment cost effective.

On-ltoiiril

II) liisnliiv

Wire Wrup
u For Custom
Circuitry

A SUBSIDIARY OF 1MI MICHIGAN GENERAL CORPORATION
POST OFFICE BOX 2UI0 • DALLAS TEXAS ?WM

I 1<I lilu I" liml otn mine ulxml your /.HO

Sturiei Kii uu<l Uei a list of your I tenters.

I

I nami:
I

i \i>tiKi:ss

i m STATE ZIP

| SI | |l K l|,

I
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From Benton Harbor

:

The Heath H17 Disk System

Donald E. Skiff

The Heath H8 microcomputer has
been around for a couple years now,
and while people predicted a rush of

compatible peripherals, it hasn't

exactly worked out that way. Godbout
Electronics offers a 12K memory
board (inexpensive), and Info 2000
advertised a Z80 CPU board and 8"

floppy disk system (very expensive)

for it. Beyond the Info 200C package
and the usual games, there hasn't

been much non-Heath software yet,

either*. So those of us who "went
Heath" have been eagerly waiting for

bells and whistles to come out of

Benton Harbor. Components that

don't have to interface to the unique
Heath bus, such as printers and video
terminals, can be chosen from a
selection; for others, such as 5"

floppy disk systems, we've had to

wait. The disk has arrived.

The H-1 7 Controller Board : with 2K bytes ROM
and 1K bytes RAM (which is write-protected);
all bus lines buffered; disks have 40 tracks
102.4K bytes each.

TheH17usesaWangco Model 82,
5" drive, with 10 hard sectors, single
sided and single density. The drive
and its circuit board come assem-
bled, even if the system is purchased
as a kit. The cabinet, power supply
and controller board are by Heath,
and can be bought assembled or as a
kit. The cabinet accommodates two
disk drives, and a plate is furnished to
cover one opening of a single drive
system. I purchased a kit with a single
drive, then added a second drive
shortly after.

Donald E. Skiff, 2448 Vera Ave., Cincinnati, OH
45237.

Construction

The single-drive system took
about 12 hours to build. With some
previous experience, I encountered
nothing difficult, except for some
minor parts not being in the container

they were supposed to be in, but there

were no missing parts. Assuming that

the builder has already assembled the

H8 computer, this kit is pretty simple.

Making it run was, for me, another
matter. I bought the drive and con-
troller board alone, anticipating a
week or so of construction before I

was ready to try it out. I didn't have
any software for it, and the construc-
tion and operation manuals gave no
information about actual operation
beyond some preliminary tests.

The first test is a memory test, for

both the computer and the controller

board (the board has 2K bytes of ROM
and 1K bytes of write-protected

RAM). Then the drive control circuits

are checked through the H8 front

panel. Each drive is given a read/

write test next, and if that fails (mine
did on one drive) the book provides a

69-byte speed display program to be
entered manually into the computer.
A speed adjustment on the drive can
be turned (a very sensitive adjust-

ment) to get the drive up to specifica-

tions. The manual procedure at this

point was unclear, and I went through
the process a half dozen times before

I realized what I was supposed to be
doing and looking for. I finally got the

drive to produce the necessary dis-

play, and I turned it off to wait for the

arrival of my operating system.
Meanwhile, a friend offered to

loan me his operating system disk so I

could get started. It didn't work.
However, the system reported the
disk had checksum errors on every

track. I tried it several times without

success, then took the disk to the
local Heath store, put it in their

system, and it ran perfectly.

After several hours of retracing my
steps (all the tests in the operation

manual checked out, every time), I

took the system to my friend's house
to try interchanging components to

H-1 7 Disk Drives, H-8 Computer, Selectric

(modified), Hazeltine 1500 terminal.

isolate the problem. My drive did not

work with his controller board. We
examined the programming plug in

the drive, and bent the cut jumper
strips away from each other, just in

case they might have been touching.

(The programming plug, with the

proper jumpers cut, identifies the

drive number to the system.) There is

also a small plug on the drive circuit

board where the read/write heads
connect to the board. I'd encountered

a lot of problems with such plugs in

the past, perhaps from metal oxida-

tion, loose connections or some-
thing, so I wiggled the plug on its pins

just before we turned the system on
again. It was an incidental act, but it

corrected the problem. The system
ran perfectly.

The startup procedures are com-
plicated, but if one is careful to follow

the instructions, they are clearly

spelled out. in the Diagnostic Pro-

gram (TEST 17), "General Checkout"
takes about 45 minutes to run,

although it requires no operator

attention. My system had no prob-

lems, so I don't know what more
would have been required had there

been problems.

HDOS — The Heath Disk
Operating System

Having fought with cantankerous
cassettes for over a year in my Heath
as well as another computer I have, I

am delighted with the speed and reli-

ability of the floppy disk way of

computing. The first week was pretty

frustrating, trying to remember the
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subtle but important differences
between disk system commands and
cassette system commands. But I

haven't lost any disks yet, and my
productivity is picking up.

Under HDOS, one can address any
file in either disk drive, copy, console
display, or print it through the single

output "device," the Alternate Ter-

minal. Files can be accessed and
manipulated by BASIC, EDIT, DBUG,
or ASM (assembler), regardless of the
originating program. For example, a
text file generated in EDIT can be re-

formatted by a BASIC program, to

change line length or justify right

margins, or whatever. BASIC pro-

grams can be loaded into EDIT for

alteration. I should think it possible to

write a BASIC program to create an
assembly-language program from
various parameters, if one is so
inclined. HDOS will permit it.

One can even create a text file

directly through HDOS, without the
Editor (EDIT), by "copying" file "TT:"
(the console keyboard) into a named
disk file. In the same way, text or a
BASIC program can be printed

through HDOS without having to load

EDIT or BASIC.
They haven't forgotten that most

H8 users have cassette files and pro-

grams, and so have included special

HDOS programs for copying from
cassette onto disk files. Text and
most BASIC programs may be trans-

ferred, although some cassette
BASIC statements must be changed
to allow them to run under HDOS.
Machine language programs cannot
be transferred, but assembly lan-

guage source code can be copied and
reassembled, with some limitations

in I/O and memory use. So far, there's

no way to copy disk files to cassettes.

The peculiar memory allocation

that Heath started with — the first 8K
is used by the front panel routines,

HDOS ROM and RAM, and some, as
yet unassigned but unavailable to the
user — discouraged some adapta-
tions of other software for use in the
H8/H17. Under cassette operation,

all machine language programs were
expected to originate at 040: 100 (split

octal); under HDOS they start at

042:200. About 2K at the top of

memory is used by HDOS, as well. In

my machine, with 16K of RAM, I have
about 3K available on top of BASIC,
and over 8K on top of the Editor. The
editor will run with open files for input
and output, so text length is limited

only by disk capacity. If one works in

BASIC very much, however, 16K is apt
to put pretty tight restrictions on what
can be done.

The principal HDOS functions are
shown in Table 1. The system disk
also includes BASIC, EDIT, ASM,
DBUG and a couple utility programs
for loading cassette files.

HDOS FUNCTIONS

BOOT Reads the system disk, enters

Command Mode, asks for date
(automatically dates all new
files).

CHECK Reads the disk, checks for

damage to files.

INIT17 Initializes new disks with name
and number.

TEST17 System diagnostic, checks
drive speed, read /write func-
tions, media (disk) condition.
Copies HDOS system onto
anotherdlsk.
Copies any disk file to another
disk using only one drive.

Displays a catalog listing of

files on adlsk.
Types out the contents of any
file on the console.
Executes any machine-lan-
guage program.
Copies any file, to another file,

to the console or to Alternate

Terminal (printer).

Renames any file.

Deletes any file.

Sets any of a number of system
options, such as drive speed,
maximum line length, etc.

Affects write protection for a
file, or suppression of Its listing

in CAT, or locks it from any
change or deletion.

(Unexplained in manual).
Reports number of hard and
soft errors encountered since
BOOT.
Actually four demonstration
programs, in assembly lan-

guage and BASIC
Any of 69 different error mes-
sages.
Displays list of options in com-
mand mode.

SYSGEN

ONECOPY

CAT

TYPE (or LIST)

RUN

COPY

RENAME
DELETE
SET

FLAG

PATCH
STAT

DEMO

ERRORMSG

HELP

Basic

Like Heath's cassette version of

extended BASIC, this permits multi-

dimensioned matrices of variables,

including string variables. (Up to

eight subscripts are permitted per

variable). Strings may be up to 255
characters long. I/O operations in-

clude PEEK and POKE, to read or

write values into memory, PIN and
OUT to read and write to a port, and
five channels to use for reading and
writing to disk files. These channels
can also be assigned to the console
and to the Alternate Terminal, for hard
copy output. A program can be
SAVED, and an updated version can
REPLACE an existing one in a disk

file. FREEZE will store a program, its

variables, and BASIC itself, into a
special file in case it's three a.m. and
you're too tired to finish running it.

INPUT and LINE INPUT work the
same as with cassette BASIC, except

that they can be used to read from a
disk file, as well as from the key-
board. Strings can be read without
quotation marks through LINE IN-
PUT, allowing unlimited access to
text files as "data."

The function CIN(n) is new to
Heath BASICS. It examines the next
character available at the input file

(n= channel number). With some
experience and a few hints, it can be
very useful. For example, disk files

are stored in sectors; unused space
in a sector is filled with zero values.
The end of a text file then can be
identified by the first zero encoun-
tered, flagging the end of a read oper-
ation. Another good use for it is to
read input one character at a time, as
when formatting text, to look for

spaces, carriage return characters
etc.

BASIC programs can be CHAINed
together, with variables and open
files saved, permitting very long pro-
grams to be broken up into parts that

will fit the available memory, or to
pick up frequently used routines
instead of repeating them in every
program. The CHAIN command,
which can be included as a program
statement, calls up another BASIC
program and tells it to execute using
existing variables and files.

Inside the H-1 7 drive, showing the two Wangco
drives and power supply (at rear). Open design
could accommodate other drives. (HDOS can
support only two drives).

The LOCK command prevents
data and variables from being cleared,
and also prevents program text from
being altered or deleted. This could
be valuable in situations requiring
protection of data not existing in a
disk file, such as business account-
ing data during processing.

The most noticable deficiencies in

this BASIC that I've encountered are:

the lack of the USR function, that
calls a machine-language program;
no automatic renumbering of state-
ments; and that to edit a statement
you must retype the entire line

(although you can edit strings in the
Editor).
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Editor

The Heath line-oriented editor is

adequate for writing assembly lan-

guage programs, but cumbersome for

text. It's essentially the same as the

cassette version TED-8, but with disk

file access it's handier to use. Actual

editing of copy takes a lot longer than

a writer wants to spend.
A new text editor is supposed to

be released by Heath, however; per-

haps it will be designed more for text

than programming.

Assembler and Debugger

The most notable feature of ASM
is its ability to pick up program
segments from disk files, as it

assembles. Frequently used routines

or symbol definitions, then, can be
written once, and included in any
subsequent program. CALLs to

HDOS routines may be entered sym-
bolically, and HDOS will supply the

necessary addresses, as well as the

routines themselves. HDOS also

maintains a "sector cursor," which
can be moved to any 256-byte sector

in a file for reading or writing, provid-

ing random access to file contents.

The console debugger, DBUG,
allows a machine language program
to be loaded, run, stepped, examined
or changed from the console. Regis-

ters and memory locations can also

be examined and changed at any
point. Values can be displayed in

decimal, octal or hexadecimal nota-

tion.

Manuals

Heath is justifiably famous for

their assembly manuals. The disk

system assembly manual is as good
as any of those I've used before. They
include several pages of changes
which had to be inserted before I

could begin construction, but that is

expected with any new product. They
really lead you by the hand through

assembly, and leave very little to

chance.
The operation manual, as I men-

tioned earlier, goes only far enough to

check out the system; it really says
very little about operation. The pro-

cedure for testing was garbled, and it

took several hours to figure out what
they were trying to accomplish. This

is unusual for Heath, and I hope they

have corrected it by now — I com-
plained about it at the time.

Once the system is running, the

Software Reference Manual is the

operating manual. The other two can

be stored away, along with the little

booklet that comes with the Wangco
drive.

I found the manual hard to use as a

"reference manual;" indices in the

various chapters were inadequate (the

HDOS section is 120 pages long, but

the index contains only 71 items!).

They've printed edge marks like tabs

in the BASIC section, but I still have

trouble finding particular commands.
There is a summary list of commands
in an appendix, but it runs 12 pages
long. I finally typed my own "com-
mand index," and put it in the front of

the BASIC section, where it's instant-

ly available behind the tab divider.

There's another manual available

for HDOS, a System Programmer's
Guide, which includes information

needed by anyone intending to write

assembly-language programs that

will interface with HDOS. On the first

page, it warns that it is "not an official

Heath manual," and is not written in a

tutorial manner. It was, however,

obviously written by someone who
knows HDOS forward and backward
and, while the jargon gets a bit thick

in places, so does the colorful

description: "Do not single step

through a HDOS SCALL, you may
screw up the disk." To the point and
authoritative. That manual is avail-

able through the Heath User's Group,
for $5.00.

Alternative Software

Heath has also announced the

availability of two commercial soft-

ware packages running under HDOS:
MICROSOFT (tm) BASIC and MICRO-
SOFT (tm) FORTRAN. Among the

additional features of the MICRO-
SOFT BASIC not in the Heath BASIC
are IF-THEN-ELSE statements, auto-

matic line renumbering, double-pre-

cision math, and a PRINT USING
statement for formatting output. This

BASIC costs $100 extra, and requires

32K of memory. FORTRAN is one of

the few available for 8-bit computers,
costing $150 and requiring 40K of

memory.
Building on the MICROSOFT

BASIC, they are offering a set of

business application programs, in-

cluding General Ledger, Accounts
Payable, Accounts Receivable, Pay-

roll and Inventory packages. The cost

of these programs was unavailable at

this writing, but they were scheduled

to be published in the June catalog.

A kind of "do-it-yourself" text

editor has been offered for sale by the

Heath User's Group. Based on a
public-domain editor donated to the

CP/M User's Group, it is character-

oriented, rather than line-oriented,

and so is much faster to use for para-

graph material than is EDIT. Although

it lacks some functions (such as

output to a printer), they furnish all

the source code with it, so one can

write output routines, alter existing

ones, and generally patch it up to suit

the need. Even the instruction manual
is included on the disk rather than

being printed, so the whole thing is a

kit-builder's kind of software. Mem-
bers can get it for $15. Other software,

contributed by the members them-

selves, is also available for the cost of

publication.

Conclusion

Since I have two computers (the

otheroneisaXitan, with S-100 bus), I

did a lot of thinking about which disk

system to buy. There's security in

having a standard configuration, and
several good systems are available for

the S-100. But I've found that there's

also security in a single source. Heath

has been very good about supporting

their products, as long as they're all

Heath. (I had problems last year trying

to interface a printer to my H8, but it's

working now.) I chose to stay with

Heath because of that support, if my
S-100 disk system wouldn't run,

would the problem be in the drive, the

controller, the CPU, the motherboard
or the software? And who's going to

help me?
I hope Heath (or somebody) makes

available some more software, parti-

cularly for word processing, but the

H8/H17 system runs well, forgives a

lot of my fumbles, and hasn't wiped

out adisk yet. I think I'M keep her. D

HEATHKIT PRICES (Mail Order)

H8 Computer, with 16K memory and a ter-

minal/cassette Interlace board $899
H9CRTTermlnal $479

H17 Disk System, with one drive and HDOS
software $675
Second Drive(assembled-just plug in) . .$295

Four-port serial or three-port parallel I/O

board $150
H14 Line Printer (requires Four-Port Serial

Board) $595
Additional 16K Memory (wired) $395

(prices from spring 1 979 catalog)

...so, one can start with an outlay of $2053 plus

postage to get a system without a printer;

$2798 with printer.

•Lifeboat Associates (164 W. 83rd St., NY, NY
10024) is offering a version of CP/M that will

run in the Heath Disk System . CP/ M will open a

very large amount of software to Heath users,

from sophisticated word processors, to highly

specialized business programs.

The secret of success in conversation is to be

able to disagree without being disagreeable.
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CENTRONICS
PRINTERS

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY • 30-DAY WARRANTY
UNITS ARE FACTORY REFURBISHED • SOME NEW

+ 120 lbs. shipping

MODEL 102A
$1,190

' 330 CPS, 132 Columns

•
5x7 Dual Printhead

' Bidirectional Printing

' Multipart Forms Capability

MODEL 101A
$925

+ 120 lbs. shipping

165 CPS, 132 Columns
5x7 Printhead

Manual Line Feed

Remote Select/Deselect

120 lbs. shipping

MODEL 103
$1,695

165 CPS, 132 Columns
5x7 Printhead

' LSI Circuitry

' Bidirectional Printing

m
MODEL 761 KSR

==|7 . $795

+ 75 lbs. shipping

•60 CPS, 132 Columns
• 7x7 Printhead

• ANSI Keyboard

• Bidirectional Printing

IOTS AIORE CENTRONICS TO CHOOSE FROM . . . OVER 29 DIFFERENT MODELS IN STOCK

GENERAL ELECTRIC
High Reliability

i TERMINET
mk SR300
^P 5£? $700

• 10, 15, or 30 CPS • 80 Char, line

+ 50 lbs. • High quality Belt Printer • Adjustable Tractor

shipping . RS232C Standard feed

,•***

25 lbs. shipping

T.I. 755
THERMAL
PRINTER

$595
• 10, 15, or 30 CPS • 80 Char, line

• USASCII Code • 8!6 inch friction

• RS232C Standard feed platen

HOW TO ORDER:
1. Send Check, Money Order, or Credit Card tt (M.C. & Visa)

2. Be sure to include shipping charges. Contact local agent
for estimates on truck, padded van, or air freight costs.

3. Enclose Name, Address, and Business and Home Phones.

4. Mass. Residents add 5% Sales Tax.

SEPTEMBER 1979

A AMERICAN
• **nccn nnmini ircnfe USED COMPUTER
"T^^T P.O. BOX 68C. KENMORE STATION. BOSTON, MASS. 02215

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 617-261-1100
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Instructo Paper Computer
Randy Heuer

The Instructo Paper Computer
(IPC) retails for $5.95 plus postage
and proclaims to be a real program-

mable computer. Well, I'm not sure

that those people with an IBM 370 are

quite ready to trade their machine for

an IPC, but if you are interested in

learning something about the internal

operations of a computer, you may
want to give IPC a try.

The IPC is made of cardstock just

as the name implies. The basic unit

measures 16" x 19". Several paper

slides for the jump switches, com-
pare unit, program step indicator,

index counter, registers, inputs and
outputs are provided. The unit re-

quires a few minutes to punch out and
assemble. Power for the unit is pro-

vided by the operator's fingers and a
writing implement, i.e., a pencil. A
32-page Operator's Manual is also

provided.

The IPC is primarily intended as a

tool for teaching the basics of

computer operations. IPC uses a
pseudo-assembly language. Rather

than confuse the operator with octal

or hexadecimal codes, multiword
instructions and the like, each in-

struction and memory location takes

up one location in the computer's
base ten program storage. Computer
instructions are in the form of

mnemonic assembler codes. For
example, if you encountered a LDRA,
13 (load register A with the contents
of memory location 13) instruction,

you would find the number or word in

location 13, follow the data bus
arrows to the register A paper slide,

write that number or word on the

register A slide and then advance the

program step indicator by one.

About thirty different computer
instructions are covered in the man-
ual which also contains sixteen

sample programs. Of course, the

operator can write and run his own
programs.

The IPC won't quite prepare you to

begin to write assembler code for real

electronic computers, but offers an
excellent first look into the

"mysterious" insides of these ma-
chines. Using the IPC will probably

make things a bit less mysterious and
allow you to have a little fun while

learning. For further information,

write to: INSTRUCTO/McGraw-Hill,
CedarHollowRoad,Paoli,PA19301.D

IDSWORD* WORD PROCESSOR

the right tool for a betterjob
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INTERACTIV/E DATA SYSTEMS
O, IMM [MIIU11M1I

P o IO> ZM>. OWING! MILLS, MO. 21117

Sat ol 8 computer Mytha Explained by Monte Wolverton. On
heavy stock, large 12x17" size, suitable for framing, dressing

up that drab line printer or file cabinet. Only $3.00 postpaid in

USA, $4.00 foreign. A real megabargain! Send to Creative

Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. 07960.
Residents of the Garden State add 5% tax. Orders must be
prepaid.

J
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RADIO SHACK COMPUTER OWNERS
TRS-80 MODEL I AND MODEL II

TRS 80 MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER

ffttfc

PROGRAMS AND ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN OUR FIRST 12 ISSUES
INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING:

A COMPLETE INCOME TAX PROGRAM (LONG AND SHORT FORM)
INVENTORY CONTROL
STOCK MARKET ANALYSIS
WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (FOR DISK OR CASSETTE)
LOWER CASE MODIFICATION FOR YOUR VIDEO MONITOR OR PRINTER
PAYROLL (FEDERAL TAX WITHHOLDING PROGRAM)
EXTEND 16 DIGIT ACCURACY TO TRS80 FUNCTIONS (SUCH AS
SQUARE ROOTS AND TRIGONOMETRIC FUNCTIONS)
NEW DISK DRIVES FOR YOUR TRS 80
PRINTER OPTIONS AVAILABLE FOR YOUR TRS 80
A HORSE SELECTION SYSTEM—ARITHMETIC TEACHER
COMPLETE MAILING LIST PROGRAMS (BOTH FOR DISK OR CASSETTE
SEQUENTIAL AND RANDOM ACCESS)
RANDOM SAMPLING*"BAR GRAPH
CHECKBOOK MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
LEVEL II UPDATES"*LEVEL II INDEX
CREDIT CARD INFORMATION STORAGE FILE
BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MACHINE LANGUAGE AND ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE
LINE RENUMBERING
AND CASSETTE TIPS. PROGRAM HINTS. LATEST PRODUCTS

COMING SOON (GENERAL LEDGER, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
RECEIVABLE, FORTRAN 80, FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS PACKAGE,
PROGRAMS FOR HOMEOWNERS, MERGE TWO PROGRAMS.
STATISTICAL AND MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMS (BOTH
ELEMENTARY AND ADVANCED) AND

WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM (Cassette or Disk)
For writing letters, text, mailing lists, etc., with each new subscriptions or renewal.

LEVEL II RAM TEST -

Checks random access memory to ensure that all memory locations are working properly.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
BUSINESS
GAMBLING • GAMES
EDUCATION
PERSONAL FINANCE
BEGINNER'S CORNER
NEW PRODUCTS
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
MARKET PLACE
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE

SEND FOR OUR 36 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING LISTINGS OF HUNDREDS OF TRS 80PROGRAMS AVAILABLE
ON CASSETTE AND DISKETTE) $2 00 OR FREE WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTION OR SAMPLE ISSUE

•CQKIPLITHQNICS:
Boi 149 New City. New York 10956

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48

SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $ 4

START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE

(#1 - July 1978 • #7 • January 1979 • #12 • June 1979)

NEW SUBSCRIPTION RENEWAL

& 24
HOUR
ORDER
LINE

(914) 425-1535

CREDIT CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

EXP DATE

.

NAME

ADDRESS
•" ADD $6/YEAR (CANADA. MEXICO) ADD S12/YEAR AIR MAIL OUTSIDE OF U.S.A., CANADA & MEXICO '
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CBASIC - A Review

James McClure

If there is one aspect of the micro-

computer industry that has not kept

pace with the others, it must be soft-

ware. However, it's wrong to say that

high level software isn't available —
you just have to look a little harder.

That's how I found CBASIC, a BASIC
language compiler/interpreter de-

veloped by Software Systems Inc. for

8080 and Z-80 based microcom-
puters.

Soon after I purchased my com-
puter, I realized that a fully versatile

system required a floppy disk, so I

bought one, along with the CP/M disk

operating system from Digital Re-
search. Both have proven to be
excellent. However, as with most
operating systems, CP/M does not

come with a high level language, so I

went looking again. While turning the
pages of a computer magazine, I

spotted a small ad for a new BASIC
compiler which would run under
CP/M. It sold for only $99— less than
one third the cost of its closest

competitor. I sent a check and
received a comprehensive manual
along with a diskette containing the
language in about ten days. This was
to be the beginning of a long and
happy relationship.

Overview

In the course of assembling my
system, I went through six BASICS
(including one I wrote myself) and de-

cided that CBASIC had several main
advantages over the others.

It's ANSI standard BASIC. While
BASIC may not be the greatest lan-

guage, it is the most popular, which
means you will be able to make use of

a large reservoir of applications pro-

grams. Since it's ANSI standard,

you'll be able to swap programs
written for different computers with-

out having to do a lot of rewriting.

CBASIC is also completely disk

oriented, communicating through
CP/M with the files residing on the

diskette. Any file may be accessed
through CBASIC commands, regard-

less of its type or location. Full file

facilities are provided, including
random and sequential access

James McClure, 1019 Van Kirk St.. Philadel-

phia, PA 19149.

methods; several other useful com-
mands are also available for general

housekeeping tasks, such as deleting

and renaming files, etc. Furthermore,

since disk is the major storage

medium, programs, data and text are

available quickly and reliably.

Operation

Unlike conventional BASICS,
CBASIC is implemented as a hybrid

language— it's half compiler and half

interpreter. This means that the steps

involved in writing a CBASIC program
are quite different from those used
with a simple interpreter; to be pre-

cise, they are more complicated.
With a straight interpreter, the

user simply enters the desired pro-

gram while in the BASIC'S command
mode. Line numbers precede each
program line and tell the computer in

what order the lines are to be

executed. When the entire program
has been entered, it can be im-

mediately executed by typing "RUN"
or some similar command. If mis-

takes are found, they can be corrected

through a limited editing mode, and
the program can be resumed with no
further delay. These facts make
BASIC interpreters excellent for in-

teractive program development.
On the bad side, interpreters must

evaluate program statements each
time they are executed, making them
rather slow. In order to combat the

speed problem, most BASICS place

some limitations on the method in

which the program is written. For
example, in order to keep the time
required for the computer to recog-

nize a variable name down to a
minimum, only the first two letters

are considered. This also must be

done to save space, another problem
with interpreters, since the entire

source listing (including blanks,

remarks and other things which are

useless to the computer) must reside

in memory. Still other hassles result

from the requirement that every line

must be assigned a number, even if

that number is never referenced by
another program statement. Further-

more, once numbers are assigned, it

is impossible to rearrange portions of

a program ; it must remain in the same
order.

These problems, inherent to al-

most every interpretive BASIC, do not

exist in CBASIC. Variable and func-

tion names can be up to 31 characters

long and may contain keywords with

no confusion on the part of the

compiler. Lines may be continued

indefinitely, and each line is not

required to have an associated

number. Remarks take no space in the

compiled program code, so they may
be used often, greatly aiding program
documentation. This is not so im-

portant in programs used only on a

private system, but who knows when
your next programming masterpiece

may be sold for general distribution?

Also, many users' groups sponsor
software exchanges, and documen-
tation is an important factor.

How are all these benefits pos-

sible? As the saying goes, "you don't

get something for nothing," and pro-

gramming is no exception. These
advantages of CBASIC have been

implemented at the cost of inter-

activeness. Unlike a traditional inter-

preter, CBASIC requires that a source

file containing the program state-

ments be created using the system
editor. This can be anything from the

standard editor supplied with CP/M,
called ED.COM, to a fancy word pro-

cessing editor. Once the file is

created, it must be compiled into an

executable intermediate file by the

program CBASIC.COM. Once this

step is completed, the intermediate

file is loaded and executed by the

CRUN.COM program. Thus, running

a program with CBASIC is accom-
plished in three steps. The source file

is edited, then compiled, and finally

executed.
Most of the advantages of CBASIC

are made possible by the compilation

process. It is during this phase that

the variable and function names are

evaluated, and addresses assigned

for each variable. This saves time

when the program is executed, since

the run-time monitor does not need to

re-evaluate each identifier as it is en-

countered. Also, during compilation,

blanks and remarks are filtered out

and keywords are compressed. String

and numeric constants are evaluated,

thereby relieving the interpreter of

costly decimal-to-binary conver-

sions, and saving more time. Finally,
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CBASIC, con't...

the labels are resolved and the actual

program pseudo-code is generated.

The psuedo-code and the other

program elements are stored in an
intermediate file, considerably smal-
ler than theoriginal source, which will

be executed by "CRUN.COM."
The pseudo-code itself, abbrevi-

ated P-code, is an interesting topic.

P-code is a cross between machine
code (the binary instructions recog-

nized by a given microprocessor) and
higher level statements, such as
those encountered in BASIC. Gener-
ally, a BASIC, PASCAL or COBOL
compiler defines a minimal set of

instructions which will be needed to

implement the language. These in-

structions may include move com-
mands, floating-point arithmetic

operations and others. Once these
instructions are defined, a hypotheti-

cal "machine" capable of executing
them is created. However, rather than

building an actual microcomputer
capable of executing the desired

instructions, a program is written for

one of the already available machines
(8080, Z-80, 6502, etc.) which inter-

prets the P-code, and performs the

necessary operations. Hence comes
the notion that CBASIC is part

compiler and part interpreter.

There are many advantages to

P-code interpreters, sometimes
called P-machines or virtual proces-

sors, which are beyond the scope of

this article to discuss. The reader

should be aware, nonetheless, that

CBASIC employs this general type of

system.
As mentioned, the compilation

process is not present in the opera-

tion of a normal BASIC interpreter; as

a result, programs written in CBASIC
generally take longer to debug, since

the source must be recompiled after

every modification. Once the program
is finished, however, it can be run any
number of times without the need for

recompilation.

Features

CBASIC is one of the most
feature-packed languages available to

computer owners. In terms of arith-

metic capabilities, it possesses a full

complement of math functions (see

Figure 1a) as well as the ability to

work with both real and integer vari-

ables; real quantities are stored with

14 digits of precision and exponents
of ten varying from 63 to -64. Integers

range from -32768 to 32767. Both
hexadecimal and binary constants

may be used in addition to the usual

decimal numbers.
In addition to numbers, CBASIC

can also process strings of charac-
ters. String variables may contain
from to 255 characters, and may be
manipulated through a variety of

functions (see Figure 1 b).

Operators: +,-,/, *, v (exponentiation), AND,
OR. NOT, XOR (exclusive OR)

Trancendental functions: SIN, COS, TAN,
ATN, LOG (natural), EXP

Conversion functions: ABS, INT, FLOAT

Machine code functions: INP, PEEK

Others: PRE, RND, SGN, SQR (square root)

a. Math Functions

Operators: + (concantation)

Substring functions: LEFTS, RIGHTS, MIDS,
MATCHS (searches for substring in speci-

fied string variable)

Conversion functions: ASC, CHRS, UCASES
(converts argument to upper case), STRS.
VAL

Others: COMMANDS (returns CP/M command
line), SADD% (returns the address of the

specified string variable)

b. String Functions

Figure 1 . CBASIC Functions.

Along with the standard ANSI
BASIC instruction set, CBASIC also

provides a number of special com-
mands which make programming
easier. The first of these special com-
mands deals with structured pro-

gramming which involves the con-
struction of programs out of blocks.

Each block performs a given task

within the program. The blocks are

usually implemented as subroutines,
known in some other languages as
procedures or paragraphs. The pros
and cons of block oriented, or struc-

tured, programming have been de-

bated for many years; it is generally

agreed, however, that this technique
increases the readability of programs,
as well as making them easier to

modify.
As an example of the structured

technique, suppose that you are

asked to write a program which is to

read names from a given disk file, sort

them, and then write them back to the

file. Using the structured method, the
program would be logically divided

into three distinct parts: a block to

read the disk file into memory, a block
to do the actual sort, and a block to

write the sorted information back to

the disk. From this initial conception,

the three modules could be designed,
programmed and debugged separ-

ately, and then combined to form the

final product.
Some languages, such as PAS-

CAL and PL/M, were designed with

structured programming in mind.
Unfortunately, this is not true of

BASIC. Thus, many of the commands
which make structured programming
possible in other languages are not

present in the ANSI standard of

BASIC. In order to get around this,

and still offer programmers a choice,
CBASIC has been expanded to

include some structured commands.
The first of these is the WHILE

command. It is used in situations

where a group of instructions must be
executed WHILE a specified condi-
tion remains true. For example,
suppose that the elements of array N
are to be printed until a key on the
console is pressed. Figure 2a lists a
standard BASIC program written to

perform this function. In it, line 110
tests the console to see if a character
has been sent. If so, the computer
branches to line 150 and STOPs;
otherwise the next element of N is

printed, and the computer is sent

back to 110 by the GOTO at line 140.

Listed in Figure 2b is the same pro-

gram written in CBASIC, using the
WHILE command. Notice in this pro-
gram that the WHILE and WEND
commands denote the loop boundar-
ies. In this form, the routine can
practically be read as an english

sentence, making it self-document-
ing in the sense that many REMarks
are not necessary. When used fre-

quently, the WHILE command can
greatly improve the readability of pro-

grams which might otherwise be
made incomprehensible by a tangled
mass of GOTOs.
100 E = 1 : REM Set pointerto first element.
110 IF CONSTAT* THEN 150 : REM Test

console.
1 20 PRINT N(E) : REM Print next element.
130E=E + 1

140GOTO110
150 STOP : REM Terminate If a key has been

pressed.

a. Standard BASIC Program

ELEM = 1

WHILE NOT CONSTAT%
PRINT N(ELEM)
ELEM = ELEM + 1

WEND
STOP

b. CBASIC Program with WHILE Statement

(CONSTAT* Is a function which returns the

value TRUE when a key on the console has been
pressed, and the value FALSE otherwise.)

Figure 2. Loops in CBASIC

Another handy feature useful for

structured programming is the mul-
tiple line, user defined function. A
function is the same as a subroutine

except that it returns a value. Tradi-

tionally, BASIC functions which are

defined by the user have been
restricted to one line. For example,
the function of Figure 3a is used to

calculate the logarithm of a number N
in base A.

This format is acceptable when
the function is short and simple. In

some cases, however, it may be more
desirable to implement an entire

block of a structured program as one
function. CBASIC has an extension to

allow user defined functions to have
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more than one line which means
complex operations can be pro-

grammed as functions. As an ex-

ample, let us go back to the previous

assignment; we need a program to

sort the items in a disk file. The first

block of the program will read the ele-

ments of the file into array

STRINGS. Figure 3b shows this block
written as a multiple line function.

DEF FNLOG(X.A) = LOG(X)/LOG(A)
a. Single Line Function

DEF FN.READ.FILE% (NAMES, MSIZE)
FN.READ.FILE% = FALSE%
RECORD% =
IFEND#1 THEN 110

OPEN NAMES AS1
FORRECORD% = 1 TO MSIZE
READ#1 : STRINGS$(RECORD%)
NEXTRECORD%

110IFRECORD% = OTHEN RETURN
FN.READ.FILE% = TRUE%
RETURN

FEND
b. Multiple Line Function

Figure 3. CBASIC User Defined Functions.

Notice that the file name and the

maximum number of entries which
can be sorted are passed to the func-

tion as parameters. An unlimited

number of other parameters could
have been passed, all of which are

substituted for the dummy variables

shown in the first line of the func-

tion's definition. As you can see, the

parameters may be of several types
(i.e., strings, numbers, etc.).

Once the main programs has
passed the necessary information to

the function, the statements of the
function are executed, which, in this

case, causes the contents of the file

whose name is stored in NAMES to be
read into the string array STRINGSS.
When the function completes, it

returns a value back to the main pro-

gram. In this example, the value

returned is either TRUE or FALSE; if

TRUE is returned, the read operation
has succeded; if FALSE is returned,

there has been an error.

One of the more important fea-

tures of multiple line functions in

CBASIC is their generality. For
instance, a set of desired operations
can be implemented as functions,

which are then stored in a library file

on the disk. Assuming no line num-
bers are referenced within the func-

tions, they can then be included any-
where in any source program, and
utilized as if they were a built-in part

of the BASIC. CBASIC even has a
special compiler directive which
facilitates this application; the %IN-
CLUDE command. This command,
followed by a filename, causes the
compiler to take the contents of the
specified file and INCLUDE it in the
text of the source program being

compiled. Therefore, once a set of

custom functions has been devel-

oped, other programs can make use
of them freely. Furthermore, it is

easier to debug a number of individual

routines than to debug a single,

massive program.
One structured programming fea-

ture noticeably missing from CBASIC
is the nested IF. Most BASICS permit

IF statements to contain other IF

statements, useful in processing
multiple conditions. For example, the
line shown in Figure 4a, while ac-

ceptable in other BASICS, is illegal in

CBASIC. However, often the state-

ment can be rewritten in another
form, such as that of Figure 4b. I

spoke to Mr. Gordon Eubanks, author
of BASIC-E, CBASIC, and CBASIC-2
(a prolific programmer!) regarding

this point, and he told me that the

next major edition would be changed
to permit nested IFs.

IF LIGHTS GREEN THEN
IF TIMER = 50THENGOSUB 10000

a. Nested IF Statement

IF LIGHT GREEN ANDTIMER = 50
THEN GOSUB 10000

b. CBASIC Compatible Version of (a)

Figure 4. Multiple Condition Statements.

Moving away from the structured

programming arena, there are several

other special commands which may
be of interest to machine language
programmers. PEEK, POKE, INP and
OUT statements allow direct access
to memory locations and I/O ports,

and a CALL statement has been
included, so that BASIC may branch
to machine code routines anywhere
within the computer's address space.

In my opinion, this CALL command is

by far the easiest and most uncompli-
cated solution to the machine lan-

guage linkage problem that I have
seen in any BASIC.

If desired, the SAVEMEM com-
mand may be invoked to reserve room
at the top of the CRUN interpreter

space. This command also provides
for the loading of a disk file contain-
ing the assembled machine code pro-

grams into the reserved area. This is

particularly handy for people inter-

ested in analog and control applica-

tions, since the input/output drivers

for analog and digital interface boards
are generally easier to write in

assembly code. CBASIC allows such
routines to be easily combined with
BASIC programs.

For those interested in writing

data base programs, CBASIC has a
good assortment of disk file com-
mands. Both random and sequential

access are supported. Disk state-

ments include OPEN, CREATE, DE-
LETE, RENAME, READ, PRINT,

CLOSE, and SIZE.
All files are read and written as a

stream of ASCII characters, which

can be a drawback, since numbers
must be converted from internal

representation, to ASCII, and back to

internal form. Perhaps a good addi-

tion to CBASIC would be a means to

write variables directly to the disk in

their internal format, thereby saving

time and space.
One of the more notable features

of CBASIC's random file scheme is

the fact that record length is not fixed

to the physical sector length (128

bytes). Through the use of the RECL
command, record lengths can be
defined without regard to physical

disk boundaries, freeing the pro-

grammer of many headaches, and
conserving space on the diskettes.

Furthermore, since CP/M allocates

disk space dynamically, the size of a

file does not need to be determined at

the time it is created. Thus, a mailing

list file is free to grow to fill all avail-

able space without the need to rear-

range other files.

Benchmarks

When a new language is released,

one of the questions most often

asked by computer enthusiasts is

"How fast is it?" Now, in all fairness,

speed is not the most important

aspect of any system. After all, the

object of the computer is to solve

problems. In the first part of this

article, I discussed the commands
which have been added to CBASIC to

make programming (and problem
solving) easier. To keep things fair, I

ran the seven benchmark programs
designed by Tom Rugg and Phil Feld-

man (See "BASIC Timing Compari-
sons," KILOBAUD, June 1977, pp.
66-70) under CBASIC (and the more
recent CBAS2 release) in order to

determine how fast the language is.

All calculations were done in 14

digits, which constitutes double pre-

cision in most BASIC languages.
CBASIC finished considerably behind
most of the other languages listed in

"BASIC Timing Comparisons," even
taking the double precision into

account. The results are shown in

Table 1.

The benchmarks were then run
under CBASIC version 2, and, sur-

prisingly, proved this later version to

be even slower than its predecessor,

and by a good 63% (on the average).

Even when the program was run using
integer variables (BENCHM2) in all

loop constructs (as would normally

be the case), the results were still far

from thrilling. Here is an area which
definitely needs improvement, since

it appears to me that the speed could
be improved at least somewhat,
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CBASIC, con't...

CBASIC Timing Results

Benchmark Number

Program 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

BENCHM1 (CBASIC) 6.1 6.9 52.3 60.5 61.0 88.2 120.7

BENCHM1 (CBAS2) 8.1 16.0 60.9 96.3 96.8 163.0 192.2

Change + 33% + 132% + 16% + 59% + 59% + 85% + 59%

BENCHM2(CBAS2) 2.8 3.4 15.0 61.6 62.0 76.9 94.5

Notes : All times are In seconds.
All non-integer calculation was done in

double precision (of necessity).

8ENCHM2 Is a version of BENCHM1
which uses Integers In all loop con-
structs.

All programs were run on an Altair

8800A with 2MHz clock and static

memory with no wait states.

Table 1 . Benchmark Speed Results.

directed towards the beginner. C-
BASIC has been a valuable asset to
my system and I feel that it is a worth-
while investment for any computer
owner interested in developing his
own applications software with a
minimum of fuss and bother.

CBAS2 may be obtained by
sending $99 to: Software Systems
Inc., Box 145, Sierra Madre, CA
91024. Owners of the first release of
CBAS2 may obtain the updated
release (CRUN 2.04, and CBAS 2.02)
by mailing $5 to the company. Dis-
counts are also available to owners of
CBASIC version 1 who wish to pur-
chase the newer version.

In conclusion, I have found
CBASIC to be a most useful tool, and I

urge other computer owners to look
into it as a means of expanding the
usefulness and versatility of their

systems. D

without curtailing any available fea-

tures. Hopefully, future releases and
versions will work towards this goal,

since the other aspects of CBASIC
make it so worthwhile.

The Report Card

Overall, I would have to rate

CBASIC highly. It's $99 price tag

makes it one of the more inexpensive
high level programming languages
available, and the fact that it is com-
patible with CP/M means that it can
be used on a large variety of systems.
My opinions on CBASIC come from
extensive use, rather than from the
reference manual which, incidentally,

is quite comprehensive, though not

The question "Who
ought to be boss?" is

like asking "Who ought
to be the tenor in the

quartet?" Obviously,

the man who can sing

tenor.

Henry Ford

Forbes Magazine

INFINITE BASIC
RELOCATABLE MODULES FOR THE TRS LEVEL II AND DOS SYSTEMS
LOAD ANY OR ALL MODULES. FOR $49.95 THE CORE PACKAGE INCLUDES:

oo MATRIX PACKAGE eo
Over 30 BASIC commands Including:

oo Matrix Read, Inverse, Transpose, and Identity.
Simultaneous Equations!!!

oo Add, Subtract, or Multiply Scalars, Vectors, or Multi-
dimension arrays!!!

oo Dynamically Reshape, Expand, Delete Arrays, Change
arrays in mid-program.

oo Copy array elements, set arrays to scalar, zero arrays,
move arrays.

oo Tape array read and write including string arrays.

FOR $29.95 more get the » BUSINESS PACKAGE eo
oo Eliminate round-off error!! Multiple precision packed

decimal arithmetic. 127-digit max. accuracy
oo Binary search or sorted arrays. Insert new elements in

sorted arrays!!!
oo Automatic page headings, footings, and pagination.

Includes forced end-of-page.
oo Automatic hash for record retrieval! ! And more for your

professional packages.

oo STRING PACKAGE oo
Over 40 BASIC commands including:

co Left and right justify, truncate, rotate. Text justification.
String centering.

oo Delete or insert substring, Pack strings, Convert to upper
or lower case.

oo Translate characters, Reverse strings, Verify function.
Number of occurrences.

oo Masked string searches for simple or array variables.
Encrypt or decrypt strings.

oo Compress/uncompress character string arrays to 6 bits or
less per character.

co AND the famous RACET machine language SORTS. Multi-
key multivariable and string. Sort 1000 elements in 9 sec !

!

FUTURE oo ADDON PACKAGES oo will include
o© STATISTICS oo INPUT/OUTPUT ooGRAPHICS oo

Attn: TRS Add-On OEM's: We can support your special
hardware add-ons with direct BASIC commands.
System Houses: We license System House usage of
oo INFINITE BASIC oo modules.

COMMAND PROCESSOR COMPROC for $19.95 (DOS only)

Extend DOS-AUTO command to perform multiple steps either at power-up or as a user command.
Execute a script consisting of a sequence of commands or data from a BASIC command file.

REMODEL + PROLOAD for $34.95 (Specify 16, 32, or 48K version)
REnumber any section of a program, MOve program segments, DEIete program lines.
Combine programs with renumber and merge. Load or save any portion of program from tape.

DISK SORT PROGRAM DOSORT' for $34.95 (Specify 32 or 48K, minimum 2 disk system)
SORT/MERGE multi-diskette sequential files. Multiple variables and keys.
Includes machine language in-memory sorts, comparators and string handling.

COPY SYSTEM TAPES with 'COPSYS' for $14.95 (Non-DOS)

Check, VISA, M/C C.O.D.
Calif, residents add 6%

Telephone Orders Accepted
(714)637-5016

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE
ADVISE PUBLICATION SOURCE

^ RACET computes -^
702 Palmdalt, Orange CA 92665
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A Dozen Apples
for the Classroom

Joyce Hakansson
Leslie Roach

The Science Shuttle is a unique and innovative

project designed to bring computers into the school

classroom. Each morning a van loaded with 12 Apple II

microcomputers leaves the Lawrence Hall of Science for

a school somewhere in the greater San Francisco Bay
Area. Once there, two instructors unload the micros and
in a half-hour set up a temporary computer laboratory

within the school. During theday up to 120 students will

experience the joy and excitement of learning and
creating programs using interactive computers. For
some students this might be a one-time introductory

workshop, while for others it will be one in a series of

programming and problem-solving classes.

One advantage of the Science Shuttle is that it

allows us to demonstrate in local classrooms the teach-

ing approach used at the Lawrence Hall of Science. The
Lawrence Hall of Science is a science museum and a

science education research center located on the Uni-

versity of California, Berkeley, campus. The teaching

approach at the Hall is to provide people with "hands-

on," participatory experiences that will promote dis-

covery learning. For computer education, this means
that the students have a chance to create, write, and
debug their own computer programs while working at a
com puter term i nal

.

For the past eight years LHS has pioneered hands-

Joyce Hakansson, Coordinator, Computer Education; Leslie Roach,
Computer Group; Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California,

Berkeley. CA 94720, (415)642-3167.

Leslie Roach and Margie Gardner show off one of the

Lawrence Hall of Science "Apple Carts" and its contents as they pack

up the Science Shuttle for its dally trip to a San Francisco Bay Area

school. The "commuting classroom" has been booked solid since It

began operation In January.

on computer education through activities based on our

80 terminal time sharing system. Terminals are used as

exhibits in the museum, in classes at LHS, and casually

by individuals coming to the Hall. We log annually about

40,000 paid enrollments in our computer activities.

A few dozen Bay Area schools are remote users of

the time sharing system, but almost none can afford to

have more than one or two terminals, and cannot use our

hands-on approach with a full class of students. The
Science Shuttle now makes it possible for the first time

to take this approach with us out to the schools. There

the instructors, who are University undergraduates from

various academic disciplines, encourage students to

view the computer as an intellectual tool. Students are

taught to develop a problem solving strategy from which

they devise a logical procedure for the computer to

follow. They then translate their description into a

programming language, BASIC, which is understood by

the machine. Debugging can be tedious, but the

prospect of sharing a well-written program with others

is a tempting challenge.

The Science Shuttle has allowed the Lawrence Hall's

Computer Group to realize two of its long term goals: to

make computers accessible to a larger number of stu-

dents and to bring computers into the "average"

classroom. Due to cutbacks in State funding for educa-

tional programs, many schools found that they did not

have money in their budgets to transport students to us.

Even when funds were available the number of classes

we could teach at the Hall was severely limited by the

The van accommodates four carts. Each one contains three

computer systems consisting of an Apple II computer, a disk drive and
a color TV that serves as a monitor. Unloading the van is a one-person
job. Each cart weighs about 250 lbs. when fully loaded, but the ramp
and large wheels make it relatively easy to unload and wheel each one
into a ground-level classroom.
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size of our facility. Once portability was made possible
by the microcomputer, it was only logical for us to bring
our classes to schools unable to come to us. Partial

support from Apple Computer Inc. has made it possible
to establish the Science Shuttle.

Many educators are aware of the importance of
computing, but few of them know how to bring it into

the schools. The Science Shuttle is a total computing
package (equipment, instructor and curriculum) at the
relatively low cost of about $200 per two-hour visit. It

has been a colossal success, with nearly every date
booked from January 1 to the end of the school year —
6000 miles of travel and 5000 contact hours. The stu-
dents enjoy the experience, the teachers become
excited about it as a new teaching method, and
administrators have a chance to see computers in the
classroom before making a large capital investment.
Often this combination has led schools to initiate their

own computer education programs.

Here goes the last of the four carts. Qolng out with the
Science Shuttle tests an instructor's versatility. Leslie drives the van,
unloads the carts and teaches the classes. If any of the equipment
malfunctions, she has learned to diagnose and , in many cases, fix the
problem right there. Despite all of the travelling, the equipment has
held up very well.

Away they go — off to a classroom. The greatest potential

hazard to the equipment Is sharp bumps and jolts. To prevent damage,
the TV's are firmly strapped in place. Computers and disk drives are

cushioned by rubber matting and strapped onto a plywood board to

form a compact unit.

A positive aspect of the program is its portability. We can
teach almost anywhere. This happens to be a classroom, but we have
also used libraries, multi-purpose rooms, and even outdoor patios.
The carts form the base for a work station. Hollow-core doors are
hinged onto the top allowing desk space for the students.

Each cart with Its table-top accommodates three micro-
computers. The board containing an Apple and Its disk drive Is placed
on the table. The 1 3" TV monitor fits easily on top. Not much more has
to be done, and It's a good thing — by this time there is a group of
anxious students waiting to begin class. The set-up is completed by
plugging into a power supply. Total set-up time is 20 minutes.

Groups have their choice of two programs: single-visit work-
shops or multi-visit programming series. In the workshops, up to 32
children at a time have an hour to an hour and a half Introduction to

computers. The time is spent playing interactive educational games.
This Is an exploratory session In which both children and local

teachers have an opportunity to become acquainted with the
computer. For some students, this will be their first Interactive

computing experience in an educational setting. The programming
series, aa the name suggests, is a series of classes In which the
students learn problem solving and computer programming in BASIC.
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IBM Buys Qume.
NowYou Can Too!

The Qume Sprint 8 Daisywheel
Terminal.

FAST. At 55 character! per second the fastest daisywheel printer made.

SMART. The Qume Sprint 5 is the printer for word processing and plotting

because microprocessor controlled Sprint 5 logic responds to all 128 ASCII
codes plus 43 Qume-defined commands for specific paper handling and
carnage movement controls. That means it support* bidirectional printing,

proportional spacing, right justification and high resolution graphic* (5760
points per square inch).

FLEXIBLE. A variety of configurations guarantees there is a Sprint 5 for

you, whether you have a TRS-80. an IBM 370 or anything inbetween.

• Keyboard (KSR) or Receive Only <RO>
• RS-232C. DC Current Loop or Parallel Interface

• 45 or 55 characters per second

A multitude of daisy wheels (over 70) in various typestyles, pitches and

language variations plus a colorful rainbow of carbon and fabric ribbons gives

you a dynamic range in the appearance of your letter perfect printouts.

Reconditioned Qume-based
Daisywheel Terminal

was $4800+, now $8180.
Gen Cotn'i 300Q Quint Terminal, fully

reconditioned

Qume Q30 print mechanism (30 cpt)

Bidirectional printing/proportional

spacing

Plotting—Super Plot firmware package

standard

1/120" horizontal control, 1/48" vertical

control

Wheeled pedestal standard

86 key keyboard w/15 key numeric pad

RS-232C serial interface, cable included

ASCII encoded w/256 character buffer

30 day limited warranty
Nationwide service

Qume Sprint 5 55 CPS. KSR $3295
45 CPS. KSR 2996
55 CPS. RO 2895
45 CPS. RO 2695

Gen Com 300Q 2150
DTC 300A (similar to Gen Com 300Q, but w/Hytype 1 mechanism) 1995
Forms Tractor 210
Pin Feed Platen 160
TRS-80 interface (for any above terminal) 49.95

Electric Pencil Word Processing Software (TRS-80 version) 99.95
Daisywheels and Ribbons (Qume and Diablo) write for list

TAX and SHIPPING (FOB Son Uandro. CA). if applicable, not included

write or call

COMPUTER TEXTile
10960 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1504

Los Angeles, CA 90024
(213)477-2196

Dealer

Inquiries

Data Wholesale Corporation

700 Whitney Street

San Uandro. CA 94577
(415)638-1206

Leasing

Information

Data Capital Company
700 Whitney Street

San Uandro, CA 94577
(415)638-1206

Apples, con't...

BASIC syntax Is learned as part of a group programming
protect. Students make suggestions for each statement and then test

it on their computers, debugging as they go along. The programming
instruction heavily emphasizes color graphics, which is one of the

Apple's stong points. Students get exciting and creative results using
simple syntax. Teaching programming with an emphasis on graphics

is highly motivating and makes it easier lor many people, especially

young children, to understand the underlying concepts.

Students are encouraged to work In pairs. Working together

at a computer provides a creative and dynamic learning environment

from which to approach problem solving and program design. The
computer's responsive interactive qualities make it an Ideal playmate.

Often the desire to alter a computer game leads the student naturally

into the process of programming. This requires the child to develop

problem solving skills, to Invent logical procedures, and to learn the

computer's language.
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"SARGON II — Buy this program,
when it becomes available — . . an
evaluation routine that enabled it to

beat the giants! . . . unequaled in the

endgame ..." Personal Computing,
July, 1979.

Because new algorithms have been
added, the program is able to: push
passed pawns toward queening: play

a stronger end game: and range into

deeper play levels at end game with-

out user direction. And. the comput-
er displays the levels of play at which
it is thinking and also shows the

move it is currently thinking of mak-
ing, changing the move shown until

its final choice is made. SARGON II

has 7 levels of play, and levels 1 -3

play in tournament time. It has a ran-

domized opening book up to 6 levels

of play for 3 moves. When setting up
the board, the user can scan up and
down, left and right. And finally, you

Check out these other

Hayden Computer
Program Tapes:

• BACKGAMMON
• GAME PLAYING WITH
BASIC

• MAYDAY • CROSSBOW
• BATTER UP!!: A MICRO-
BASEBALL GAME

• MICROTYPING
• ENGINEERING MATH-1
• GENERAL MATH-1

can use the hint option at any level

but and request SARGON II to tell

what the best next move is. Available
now — #03403, TRS-80 Level II;

#03404, Apple II; $29.95. Coming
soon for CP/M. SORCERER, and
PET.

Available at your
local computer
store

_«Hayden
the computer
program tape
publisher!

1980 Hayden Computer Calendar will be available in October!

• full-color original computer art

• complete program for perpetual calendar Hayden Book Company, Inc.
• computer anecdotes 50 Essex Street. Rochelle Park. NJ 07662
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Have Computer —

Will Travel

Ellen Richman

As an elementary school teacher

for nine years, I knew I didn't want to

give up working with youngsters, but I

did want to pursue my interest in

computers. My appetite was whetted
several years ago when the school in

which I was teaching acquired a

Digital PDP11 through a state grant.

Although the computer was used for

some administrative purposes and by
some high school teachers and stu-

dents, it stood unused and unappre-
ciated much of the school day. With
the blessing of the principal ("See
what you can do"), I sat down with the
manual and learned BASIC. Under-
graduate and graduate courses fol-

lowed, culminating in a research pro-

ject, Computers in the Classroom —
A Curriculum for Grades 4-8.

Then came the microprocessor
revolution — making computers both
portable and affordable. I decided to

buy my own micro and contract with
schools to teach a computer literacy

course using my equipment. The
obvious advantage to the schools was
the ability to implement a computer
learning situation without an invest-

ment in equipment. The advantage to

me was the fun (and means) to own
my own micro, and to continue

working in a classroom environment.

My first step was : which micro to

buy? I considered the Apple II, Pet,

and TRS-80. I found the Pet's all-in-

one unit convenient to use, but too

clumsy to carry. The TRS-80 was
portable enough, but I decided on the

Apple II for two main reasons: the

color graphics are very impressive

and a lot of fun for the students and,

most important to me, the Apple
interfaces directly to a television.

Since every school owns at least one
large television, I was assured that a
class of 25 or more could view the

screen at the same time. My computer

Ellen Richman, 245 Meadowood Lane, More-
land Hills. OH 44022.

dealer made an adjustment in the RF-
modulator cable so that I can inter-

face to two televisions at the same
time if I wish. The only disadvantage I

have found with the Apple is that
since I do not have Applesoft in ROM,
I cannot get floating point decimal
unless I load it by tape. But since my
curriculum is computer literacy, and
not tutorial, I have little need for

decimals.
The next step was to find an inter-

ested school district. I was told, "We
like the idea, but we don't have the
funds," many times before I won my
first contract. But by September 1978,

I had scheduled five classes ranging

from grades 4 to 8. By January I

added seven more classes to my
schedule, so I counted the year a

success! Some of my classes were

electives in which the students came
to me; others were incorporated into

junior high science classes; and in

the elementary schools, I went into

the children's classrooms.
The format of the classes is 18

hours of classroom instruction and 18

hours of lab. The lab periods are times

when the students get "hands-on"

experience. Each student runs a pro-

gram he or she has written. Although I

can't usually fit in all the students in

one lab hour, all can be accommo-
dated in two or three labs. Classroom
instruction covers programming,
computer anatomy and computers in

society.
There are some vocabulary and

conceptual problems in teaching pro-

gramming skills to young children.

Elementary students, for example,

are usually not familiar with the term

"variable." To make the concept

clear, I call the address locations

"mailboxes." I have magnetic mail-

boxes which the students can name
with magnetic letters and fill with

magnetic numbers. When a program
calls for a change in the variable, they
can easily change the contents of the
mailbox with other magnetic num-
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Travel, con't...

bers. Dollar sign mailboxes serve the
same function for string variables.

Bits and bytes are terms the stu-

dents have fun using. I introduce
them by demonstrating my Byte
Board, a homemade board with eight

light bulbs, each with its own off-on

switch. After going through a few
off-on routines (the students flick the

switches, naturally), the students
learn that "off" and "on" are bits,

and 1. Then each light bulb gets a
"name" of its own — 1,2,4,8—128,
and each bit takes on its appropriate

value. It isn't long until every student
can translate any byte into a decimal
number, and vice versa.

Several approaches help the stu-

dents develop a computer awareness.
Throughout the course the students
are encouraged to bring in newspaper
and magazine articles and cartoons
about computers. Students ask their

parents about computer foul-ups

they've encountered; we discuss
computer crime and computer ethics.

Pictures and stories bring the history

of computers to life. Students make a
list of every situation they can think of

in which computers play a role —
from games to space flights, super-

market check-outs to computerized
grade reports.

The course ends with a Com-
puterfair, a classroom show for

parents and other interested mem-
bers of the community. Students
demonstrate their programming skills

by inviting their parents to play the

"Number Guessing Game," original

computer mad-libs, math quizzes, or

question and answer games in any
number of subjects — all programs
written entirely by the students, of

course. The grand finale is a dazzling

display of color graphics programs
ranging from fireworks to flashing

logos to car races to pastoral

computer paintings.

As a traveling computer teacher

I've had a stimulating and enriching

school year — and I look forward to

many more.
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DUNJONQUEST™ Presents

fcempte o? BPSBBi
v/*ir TH£

OF THE

SgR&f
The Vault of the Dead is

but one of the many
dark and fearsome
mysteries within the

ruined Temple of Ap-
shai. The Temple of Ap-

shai is your first adven-
ture in the DUNJON-
QUEST'" series of fan-

tasy role playing

games.

DUNJONQUEST'" is a

complete game sys-

tem and The Temple of

Apshai is a complete
fantasy adventure
game for you and your
microcomputer.

VSR ZOO ROOM* /

Over 30 MOA/srais/
OVER 70 TREASURES /

• Take your favorite character - or let the com-
puter create one for you!

• Let the Book of Lore guide you through a
DUNJONQUEST " within the Temple.

• Decide to fight the monsters or grab the

treasure and run - but don't think too long-
they'll come after you!

The Temple of Apshai lor the TRS-80 (Level II.

I6K| and PET (32K) microcomputers.

Ask your local dealer or send us your check for
$24 95 to:

Automated Simulations-Department R, P.O.
Box 4232. Mountain View. CA 94040

California residents please add 6% sales lax.

CIRCLE 111 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Apple II is at The Computer Store

The Apple" II. today's most popular personal computer, is at The
Computer Store. Along with the latest in Apple peripherals. Like

the new Disk'" II (loppy disk drive. Or. printer and communica-
tions interfaces. And, the latest in software including the new
Apple/ Dow Jones Stock Quote Reporter. The compact Apple II

gives you 4SK RAM memory with full color graphics and high

resolution graphics. It's the most powerful computer in its price

range.

At The Computer Store, we have more than ever before in

microcomputers, memories, terminals and peripherals. All backed

by a technical staff and a full service department. Stop in today,

you'll tind more than ever before at The Computer Store.

The Computer Store
820 Broadway. Santa Monica. California 90401 (213) 451-0713

The Original Name In Personal Computer Stores
Sttn Hnrr TaaL-FfL. • »-* sm, Sana*;, I* ••>-* pa

I i-.ai.-ti two blocfci if -Hi <<i Mi- Soon Mobh ftwn) .>t die I iacafci Blvd cm
Phunc and nuil nrjifi. inmcj BankAtnencard Vm (Med
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and Computers:
The Future Is Today

Sally Greenwood Larsen

w> Jo Get a. Tiafc wrtii Amy Corhr'

Computer dealers in Racine, Wis-
consin aren't surprised any more
when an eight year old in overalls, a
striped T-shirt, and bumper tennis
shoes strolls into the store, sits down
at the keyboard of a TRS-80, and
writes a computer program for the
drive-up window of a McDonald's
restaurant. Or a program to print out
all the even numbers from 1 to 100, in

four columns, with a half second
delay in between. Or a graphics
program for a birthday cake, complete
with blinking candles.

*JJ Computer
"Pro*rammm

^"fe-5 S+uden+s
1

These third and fourth graders are

students at the Jefferson Lighthouse
School, a program for gifted and
talented children, where I teach
BASIC programming as part of their

mathematics classes. With an aver-

age of 45 minutes a week of group
instruction over the past year, stu-

dents in these classes have mastered
the concepts covered in introductory
college courses in programming, and
have become adept in the use of the
school's microcomputer. In an area
where a strong math background has
been a customary prerequisite, it is

amazing to realize that most of these
children are just learning to multiply
and divide!

The author does teaching, curriculum
development, and consulting in the field of
Gifted Education. Her specialties are math,
science, and computer science.

Sally Greenwood Larsen, 1043 LaSalle St.,

Racine, Wl 53404. Photos by Jon Bolton and
David Ahl.

Our microcomputer is in use from
the minute school opens in the morn-
ing until the last child leaves in the
afternoon, and the only games they
play on the machine are those they
have written themselves. It's exciting

to watch, and even more fun to teach.

For a society which will be computer-
ized beyond our imagination by the
time these children are adults, it is

sad to see the majority of elementary
schools using their affordable, port-

able microcomputers only for com-
puter-assisted drillwork, or playing

guessing games. Children can easily

learn to write their own programs.
However, the elementary teacher who
wants to teach programming to kids

faces the problem of finding materials

which take into account their concep-
tual development and reading levels.

Finding relevant examples is also not
an easy task. Physics problems and
checkbook balancing simply will not

do.

I dealt with this problem by writing

my own materials, building the
lessons on the following framework

:

1. What is a computer?
A perspective on why com-
puters came to be, what they
are used for, and what kinds of

jobs they are and are not

capable of doing.
2. How does a computer carry out

your instructions to get a job
done?
An explanation of simple linear

logic, using flowcharts.
3. How do you communicate your

instructions to the computer?
The BASIC language.

4. How do you put together a pro-

gram which is both efficient

and creative?

5. What uses do we make of com-
puters? What new uses can we
invent or forecast?

Children have funny notions about
machines in general, and especially

computers. They need a mental
picture of what goes on inside a
computer, and its purpose.

What Is a Computer?

When a caveman had work to do,

he had no tools or machines to help

him. He had to do it all by himself.

Man has since invented many
tools to help him with his work.

Instead of pounding with his

hands, he now uses a hammer. The
hammer lets him pound harder and
longer than he could with his hands
alone.

Man invented the telescope so
that he could see farther into space.

He can now see stars he did not know
existed before he had the telescope to

help his eyes.
Using his brain, man can remem-

ber information and solve problems.
Man wanted to invent a tool so

that he could extend the use of his

brain, so he invented the COM-
PUTER.

Just as a hammer can't do work
without a person to hold it, a com-
puter cannot do work without a
person to run it, and tell it what to do.

This person is called a PROGRAM-
MER.

Even the best hammer cannot do
all the different things our hands can
do.

And even the best computer
cannot do everying our brains can do.
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A computer cannot feel emotion.
It cannot feel happy or sad, as we can.

A computer can't combine ideas

like our brain can. It can't put two
ideas together and take the best parts

of each one to make a brand new idea.

BUT... a computer can do some of

the simpler jobs our brains can do.
And it can do some of them even
faster than our brains can

!

A computer can remember many
more things than most of us can with

just our brain, especially things like

long lists of names or numbers.
Information stored in a computer is

called DATA.
A computer can compare data, to

see if one thing is bigger than
another, or smaller, or the same. It

can also put things in order.

A computer can sort lots of pieces
of information and put together the
things that arealike.

And a computer can recall the

information a computer programmer
wants, and print it out for him on a
video screen or a sheet of paper.

*

Once the children have an over-

view of the function of a computer,
they need to see graphically how a
computer program breaks down a
task into small steps, and progresses
in linear fashion from one step to

another. Simple flowcharts, showing
an activity with which the children are

familiar, produce an easy to digest

and sometimes hilarious picture:

n of the program, such as CLS,
BREAK, NEW, LIST, RUN and END,
the children can do a surprising

amount of experimentation with the
simple PRINT statement and its vari-

ations.

PRINT "My name is Jerry DeMaio.
love computers."

PRINT "RIGHT"
PRINT "LEFT"
PRINT
PRINT "8-4"

PRINT 8-4

PRINT "*?&$#%)"

It is essential to schedule all the
children on the computer at least

once a week, so they practice what is

learned in group instruction. Pairs of

children seem to work best, for one
child alone gets "stuck" too often,

and three or more argue over who will

type on the console.
Allowing the children, especially

the youngest groups, to use prepared
game programs at this point is a
serious mistake. It kills their desire to

put in the effort required to learn

BASIC since canned programs are so

now To SCARE Your mom with av etePhAur

Now the children are ready to see
that the way in which we communi-
cate with a computer must be
standardized, and we need a particu-

lar language for this purpose, and a
set of rules for typing in statements
on the machine. After group instruc-

tion in operating the keyboard, and
statements dealing with the execu-

much less work. It is interesting to
note that when game tapes are made
available to children who are already
fluent programmers, they will typi-

cally play them once, LIST them and
see if they can pick up any program-
ming tricks and then abandon them.

Worksheets to check the chil-

dren's progress and provide practice

are helpful, especially when mad-
time per child is limited.

me

COMPUTER PRACTICE
30 OCT. 78
NAME

Simulate these computer runs. Show
your "printout" on the screen.

10 CLS
20 PRINT "BIG"
30 PRINT
40 PRINT "YELLOW"
40 PRINT "BLUE"
60 END

10 CLS
20 PRINT "THE ANSWER"
30 PRINT 30*2
40 PRINT 30 + 2

50 PRINT "30-2"

60 PRINT "THE END"
70 END

Here is a program and "printout."

Find and fix the mistakes in the pro-

grams so a run will produce what is

shown on the screen.

10 CLS
20 PRINT 20 + 6
30 PRINT 30 + 4

35 PRINT
40 PRINT "60-3"

50 PRINT 10-10

60 PRINT "HELLO"
70 END

26
34
57

HELLO

To build the complexity of their

programs, the children now need to
learn the concept of a variable, and
GOTO statements. Trying to teach
variables to children who have had no
algebra frightens many teachers un-
necessarily. The simple picture of a
series of mailboxes, all labeled with a
name or a letter, and holding different
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numbers as specified, works beauti-

fully.

A B C

5 3 7

If the "mailboxes" are drawn on
the chalkboard, a simulation of a
program can be traced carefully, and
most children will have no trouble
understanding how a memory works.
In this case, they have an advantage
over the algebra student, in that eight
year olds see nothing peculiar about
the statement

X = X + 1

With the addition of INPUT and
RND functions, the student now can
produce quite a wide range of pro-

grams. To complete a beginner's

course in text programs, the more
difficult IF-THEN and FOR-NEXT are

taught in a very concrete fashion.

The children picture themselves
as "traveling" through their own
program, doing each of the state-

ments in turn, and imagining they see
this sight when they reach IF-THEN

:

THefj

fYNr.

Mr. IF will only let them pass to THEN
if they meet his test. Otherwise they
must proceed down the open branch
of the path. When deciding on the test

to go on to THEN, they must figure

out who Mr. IF wants to go down his

path, or who he wishes to exclude.
FOR-NEXT statements are best

saved until last, and shown as a
shortcut method for accomplishing a
more complex list of simpler state-

ments.

5X = 1

10PRINTX
15IFX = 4
THENGOTO30

20 X = X + 1

25 GOT0 10
30 END

5FORX = 1T04
10PRINTX
15 NEXT

X

20 END

The basic tools of the graphics

program, SET and RESET, along with

the other function statements
covered earlier, enable the children to

make their own initials on the screen

(always a big favorite), draw pictures

of objects, and design a myriad of

programs, using horizontal and verti-

cal lines, as well as individual points.

Numbered graph paper, along

t
with much practice on naming coor-

dinates of a point, contribute to the

success of these programs. On a
system with color graphics, such as
the Apple, beginning with graphics
programs, rather than starting with

PRINT statements, is a natural. But
either approach works well.

Once the children are able to write

a program without consulting their

notes for statement meanings, and
are able to conceptualize a program
from beginning to end without the use
of written flowcharts, they are ready

to evaluate their work under the head-
ings of efficiency and creativity. The
teacher must stress that there are

many ways to write the same pro-

gram, just as there are many ways to

express the same idea in English, but

some of the ways are awkward, or

have extraneous steps, or could be
approached better from a different

view of the problem. As can be ima-

gined, it takes a great deal of work
before an elementary school pro-

grammer reaches this point, and
some never will until they become
older.

The last portion of the teaching

framework, looking at new uses for

computers, can vary from collecting

information on existing systems and
research, to inventing new systems of

their own. This is a natural place to

discuss hardware and software, and
form opinions on whether computers
can "think."

Soon after the children are able to

write their own programs, prepare

yourself for the following events

:

1

.

If you want to use your school's

computer, you'll need to make a

reservation a week in advance.
2. Parents will call you and want to

know why their child is suddenly
speaking a foreign language, with

words like "do-loop" and "glitch."

3. Santa Claus will be having a few

choice words with you.

I have found computer program-
ming to be an exciting way of

teaching thinking skills, mathema-
tics, and problem solving. It is highly

motiva* ng for children whose abili-

ties range from average to very bright,

who have enough reading and number
skills to operate the keyboard. It gives

young children a view into their

future, while at the same time seeing

the present in a new light.

I am anxiously awaiting the day
when these kids are college fresh-

men, and they walk into their

computer science course with ten
years of programming already under
their belts at age eighteen. The impli-
cations for their futures and ours
stagger the imagination. D

•from "The Apple Corps: An Introduction to
the Apple II for Children," by Sally Greenwood
and Dr. Donald Plele, 1978.
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WHEN THE FUN AND GAMES ARE OVER
have to surrender to the built-in limitations of your microcomputer. With Outpost
11, you won't. When it's time to get down to business, Outpost 11 performs like a
soldier. It's a ruggedly-built unit which will do much of your serious computing in a
stand-alone mode. And so much more. Consider: develop your own software using
available BASIC or STRUBAL + ; collect, process and store data from remote sensors;
batch data to or from a host computer to cut time-sharing costs; or, communicate
with a remote host on-line in an interactive mode; add on communications and con-
trol modules; run a small automation control system;
integrate with a distributed processing system;
etc.; etc.; etc. All this and more at only S2.595,
suggested retail price. See Outpost 1

1

at a dealer listed or write us for the
name of a dealer near you.

"B^K® Corporation,
4301 Poche Court West,
New Orleans, La. 70129

THE SERIOUS MICROCOMPUTER

ct/rjjcsr//

3
-fk

I/'

Dealers ATLANTA. GA. Magaro and Associates - 404-252-6609 Professional Indexing - 404-

572-4177 'BEAVERTON OR DataTools International - 503-645-4604 -BEND. OR. Control Indus-

tries - 503-389-1969 • COOKEVILLE. TN. Cumberland Computers -615-526-7651 -DADE CITY.

FL Sabatelh Computer System Inc - 904-567-7777 • DALLAS. TX Eclectic Corp -214-358-1307

•DES MOINES IA H Allen Hanna - 515-283-5130 • ELK GROVE VILLAGE. IL. Kramer DataPower
Inc - 312-894-0554 • GREENVILLE. SC. Plus Inc - 803-242-9090 • HOUSTON. TX. Eclectic

Corp - 713-228-7798 • IDAHO FALLS. ID. Great Plains Computer Co - 208-529-3210 • LONG
BEACH CA CTI Data Systems Inc - 213-426-7375 • MOBILE AL. Railway Express - 205-661-8889
• NEWORLEANS LA TANOCorp - 504-254-3500 -NEWTON CENTRE. MA Daner-Hayes Inc -
617-969-4650 • PARKER. CO. Western Marketing Assoc - 303-841-2788 • SALT LAKE CITY. UT.

Home Computer Store - 801-484-6502 • SAN JOSE CA PBC Associates - 408-377-7001 •

SEAFORD 0E Robert Underwood - 302-629-8438 • SEATTLE. WA Empire Electronics - 206-

244-5200 • WALTHAM MA. Computer Mart Inc - 617-899-4540 • WESTFORD MA. Thorstensen

Labs -617-692-2051 'ONTARIO. CANADA. Combined Systems - 416-549-2900 -GOUDHURST.
KENT ENGLAND Warren Woodfield Assoc Ltd - 05-803-590 • DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED -
504-254-3500 TWX 810-591-5229
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The question is, can parents, without a technical back-

ground, learn enough about programming (and about

what the computer is and can do) to make this new
intellectual tool effective for their children?

Solo Computing In The Home:
Short Courses For Parents

And Their Children

Introduction

Most educators will readily admit
the importance of home learning ex-

periences for a child's intellectual

development. While schools can do a
great deal, the youngster whose
parents use language and mathema-
tics with zest in their daily lives has
additional opportunities for inciden-

tal learning that nourish the intellect.

Just how this mental diet is absorbed
is a mystery, and trying to solve this

mystery is bound to give learning

researchers job-security for some
years to come. Meanwhile, much can
be done.

Most parents try to feed their

children the seven basic food groups
and fend off junk food. There is also
some wisdom accumulating regard-
ing informal learning which can help
them do something similar for their

children's minds (besides just turning
off the TV set).

Buying an encyclopedia or a set of

The World's Great Literature for

Young People is a good start, but
more is needed. Involving the young
person in doing something creative-
something that requires the use of the
abstract symbols of language and
mathematics is vitally important. The
tough question is how do you do this

in a society that seems to have for-

gotten about the "life of the mind?"

Enter, the Computer

The significance of the home
microcomputer for informal learning

is that it provides a whole new range
of interesting things for young people
to create with the help of their parents
—computer programs. Making the
computer do something can be a fas-

cinating intellectual activity—not just
for the adult hobbyist who "pushes
bits around," but for the young child
who creates a simple picture on the
computer. And the skills of reading,

Thomas A. Dwyer, Margot Critchfield, Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260.

typing, arithmetic, logic, algebra, vo-

cabulary, etc. which are brought into

play during this activity provide a kind

of practice quite different from the

workbook or drill lesson.

The question is, can parents,

without a technical background, learn

enough about programming (and

about what the computer is and can
do) to make this new intellectual tool

effective for their children? To say
this another way, how do you master
a machine that can be used so many
ways? Some are simple to deal with

(for example, learning to play a
pre-programmed game on a micro-

computer is no problem). But getting

this same machine to do things that

go beyond the applications shown in

books takes both creativity and know-
how.

Short Courses for Adults
and Children

To explore the possibility that the
"average" adult could meet this kind

of challenge and become an inventive

computer user, we've recently been
developing and teaching a number of

informal workshops in personal com-
puting. These have revealed a range of

talent and flexibility that is hearten-

ing. The syllabus we have developed
as a result of working with these adult

beginners is quite broad, but we
believe that it is particularly relevant

to the parent who wishes to act as an
informal teacher using a home
computer. The fundamental prere-

quisite for involving your child in

creative programming is to do some
exploring yourself—to be creative.

This means knowing a lot more than
how to run a packaged CAI program.

Our workshops have therefore
been designed as an introduction to

personal computing for persons with-

out previous experience in the field

who nevertheless want to attack it

creatively. To put it another way, the
workshops are for anyone who wants
to get started on the fun and satisfac-

Thomas A. Dwyer
Margot Critchfield

tion of "solo computing."
Learning to go solo with a com-

puter means learning to be in charge
— to know not only what a computer
can do, but how to make it happen.

It's the difference between admiring

the wonders of jet flight from a
passenger's seat, and moving up
front to do a few lazy eights around
the sky yourself.

Fully mastering personal compu-
ting at that level takes a while of

course, and a five or six week work-

shop should only be labeled as a

start. But it's an important start, and
taking a solo approach—even at the

beginning— is less difficult than

might be suspected.

Course Content

Three core questions seem to be
uppermost in the minds of adult stu-

dents: (a) What are microcomputers,
(b) How do I choose one wisely, and
(c) How do I go about using it for the

applications I have in mind— includ-

ing learning in the home.

^nrLnTVn

"Have I ever tried computer dating?

No, I prefer men. " ©&*.»« computing
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We've translated these questions
into three main goals for the work-
shop. The first is to help students
develop some technical familiarity

with the microcomputer field, espec-
ially as it applies to personal and
business computing. The second is

to share what we and others have
learned about evaluating and buying a
personal computer system. The third

is to explain (through concrete
examples) how to use a microcom-
puter to its full potential

.

There are many specific topics

suggested by these general goals,

and a few new ones seem to surface
each time we teach the course. We've
tentatively grouped the topics of

interest under seven headings. The
headings and some of the topics they
include are shown in Table 1

.

Table 1. Sample Topics for In-

formal Workshops in the Art of Per-

sonal Computing.

Group 1

.

THE NEW LOOK IN COMPUTERS
What is a computer?
Using a personal microcomputer.
Inside microcomputers; the LSI

breakthrough.
But is personal computing a good
idea?
What to do until the computer arrives

;

using time sharing.

Group 2.

THE WHAT AND HOW OF MICRO-
COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Microcomputer system terminology;
sample systems.
Communicating with a microcom-
puter; peripherals and I/O.

Computer central; the CPU and
memory; more on I/O jargon.

Mass memory; the world of mega-
bytes. The mix and match problem;
customized versus packaged sys-

tems; examples.

Group 3.

MINDOVER MACHINE:
COMPUTER SOFTWARE
Kinds of software; system versus
application programs.
An introduction to BASIC
Extended BASIC.
Structured programming; designing
and writing a longer program.

Group 4.

SELECTING AND BUYING A
MICROCOMPUTER
Developing a check list of your
needs; examples.
Applying the check list; examples.
Shopping for a computer; what's
available.

Dealing with change, upward expan-
sion of your system.

roup 5.

USING PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Some short programs to'try.

Learning with the computer.
Computer graphics and games.
Data bases in computing.
Home finance programs.
Word Processing.

Group 6.

MICROCOMPUTER BUSINESS
SYSTEMS
Can a computer really help a small

business? The pros and cons; ex-

amples of business programs.
The hardware requirements of busi-

ness systems.
Software requirements; computer
files; disk extended BASIC.
Using off-the-shelf application soft-

ware.
The argument for customized soft-

ware; hiring a programmer; docu-
mentation and maintenance.
Guaranteeing success; the virtues of

patience, redundancy, and pessim-
ism.

Group 7.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE
What changes are possible? Prob-

able? Hardware updates; when to

start over.

The future of software; phasing in

change.
Keeping informed; sources and stra-

tegies.

These topics have been grouped in

"DEAR COMPUTER"

Dear Computer

:

I have had a personal computer for

several months. I call it my little pet. I

hooked it up to a telephone coupler so it

would have freedom to roam about.

The other day I received a prepaid

shipment of peripherals for it) As I

checked further, I found that my pet

had been rounding off transactions

while doing my checkbook balancing.

It used the embezzled funds to order the

peripherals. I want the best for it, but
this kind of goings on just has to stop.

What can I do?
— Perturbed Pet Owner

Dear Pet Owner:
There are a number of370's in your

area that specialize in Pet obedience

training. For 200 dollars an hour, they

can whip that little rascal into shape

and throw in an audit trail at no extra

cost.
Steve M.AIdridge

a "logical" order which is not
necessarily the best one for teaching
a class. For example, most students
prefer learning how to program in

BASIC right away, finding out how
computer hardware actually works
later on. There has also been a
growing interest in learning to use all

the features of extended BASIC. Most
people (including some computer
professionals) have no idea of how
powerful the new extended BASIC
interpreters are. They are particularly

flabergasted at the many elegant
things possible with the extended
BASIC on the classroom demonstra-
tion computer we use (a TRS-80 with
Microsoft Level II BASIC). Students
have been unanimous in agreement
that this extended BASIC is not only
more powerful in its features, but far

easier to "manipulate" than the
BASIC on a large time-shared com-
puter they also use. The lesson about
the importance of good software
gleaned from this experience is

notable, especially in a field where
the glamour of hardware can be so
enticing.

The application interests of stu-

dents have also been sampled at the
beginning of each workshop in order
to guide our curriculum development.
These interests vary of course, but
two areas that seem to top the list are
structured games with graphics, and
structured business applications. To
respond to these interests, we're
developing some new materials in

both areas. One (the BABYQ struc-

tured "quest" game) is turning out to

bean excellent way to transition from
elementary to advanced programming
in a very short time. It's fun, but it also
includes experience with such math-
ematical ideas as probability, coordi-
nate geometry, Euclidean distance,
and the use of data structures.

Other interesting structured pro-
grams (and the areas they promote
learning in) which we've used are
SALESLIP (business math), AIR-
PLANE (use of matrix transforma-
tions to rotate or translate pictures on
the screen), GAUSS (solving big
linear systems just like the pros),

ARROW (trajectory motion based on
Newton's Laws), MATHPLOT (paint-

ing pretty pictures on the screen that

are derived from classical math func-
tions), and a variety of smaller word
and "story" games that exercise the
use of vocabulary.

There's little doubt in our minds
that putting a computer to work in the
home as a "solo learning" tool is one
of the most exciting educational
ideas to come along in years. Helping
parents learn how to exploit this idea
is something every educational insti-

tution ought to consider. D
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These children from the Riverside

Church Nursery Kindergarten in New
York City were introduced to the
computer this year through the

Program in Computing and Education
at Teachers College Columbia Uni-

versity. The children's faces and
postures reflect the intense interest 5

and 6 year olds have in a device which,

as Seymour Papert put it, "let's them
control their world." They have grown
up with the television screen and they

find computing intensely exciting

when it enables them to manipulate
what appears on that screen. Whether
game playing with paddles, drawing

with a bit pad, or simply typing their

own names, the children seem
gripped by the process with an unsur-
passed fascination.

During the 1979-1980 school year,

Teachers College will work with both
the Riverside Church school and the

Scarsdale school system to incorpor-

ate computer activities into their

respective kindergarten programs.
For further information about kinder-

garten computing contact the Pro-

gram Director, Professor Robert Tay-

lor, at Teachers College Columbia
University, New York, NY 10027.
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no loose ends
All-ln-One: computer, floppy, I/Q16K RAM. $1595*
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New Heathkit* H89
All-ln-One Computer
Heath takes the risk out of selecting a

balanced computer system. Now, video

terminal, floppy, keyboard and 8-bit

computer are brought together in one
self-contained, compact unit. Nothing
hangs out.

Two Z80's
The personal computer has never been
simpler. Or smarter. Two Z80 microproc-

essors mean terminal never shares pow-
er with computer, as do most desk-top

units. So this terminal is capable of a

multitude of high-speed functions, all

controllable by keyboard or software.

•$1195 without (loppy. Mail order kit price, F.O.B.

without no'

102K bytes storage
Built-in floppy disk system gives you fast

access to programs and data. Each 5%-
inch diskette has more than 102K bytes

of storage area, enough to hold entire

files. The All-ln-One comes with 16K
RAM, expandable to 48K.

Hundreds of uses at

home or work
The All-ln-One Computer runs programs
written in MICROSOFT" BASIC and
ASSEMBLER Languages. And it accepts all

current software written for the popular

Heathkit H8 computer. You can choose
from scores of practical programs for

home and business.

Learn by building
What better way to learn about comput-
ers than to build one yourself? The All-

ln-One is available in easy-to-build kit

form, as well as completely assembled.
Like all Heath electronic kits, it comes to

you with its own easy-to-follow assem-
bly manual and a nationwide network of
service centers to assure smooth sailing.

FREE CATALOG
For complete details on the
Heathkit H89 All-ln-One
Computer and nearly 400
other electronic kits for your
home, work or pleasure, send
today for the latest Heathkit
Catalog of values.

Benton Harbor, Ml. Also available at Heathkit Electronic Centers at slightly higher prices. Prices subject lo change

Heathkit
HEATH COMPANY, DEPT. 355-570, BENTON HARBOR, Ml 49022 CP-165

CIRCLE 147 ON READER SERVICE CARD



DIGITAL RESEARCH
CPM' Floppy Oi
Packages suppked on diskette rum,4fie with homo as
sembtti lent ed-lor HOHO detiiiqqer and various uMbes
pkis UM documentation (

most popular computer task systems .rickjd.n" H*v
&ngte_ D

H8l3ft tteao. Ml 7f or H»9f TRS BOf .COM 37 12 and

Star Single. Double or Quad density Altar h
i M.'Hehos II. Exidy Sorcerer. Vector I PolyMorphx

•COM Mtcro Disk plus many other conttgurakons avail

able otl tie siiefl S14&S3S
MAC (WHO M..< t . > Assembler I uM Intel macro dr*™
bom Pseudo Ops include I

PAGE, and MAOUH /HO horary mctuded Produces
Met absolute heM output plus symbols Me tor use by sir)

rawbetowl Itmil
SO HOMO symbofcc debugger Ful trace pass court

and DnM* l«"* program lestmj sy.t.-m r*'!*' '» * "• '

md tMtograrn uesfJM vvtui-i >i-.ed w.tt. mai. ptovwiM
lull symbokc display ol memory labels and equated

M»S1S
TEX Tent formatter to create paginated, page-
numbered and justified copy trom source text hies. a
rectabre to drsk or printer MSS1S
OCSPOOl
m data •n.tm t>s* Nhiaj „ser .».-. uM Mattta! pragrar

o^nsSSL^j^m-
>10

Version 5 ANSI compah
ore with long vanabte names WHILE WEND charrm
variable length tite records S300 S23
BASIC Compilejf Language compatrble with Ver
Hon 5 Un roeon Mefpteaii ,it*i :i 10 Isiim leess- ••- u

tton Produces standard Microsoft relocatable t>nary out
pul includes Macro-80 Aruhnkabie to FORTRAN 80 or

COBOL HO code modules S3SOI2S
FORTRAN^O ANSI 66 (except lor COMPLEX!
plus many ©--tensions Includes relocatable obtect com-
pter, knkmg loader, horary with manager Also includes

MACRaeoi!
ANSI 74 Relocatable object output

Formal same as FORTRAN 80 and MACRO 80
modules Complete ISAM interactive ACCEPT DIS
PLAY COPY EXT ENO S62S S2*

MACRO-80 8080 Z80 Macro Assembler K*H and
/.log mnemonics Mippoded RrHocalabte ImfcaOte outfit

'K. Library Manager and Cross Reference List

smc.oded S149S1S
- Very fast random access text editor for text

Mil H sv.thout line numbers Global and rrtH. IfM I Oin

mrjndl iupported * it.- compare utility .nOuoVd M» H5
CPU)

3 language E Hpressron evaluation
notation and conditional branch.

XITAN (sotiwar. ,

Z-TEL real editing i.

*
T
ench.ng ability Registers

ayirrjoie 'or tan ano commands Macro command
strings can be saved on dnk lor re-use Mt> S20
ASM Macro Assembler - Mnemonics per Intel with

Z 80 extensions Macro capabrbbes wrth absolute town

hex or relocatable linkable output modules New version
3 with added features S*» S20
LINKER Ltnfe edits and loads ASM modules

Z-BOG debugger
octal and

Trace breakpoint tester Supports
decimal octal and hex modes Disassembler to ASM
mnemorvc set f m ilat.on tI motion U* t n***. permits U MCRig
and break point support through ROM M* S20
TOP leal Outoul Processor Creates page numbered
rusnhed documents trom source text tiles *•• S20
A4 peck*ge .nclodes Z-TEL, ASM LINKER /BUG
TOP

EIDOS SYSTEMS
KISS Keyed Index Sequential Search Otters com
pMeMuRi Keyed todar. OtyttTtaat and DaectAoceM Ml
management includes burftm ubfcty luncbons lor 16 or

32 bit arifimetc string tnteger conversion and string

compare Debvered as a relocatable bnkabte module m
Microsoft lormal tor use with FORTRAN 80 or COBOL
80 etc

Microsoft Disk Extended BASIC w>th all

KiSS facilities integrated by irnprernertabon of rune
acV*t.on»i commands m language Package includes
KISS REL as desarbed above, and a sample marl kst

program

|K«flt 1 |>l'

Super-Sort

Super-Sort IN

•t,iu i" btfxtiy

( wen vanabte

Atm*i' .\*:y\.\\a>- ,i .
.t't-.i .! rcg [VUQfWn

S17SS2S

S12SS2S
Word-Su*r Menu driven vtsual word processing sys-

' with standard terminals Text tormatkng per-

n f aciMres lor texl paginate, page
• nter, underscore and PRINT Edit

'.v Mei rnckjde nk*nt\ March and reoxaoa teed *.,!.. kg

oeSar Mai laea bxaAmove ate Raiiuaai CnT tai iiaiwl
wrlh addressable cursor positioning

I
(*tot In one mode has super-

set ot CP M s ED commands including global searching
larmg forward and backwards m hie In video
tcrtrxgjaj 'nH aQraan tdMoi "' uteri ran lenel

S125S25
mode provid
addressabte cursor terminal

C8ASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC Non interactive

BASiC witi pseudo-code cornptler and runtime <rterpre<

ter Supports lui tile control chammg
tended preosron variables, etc

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS GROUP
General Ledger interact. v«- and nexibre

pfovKx«Qprort«diepOricru%>jli Cuetornvaxxan
created interackvety Multipte branch accounting c

Extensive checking pertormad at data entry lot proof
COA correctness, etc Journal enlnes may be batched
pnot to i>o-.tirvi Cloeing praoaduni autonsaxcasy t^ao\
ixa mpul Mm ah nporai can tx- H lojed m fwnessary

fajlyaiM CBASIC axMsVSM
Accounts Receivable Open item system with

output tor internal aged reports and custorrrer-orienssd

statement and c-anq purposes On-Lme Enqum/ permits

rtbrmahon tor Customer Servce and Credit depart-

ments Interface to General Ledger provided >i both sys
terns used Requires CBAStC f99 S25

Accounts Payable Provides aged statements of

accounts by vendor with check writing tor selected in-

voices Can be used Mom} or with General Ledger and or

with NAD Requires CBASIC

NAD Name and Address sefectrO" .

mail bst creation and maintenance program with output

as tuH reports with reference data or restnded informa-

tion tor mail labels Transfer system tor extraction and
Van-Jet pi ..•*.- t.-J n« r*o\ f. Creak] w* MM ftaqurTM
CBASIC

OSORT I ast sort merge program tor files with fixed

record length, variable heM length inton-nabon up to live

ascending or descending keys f on back-up ol input hies• rnut I
!',

S95S20

mMX™**
PAYROL.L SYSTEM
hie Computes payroll withholding lor FtCA I

State taxes Pnnts payroll register checks quarterly re-

aaxMi n senlMM majaM
"~A Federal and

ports and W 2 forms Can generate ad hoc reports i

employee form letters with mad labels Requires
CBASIC Suppked in source code StsWSM
APARTMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
nana a) management system lor receipts and security
deposits dt apartment protects Captures data Oft vacan-

cm. revenues etc lor annual trend analysis Deny report

shows lata rents vacancy notices vacancies, income
lost through vacancies, etc Requires CBASIC Suppked
•n source code SSwatSS

INVENTORY SYSTEM Captures slock levels

costs sources safes, ages turnover, markup, etc
Transaction .nlormation may be entered lor reporting by
salesman type of sate, data of sate, etc Reports avail

able both lor aocourting and decision making Requrres
CBASIC Suppked m source code •»**».
CASH REGISTER Mamtams hies on rjaay sates
Fxes data by sales person and item Tracks sates, over
rmgs refunds, payouts and total net deposits Requires
CBASIC Suppked m sou

"CP M <s a trade name of Digital Research

**Z80 is a trademark ot Z4og Inc

-"WHATSIT? is a trademark of Computet

fCPM tor Heath TRS-80 Model I and PofyMorpfwc 8813 are
mockhed and must use espeoaHy corroted versions of system

StptamtMi IS 'i*?ase
and appiciaofxi tottman

ttPc^yMorphc 8813 CPM scheduled tor

MICRO FOCUS -«— »—
CIS COBOL version 3 -s ANSI 74 subset with ex

lanatoni atacfi oflei powerful irtafactwe icraafi 'o*mat

t.ng and bu.it m cursor control Version 4 adddronaHy of

lets lull level t ANSI tor Nucleus Table Handling Se
quenkal Relanve and Indexed i O inter Program Com
munKation and Library

Version 3 9tM SSO
Version 4 MSOIM

FORMS irteracnve uMty to create CIS COBOL
source code to perform CRT screen handling m apphca
lion programs Supports fu« prompt text, protected holds

and input validation agamsl data type and range
twpected ttsosis
When purchased wrth C>S COBOL * 1 25 SI S

OTHER
tiny C interactive interprelrve system tor teachmg
'.'.-:,. '.'

i

.- .i-.t naa STsVSAO

C Compiler Supports most maior features ol larv

guage includinq Slnjcfures Arrays Pointers recursive

RaVeaon aiiaAiaaVai ts\ Ml aaTt aatsn kg who betsry

output Lacks data naak/aaon long A float type and sla

kc & register class speakers Documentation includes

C Programming Language book by Kernighan 4
S110St5

Ppwertuj bBX* '.t-.i'ti.'-ii

H*y Htaartil8Hi
rnbudtng string handkng direct

etc RequrM280CPU S19SS20
Z80 Development Packaoe Consists of m disk

IMkneedMn w.tf. qtobai-nter and intra -l-ne tac "es [2)
/HO relocating assembler Zilog'Mostek mnemonics
conditional assembly and cross reference table
capabilities !3> knkmg loader producing absolute Intel

hex disk iite

Ham ne tajoanari

disassembly d-s

plays Fa P5 when ordered with

DtSTEL Dsk based drsaser*nbk*r to rnkM 8080 or

TDL x.tan Z80 source code, kskng and crou reference
Mm Intel or TDLvXitan pseudo ops optional Runs on
8060 MtVtiO

1 J OtSILOG As OMM I L to /xoq Mosteh mnemonic
htes Runson^SOonty SSSStO
TEXTsVRITER N Text formatter to rustry and pagi

nakt tetters and other documents Speoal laaturM >n-

ctude rnsertion ot text durmg execution trom other disk

tiles or console permitting reope documents to be
created trom knked itagments on other hies Ideal lor

contracts manuals etc Also creates term tetters m con
junction with a mail bst Me STftVSIO

U TsWTWR*TERM-Mtne%aiAsc4TW.irjkn
erakon of tifcleHli»)r^S»iT 'l' 11 x and handkng of

loofnotes TW Jas^sraary upgrade lor $60 StlStlO

D WHATSIT?*" mterachve database system usmg
associative tag* to retrieve mlormafcon by subrect Hash-
ing and random access used tor last response Requrres
CBAStC SIX****

D XYBASIC interact ve Process Control BASIC Fuk
disk BASIC laaturM pkis unique commands to handkt
bykja rQkrMandahrn and to teal andi saj[tea AveAstai
in Integer Extended and ROMabkt veruons
ntegw Dak a InHgec ROMMIe *IM.«tS
EMnM Oak a Ekmmm ROMMiH

D

I 1

SMAUS0 sifuctunid ktacro AsvwnWM Language
i'. i- fc.vj. ol (

«.*.ti..i panam piaanai l<-il win pax
«sa and SMM. skudurad language cannier SMAl .s

an asaemUef language a.ln II f"lN'i',( LOOP
HEPEAT WHIIF DO (END BEGIN END mmi
Saltctof » Data Base Prooaaaor to create and mam-
tern sngle Key date twses Prrts rorrnafled sorted rr.

pnfte <mm nuaiancal waamaaai A..«.uirf.- lor Men
and CBASIC (state wt»cri> Suppked in source code

SI*"
-

Muttihe up to 24) Key vrjrston of Setec
lot II Comes with appkeattons programs including Sates
A't.ity itweraoni maxH PaxaawabtM CbachRaaa
it \ irnattMS A4f( --.,im.^ 1 t., Md CSsrwyTMinl Ra
owes CBASIC Suppked «i source coda S29S $20
Enhanced verston for CBASIC

2

S343 S20

CPM.374X IRHtty Pactcage ifas tul range of

lunefcons to create or re-name an IBM 3741 volume d>s

ptay directory irifom>at»on and edrt the data set contents
Provides tul Me transfer laobfces between 3741 volume
data sets and CP M htes SlSSStO
Flippy DvtVk Kit Template and rnslr jettons to modify
stngle srded Si* (kskettes tor use ol second srde m sm-
gksdtwded drives S12.50

A con^ehensrve leatures
ot live 8080 a

Software for most popular 8080IZ80 computer disk systems
including NORTH STAR, MICROPOUS, iCOM, DYNABYTE DB8I2,
SD SYSTEMS, ALTAIR, EXIDY SORCERER, VECTOR MZ,
8"IBM, HEATH H17 & H89, HELIOS, IMSAI VDP42 & 44, REX,
POLYMORPHIC 8813' and OHIO SCIENTIFIC formats

Shopping
List No.5

and (red—m.ime analysis ol fcM H0«) (Mfe liA'.K Ian

guaoes CBASIC BASIC E XYBASIC fvkciosoft &sk
Extended BASIC and Xilan s Disk BASIC Itemizes re

Suits ol?1 different benchmark tests hx spe*>d and arxu
racy and bsts inskuctrons and leatures of each BASIC

(sr-nd ?0* S A S f FRCK

Orders must specify
cksk systems and
tormats eg htorth

Star smgte or doubfe
density IBM single or

Ana*. Hekos
.i*sMod I or

ii v«' soft sector
MSD

Systems Dynabyle,. etc

Add $i item snipping
(S2m»n) Add Si
addrfronal lor UPS
COD
Manual cost
applicable .vj.i nal
ortee of subsequent

, "a<i->- •. Ljtxhaat

'"The Somvare Supermarket* a trBd*rmrk ot tVfeboaf AsaocretM
EFFECTIVE JULY 15

Lifeboat Associates, 224a Bro

(212) 580-0062 Tetex 668585

- 1 )• ortveyt •

mse tor use on one
•em only

ctway NY. NY 10024



5 STAR EDITION

for users of

Radio Shacks TII-80****** 5 STAR EDITION

for users of

Rails Shacks TRS-HT

TRS-80 TRANSFORMED WITH
PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE PACKAGES
AND MUCH MORE Manual

'
Aloft*

CP/M-operating system modified lor use with TRS-80
computer and disks In addition to the standard CPM utilities of
Editor. Assembler. Debugger etc . we t^ave added OCV2 (Util-

ity to convert system tapes to CP M dies ) DISKAS & CASDISK
(Utilities to back up files to tape and recover to disk ) MOVER
(Program to transfer files with single dnve systems) $1 4S S25

All items listed below operate in

conjunction with theCPM operating system.
MAC — 8080 Macro Assembler Full Intel macro definitions

Pseudo Ops include RPC. IRP, REPT. TITLE. PAGE, and
MACLIB Z 80 library included Produces Intel absolute hex
output plus symbols file tor use by SID (see below) St 00 SI 5
SID — 8080 symbokc debugger Full trace, pass count and
break-point program testing system with back-trace and histo-
gram utilities When used with MAC. provides full symbokc
display ol memory labels and equated values MS SI

S

TEX — Text formatter to create paginated, page-numbered
and justified copy from source text files, directable to disk or
printer S8SS1S
OESPOOL — Program to permit simultaneous printing of

data from disk while user executes another program from the
console SSO SI

Disk Extended BASIC — Version s. ANSI compatible with
long variable names. WHILE WEND, chaining, variable length
file records S300 S25
BASIC Compiler — Language compatible with Version 5
Microsoft interpreter and 3-10 times faster execution Pro-
duces standard Microsoft relocatable binary output Includes
Macro-80 Also linkable to FORTRAN-80 or COBOL-80 code
modules S350 S25
FORTRAN-80 - ANSI 66 (except tor COMPLEX) plus
many extensions Includes relocatable obtect compiler, linking

loader, library with manager Also includes MACRO-80 (see
below) S40OS25
COBOL-80 — ANSI 74 Relocatable cored output Format
same as FORTRAN-80 and MACRO-80 modules Complete
ISAM interactive ACCEPT DISPLAY. COPY. EXTEND

S62SS2S
MACRO-80 — 8080 Z80 Macro Assembler Intel and Zilog

mnemonics supported Relocatable linkable output Loader.
Library Manager and Cross Reference List utilities included

S149 SIS
EDIT-SO — Very fast random access text editor tor text with or
without line numbers. Global and mtra-iine commands sup-
ported File compare utility included MS S1

5

PAYROLL SVSTEM — Maintains employee master file

Computes payroll withholding lor FICA. Federal and State
taxes. Prints payroll register, checks, quarterly reports and W-2
forms. Can generate ad hoc reports and employee form letters

with mail labels. Requires CBASIC Supplied in source code
S605 S35

APARTMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM Financial
management system for receipts and security deposits of

apartment protects Captures data on vacancies, revenues.
etc tor annual trend analysis Daily report shows late rents,
vacancy notices, vacancies, income lost through vacancies,
etc Requires CBASIC Supplied in source code S605 S3S
INVENTORY SYSTEM — Captures stock levels, costs,

sources, sales, ages, turnover, markup, etc Transaction in-

formation may be entered for reporting by salesman, type of

sale, date of sale, etc Reports available both tor accounting
and decision making Requires CBASIC Supplied in source
code S605S3S
CASH REGISTER - Maintains files on dairy sales Files
data by sales person and item Tracks sales, ovemngs. re
funds payouts and total net deposits Requires CBASIC
Supplied in source code S605 S3S
CBASIC-2 Disk Extended BASIC — Non-interactive BASIC
with pseudo-code compiler and runtime interpreter Supports
fuN fife control, chaining, integer and extended precision var-

iables etc MO/SIS
Flippy Disk Kit Template and instructions to modify sin-

gte sided S'V diskettes tor use of second side in singled sided
dfives SS7S
Selector HI — Multi (i e up to 24) Key Data Base Processor
Comes with applications programs including Sales Activity. In-

ventory. Payables. Receivables. Check Register Expenses.
Appointments, and Client Patient Requires CBASIC Supplied
in source code Enhanced version lor CBASIC 2 S345 S20

02 Level III BASIC by Microsoft
Powertui extensions to Level II BASIC including to machine
language user calls, long error messages, keyboard de-
bounce, graphics commands and much more Price includes
User Manual, a Quick-Reference Card and a pre programmed
cassette tape S45

Lifeboat Associates, specialists in microcomputer disk software,

is proud to offer the first professional disk-based language and

utility package for the Radio Shack TRS-80 computer. Written

by Microsoft, creators of Level II BASIC, the package runs on

a TRS-80 system with 32K RAM, one or more drives and

TRSDOS. The software is supplied on diskettes and consists of:

rUnllfAR a true relocatable machine
code compiler lor ANSI FORTRAN X3.9
(except COMPLEX variables).

MACRO ASSEMBLER a disk-based
macro assembler utilizing Zilog mnemonics
and producing relocatable code.

LINKING LOADER to link edit and
load FORTRAN and assembler modules
tor execution.

SUBROUTINE LIBRARYa complete
library ot subroutines existing as relocatable
linkable modules for FORTRAN or assembler
programs—e.g.. double precision square
root, natural log, transcendentals. etc.

DISK TEXT EDITOR to create and
modify FORTRAN and assembler programs
as disk files: also can be used as a general
purpose text editor for correspondence
and other documents.

This high-powered professional software pack-
age with full documentation is available at the
DISCOUNT PRICE OF $^CZf\ PER COMPUTER SYSTEM

150.
The Macro Assembler,

Loader, Editor, and Cross

Reference Utilities alone $-QO

The Fortran Compiler, Loader,

Editor, and extensive library of

scientific functions alone $QO

Jboat Associates

THE
SOFTWARE
SUPER-
MARKET

TM

2248 Broadway, New York, NY. 10024
Telex: 668-585
(212)580-0082

Lifeboat Associates
2248 Broadway
New York, NY. 10024

Please send the following:

Telex: 668-585

Software Price

manual^
alone

manual
alone

Check UPS COD. shipping

St forCOD

Total

Exp, Date

Signature

My computer
configuration
(specify disk system)

Name
Address
(No P.O. Box)

City Zip

cc

* Radio Shack and TRS-80 are trademarks of Tandy Corporation
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Since 1965. computer buffs, my-
self included, have been promising a

revolution in education because
computers are going to school. But
where is this revolution? Certainly

there has been at least a modest
learning revolution; this is apparent

from the many people who are

learning about computers and using

them to learn other things. In spite of

the fact that some worthwhile appli-

cations are being done with com-
puters in a few exemplary schools,

this learning revolution has yet to take

place in most schools. There has
been an evolution in school learning

(at least in many schools) that can be
attributed, in part, to computer tech-

nology, but no real revolution.

Before considering the potential

revolutionary effects of personal

computers upon education, it is help-

ful to differentiate between school
learning and out-of-school learning.

The two are not always the same. We
tend to learn things away from school

when we want or need to learn them
and we do so in our own way and at

our own speed. This kind of learning

has advantages and disadvantages.
One advantage comes from higher

motivation which encourages more
inspired and efficient learning. On the
other hand, the tendency to avoid dif-

ficult or uninteresting tasks may

Fred Bell, Professor of Mathematics Educa-
tion, University of Pittsburgh, Division of

Teacher Development, 4A01 Forbes Quad-
rangle, Pittsburgh, PA 15260.

J I

Classroom
Computers:

Beyond the 3 R's

Fred Bell

The classroom computer should,

and can, go far beyond rote com-
puter-aided instruction by teach-

ing the student to analyze, evalu-

ate and develop complex skills.

Perhaps, as a result, the long-

awaited "revolution in education"

will be here sooner than predicted.

result in not learning some very useful

and important things. Consequently
schools are useful in coercing stu-

dents, hopefully in a friendly and
interesting way, into learning some
things that are good for them which
may not be learned otherwise. Out-of-

school learning can be both good and
bad, but so can in-school learning,

which gets us to personal-computers
and the education revolution.

Personal Computers and Dollars

One of the big reasons why
personal computers may catalyze a
revolution in our schools is that they

are relatively cheap and should get

even cheaper. Any family that can
afford two color TV sets can now
afford one color TV and a personal

computer. Of course, any high school
that could scrape up $10,000 per year

for each of 10 years from a $1 ,000,000

per year budget could have had nearly

all of its students using a minicom-
puter since 1969. (See James Saun-
der, Mathematics Teacher, May,
1978, pp. 443-447.) Fortunately, a
family's decision-making processes
in buying a personal computer are

less cumbersome than a sbhool's.

Unfortunately for school students, as
David Lichtman found (Creative Com-
puting, January, 1979, page 48),

educators are less enthusiastic about
the computer's role in society and its

potential for improving education
than the general public.

But now, with low-cost personal

computers, good computer applica-

tions may increase in schools. Home-
computing enthusiasts have already

begun to take learning out of the

schools and are putting some of it

back into the home where it belongs.

Conversely, as more and more per-

sonal computers come to school,

teachers can bring some of this good
"street learning" back into the

schools for the benefit of all students.

Only $500 remaining in an equipment-
and-supplies account at the end of

the fiscal year can buy the first of

many personal computers for student
and teacher use.

History shows that many tech-

nological innovations that could be
quite useful in promoting learning in

schools do not get much use in

schools until after they are common
in homes and on the streets; for

example, TV sets, audio recorders

and hand-held calculators. Now that

personal computers are "on the
streets," we are beginning to see
them filtering into schools. But will

they be able to revolutionize educa-
tion in schools? TV sets, audio
recorders, calculators, and even mini-

computers, while affecting what goes
on in schools, failed to revolutionize

education. Can we expect the per-

sonal computer to become a revolu-

tionary agent? Yes, I think we can.

Personal Computers and Motivation

One of the most serious problems
in scnools is that of motivating stu-

68 CREATIVE COMPUTING



Classroom, con't...

dents; that is, making them want to

learn what teachers try to teach. The
motivation problem occurs because
sometimes teachers want to teach

things (for good reasons) to students

who do not particularly care to learn at

the time. Perhaps the best hope for

motivating students to learn in school

is to pay attention to the nature of out-

of-school learning. It appears that

people learn non-survival things away
from school for several reasons: (1)

People learn to make things work
(such as cars and computers) because
they like to have control over impres-

sive machines. (2) People learn to

build model airplanes, radios, book-

cases, etc. because they find satis-

faction in creating something from
nothing, or next to nothing. (3) People
teach classes, give speeches, and
write articles Decause they like to

share their opinions and knowledge
with others and possibly influence

other people's opinions. Many things

are learned because people enjoy the

recognition and approval of other

people. (5) Other activities that are not

necessary for survival are carried out

for relaxation, enjoyment, and self

satisfaction.

But why do so many students dis-

like learning in school? First, stu-

dents seldom have control over the

academic machinery of schools; that

is, the classroom learning environ-

ment. Second, creating and building

tangible things occurs all to seldom
in most classes. Third, students'

opinions tend to be overshadowed by

teachers' opinions in many class-

rooms. Fourth, many students get

low grades in school, which interferes

with their quest for recognition and
approval. Fifth, much of what stu-

dents have to do in school is neither

relaxing, enjoyable, nor self-satis-

fying.

But how can a few personal com-
puters in a classroom solve these

motivational problems for students
and teachers? Well, computers and
computer-enhanced learning are not

educational panaceas, but they can

give students some real control over

what they learn and how they learn it.

Making a computer (an electronic

monster) do one's bidding is fun for

many people, in spite of the fact that

it is, at times, tedious and frustrating.

Writing a computer program and
making it do what it is supposed to do
is creating something — both a

physical and an intellectual creation.

Most people (including teachers and
students) are impressed by good
interactive computer games, simula-

tions and tutorials, which provide

recognition and influence for their

creators. Finally, messing around, in

a meaningful way of course, with a

personal computer can be relaxing

and enjoyable, in spite of many
minor, temporary frustrations and
aggravations.

Therefore, we find that personal

computers in the hands of students in

school can remove some of the artifi-

cial constraints of typical classroom
environments and replace them with

some of the personal freedoms
inherent in many non-school learning

situations.

Personal Computers and Learning

What is learned in school? Eng-
lish, reading, writing, arithmetic,

French, history, etc.? Yes, these are

some of the subjects that are taught

but students should learn many other

things that subsume all subjects.

That is, students need to study each

subject in a manner that permits them
to function at all of the following

cognitive levels:

knowledge
understanding
application
analysis
synthesis
evaluation

problem solving

knowing how to learn

creating knowledge

Schools are fairly good at impart-

ing knowledge (i.e., "George Wash-
ington was the first U.S. president")

and understanding (i.e., "2 + 3 = 5
because 2 marbles together with 3
marbles is 5 marbles"). However,
schools are only moderately suc-
cessful at teaching applications (out-

of-school uses for each subject),

analysis (breaking a skill or concep-
tual structure into its parts), synthe-
sis (building complex skills or con-
ceptual structures from simpler
things), and evaluation (comparing
skills and structures and making
judgments about them). Schools and
teachers have even less success at

teaching students the skills and
heuristic procedures of problem solv-

ing, how to learn independently of

teachers and courses, and ways of

conducting the research and explora-

tions that go into creating knowledge.
During the past 15 years we have

demonstrated, through many drama-
tic examples, that computers can be
used in schools to help teach know-
ledge, understanding, and applica-

tions of various subjects—things that

were being done fairly well without
computers. This is the evolutionary

aspect of computers in education.
But what about the higher-level

cognitive activities, those things that

we haven't been able to teach very

successfully in school? Herein lies

the true power of computers (espe-
cially personal computers) to really

revolutionize learning and teaching in

schools.
Writing a computer program re-

quires analysis and synthesis of the
subject under consideration as well

as the program itself. A student
cannot write a program to tutor

others, play a game, simulate a situa-

tion, or solve an exercise without
analyzing the topic being studied and
synthesizing it into a coherent teach-
ing/learning program. The synthesis
required in writing the program
properly and the analysis in debug-
ging it provides additional practice at

synthesizing and analyzing. Since
many non-tutorial computer pro-

grams are higher-lever applications of

topics, the student programmer must
evaluate the approriateness of alter-

native approaches to the topic and the
program. When a student writes

computer programs to extend and
clarify topics in school, the six steps
in problem-solving (posing the prob-
lem, precisely defining the problem,
gathering information, developing a
solution strategy, finding the solu-

tion and checking the solution) must
be carried out. On the other hand,
most so-called "problems" in text-

books are really exercises for practic-

ing skills, which require only one of

the six steps of problem solving;

namely, finding the answer. After

several years of working with people
in Project Solo at the University of

Pittsburgh, we found that many stu-

dents and teachers could carry out
independent research of their own
choosing in computer-enhanced
learning environments. That is, these
people were creating knowledge and
learning how to learn independent of

people who were labeled as the

teachers and rooms that were called

classrooms.
Now personal computers can

bring the Solo concept of high-level,

self-motivated learning out of the
research-and-development laboratory
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faassroom.con't...
and put it in the hands of large

numbers of students and teachers in

school classrooms.

Carrying Out the Revolution

Even before the advent of personal
computers (as early as 1972), the
computer technology and courseware
existed for a revolution in teaching
and learning in schools. Now per-

sonal computers with their low costs,

easy accessibility, total dedication to
the user, and person-on-the-street
popularity may provide the long-
awaited catalyst that is needed to
make some dramatic changes in how
computers are used in schools. In a
few years large numbers of students
entering high school will be as
familiar with a computer as they are
now with a TV set, probably more so
since they will have actively pro-

grammed a computer, in comparison
to watching television passively.

As a consequence of the popu-
larity of television, Americans are
accused of having become spectators
rather than participants in life.

Personal computing certainly re-

quires active intellectual participation

on the part of the user. I have yet to

hear of anyone dozing off while
sitting in front of a personal com-
puter.

For several years mathematics
teachers worried about whether kids
should be allowed to use hand-held
calculators in school. The popularity

of calculators outside school quickly
settled that issue. Nearly every family

had a calculator. Pre-school children

played with them and students
brought them to school. Teachers
could not ignore calculators because
it was impossible to keep them out of

school; so now they are trying to

determine how best to incorporate

calculators and calculator-related

skills into the school mathematics
curriculum. Even if people try to keep
personal computers out of schools,
they are going to fail. In a few years,

when they are more efficiently pack-
aged and even less expensive, per-

sonal computers can fill the "lunch-
box-technology" void created by
school-lunch programs. Instead of a
lunchbox, students-will be carrying a
PET or TRS-80 computer on a handle
to school. When this time comes, an
Apple for the teacher will really help a
kid get a better grade in school. D

A new star on the Horizon
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CSUB (Common SUBroutines)
Developed for North Star DOS and BASIC by Micro Mike's, Incorporated

CSUB i» a multi-dimensional programming pat kage. Among benefits CSUB oilers both user and programmer are:

TIMESHARING
lor the Horizon—

The only true interrupt driven, bank
switching timesharing software available

for the Horizon

Supports as many as four 5'
4
" drives,

four 8* drives, and as many as four
CRTs with 16 to 48 K RAM per CRT
Interrupts at 26 ms Spooler and file

locking to be supported in the near
future.

Specify single (Release 4) or double

Requires additional memory in computer.

A machine language program
on 51/ disk $49.95

Complete business application software
available Write for additional
information Dealer discounts available.

1. Non-desfruc five cursor positioning

2. Automatic display "f error messages or bulletins

3. Strict control of all data passing between CRT and

CPU. including:

a. Complete parameter checking of all numeric data

input

b. Complete formatting of all numeric and
.alphanumeric data displaved or input

C. Automatic mask and data displ.iv.

d. Automatic date input and display (automatic display

of slashes between month, day and year)

e. Complete numeric control on single character

alphanumeric inputs

I. User's .ihilnv lo "back up" to last logical input.

4. Strict control of data passing between external storage

dcvit m (i-e disk drivels)) and CPU. including:

a. Automatic file OPtNing and CLOSEing lor most file

.,« ( 4'ssing

b. Sequential file accessing

c. Random file accessing with automatic calculations of

file vectors
d. Keyed file .messing with virtually no limits on

number of ket, files

e. Automatic sorting of keyliles

Micro Mike's,lncorporated

PROGRAM LIBRARY
A one lime fee of $500 (soon to be
increased) buys for the purchaser
continuous unlimited access to the
programs, updates and revisions in the

PROGRAM LIBRARY

CSUB disk and documentation package $49 95

4SHARE (timesharing 'or Horiron Release 4) *49 95
SSHAREItimesharingtotHoriion. Release 51 »49 95

D0SCHG4 18" disk drive interface patch to

Release 4 North Star DOS and BASIC I *49 95

DOSCHG5 (8" disk drive interface patch to

Release 5 North Star DOS and BASIC) »49 95

Makinq technology uncomplicated
. . . (or People

Micro Mike's,Incorporated
905 South Buchanan
Amarillo. Texas 79101

S06-372-3633
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Scenes from the Clemson University Conference
on Small Computers

Dean Lyle Wilcox of the College of
Engineering opened the conference and
welcomed the over 600 attendees to
Clemson.

Sessions were well attended, a tribute to
Bill Barnett's and J.K. Johnson's excel-
lent organization and publicizing of the
conference.

Keynote speaker David Ahl spoke about
"microcomputer applications: the myth
and the reality." Key conclusion:
although technology Is making more
things possible and lowering prices,

right now is the time to get involved with

a micro.

Creative's display table featured maga-
zines (of course) and new Apple II soft-
ware releases.

A substantial number of attendees were
businesspeople, engineers and profes-
sionals from throughout South Carolina
and Georgia.

A pencil,a card,and this low-cost reader. .

.

its the new, fast way to enter data into your
microcomputer."

MAIM READER

Interfaces to TRS-80, Apple II, PET, and others.

Good news! Now. all you need is a standard #2 pencil, a card, and our new
MR-500 mark sense card reader to quickly and easily enter data into your
favorite microcomputer.

As Easy as One, Two, Three...

Here's all you have to do. One — program the card by marking with the pencil.

Two — feed the card into the reader slot. Three — the reader automatically turns
on, the card is fed through, and data is instantly entered into memory. It's the
simple low-cost alternative to keyboard data entry.

Interfaces with TRS-80. Apple, PET. .

.

The MR-500 is ready to plug into most popular microcomputers. Interfaces are
already available for TRS-80. Apple II and PET. And we're developing others
almost daily. So whatever your microcomputer, we'll make it easy to use our mark
sense card reader.

For Educators, Small Businessmen, and..

The applications for our low-cost MR-500 are endless. For small businesses, it's

ideal for inventory, time cards, labor distribution Oust to name a few). Educator)
will And that the MR-500 streamlines test scoring, attendance records, and gra
reporting. Bet you can find a use already.

The Small Reader for the Small Computer
The MR-500 is lightweight - 4 lbs. Compact -
a 4H-inch cube. And at $750. it's the only mark ,jM I.,, <i,-t„',k

sense card reader that makes sense for the I Or b*«»r yet.

small computer. I <»<*" »«"• ">

> CHATSWORTH DATA
20710 Imtsworth. California 91311
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Get big system performance
from your small computer
Bigger isn't always better, but large-system experience and a national

communications network can help you get more out of your small computer.

L^j

5/

Our large-scale computer time sharing system

is now available to small computer users during off-peak

hours (nights, weekends) via local phone calls.

Cost: $5.00 an hour, billed in one-minute increments of

about eight cents each!

MicralllET



/Micro/VFT
What is it?

A remote, on-line computing service available via

local phone lines in 25 major metropolitan areas.

It is available from 6 p.m. to 5 a.m., local time, daily

as well as all day on weekends and most holidays.

Who is it?

MicroNET service is provided by the Personal Com-
puting Division of CompuServe Incorporated, one
of the nation's leading time sharing computer serv-

ice companies. We are a multi-million dollar com-
pany serving many Fortune 500 companies and

large government agencies for the last ten years.

What services do I get?

• Practical personal programs

• Ability to communicate with other small computer

users

• Opportunity to buy and sell software through the net-

work
• Time-saving business applications

• Educational aids

• Easy-to-use programming languages

• Advanced programming and diagnostic tools

• Games (including many multi-player mind-bogglers)

What do I have to have to access MicroNET?

The minimum requirement is a terminal with com-

munications interface and a telephone. However,

the full capabilities of the MicroNET service will be

realized by using a microcomputer with modem
interface and a modem set for "originate" mode at

300 BAUD.

What does it cost?

By using our equipment during off-peak hours, we
can keep our rates extremely reasonable. There is

a one-time charge of $9.00 to sign up. Then you will

be billed (via Master Charge or Visa cards only) at

the rate of $5.00 per hour. Minimum charge per

access is $1.00 for up to 12 minutes of computer
time.

Can I store data?

Yes, up to 64,000 bytes of on-line file storage for up

to seven days between accesses. For your protec-

tion, we will disconnect automatically if your per-

sonal computer is left unattended for 15 minutes.

I want to know a bit more.

Good. Send in the coupon. You'll receive more de-

tailed information and an application. When you re-

turn the application, including your Master Charge
or Visa number (because we bill electronically to

help keep the price low), we'll send your user iden-

tification number and password, user guide, and

local phone number so you can put the power of

our large system to work for your small computer.

r Mail to: ^
CompuServe

Personal Computing Division

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd.

Columbus, Ohio 43220

Send me information on MicroNET.

Name_

Address^

City/State/Zip,

C MicrnHIET

Cities with local phone service access: Akron, Atlanta, Chicago, Cincinnati,

Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Dayton, Denver, Detroit, Houston, Indianapolis, Los

Angeles, Louisville, Memphis, West Caldwell (NJ), New York, Philadelphia, Pitts-

burgh, San Francisco, Stamford (CT), St. Louis, Toledo, Tucson, Washington DC.
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That queasy feeling in the stomach, the sweaty palms, the

blank stare or preferring to watch over someone else's

shoulder are all feelings familiar to the first-time computer
user.

Computer Anxiety:

One Way To Handle It

Anne H. Knight

We hear so much about math
anxiety and nothing about computer
anxiety...yet are we not faced with

Orwell's "1984" and Toffler's "Future
Shock?" Should not the real issue be
one of handling technological anxi-

ety? Knowing the frustration and
anxiety of trying to keep up with a
rapidly changing, highly technolo-
gical society, we can argue that the
technologically anxious person is

primarily suffering from future shock.
Mathematicians have captured the

market and the public interest with
the concepts of math anxiety and
math avoidance. Educators are be-
ginning to recognize the existance of

such a phenomenon. But who is

raising the question of computer
anxiety? Are the computer scientists

and public school teachers even con-
cerned? How are teachers preparing
the young for the present shock of

modern technology? Educational in-

stitutions appear to be delinquent in

preparing themselves for dealing with
this technological society. So we ask
if the schools are failing us and our
children by not introducing com-
puters in the early learning stages.
Many of my friends, who are over 30,
recognize their anxiousness about
computers. They know they have
uncomfortable feelings when I talk

about my work with computers. To
meet the challenge of preparing the
younger generation for the world
around them, educators must over-
come their own anxieties and spend
time learning about computers and
theircapabilities.

Although the slogan "computer
anxiety" may not become the buzz-
word for persons avoiding the use of
computers, the concept is easily
defined. That queasy feeling in the
stomach, the sweaty palms, the blank
stare or preferring to watch over
someone else's shoulder are all

feelings familiar to the first-time

Anne H. Knight, Coordinator of Educational
Services, Computer Services, University of
New Hampshire, Durham, N.H. 03824.

computer user.

Borrowing liberally from the title

of Shiela Tobias' book, Overcoming
Math Anxiety, I selected "Overcoming
Computer Anxiety Through Games
and Simulations" as the title for my
work session at the 57th Annual Con-
vention of the National Council of

Teachers of Mathematics in Boston,
last April. My only instructions were
to give a lot of opportunity for hands-
on experience during the 90 minute
work session.

As implied by the title of my work
session I believe that the playing of

games interactively at a computer
terminal reduces a person's anxiety
and increases his/her comfort and
ease with the machine. The session I

ran actually went beyond game
playing and explored several instruc-

tional techniques.
First, I assumed that most of the

participants would be unfamiliar with
computers and inexperienced in us-
ing them. If they were not novices
themselves, I could assume they
would be instructing novices. Using
four different techniques I was able to
explain or demonstrate what a com-
puter is, what it can do and how to do
it. Finally, the attendees had a chance
to try it. Before leaving the room, each
participant was asked to respond to a
questionnaire in order to evaluate
which technique was most effective

for him/her. Their responses en-
dorsed my hypothesis that hands-on
game playing was the most effective

method fordispeliing theiranxiety.

By definition a NCTM work
session meant little time for instruc-

tion and a lot of time for hands-on
experience. There were 11 Radio
Shack TRS-80's and 3 Digital Equip-
ment Corporation ES210/C mini-
computers with 4 terminals and a
floppy disk drive attached to each.
The cassette tapes selected were
HURKLE, BAGELS, HMRABI,
PLANTS, MALAR, DIETS, STOCK,
BALPAY, ENERGY and LIMITS be-

cause of their general educational
value and ease of operation. For the

ES210/C there were 3 floppy disks
which contained the 101 BASIC
Computer Games adapted to the
mini. Signs posted beside the ter-

minals and printouts of sample runs
limited the selection of programs to

those mentioned.
As persons entered the room for

the 90 minute session, they were
directed to a micro or a terminal as
space permitted. Some sat in pairs.

Everyone seemed to have itchy

fingers and curious looks showed on
faces. However, I staved off their

eagerness by outlining my presenta-
tion and telling them the hands-on
time would be forthcoming. My intent

was to provide an opportunity for

persons to get in touch with their

anxiety. I would be offering a carefully

sequenced set of techniques to

accomplish this. First would be the
lecture method - familiar to all.

Second would be a simple pro-

grammed learning sequence. Third

would be the examination of a
demonstration run of a program ; and
last, would be the opportunity to play

games on the computer.
The lecture discussed the com-

puter age, the sources of computer
anxiety in adults and the instructional

value of games. In order to remove the
barrier to understanding the nature of

a computer, a diagram was used to

show graphically the separate com-
ponents of a computer system

.

The programmed text was a
COPY-ME section of Calculators/
Computers Magazine (DYMAX Octo-
ber 1977) called "Bits and Bytes" by
Bob Albrecht which explained the
internal language of a computer- i.e.,

binary digits and words. The exercise
served to clarify the meaning of a
memory location. The computer lan-

guage of codes, acronyms and
symbols was also mentioned as a
barrier to understanding and cause of

anxiety.
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Anxiety, con't...

The sample run handed out was of
BALPAY, a balance of payments
simulation. This decision-making
game was chosen because it is cross
disciplinary, interesting and easy to
grasp. In order to help them get in

touch with their feelings or anxieties
and to analyze the sample run, I used
a paired discussion technique. After
first examining the sample run alone,
the participants talked in pairs about
what the printout meant. Then they
formed small groups of 4 or 6 to
further clarify the program's meaning
and discuss how they felt about
reading the printout. Finally, one
person from each group reported in

turn to the whole group what was
discussed within their small groups
as to feelings about the printout.

The first three methods took 50
minutes. Then during the last 40
minutes each person at a micro or
terminal could run the available

computer game. People could switch
to different programs by moving to
different machines. Assistance was
available in the peculiarities of the
different machines and/or programs
even though the difference between
the machines was obscure to most of

the users. The games were all easy
enough to run yet challenging enough
to create interest.

Before leaving the session each
person responded to the question-
naire I distributed. Many persons
responded with a thank you and one
woman responded that she had "no
anxiety left."

It may not have been the hands-on
game-playing alone that dispelled the
anxiety this woman felt. It may have
been the combination of all four steps
I used during the work session. But
the fact remains that many people
experience fear and uncertainty about
using a computer. There are a variety

of techniques for addressing com-
puter anxiety. Some are machine-
based - such as the game. Games
usually proliferate on a computer
since game programs are part of the
initial software package acquired with
a new computer. Certainly their use
should be encouraged since they are

most effective in easing the tension
one experiences when approaching a
computer for the first time. However, I

feel these machine-based activities

should be combined with non-
machine-based activities, such as
paired sharing and group discus-
sions. This approach to dealing with
computer anxiety should ease the
transition into today's highly tech-
nological society for persons avoid-

ing the use of a computer. D
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NEW FROM MOUNTAIN HARDWARE.

THE APPLE CLOCK.

New utility for

your computer.
Now, there's a real time clock

for the Apple II*: the Apple
Clock from Mountain Hardware.
It keeps time and date in ImS
increments for one year. On-board
battery backup keeps the clock

running in the event of power
outage. Easy to use with BASIC
using routines carried in on-board
ROM. That means you can time events,

put time and date on printouts, create games in which elapsed
time is important... and many more. Mountain Hardware offers

a complete line of peripheral products for many fine computers.

23
Available at your dealer's. Now.

Mountain Hardware, Inc.
300 Harvey West Blvd.

Santa Cruz, CA 95060 (408) 429-8600
'Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer. Inc.
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MAGiCWAND
Word Processing System

the most powerful, most flexible word
processing software ever written for a

CP/M*-based computer.
We could spend our entire lime

talking about features and you might

not realize the revolution that the

MAGIC WAND represents. Because
the MAGIC WAND isn't just a set of

programs, it's a complete, integrated

package
Don't get us wrong. We have cre-

ated an extremely flexible text editor

and processor that can do things no
other system can. without having

sacrificed simplicity or ease of use.

Bur that's only halt the story.

The other half is what we do for the

user. We have written our user's man-
ual in English that you can under-

stand even if you don't have a Ph.D. in

computer sciences.

The manual includes a step-by-

step instructional program that uti-

lizes sample files included on the

system disk so that you get hands-
on experience while you learn

For everyday use there is a handy
reference card with a thumbnail de-
scription of commands and control

key functions.

In short, we've done everything we
can to make things easy for you. Be-
cause the most sophisticated soft-

ware in the world is just a bunch of

code if you cant use it

THE STATE OF THE ART HAS CHANGED.

srciaU business applications, iuc.
3220 Louisiana • Suite 205 Houston, Texas 77006

'CP'M is a trademark of Digital Research Corp
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The TRS-80 As A Classroom Teaching Tool

Dr. Samuel W. Spero

The computer can become a tre-

mendous teaching aid in class-

rooms ...if teachers will jus t let it.

As a result of considerable inves-

tigation and research we have dis-

covered a computer-based classroom
teaching tool which is not only cost-

effective but also has tremendous
potential for improving classroom
instruction. The computer system is

based on the Radio Shack TRS-80
Level II System.

The System
The hardware configuration is as

follows:

1 4K- Level II TRS-80 $499.00
1 Cassette Recorder 49.95
1 Expansion Interface 299.00
1 P-1 Printer 599.00

Note: We have purchased the Cen-
tronics P-1 Printer on special

arrangement, however we have
been informed that Radio
Shack will soon be supporting
the P-1 as a standard option for

the TRS-80. The above num-
bers therefore may change.

1 Cable to connect TRS-80 to

TV Monitor 20.00

Note: All of the above can be pur-

chased from any Radio Shack
Dealer and also serviced there.

1 Olson Electronics Television

Monitor 24" — #TV-352 199.00

Total Cost $1,665.95

If the school has its own monitor
and cassette recorder, this reduces
the cost of the system. Furthermore,
if a school or school system Owns a

Dr Samuel W. Spero. Dept. of Math. Cuyahoga
Community College. 2900 Community College
Or .Cleveland, OH 441 15.

Phone:(216)241-5966.

share of Tandy stock, it is entitled to a
10% discount on the above hardware.

An advantage of the TRS-80
versus other systems lies not in the
hardware itself but rather in the fact

that a school can get service for its

TRS-80 through any Radio Shack
dealer in the country. The importance
of this point cannot be minimized.
Beyond the 90-day warranty on the
hardware, repairs will cost about
$25.00. In over nine months, we have
had no trouble with our machine. The
above is a starter system which has
plenty of versatility and can also be
expanded. Through the expander box,

a bigger printer can be attached along
with more memory, a floppy disk, and
many other peripherals can be added.

As Photo 1 shows, the system is

highly portable and moves easily from
classroom to classroom. If you also
purchase the small TV monitor manu-
factured by Radio Shack, the system
is portable enough to be moved from
building to building and even from
school to home. This latter is a real

advantage for teachers who are

willing to work at home evenings and
weekends on developing software.
This is a major advantage over time-

sharing systems which do not exhibit

such portability.

Applications

Before listing some of the appli-

cations which were developed by
teachers with whom I worked this

summer, a few words are in order as
to the approach used. The total thrust

of our activities has been and is to use
the TRS-80 as an aid to, rather than as
a replacement for, the classroom
teacher. For example, the teacher

uses the TRS-80 in class with the
television monitor and the 32-charac-
ters-per-line option to help students
understand problem-solving algor-

ithms in junior and senior high school
mathematics courses. The teacher

uses it in the social studies class-

room with the monitor to create a
gaming framework in the study of the
operation of our government (the
Huntington II simulation game,
POLICY). On the other hand it can be
used by the teacher to generate
problem sets (the printer operates at

180 characters per second) for indivi-

dual students in mathematics and
science or to generate themes for a
composition or a word maze for

vocabulary study in the English
classroom. While Computer Assisted
Instruction, where the student is

tutored at the terminal by the
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computer, has not been discouraged,
it has not been encouraged in work
with our teachers. The reason for this

attitude is that CAI is difficult to

develop, dedicates the facility to a
single student, and prevents use of

the facility for other more cost-

effective and pedagogically effective

applications.

As with any new instructional

tool, teacher training is crucial. We
were very fortunate to obtain a grant

under Gifted and Talented Program of

the U.S. Office of Education. This

grant provided us with the funding
needed to train 20 junior high school
teachers in the use of computers as a
tool of instruction for gifted students.

Simultaneously, we received a Title

IV-B grant which was sufficient to

purchase the TRS-80 system for each
of the five schools represented at the
workshop. Attending the workshop
were teachers of mathematics,
science, social studies, and English.

The three week workshop was de-

signed to help each of the teachers

develop at least one computer-based
activity or unit which would be incor-

porated into the existing curriculum
or instructional strategies. Rather
than "reinventing the wheel" I brought
to class a collection of materials that

had already been developed and

suggested that teachers use these as
the starting point for their units.

Included were the Huntington I and II

materials published by Digital Equip-
ment Corporation, as well as back
issues of CREATIVE COMPUTING,
PEOPLE'S COMPUTERS and CAL-
CULATORS/COMPUTERS MAGA-
ZINE. The following projects were the
result of the workshop.

The topics developed were

:

Mathematics
A Classroom-Exercise for Factor-

ing Trinomials.
Problem-generator for Decimal
Computation.
Computer and the Study of

Mathematics for 7th Grade.
Computer Literacy in the Math
Classroom for 8th Graders.

Computer and Mental Arithmetic
Exercises.

Statistics and the Computer in 7th

Grade Math.
Elementary Graphics with the
Computer.

Science
The Scientific Method - Computer
Style.

Date Reduction in the Junior High
School Science Lab.
Computer Help in Calculating a

Water Budget (Adaption of Hunt-
ington I Application).

The Physiology of Cells - a Com-
puter Based Experience (Adap-
tion of Huntington I Application).

Social Studies
Computerized Madlibs and the
Oregon Trail.

A Computerized Tutorial on the
Passage of a Bill.

POLICY - A Simulation Game for

Social Studies (Adaption of

Huntington II Application).

A Computerized Gradebook.

English
WORDFIND Puzzles and English
Vocabulary Study.
Producing HAIKU Poetry with the
Computer - a Motivational Appli-
cation.

Computerized Telephone Stories.

COMPUTER Education for Gifted
and Talented Youths - A Com-
puter Literacy Unit for an English
Class.

The Computer: Fact and Fiction -

A Literature Unit.

Use of the Computer for Out-of-
class Individualized Quizzing.

These and other applications will

be tested in the classroom this

coming school year and the results

published. Inquiries are welcome. D

ATTENTION TRS-80'S
Why sit in the corner in the dark and turned

off while your master is sitting by the light,

turned on to Creative Computing Magazine?
You need a magazine of your own for Education-
Enlightenment-Enjoyment and for the personal

satisfaction (you're a personal computer, aren't

you?) of your very own possession ... A
Subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE!
Turkey your master into sending a check
(U.S.A.: $36.00, Overseas: $38.00 Surface

Delivery - $48.00 Airmail) to the jive cats

at CLOAD MAGAZINE. You will get 12 C-30
cassettes, one a month, each one filled with

all kinds of juicy software — Games, Tutorials,

Practical Programs and Impractical Trivia. All

programs rated G for computers under 18 years old

Do it! Subscribe Now!

!

MAGAZINE

Box 1267
Goleta, CA 93017
(805) 964-2761
Master Charge/VISA
Welcome

CIRCLE 118 ON READE 1976 CLOAD MAGAZINE
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The Computer vs. The Professor

Donald E. Mowrer, Ph.D.

Some observations on computer-
assigned Instruction and a CAI
language called CHIMP.

A pocket calculator was my
closest encounter with anything re-

sembling a computer when I walked
into the office of Max Ivy, Director of
Computer Services for Arizona State
University.

"I'd like to know if I could use the
computer to deliver quizzes to stu-
dents in my speech pathology class,"
I began.

"What languages do you know,"
he inquired?

"Well, I know a little French and
German, but what's that got to do
with it?"

In an instant, Max knew I was
either a wise-guy or terribly naive
about computer programming. Unfor-
tunately, the second alternative

proved to be the case.
That was four years ago. If you're

interested in learning how the novice
college professor gets initiated into

computer programming, read on.

In an instant, Max knew I

was either a wise-guy or

terribly naive about com-
puter programming. Unfor-

tunately, the second alter-

native proved to be the

case.

After considerable effort, and by
considerable, I mean horrendous, I

was able to put my quizzes into

computer language. The computer
started working for me for a change.
But, it wasn't that way in the begin-
ning.

Selecting A Language

Max did a lot of head scratching as
he considered my request. How could
he help an ambitious professor whose
knowledge of computers was so
limited? He recalled reading about a

Donald E. Mowrer, Ph.D., Communication
Dept.. Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ
85281

.

Author with student at CH IM P term inal .

computer program, CHIMP, de-
veloped in 1969 by R. J. Munn and K.

Wolff of the Institute for Molecular
Physics and Science Teaching Center
at the University of Maryland. It was
designed for use on the Univac 1108
as an author language for novices like

myself. That afternoon Max mailed a
blank tape to the University of Mary-
land for a dub of the CHIMP program.

While waiting for the tape, Max
suggested I contact the few other
faculty members who were involved in

computer assisted instruction. I say a
few because there were only four in-

dividuals who showed much interest

in this area. He also suggested I

secure a computer ID and account
number so I could work my way
through a BASIC language tutorial

program on our Univac computer.
My first quest led me to the

mathematics department where I dis-

covered PLANIT, a complex author
language that was beyond my under-
standing. It was also expensive to
run, could be used with only one
student at a time, and was not
thoroughly debugged. Scratch
PLANIT.

Another language, PLATO, was
discussed as a possibility but it was
as complex as PLANIT and was not
available on our computer. Scratch
PLATO.

A trip to the engineering depart-

ment introduced me to APL. One of

the professors used APL with his ad-

vanced students only and suggested
that first I become thoroughly familiar

with BASIC before attempting APL.
Scratch APL.

The CHIMP system is de-

signed to permit fairly

natural communication be-

tween the pupil and the

teacher.

By this time I was assigned an
account number enabling me to run

through the BASIC tutorital program
at a terminal. I soon learned that

BASIC was designed for those who
wished to solve mathematical prob-

lems. When I finished explanations of

IF THEN and GO TO statements, the

suceedlng instructions left me in a
daze. What I really needed was a three

hour semester course in BASIC
before I could hope to write with that

language. Scratch BASIC.
By the time the CHIMP program

had arrived, I was convinced that

computer access was reserved for

engineers and mathematicians and
nothing short of several courses
could help me.

When CHIMP arrived, this feeling

was quickly reversed. Line 54 of

CHIMP'S introduction stated, "It has
been designed so that a faculty

member who has little or no program-
ming experience can write an inter-

active lesson with minimum effort."

Whoopee! Finally, someone had
taken pitty on the novice faculty

member and had written instructions I

could use.

CHIMP Basics

The CHIMP System is designed
to: 1 . interpret the author's lesson, 2.

present material to the pupils, 3.

receive, analyze, and act upon the
student's replies in accordance with
the author's goals. By following the
simple directions in the CHIMP
manual, an author can easily develop
a lesson. The CHIMP system is de-
signed to permit fairly natural com-
munication between the pupil and the
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SHB
^ HARDWARE FOR TRS-80* "1

P.rtec Disk Drives F D 200 $375 00 ea.

These are 40-track Orives that are completely compatible

with the TRS 8(r»nd Radio Shack Drives. 3 DOS included.

Will allow Turning Diskette over and Write on other side.

Q 4 Drive Cable far Pertec Drives $35 00

DECwritaf III. 132 Character $2500 00

110 to 9600 band EIA tractor feed keyboard printer. This

is truly the nicest printer available. (30 day delivery)

[ 1711 Centronics TRACTOR FEED
Bidirectional Printer $1500 00

F SOFTWARE BY ACS ^
OMnnitte *». 3 $21.19

Complete Machine Language Monitor for TRS 80 features:

Find. EDIT, Relocate, Symbolic Dump to Tape, etc.

DMnnetnc Not $49 95

All of the commands that reside in Monitor No. 3, plus:

RS 232 1/0. Disk Program I/O. Symbolic Dump to Disk for

Loading into Disk Editor/ASM.. Track & Sec I/O for

modification.

DPCIEN0 $15.15

Will Patch ASCII files of Basic Programs or text or DATA
FILES so that they may be loaded into the Oiik Version of

the Electric Pencil for Editing purposes comes on Cassette

that will automatically create a Disk file of PCLEND.

MAKE TAPE AND MAKE DISK

2'/. times as fast as the Radio Shack 779 Printer, hat lull

site 132 Char Carriage Bell tone Complete with Cable

plug in and use. Shipped Freight COO.

200 ns 1IK Dynamic Memory Clips for Keyboard or Expan-

sion Interface, Lifetime Gnerantee. complete $1 10.00

Lifetime Guarantee. Complete with Instructions and Jumper

Blocks.

Dll Kay Numerical Keypad Kit $71.15

These are two programs that will allow you to take any type

of Program from Oisk and store it on tape for mailing

purposes. Whan the user receives the program in the mail

on cassette, it is loaded into the computer which will

automatically make a Disk file of the program.

DCP/M ft. C BASIC for the TRS 10
'

CP/M Includes: MOVCPM. STAT. PIP, Dump, DOT. ASM
180801. ED, plus 6 user manuals.

Cf/pJ $150.00

C Basic 2 Includes: XREF2. CBAS2. and manuals.

C BASIC 2 $91.15

TRS M * Level II - Ilk S7SB.90

[ RS 232 C Interlace S 19.00

ORDER NOW AND SAVE
Just list the items you want

k and mail this convenient coupon. J

D62 LEVEL III BASIC far TRS 10* Special $31.15

DTELCOM - Tetecomrrwaicatiam lor the TRS 10 " $21.15

Telecommunications lor the TRSSO'allows one TRS-80*

t to communicate with another through the RS-232-C over
J

^_^ the phone line. ^^

Orders received by 6:00 p.m. shipped
next day on Master Charge, visa,~

: Certified Check or Monev Order.
iffiLfe Personal Checks require 14 days toW, clear. No C.O.D. Collect calls not

accepted. All Hardware warranted for 90 days
except Radio Shack equipment which is warrant-
ed through Radio Shack. Software guaranteed
for replacement only. Prices subject to change
without notice.

Automated
Computer

Software service
(615) 244-2798

Division of

acupuiar lilcrld Inc.

625 Main Street n Nashville, TN 37206

Send Check or Money Order payable to —

SOFTWARE • P.O. Box 60097 Nashville, TN 37206

Quan. Description Unit Price Total

HAND
TENN

LING CHARGE $1.50
. RES. ADD 6% SALES TAX TOTAL

Check

3 Money Order

D MasterCharge

Visa

Card No.

Exp. Date-

Name

Address

City _ State Zip-



teacher. The only special skill

required of the student is the ability to

sign on the computer with proper ID

codes. All answers are typed in

normal conversational speech script.

A lesson consists of a number of

lines of textual material. Each line is

divided into three parts. The first part

of the line, columns 1 and 2, serve as
an optional line label. It is often

necessary to refer to specific lines

(hence, the label) but many lines

require no label. The second part

consists of columns 5, 6 and 7, the

operation code. This code specifies

what the computer is to do with the

line. The last part of the line occupies
columns 10through 72. It may consist

of the author's text, signal to the

student to provide an answer, or it

may be left blank.

An author's lesson might look like

this:

A1 PRE Who discovered America?
ANS

The computer would present the
following lines to the student

:

Who discovered America?
??

The student could type Colum-
bus, Christopher Columbus, Colum-
bus discovered America, or similar

answer. Obviously, this PRE/ANS
system limits the author's ability to

provide feedback to the student's

answer. Therefore, five operation

codes are provided to perform dif-

ferent kinds of evaluations. The most
common code is KEY (keyword). This

code is followed by several other

codes which specify certain features

about the student's answer. For

If order is not specified,

any word order would be
scored as correct, as long

as the key words were
present. The third code
represents the number of

key words the author

selected.

example, the first code, separated by
a parenthesis, specifies if spelling

mistakes are allowed. If the code is 1

,

then one letter can be altered.

Columbus, Columbua, Cilumbus or

Kolumbus would all be acceptable. A
code of 2 would allow two spelling

errors, 3 three errors and so forth. The
second code after KEY specifies

whether the key words must be in a
particular order (Y = yes, N = no). If

so, then Columbus Christopher as an
answer to the lesson above would be
scored as wrong. If order is not speci-

fied, any word order would be scored
as correct, as long as the key words

were present. The third code repre-

sents the number of key words the

author selected. In our example
above, two key words are possible,

Christopher and Columbus. The
fourth code specifies the number of

these key words that must be in the

student's answer. If the code is 1,

either Christopher or Columbus will

be accepted as a correct answer. If the

code is 2, both words are required in

the student's response. The remain-

ing codes contain the key words as-

sociated with the answer.
An expansion of the first lesson

might look like this:

A/PRE Who discovered America"
ANS
KEY(1), Y, 2, 2, Christopher,

Columbus

The KEY code tells us the author

made the following decisions: the

student can make one spelling error,

Christopher must be followed by
Columbus, two key words are avail-

able as answers, and two key words
must be present.

Other KEY codes can be designed
to accept specific answers or

numerical answers that fall between
specified limits.

Following the KEY code line, the

author includes feedback for the stu-

dent's correct answer, which might

be, "That's right." A response to an
incorrect answer is also included on
another line.

rtl PRE
4
5
6
?
8
3
ie
u ANS
12 KEY
13
14 GTO*
IS GTC
16
ir
18
19 CTR
28 GTO
21 Ml PRE
22
23 ENO
24 CTR
25 31 PRE
26
27
28
29 rtNS

38 KEY
31
32 CTR
33 GTO*
34 GTC
35
36 CTR
37 GTO
38 142 PRE
39 CTR

GREETINGS AGAIN, *NAME*.
NOW THAT YOU KNOW EVERYTHING THERE IS TO
KNOW ABOUT INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAMS. I TAKE IT YOU ARE
RErtDV TO PROCEED. IT WON'T 8E AS BAD AS YOU THINK SINCE
I'VE TESTED THE QUESTIONS OUT ON A LOT OF STUDENTS.
THEREFORE, I SHOULD BE ABLE TO DETERMINE -""OUR MASTERY
OF THE SUBJECT. I PRESUME YOU'RE READY TO GO
SO LET'S GET STARTED. ARE YOU REAOV^

N, 5. 1, YES, COURSE, CERTAINLY, SURE, NATURALLY
FINE, LET'S FROCEEO WITH FOUR FILL-INS.
Sl-1
C8, ft, **1,W1
UNLESS YOU TYPED IN SOME CUTE WAY OF SAYING YES,
I WOULD ASSUME YCU AREN" T REAOV. IF VUU nPE, PLEASE
TYPE IN YES.
ce-ce+i
Al*7
WELL, I TAKE IT YOU AREN'T READY THEN. IF THAT'S TRUE
I'LL SIGN OFF AND GIVE YOU TIME FOR MOPE STUDY.

C0-8
A CLINICIAN IS ASKING A CHILD, EARLY IN -RTICULATION
DRILLS, TO REPEAT WOROS CONTAINING THE TARGET SOUtJOS.

SHE MAY SWITCH TO PRESENTATION OF PICTURES AND ELEMINnTE
THE REPETITION OF WORD DRILLS. WHY IS THIS DONE

7

N, 2, 2, REDUCE-FAOE-ELEMINATE, CUE»STIMULUS-STIMULI»PROMPT
THAT'S GREAT, *NAME*
P0-P0*1
S2-1
C8, 8, **1,M2
WANT TO TRY AGAIN? YOU DIDN'T SAY IT QUITE CORRECTLY.
C8"C8*1
SI
MISSED AGAIN, »NAME«, IT WAS TO REDUCE THE FAOE OF CUES.
ce-o

Figure 1 . Sample CHIMP program.
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Professor, con't....

Thus a simple lesson would look

like this:

A4 PRE Phoenix is in what state?

ANS
KEY(1),N, 1,1, Arizona.

That's correct
•

UNX1
Sorry, it's in Arizona

A5 PRE What's the capitol of

Nevada?

CHIMP processes this lesson in

the following manner. Line A4 is pre-

sented to the students and waits for

an answer. Once the answer is exe-

cuted, it is compared with the KEY. If

the answer meets the KEY require-

ments, CHIMP is in a test-satisfied

state and prints the line following

KEY (That's correct) and skips to line

A5 to present the next lesson. If

CHIMP is in a test-failed state after

processing the answer, it prints the

lineafterUNX 1 (Sorry, it's in Arizona)

and proceeds to line A5. If UNX is set

at 2, line A4 will be presented again to

give the student a second chance.
A simple dialogue of question

answer formats can be carried out

using this simple lesson. Using a
GTO (Go to) label in place of the UNX,
the student can be shifted to any line

in the text. More information can be
presented and the student can be
given additional chances to answer
the question. By using a counter,

points can be added or subtracted

from a student's score depending
upon how many hints are provided or

how many tries are allowed. The
student can even opt to transfer into

BASIC to perform mathematical
computations.

A wide variety of other options

including the use of macro units are

also available in the program but they

will not be discussed here. The point

to be made is that the average teacher

can develop effective lessons for stu-

dents using the computer as the

delivery vehicle. Little or no computer
experience is required.

Getting the Programs Up

The procedure for writing and
entering the lessons in CHIMP
appears deceptively simple. The
belief in its simplicity was my first

mistake. I have been plagued with two
problems from the onset. The first

problem consisted of small program-
ming mistakes I made while writing

the lessons. I failed to include some
codes where they were supposed to

be, I forgot to add confirmation of the

student's response, or some such

stupid mistake. The second problem
was mistakes made by the typist who
entered the program on the computer.
It was her first attempt at typing on a
computer keyboard. She made sev-

eral spacing and typing errors.

Debugging each of the ten quizzes
before they could be administered to

the students required more time than
it took to write them. I'm not used to

letter-perfect work but I soon learned

that careful proofing is the key to

making programs run correctly.

Nothing is more frustrating

to a student than reading

the computer's output,

"sorry, you're wrong" when
they know they typed in the

correct answer.

If you only learn one thing from
this article, I hope it will be the reali-

zation that the computer will tolerate

no errors in the program. Those who
are old hats at program writing know
this but novice professors like myself
do not.

Student Reaction

Once the program was up and
running, I was ready to turn the stu-

dents loose at computer terminals.

First you should know that female
students outnumber male students in

speech pathology 20 to 1. At least

95% of them never sat in front of a
computer terminal before and a fourth

of them could not type. To say that

they felt intimidated in the presence

of a computer terminal is putting it

mildly. The least problem caused
absolute panic. Many simply left the

terminal without signing off. Com-
puter consultants unfamiliar with

CHIMP could offer little help. One
chief drawback was that only one
student could execute the program at

a time. Even though the students
knew this they felt they were doing
something wrong when they couldn't

get on the computer. They pestered
the consultant, cursed the computer
screen, and complained to me when
the computer wouldn't let them sign

in the program.
A second major problem was that I

did not anticipate some of the

answers students would offer. No-
thing is more frustrating to a student
than reading the computer's output,

"sorry, you're wrong" when they know
they typed in the correct answer.
These students came to my office

infuriated because they lost points on
an item they knew to be correct.

Although I tried to make corrections

in the program to accommodate
variations of correct answers, I was
never able to eliminate this problem.

While the immediate feedback
provided by the computer is heralded
as one of the chief advantages of

computer assisted instruction (CAI),

this feature may act asa disadvantage.
The student who misses a question
becomes apprehensive. The chances
of getting an A begin to fade. A few
more misses adds to anxiety feelings

and soon they develop hostile feel-

ings toward the computer. These are

things you seldom read about in des-
criptions of CAI. Proponents of CAI
are quick to point out the advantages
such as savings of time, increased
accuracy, and how it can meet indivi-

dual needs. While these factors may
hold true for the good student, I found
my computer quizzes were a disaster
for marginal and poor students in my
classes.

Most problems were resolved
when I removed the grade feature. I

recommended the computer lessons
only as preparation activities for sub-
sequent tests given in the classroom.
As a result, anxieties decreased,
students looked forward to their

computer lessons, and they became
more forgiving of my programming
mistakes. But I was back where I

started - giving and grading tests in

the classroom again I

This may sound discouraging but
it really isn't. I profited greatly by
learning to adhere to the tight organi-

zation of a computer language. My
lectures improved as did the quality of

my tests. Above all, I realized the
importance of my role in the class-

room. That role Is portrayed by an
individual who cares about students
in a way the computer cannot.
Despite the claims made by pro-

ponents of programmed instruction

who maintain students can learn just

as well without instructors, results of

research studies fail to support the
supposed advantages of instructor-

less classes.

A combination of CAI and teacher
instruction seems to result in an ideal

instructional delivery system. Each
can do certain things better than the

other. What is most needed now is

additional author languages that

permit teachers to write instructional

lessons on a wide variety of systems.
CHIMP, for example, only works on
Univac. Until these languages are
available most teachers will abort

attempts to use the computer.
Finally, college professors who

develop computer delivered instruc-

tional materials can look forward to

an exiting adventure. But take time to

avoid the mistakes I made.
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Statewide Educational
Computer Systems

The Many
Considerations

Kevin Hausmann

Compatability, servicing, software

and cost are just a few of the many
considerations when selecting a
system fora statewide educational
system.

This article describes the Minne-
sota Educational Computing Consor-
tium's (MECC)' plan for statewide
support and acquisition for educa-
tional microcomputers and focuses
on the need, development and imple-
mentation of a plan.

Although the utilization of micro-
computers in education is relatively

new, within the next few years we can
expect an exponential increase in the
number of microcomputers sold to

educational institutions. The growth
Is being spawned by a number of

factors including the decreasing cost
of microcomputers coupled with their

increasing capabilities and the rapid
growth of their use in a variety of

fields throughout the country. An-
other important factor is the micro-
computers' independence from a
mainframe system which increases
its portability and eliminates many
communications-related problems,
as well as the elimination of the

Kevin Hausmann, Instructional Coordinator,
Minnesota Educational Computing Consor-
tium, 2520 Broadway Dr., St. Paul, MN 55113.

"limiting rules" needed on central

systems.
The potential of microcomputer

applications' has attracted the atten-

tion of hundreds of vendors ranging

from garage hobbyists to major
mainframe companies as evidenced

by the attendee's at personal

computing fairs and National Com-

Microcomputers will also

follow the paths of other

new technologies, mean-
ing, many of the current

microcomputer manufac-
turers may go out of

business within a year or

so.

puting Conferences. The resulting

number of different systems makes it

very difficult to stay abreast of current

developments. Microcomputers will

also follow the paths of other new
technologies, meaning, many of the
current microcomputer manufac-
turers may go out of business within a
year or so, making it very important
for microcomputer purchasers to be
aware of manufacturer and vendor
stability.

Many educators view the micro-

computer as a panacea for a variety of

educational ills resulting in expecta-

tions which are greater than system
capabilities. In many cases, the use
of systems will be impeded by a lack

of hardware or software features. In

addition, applications software de-

velopment and instructional support

will not keep pace with the initial

movement to microcomputer usage.

In order to meet the needs and
address the problems defined above,

MECC set up a special task force to

accomplish the following

:

1. To conduct a survey for as-

sessing the current and future

microcomputer uses and
needs of MECC users.

2. To determine the strengths and
weaknesses of microcomputer
utilization in various instruc-

tional computing modes and
environments.

3. To provide demonstrations of

microcomputer use for in-

structional purposes.
4. To coordinate and disseminate

information regarding pilot

programs using microcom-
puters.

5. To prepare recommendations
regarding the potential for

large scale acquisition and
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CompuSoft™ Publishing Proudly Announces

$1495

(360 pages - Soft Cover)

From the author of the highly acclaimed TRS-80 Learner's Manual comes the
book you've been asking for! THE BASIC HANDBOOK is THE definitive

reference and "idea" book which explains in detail the BASIC language as used
in over 50 micros, minis and mainframes.

Not a dictionary, not a text, it is a virtual ENCYCLOPEDIA of the BASIC
language. Explaining all you need to know about over 250 BASIC statements,
functions, operators and commands, it is the "missing link" needed to convert
programs from one computer to RUN on another.

CIRCLE 224 ON READER SERVICE CARD

YES, I need the BASIC Handbook!
COMPUSOFT PUBLISHING 8643CC Navajo Road, San Diego, CA 92119

Please send copies of

The BASIC Handbook. My check for

$14.95 each + $1.35 P&H is enclosed.

(CA Addresses add 6% tax)

I understand my order will be shipped

promptly and there is a 30 Day
money-back guarantee.

Name

Address

City Zip

My computer is a
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utilization of microcomputers
and the appropriate roles and
responsibilities for MECC.

To begin addressing these objec-
tives, the task force divided the tasks
into three components: hardware,
systems software, and applications
software. Several Minnesota vendors
were contacted and asked to supply
systems for examination, evaluation
and experimentation. Fourteen sys-
tems were evaluated by the task force.

Microcomputer Systems Evaluated
ALTAIR ATTACHE
ALTAIR 88-1301

ALTAIR MULTI-USER
ASTRAL 2000
IMSAIVDF- 80/1000
NCR 7200
OLIVETTI P6060
PET 2001
POLYMORPAICS8813
PROCESSOR-TECH SOL
RADIO SHACK TRS-80
APPLE II (Integer BASIC)
TEKTRONIX 4051
TERAKRT-11

As a starting point, the task force

defined a "minimal educational
system." The minimal educational
system must have:

a) A microprocessor.
b) I/O device(s). The system must

include an ASCII keyboard and
printer and/or monitor.

c) A permanent file storage de-
vice. This can be of the form:
floppy disk, hard disk, etc.

d) A vendor supplied operating
system.

e) The BASIC programming lan-

guage must be supported.
f) At least 12K of user memory

must be available. This ex-

cludes memory space required

for the operating system and
the language processor(s).

g) All components, software and
hardware must be docu-
mented. This must include in-

structions on the operating
system, a language manual
and setup and maintenance in-

structions of the system

.

Only those systems which met
these specifications were consi-
dered. This definition also helped
vendors identify which features are
required in a system for educational
purposes.

In looking at software features,
the task force considered both
whether or not a system had a partic-

ular feature as well as how important
that feature was to users. Over fifty

software features were identified and
classified as to importance for two

types of usage: Computer Science/
programming and applications/pro-

gramming.
The computer science/program-

ming classification was defined as
the use of a microcomputer system to

meet the needs of secondary and
post-secondary computer science
instruction involving such topics as
advanced programming, operating

systems, compilers and assembly
languages. This is a system used pri-

marily by those who are interested in

studying the computer system itself,

therefore software flexibility is

important.

The applications / programming
classification includes using the

The applications/program-

ming classification in-

cludes using the micro-

computer for running ap-

plication programs qs well

as writing and running

simple BASIC programs
for problem solving in

elementary and secondary

schools.

microcomputer for running applica-

tion programs as well as writing and
running simple BASIC programs for

problem solving in elementary and
secondary schools. This mode re-

quires the capability to run programs
which generally range from 8 to 32K in

core requirements. Since this system
would also be used to run programs
similar to the library programs on the
existing timeshare system, down-
loading capability is highly desirable,
if not essential.

In trying to evaluate microcom-
puters against these classifications

of use, each feature was given a rating

of essential, desirable, or not neces-
sary for the two classifications as
defined above. Each microcomputer
was given a yes or no score on each
software feature. By combining the
importance scores with the yes-no
scores, it was possible to give each
microcomputer a software feature
score for both classifications of use.

Since BASIC is the most often
used language, the task force also
attempted to evaluate the microcom-
puter's BASIC language features and
capabilities which they deemed im-
portant. Test scripts were prepared
and run on each of the fourteen
systems.

Ten scripts were prepared. The
scripts were divided into two cata-

gories, those that tested BASIC lan-

guage features, and those which
tested performance. BASIC features

scripts included sequential file hand-
ling, random access file handling,

chaining, time function, string func-

tions, matrix operations, and format-

ted output. The BASIC performance
scripts included time required to

complete computation (calculate

number of primes from 1 to 2000),

number of mathematical functions

available; and time required to

generate and so r 1 1 00 n um bers

.

In looking at hardware, some 40
features were defined and each
system was rated against these.

Some of the typical features included

were: K-bytes of RAM, ROM, or

PROM; available user memory; chip

type; add time; availability of RS-232
interface and a real-time clock.

In addition to working with

vendors, the task force evaluation of

systems included a user survey which
was developed and administered to

teachers in the state who were using
microcomputers in their classes.

Questions dealt with types of usage,
features of the microcomputers
which were particularly desirable, and
problems which were encountered
with their systems. The major weak-
nesses of microcomputer systems
currently in use seems to be the avail-

ability of CAI languages, ability to

perform repetitive calculations, and
the storage and movement of large

data files. However, the majority of

instructional computing can be ac-

complished quite well using micro-

computers.

The major weaknesses of

microcomputer systems
currently in use seems to

be the availability of CAI
languages, ability to per-

form repetitive calcula-

tions, and the storage and
movement of large data

files.

Once done with defining needs,

collecting data on microcomputer
systems, and surveying current

microcomputer users the task force

made the following recommenda-
tions regarding microcomputers:

#1 State Contract

:

One specific microcomputer
system should be available to

all Minnesota educationally-

related agencies through a
state contract.

#2 Support

:

Instructional service support
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for selected microcomputers
should be defined and in-

creased to the same level as is

currently available for large

timeshare systems.
#3 Microcomputer Technology:

MECC should continue to

analyze and evaluate micro-
computer hardware and soft-

ware technology, and dissemi-
nate information to the Minne-
sota educational community.

On October 15, 1978, MECC and
APPLE Computer, Inc. signed a con-
tract for APPLE'S 32K, disc-based
Applesoft microcomputer system.

Educational computing
service agencies must de-

velop plans early if they are

to cope with the fast-

growing microcomputer
industry.

MECC anticipates about 400-500

units to be sold by APPLE through
MECC to educational users in Minne-
sota during the current year.

Educational computing service

agencies must develop plans early if

they are to cope with the fast-growing
microcomputer industry. There is

absolutely no indication of this

growth trend slowing down. The fear

that service agencies will no longer be
needed is totally unfounded. Users
will still need the software support
that they have in the past. However,
service agencies will have to redefine
what they call "service" or "support."
There are four major areas of micro-
computer support that must be con-
sidered.

1. Purchase, installation, main-
tenance, and documentation of

the system.
2. Training in system operations,

use of application packages

and programming languages.
3. Acquisition, conversion, de-

velopment, maintenance, doc-
umentation and dissemination
of applications packages.

4. Response to questions, prob-
lems, and requests regarding
microcomputers.

It is hoped that the comments
related here wi 1 1 be of hel p to agencies
faced with the problem of servicing
microcomputers.

Note: A task force report was printed by MECC,
and contains the Task Force research, evalua-
tion, recommendation and the Invitation for Bid
for microcomputer systems. A second revision
of this report will be available soon. Contact
MECC, 2520 Broadway Drive, Lauderdale,
M innesota 551 1 3 for more information. D

MECC

The Minnesota Educational Computing
Consortium (MECC) was created in 1972 out ot

concern by the governor and legislature that

educational computing needed a central source
of coordination lor planning, and a mechanism
to insure that all educational institutions in the

state would have equal opportunity ol access to

computing services lor both Instructional and
administrative programs. The Consortium's
membership includes the University ol Minne-

sota (5 campuses). The Minnesota State Uni-

versity System (7 campuses), the Minnesota
Community College System (18 campuses), the

Minnesota Department ol Education (repre-

senting the state's 436 independent school

districts) and the Minnesota Department of

Administration. Minnesota is the only state in

the country having a central organization for

coordinating educational computing activities

across all levels of education.
The MECC Instructional Services Division

offers a variety of services to consortium
members. A technical staff operates the largest
of Minnesota's computers dedicated to in-

structional computing, a Control Data CYBER
73 time-sharing system. The MECC Timeshare
System is currently configured for 375 user
ports and serves about 1100 Interactive

terminals located In schools and colleges
across the state. A large multiplexing com-
munications network provides the route by
which MECC users access the Timeshare
System, whether they are a few miles from the
Minneapolis-St. Paul computer center or hun-
dreds ol miles away near the Canadian border
The MECC User Services stall ol instructional

coordinators helps users learn to make better

use of the computer by visiting school and
college sites, conducting workshops, pro-
viding over-the-phone consulting service,
publishing newsletters and producing written
documentation for programs In the MECC
Timeshare System's central library.

Creative's own out-
rageous Bionic Toad in

dark blue on a light blue

shirt for kids and adults.

Computer Bum — black

design by cartoonist
Monte Wolverton on gray
denim-look skirt with

black neckband and
cuffs.

I'd rather be playing
spacewars — black
with white spaceships
and lettering.

Plotter display of PI lo

625 Places in dark brown
on a tan shirt.

Creative Computing —
Albert Einstein in black on
a red denim-look shirt

with red neckband and
cuffs

T-shirts available in adult sizes S, M, L, XL; and in chil-

dren's sizes (Bionic Toad and Spacewar) S, M, L. When
ordering, specify design and size. Made in USA. $5.00
postpaid in USA ; $6.00 postpaid, foreign.

In a Hurry? Creative Computing T-Shirts
Call your Visa or Master/Charge order in to: p q gox 789-M
800-631-8112 (in NJ. call 201-540-0445) Morristown, NJ 07960

creative computing
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The Levy Wager

David Levy watches the computer moves at the
ACM chess tournament.

The world-famous chess cham-
pion, David Levy, has met and
beaten his first computer op-
ponent. In five years his skill Is

scheduled to be put to the test

again with another match. Who
will be the final Chess Master...

the human, theprogrammer, or the
computer?

In the summer of 1968, an informal
chess game was played between John
McCarthy, a professor of Artificial

Intelligence at Stanford University

and David Levy, then Scottish
Chess Champion. Upon losing the
game, McCarthy remarked that Levy
was the stronger player, but added
that a computer program would beat
Levy in a match withing the next ten

years. A bet of five hundred pounds
sterling (then $1,250) was made be-

tween Levy and McCarthy.

By 1975, Levy reported that

he felt the two strongest

programs were the North-

western program and
Kaissa, a Russian pro-

gram.

During that same summer, David
Slate, a graduate student in high

energy physics, was walking through
Northwestern University's computer
center. Slate was an expert rated

chess player. Although he had pro-

grammed computers to play simple
games, he balked at programming a

computer to play chess, because of

the tremendous amount of instruc-

tions needed to obtain even a bad
chess playing computer. As he
walked through the systems bay area,

he noticed a binder with the simple
title of "CHESS" on it. The binder
contained a chess playing program
that was the combined work of two
undergraduate students, Keith Gor-

len and Larry Atkin.

Theodore H. Ehara,
Evan ston. I L 60202.

Photos by David Ahl.

1004 Hinman Ave.,

Theodore H. Ehara

In the years that followed that

summer, Levy kept a close watch on
chess playing computers, while

Slate, Atkin and Gorlen (who later left

the project) began to develop their

mechanical chess player.

By 1975, Levy reported that he felt

the two strongest programs were the

Northwestern program and Kaissa, a
Russian program. Levy's wager had
been increased to one thousand two
hundred and fifty pounds (only worth
$2,500 because of the falling value of

the English pound) with the addition

of three other scientists betting

against Levy.

Then in 1977, the Atkin/Slate pro-

gram named Chess 4.5 won the Min-

nesota Open against human op-

ponents. Levy played its successor,

Chess 4.6, in the first formal

challenge for the wager and won. At

the end of that year, Levy played

Kaissa and won.
As the deadline of August 1978

approached, arrangements were
made for the final match between the
Northwestern program and Levy to be
played at the Canadian National exhi-

bition in Toronto. Slate had already

begun writing Chess 5.0, which
would be a complete rewrite of the

program. However, Levy played

Chess 4.7 because Chess 5.0 was in-

complete by the deadline.

Before leaving for Toronto, Levy
received a challenge from Richard
Greenblatt of M.I.T. to play M.l.T.'s

MacHack. A two game match was
agreed upon. Levy won both games.

In Toronto, a six game match was
agreed upon. This meant Chess 4.7

needed 3Vi (win 1 , draw 14, lossO) out
of 6 points to win the match. Five of

the six scheduled games were played.

The result was Chess 4.7-1 Vi,

Levy-3V2, confirming the pre-match
doubts of Slate and Atkin. Figures 1

through 5 list the moves of the 5
games and board layouts at particular

stages of the games.
Levy reported that by game four,

he led 2V2-V2, he decided to try out-

analyzing Chess 4.7. This accounts
for the change in opening style, the
sharp tactical game and Levy's only
loss.

The following is an interview

between Creative Computing and
David Slate.

CC: The machine drew the first game
and won the fourth game. How much
of that do you think is due to Levy's

knowledge of computers?
DS: Well, he knows something about
the machine, and he did take advan-

tage of the machine's weaknesses.
Perhaps he did it somewhat better

than another player of that rank.

Actually, the machine's performance
in that match was 2160 level, which is

higher than its rating. I don't know
what its current published rating is,

but it's right around 2030. (Both

ratings are expert.) That is an estab-

lished rating, based on thirty-one

games. So its playing strength is

somewhat higher in this match than it

usually is. It's not necessarily the

case that Levy did so well. Rather, in

the games that he won, he took ad-

vantage of what he knew were certain

weaknesses of the computer - certain

strategic weaknesses.
CC: Such as?
DS: When the computer is on the
white side of the Sicilian Defense, he
should normally get his knight on
Queen four. Well, he (chess 4.7)

makes the mistake of trading his

knight for black's knight on Queen
bishop six, which allows black to

centralize (See Fig. 2) his pawns.
That's something we first noticed

when we played a match game with

Levy on 4.5, a year and a half ago. I

He knows something
about the machine, and he
did take advantage of the

machine's weaknesses.

analyzed it and there were a number of

reasons it liked to trade the knights

and it wasn't so easy to prevent it. So
with 4.6, there was only a small
change. I was not able to make that

much of a change.
CC: So he knew about the weakness
before hand?
DS: Yes he did, and he succeeded in

exploiting it, in at least two games.
CC: I thought that your opening
theory was kept in libraries and
played by rote.

DS: Yes, it does, but you see there are

many different ways you can reach
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Gamel Reverse Plrc Levy-CHESS4 .7

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

P-KN3, P-Q4
B-N2, P-K4
P-Q3, N-KB3
N-KB3, N-B3
O-O, B-Q2
P-N3, B-QB4
B-N2, Q-K2
P-QR3, P-K5
N-K1 , 0-0
P-Q4, B-Q3
P-K3, N-KN5
P-R3.(Seefig.1)
PxN,Q-N4
P-KN4, QxP +
R-B2, B-N6
Q-K2, QxR +
QxQ. BxQ +
KxB, P-B4
PxP, N-K2
P-B4, RxP +
K-N1 , P-B3
N-QB3, R-R4
K-R2, R-KB1
N-Q1.N-N3
R-B1 , BxP
BxB, R-B8
N-N2, R-B6
PxP, R(4)xB +
K-N1,PxP
R-B8 + , N-B1
B-B3, R-Q6
N(1)-K3, R(R)xN
NxR.RxN
B-N4, R-KB6

35. R-Q8
36. RxP
37. R-Q8
38. R-R8

P-Q5
P-Q6
RxP,
R-R5
B-B3
R-K5

39
40.

41.

42.

43.

P-KR3
RxP
, R-KB6
P-KN4
P-KR4
K-N2
R-B2
, K-B3
+ , K-N3

, R-B6

NxP(6)

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58.

59.

60.

61.

62.

63.

64.

B-N4, R-B5
R-K7, R-B2
RxP(4), R-Q2
R-K7, P-R5
K-N2, P-N5
K-R2, P-N3
K-N2, R-Q1
P-R4, N-Q2
P-R5, N-B3
PxP, N-Q4
P-N7,NxR
PxN,R-KR1
B-Q6. K-B3
P-N8 = Q,RxQ
BxR.KxP
B-B4, K-B3
B-Q2, K-N3
B-K1 , K-N4
B-B2. K-R4
B-K1
Drawn

Figure 1

those sorts of positions. He would
kick the machine out of the book with

pawn to rook three, or something.
You can't cover everything. It has to

be done more generally. We man-
aged. During the last games, I

changed the openings to get out of

that and wedid partially succeed. The
machine still lost, but it was a
decidedly different kind of game.
CC: How much does it cost for an
average tournament game in com-
puter time?

At commercial rates, each
game would cost fifty

thousand dollars, at least.

But non-commercial, they

do quote some in-house

figure, which is not nearly

that much, a few hundred
dollars.

DS: Well, research and development
is done on North western's 660, but for

tournament and matches, we tend to

be on a CDC 176, because of its

speed. An average tournament game,
since the machine thinks on the op-
ponent's time, essentially we're dedi-

cating the machine to it. So if the
game goes in real-time four hours,

which is quite possible, it gets
expensive. But we don't pay commer-
cial rates. We're not on a production
machine. We use machines in the
Control Data plant that are either their

in-house test machines or ones that

they're testing either to ship out to a
customer. So they're somewhat
experimental. Sometimes that hurts
us because sometimes they aren't

quite reliable yet. They're still getting

the bugs shaken out of them. We had
some problems in the Levy match, the
machine failed more than once. It

failed in three of the five games. And
in the last game it failed a few times.

We've had some better luck. Some
other tournaments, the machine has
run flawlessly for five straight games.
We can't predict how many times it

will fail. At commercial rates, each
game would cost fifty thousand
dollars, at least. But non-commer-
cial, they do quote some in-house
figure, which is not nearly that much,
a few hundred dollars.

CC : What about Chess 5.0?

DS: I'm working on the new chess
program, Chess 5.0, now. Its a
complete revision, but it shares many
of the features of Chess 4.7, but it is a
complete revision, in the same way
Chess 4.0 changed from Chess 3.0.

Chess 4.7 is written in assembly
language, while Chess 5.0 is written

in Fortran, a special dialect of
Fortran. There's always a battle
between having transportability, ele-

gance and the features of a higher
level language in computing which
lets you express things simply and
elegantly, which if you want to
express a lot of chess ideas, you need
some concise way to do that. On the
other hand, higher level languages
have the drawback that, unless they
are very cleverly written, the programs
are much less efficient than assembly
language. They run much slower to do
the same things. Therefore, we have a
trade off. Now I'm trying to write a
particular dialect of Fortran which
gets the best of both worlds. It's very
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Game 2 Sicilian Dafante CHESS 4.7 -Levy

N-QB3, P-QB
P-K4, N-OB3
P-B4, P-QR3
N-B3, P-KN3
P-Q4, PxP
NxP, B-N2
B-K3, P-Q3
NxN(SeeFig.
B-K2, R-N1
Q-B1 , Q-R4
B-Q2, Q-N3
N-R4, Q-R2
N-B3, B-Q5
N-Q1 , N-B3

15. P-B3, B-N3
16. Q-B2.N-N5
17. Q-R4.0-0
18. BxN.BxB
19. OxP(B), BxN
20. KxB, B-K6

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

2)

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.
PxN
28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

P-QN3, BxB
KxB,R(N)-B1
Q-R4.Q-B7 +
K-Q3, QxP(N)
Q-Q4.Q-B6 +
K-B2.Q-K7 +
K-B1 , P-K4

PxP, PxP
QxP, R(KB)-K1
Q-N3, RxP(5)
Q-R3, R-Q1
Q-B1.Q-Q7 +
K-N1 , R-K7
QxR, OxQ
R-K1,QxR +
K-N2, R-Q7 +
K-R3, QxR
White resigns 17
moves later

Figure 2
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efficient, but at the same time it gives

you a higher level language.
CC: During your match with Levy, the
computer used an electronic chess
board that will later be attached to a
robot arm. Have you finished work on
the arm?
OS: No, we're still working on it. The
arm will be a very interesting addition.

It will pick the piece up, slap the
chess clock and shake your hand
when the game is over.

i i JL i i

a HA &

S

Game 3 English Opening Levy - CHESS 4.7

1. P-QB4, N-KB3
2. P-OR3, N-B3
3. N-QB3. P-Q4
4. PxP, NxP
5. P-Q3.NXN
6. PxN,P-K4
7. P-N3, B-K2
8. B-KN2.0-Q3
9. N-B3, B-K3

10. 0-0,0-0
11. Q-R4.Q-B4
12. B-02, P-QN4
13. Q-B2, P-B3
14. R(B)-N1,R(R)-Q1
15. Q-N2. R(Q)-N1

16. B-K3.0-Q3
17. N-Q2, B-Q4(SeeFlg.3)
18. BxB + , QxB
19. Q-N3,OxQ
20. NXQ.P-B4
21. B-B5.B-Q3
22. R-N2, K-R1
23. R(1)-N1,P-QR3
24. BxB, PxB
25. N-Q2, P-B5
26. K-N2,PxP
27. P(R)xP, R(N)-Q1
28. P-R4, N-R2
29. N-K4, PxP
30. R-N6, P-Q4
31. N-B5, N-N4
32. NxP(4), R-R1
33. P-QB4. PxP
34. PxP, N-Q5
35. P-K3, N-B6
36. P-B5. N-N4
37. P-B6.N-K5
38. P-B7, RxP +
39. K-N1,R(7)-B1
40. R-N8, P-KR4
41. RxR(R), RxR
42. R-N8+

. resigns

Figure 3

Like the title of Woody Allen's

movie, David Levy should have been
satisfied with his success and "Taken

the money and run." Instead, Levy

has announced that he will have a new
wager with the total bet up to $10,000

in units of $1,000 with personal

acquaintances. The deadline for this

new wager is January 1 , 1984.

In agreement with Ken Thompson,
a programmer for BELLE at Bell

Telephone Labs in New Jersey, Levy
reported that he felt there was a
barrier at the 2200 mark (the division

between expert and master). Levy

added that he felt the 50,000 fold

increase in computing speed might
be possible within the decade, which
would give the ratings of the

strongest programs a jump in ratings

up to 2300 or above.

Levy feels that an advance-

ment in hardware is pos-

sible to increase the

strength of chess playing

computers. He doesn't

seem to feel there will be a
breakthrough in the soft-

ware aspects of chess
computers.

However, Levy also noted that

concept formation in Artificial Intel-

ligence (Al) is one area where little or

no progress has been made. So
although a computer can calculate

moves as fast or faster than a human
chess master, it will not understand
the positional ideas (like a weaken
king side, stopping a flank attack,

etc.) which are crucial to the game.
In the terms of a human chess

player, Mr. Levy appears to have

"hung his face."

Levy feels that an advancement in

hardware is possible to increase the

strength of chess playing computers.
He doesn't seem to feel there will be a

breakthrough in the software aspects
of chess computers.

While Levy Is looking at the
history of, or lack of, concept forma-
tion in Al, it's puzzling why he feels

this trend will continue. The problems
of developing a chess playing com-
puter has immediate appeal to a wide
number of programmers and the

entire computer field. This number is

growing. It appears that Levy is not

the only person who has realized this

lack of concepts in programming and

with the increase in people attacking

this area, the chances for a break-

through in software becomes better

as the years go on.

#

_
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i

i

Game 4 Latvian Gambit CHESS 4.7 - Levy

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

P-K4, P-K4
N-KB3.P-KB4
PxP, P-K5
N-K5, N-KB3
N-N4, P-Q4
NxN + .OxN
Q-R5+.Q-B2
QxQ+,KxO
N-B3, P-B3
P-Q3, PxP
BxP, N-Q2
B-KB4, N-B4
P-KN4, NxB +
PxN,B-B4
O-O, P-KR4
N-R4, B-Q5
B-K3. B-K4
P-Q4, B-Q3
P-KR3, P-QN3
R(B)-K1 , B-Q2
N-B3, PxP
PxP, R-R5
P-B3,R(1)-R1
K-B1.B-N6
R-K2, B-B1
K-N2, B-Q3
B-N1 , R-R6
R(1)-K1,R-N6 +

29
30.

31.

32
33.

34.

35
36

37

38
39
40.

41,

42
43
44
45.

46

47.

48.

49

50.

51.

52
53

54

55.

K-B2, R(1)-R6

R-K3, B-R3
N-K2,BxN
R(1)xB,P-B4
P-B4,RxR
RxR,R-R5
K-N3, R-R8
B-B2, R-Q8
R-R3, PxP
RxP+,K-B1
R-Q7,R-Q6 +
K-N2.B-B4
RxP(5), R-Q7
P-N4,BxP
R-Q8 + , K-B2
R-Q7 + .K-B1
RxP(4), R-N7
K-B3, B-B4
R-Q8+.K-K2
B-R4 T . K-B2
P-N5.P-N3
R-Q7 + , K-B1
PxP, RxP
P-B5.R-R6 +

K-N4.R-R5 +

K-R5, R-Q5
R-QB7, B-K2<SeeFlg.4j
Black resigns

Figure 4

So when the deadline for Levy's

new wager arrives, we can be sure of

several things.

A. The programs he will be play-

ing will be stronger.

B. Mr. Levy will be a few years

older.

The fact that Levy will be older

may or may not have some bearing on
the wager. There has been shown a

direct correlation between age and
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playing strength among top players.

A weaker playing skill seems to come
with increased age. Still, this rule

cannot be applied to a specific

£
iOf 11

1
%

J*.

£ 1 i 1
£ %

£
«
£ £ft

# £ ft A
a a <SI

Game 5 English Opening Levy - CHESS 4.7

1. P-QB4, N-KB3
2. P-QR3, P-B3
3. P-Q3.P-Q4

4.

S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

Q-B2, PxP
QxP, P-K4
N-KB3, B-Q3
P-KN3, B-K3
Q-B2,N(1)-Q2
B-N2, 0-0
O-O, 0-N3
N(1)-Q2.Q-B4
Q-N1.P-KR3
P-QN4, Q-N4
Q-B2, N-N3
B-N2, P-0R4
P-QR4, Q-R3
PxP, QxP(4)

B-B3, Q-B4
R(B)-B1 , N(N)-Q2
P-R5, Q-R2
Q-N2, N-N5
N-K4, B-B2
P-R3, P-KB4(SeeFlg.5)
PxN, PxN
PxP, BxP(5)

B-K1 , N-B4
R(B)-N1,R(R)-K1
B-Q2, R-B2
B-K3, B-Q3
Q-B2, BxN
BxB, R-R1
R-QB1 , P-QN3
K-N2.Q-N2
PxP, RxR
RxR, N-K3
R-R7, Q-B1
Q-R2, R-B3
R-R8, B-N1
B-N4, K-B2
Q-R7 + ,BxQ
RxQ, BxP
BxN + , RxB
BxB, resign*

Figure 5

individual and Levy is still a young
man.

In concluding this article, it

should be noted that "64" (a Russian
chess publication) related a conver-
sation between former world cham-
pion Robert Fischer and Alfreddo
Sheppeldt, during Fischer's stopover
visit in West Berlin.

Fischer became attracted to a
chess computer at a used bookstore
he was visiting. The article did not
state if he played it or not. In conver-
sation with Alfreddo Sheppeldt, he
held the belief that chess computers
have a great future. D

World Checker Champion, Dr. Marlon F.

Tlnseley has a $5,000 wager that he will beat
any computer within a five year period. For
further Information contact the American
Checker Federation, 3475 Belmont Ave., Baton
Rouge, LA 70808.

If you want your chess playing program to play
In a United States Chess Federation rated
tournament, your program must be evaluated
by the USCF Rating Committee. Request "Pro-
cedures for Computer Chess Program Regis-
tration" from the United States Chess Federa-
tion, 186 Route 9W, New Windsor, NY 12550.
Membership for chess playing programs
cannot be bought at tournament sites.

PERTEC • SHUGART • MPI
TRS-80 DISK DRIVES AT AN AFFORDABLE PRICE

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
MPI DISK DRIVE With
Power Supply And
Cabinet Features
Include Automatic
Diskette Positioning

And Ejection, 1 8%
More Storage Capacity.
Included With Each
Unit Is A 4 Drive Cable,

Enhanced Disk Opera-
ting System, And 1

Year Unconditional

Warranty. Available
For Immediate Deliv-

ery Satisfaction
Gauranteed.$499

MPI DISK DRIVE WITH POWER SUPPLY
AND CABINET. $385
PERTEC DISK DRIVE WITH POWER
SUPPLY AND CABINET. $385
SHUGART DISK DRIVE WITH POWER
SUPPLY AND CABINET. $389
ENHANCED DISK OPERATING SYSTEM $99
2 DRIVE CONNECTING CABLE $30
4 DRIVE CONNECTING CABLE $40

1 YEAR WARRANTY AVAILABLE FOR 5%
OF THE PURCHACE PRICE

FOR FAST SERVICE
OR MORE INFORMATION. CALL

(714)893-2311
RHS

ADVANCED
MICROCOMPUTER

I SYSTEMS

CIRCLE 104 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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"There Is a possibility that some existing FCC regula-

tions on radiation or networking should be changed

because they may impose a significant cost or perfor-

mance penalty on users of personal computers."

The FCC Position

Remarks of Or. Jeffrey A. Krauss, Assistant Chief,

Office of Plans and Policy Federal Communications
Commission before the Morgan Stanley Personal

Computer Forum

Editor's Note:
The following remerks were

sent to us by the Federal Commu-
nications Commission. We de-
cided to print Dr. Krauss' remarks
In their entirety because they shed
some much needed light on the

curren t con troversies.

New Orleans, Louisiana, May 3,

1979.

Good morning, ladies and gentle-

men, and thank you for this oppor-
tunity to discuss briefly the FCC's
interest in personal computers, as I

perceive it. And I want you to under-
stand that these really are my views,
and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Commission. In fact, I

think it is fair to say that the FCC
doesn't have any formal or official

views specifically on the subject of

personal computers, because the
field is so new. What I hope to express
is my perception of how current FCC
policies of a general nature might be
applied to personal computers, if the
need should arise.

Now, I know that as investors and
investment analysts, many of you in

the audience are interested in this

question : What nasty roadblocks will

the government regulators throw in

front of this newly-emerging tech-
nology? I hope tnat when I am
finished speaking you will be en-
couraged rather than discouraged.
The FCC philosophy today is moving
toward less regulation — minimal
regulation — and stimulating new
technology rather than erecting
barriers against its implementation.

This philosophy certainly reflects

the views within the Office of Plans

Dr. Jeffrey A. Krauss is the Assistant Chief of

the Office of Plans and Policy for the Federal
Communications Commission.

and Policy. We act as advisors to the

Commission on matters of major
policy significance. Our professional

staff is small, about 20 people, and
consists primarily of economists and
engineers, with a few attorneys. The
emphasis on economics and engi-

neering reflects a view that these two
disciplines have a major role to play in

encouraging competition, innovation

and technological change.
As I see it, the FCC has two main

interests in the development of the
personal computer market. First,

personal computers can generate
radio frequency emissions that can
interfere with television reception and
other radio services. Second, per-

sonal computers can be used as
communications terminals attached
to a communications network, en-
hancing the utility of electronic mail,

computer time sharing and other
services. Although the Office of Plans
and Policy will probably have an
important role in shaping the degree
and nature of the Commission's
relationship to the personal computer
field, these two interests suggest that

larger operating units within the
agency, such as the Office of Science
and Technology and the Common
Carrier Bureau will also have a
continuing role to play.

Let me first discuss RF inter-

ference, which has been a significant

problem. The FCC has received a
large volume of complaints about CB
radio transmissions interfering with
television reception. RF interference
caused by personal computers is not
yet a significant problem. To put it

bluntly, we don't want it to become a
significant problem. Based on the
technical knowledge that some
manufacturers already have and
others are rapidly developing, I am
encouraged that this will not develop
into a serious problem

.

Perhaps some background might

be helpful. The internal circuitry of a
personal computer typically operates

a megahertz frequencies, and it

generates radio frequency energy. If

the circuitry is not shielded, for

example by a metal case, it can
radiate the RF energy through the

case. If the various power cords and
connecting cables are not properly

filtered or shielded, they become
antennas and conduction paths for

the RF energy. There are some
personal computers on the market
now that apparently lack the neces-
sary shielding and filtering. As a
result, the FCC has begun to get

some interference complaints.
Personal computers are classified

as "restricted radiation devices"

subject to Section 15.7 of the FCC's
Rule. This regulation was adopted in

1938 when we were basically con-

cerned with AM broadcasting, which
operates at kilohertz frequencies. The
general feeling at the staff level is that

the old regulation is no longer appro-
priate. Accordingly, the Commission
started a proceeding looking toward
changing the Section 15.7 standard

as applied to computers. The focus of

that proceeding is on commercial
computers rather than personal com-
puters, but the findings may also be
applicable to personal computers.

We have another regulation per-

taining to equipment that has a built-

in RF modulator, such as a video
game. This enables the home TV set

to be used as an output display.

Section 15.419 of the FCC Rules
imposes the same stringent perform-
ance standards on video games —
called "Class I TV devices" in our
Rules—that Section 15.7 imposes on
restricted radiation devices generally.

In addition, the Class I TV device must
be submitted to the FCC laboratories

for testing and approval, while
restricted radiation devices in general
need not be submitted for compliance
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Build yourown microcomputer
asyou learn

computer technologyat home.
New from NRI! The Most Complete and Up-to-date Home Study Course Ever Offered

As the microprocessor revolutionizes the

computer world and microcomputers appear

almost everywhere, NRI brings you a new,

convenient, and effective way to keep up with

this expanding technology. It's NRI's Computer

Technology Course, created and designed exclu-

sively for learning at home in your spare time.

Featuring NRI's Exclusive
Dual Language Microcomputer

NRI goes beyond book learning to

give you practical, "hands-on" experience in

designing circuitry, interfacing components,

programming, and troubleshooting. As you

learn, you actually assemble NRI's designed-for-

learning microcomputer, incorporating the latest

advances in the state of the art. It looks and

operates like the finest of its kind, actually does

more than many commercial units. But NRI

engineers have designed components and

planned assembly so it demonstrates important

principles, gives you working experience in detect-

ing and correcting problems. And it's yours to

keep, put to work in your own home or business.

You also build and keep your own test

instruments, including a transistorized volt-

ohm meter and CMOS digital frequency counter.

And NRI's Discovery Lab® broadens your

horizons with specialized experiments and

theory demonstrations.

The Proven Way
to Learn at Home

You don't have to worry with travel,

classes, or time lost from work when you learn

the NRI way. As they have for more than 60

years of teaching technical subjects, NRI brings

the material to you. You study in your spare time,

at your convenience, using "bite-size" lessons

that program material into logical segments for

easier assimilation. You perform experiments

and build equipment using kits we supply. And

your personal NRI instructor is always available

for consultation should you have questions or

problems. Over a million students have already

shown the effectiveness of NRI training.

Choice of Courses
Several courses are available, depending

upon your needs and T ™~ ^ ^ ~

~

background. NRI's Master

Course in Computer

Technology starts with

the fundamentals, ex-

plores basic electronics

and digital theory, the

total computer world,

and the microcomputer.

The Advanced Course,

for students already

versed in electronics

and general comput-

ers, concentrates on the

microprocessor and mic-

rocomputer In both

courses, you build all

instruments and your

own computer.

Send for Free Catalog. .

.

No Salesman Will Call

Get the details on these exciting new

courses in NRI's free, 100-page catalog. Shows

all kits and equipment, lesson outlines, and full

information, including facts on other electronics

courses. Mail the coupon today and we'll rush

your catalog. No salesman will ever call. Keep up

with the latest technology as you learn on your

own computer. If coupon has been removed,

write to NRI Schools, Computer Department,

3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, DC 20016.

NRI Schools
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

3939 Wisconsin Avenue

Washington. DC 20016

NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

Please check for one free catalog only.

D Computer Electronics Including

Microcomputers

D WAurSo/Wdeo Systems Servicing

Complete Communications Electronics

with CB • ECC licenses • Aircraft.

Mobile. Marine Electronics

O CB Specialists Course

D Amateur Radio • Basic and Advanced

All career courses

approved under GI Bill

D Check for details

D Digital Electronics • Electronic

Technology • rlasic Electronics

D Small Engine Repair

[ ] Electrical Appliance Serncu.g

D Automotive Mechanics

D Auto Air Conditioning

D Air Conditioning. Refrigeration. * Heating

Including Solar Technology

Cily/Satellp

Accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National Home Study Council 175-099



FCC, con't....

testing. On the other hand, we do i

currently have any provision in our
regulations for RF modulators that

stand alone, without a permanent
connection to the RF signal source.
As some of you may know, Texas
Instruments has recently filed a peti-

tion with the FCC, asking that we
estaolish standards for a "Class II TV
device" that includes the modulator
but not the RF signal source.

All of the current FCC regulations
were adopted before personal com-
puters came along. They can be
changed if the public interest

demands it, after a formal FCC rule-

making proceeding. They will not be
changed merely to meet the private

needs of a few manufacturers, parti-

cularly if existing regulations can be
met without imposing significant

costs on consumers. However, there

is a possibility that some of our exist-

ing regulations should be changed
because they may impose a signifi-

cant cost or performance penalty on
users of personal computers. This
may be particularly true in cases
where the computer system includes
a number of peripheral devices
connected to the computer by cables
of uncertain length or configuration.

If our rules create a problem in this

area, I expect the manufacturers to

bring it to our attention, and I would
expect the Commission to adopt
changes if the changes are techni-
cally valid and consistent with the
public interest.

While there may be changes in RF
standards in the future, personal
computer manufacturers cannot rely
on speculation about future changes.
They must design their equipment to
meet the current standards. Those
manufacturers who employ design
engineers with backgrounds in video
games, military electronics or ham
radio, probably already have the
necessary expertise. I encourage the
others to develop this expertise.

Meanwhile, as complaints arise
from the computers now in the
market, I expect manufacturers to re-

solve the problems on a case-by-case
basis. We have indications that this is

occuring now on a voluntary basis.
Let me quote from a recent letter to
the FCC:

(T)he computer company is at-

tempting to solve the (inter-

ference) problem that I am
having with my computer. The
company has supplied me with
a new cable between the key
board and the motherboard.
This has been fairly effective. .

.

In addition, (the company) is

having a special power supply

built for my computer.
believe that (the company) is

seriously trying to solve the
(interference) problems.

This reflects a responsiveness and
sense of responsibility that I find very

encouraging.
Before moving on, let me add

another point of view to the discus-
sion. If interference does occur, it will

usually be to TV sets or other equip-
ment in the same house. If the same
person has control over both the
computer and the TV set, then that

person doesn't need government
regulation to protect him from RF
interference; he can make his own
decision by turning off the computer
or turning off the TV set. This notion
of "interference between consenting
adults," if it turns out to be generally

applicable to this case, could lead to

minimal, passive government regula-

tion in the form of labeling require-

ments rather than active government
regulation in the form of performance
standards that are needed to protect

innocent bystanders. Labeling re-

quirements and other government
regulations that lead to better

consumer information and better-

informed purchasing decisions can
contribute significantly to the smooth
functioning of the marketplace. It

remains to be seen how many
personal computers will be used in

apartment buildings and other situa-

tions where the number of innocent
bystanders is significant.

Now let me turn to the use of

personal computers as communica-
tions terminals. The FCC has estab-
lished policies in a number of deci-
sions over the past decade of
allowing, indeed, encouraging, users
of the telephone network and other
communications common carrier

services to optimize their use of these
facilities and services. In these deci-

sions the FCC removed restrictions

that communications carriers had
imposed on the use of their services.

In addition, the Commission has
encouraged service offerings of a
wide diversity and variety, through
decisions allowing competition and
open entry in many segments of the
communications industry. Based on
these trends, I feel fairly confident
that the Commission would encour-
age the inter-connection of personal
computers into communications net-

works.
While the networking of personal

computers could result in service

enhancements in a number of areas, I

believe the most important areas are
electronic mail, and the rapidly-

developing community bulletin board
services. Although electronic mes-
sage services can be provided equally

well by traditional computer time

sharing companies, they will develop
faster and be more responsive to

personal needs (as opposed to

commercial needs) if they are avail-

able through personal computer net-

works. I feel confident that all of the
necessary computer processing fea-

tures of an electronic message
system, such as text editing and
message storage and retrieval, can be
as efficiently incorporated into a
personal computer network as into a
time sharing service.

I perceive some potential barriers

to the expansion of personal
computer networks, however. The
rate structures of the data communi-
cation services now available do not
seem to be geared to personal use,

but rather are intended for commer-
cial use. This has resulted in the use
of the long distance telephone
network for personal computer net-

working, in spite of its sometimes
inadequate quality. In addition, the
current price of adding communica-
tions capability on some of the
personal computers is too high and
will have to come down if communi-
cations use is to be encouraged. If I

can buy a personal computer for $600,
why must I pay $300 to add on a com-
munications capability? Finally,

there is the spectre of regulation.

What happens all too often in govern-
ment regulation is that service

vendors use or abuse teh administra-
tive process for their own personal
short-term gain. It may be that some
vendors who fear competition from
personal computer networks will

argue that personal computer net-

works should be regulated as
common carriers. From what I know
of the developing applications, I see
no economic or technical need for

FCC regulation. Competitors and
their attorneys who choose to argue
in favor of common carrier type
regulation will have a heavy burden to

demonstrate the need for regulation

in today's environment.

In closing, let me say that I hope
that these remarks have been more
encouraging than discouraging. Too
often, technological innovation has
been slowed by government regula-
tion. It is my hope that government
regulation will not slow the develop-
ment of personal computers. A
responsible industry approach to the
problem of RF interference will help
to assure that government involve-

ment is minimal, at least on the
regulatory side. There may be sub-
stantial government Involvement on
the user side, but I'll leave that

discussion to the marketing experts.
Thank you. Q
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THE SEARCH FOR A
SMALL COMPUTER SYSTEM

STARTS HERE
It's the 3rd Annual National Small Computer Show

New York Coliseum, August 23-26, 1979

presenting the state-of-the-art showcase for micro-and

mini-systems technology and software. Here you can
survey virtually all makes and models of small compu-
ters, whether your interest runs to a no-nonsense micro
priced in the hundreds of dollars or a powerful mini

costing $20,000 or more. They're all here.

The world of small computers is quite large, extending

to business and professional offices, scientific research,

medicine and bionics, education, the home and hobby-
ist therapeutic applications for the handicapped, de-

sign and engineering. A full selection of lectures is

presented to provide a grasp of small systems techno-

logy, so that you know what to consider when buying a
computer or word processor. It's the first step in dis-

covering what a system can really do for you!

NSCS lectures include sessions on system selection,

computer languages, word processing functions, arti-

ficial intelligence, software applications, and a dozen
more topics for people of all interests.

Plan now to attend. There will be about 30,000 square
feet of exhibits, and more than 40 hours of lecturesfrom
which to choose. Registration fee is only $5.00 per day,

including lectures.

LECTURES: (Program subject to change)

r REGISTRATION FOR AMERICA'S BIGGEST SMALL COMPUTER SHOW 1

23

M>- The Peril of Becoming a Machine-

Oriented Business User

M>- Introduction to Small Business

Systems

p.m. Selecting a Word Processing

System

p.m. Distributed Data Processing

Mi Accounts Receivable/General

Ledger/Accounts Payable

p.*. Is There a Computer in Your

Educational Future

p.m. Mailing Lists: Load, Time and

Cost

p.m Word Processing Systems in

the Law Office

ML Basic BASIC

ML Achieving Quality Control in

Word Processing

Friday. August 24

I ml The Peril of Becoming a Machine-

Oriented Business User

1 mi. Introduction to Small Business

Users

2 M>- Selecting a Word Processing

System

2 m>- Distributed Data Processing

3 ml Unassigned at press time

3 ml How to Write a User-Oriented

Program

4 ml Efficient Expansion of a Small

System

4 m>- Investment Analysis

5 ml Accounts Receivable/General

Ledger/Accounts Payable

S M>- Exploiting the Apple/Dow Jones

Computer Link

Saturdiy. August 25

11 «.m. Introduction to Personal

Computing

11 ml Unassigned at press time

12 ml Computer Music Update

12 ml Unassigned at press time

I M>- Introduction to PASCAL

1 m>- Computer Art Forms

2 m>- Household Applications

2 M- Artificial Intelligence

3 m>- How to Write a User-Oriented

Program

3 mi. Investment Analysis

4 Mi- Basic BASIC

4 M- Unassigned at press time

Sunday. August 28

11 ml Introduction to Personal

Computing

1 1 a.*. Computer Music Update

12 ml Household Applications

12 p.*- Unassigned at press time

I ml Efficient Expansion of a Small

System

1 ml Computer Art Forms

2 ml Unassigned at press time

2 mi. Unassigned at press time

3 mi. Microcomputers for the

Handicapped: Update

3 mi. Exploiting the Apple/Dow Jones

Computer Link

4 ml Mailing Lists: Load. Time and

Cost

4 mi. Introduction to PASCAL

Please register me lor the 3rd Annual National Small Computer Show. Aug. 23-26, 1979.

NAME

COMPANY (II Any)

ADDRESS

BUSINESS TITLE (If Any)

TELEPHONE

ZIP
(dwelt main Interest)

O Banking/Insurance

O Business office

Q Communications
Q Educational

O Government
D Hobby
D Industrial/Manufacturing

Q Military

D Professional

D Stock Brokerage
D Transportation

Q Utility

O Wholesale/Retail

D Other

(Check main |ob function)

O Accountant
Administrator (Business)

a Architect/Builder

O Art Director

Q Banker
Q Computer technician

a Consultant

O Controller

Q Engineer

D Industrial Designer

O Lawyer/law office mgr
O Marketing manager
Q Medical doctor

D Medical technician

O Office manager
Q Programmer
D Public Servant

D Research/Development
Teacher

Q DP manager
D WP manager
D WP operator

O Stock Broker

O Systems Analyst

Student

D Other

D ONE DAY $5 O TWO DAYS $10

O THREE DAYS $15 O FOUR DAYS $20

Mail with payment of $5 for each day
you wish to attend Use one form per
person Registration badge will be sent

by mail in early August Check or

money order only

Mall prior to Aug. 10 to:

National Small Computer Show.
ttO Charlotte Place.

Englewood Cliffs. N J 07632.



There is the danger in any large-scale program of

getting into an infinite loop. Here is a theoretical

method to detect such loops.

Infinite Loop Finders Revisited

W.D. Maurer

For many years I have been telling

people that infinite loop finders can
be made to work, in contrast to the

conventional wisdom in computer
science which says that they cannot.
There is a species of computer-per-
son who may be called the "knee-jerk

unsolvability theorist," whose mind
is closed to the consideration of any
possible imperfections in the logic by
which he infers invalid practical con-
sequences from the unsolvability of

the halting problem. To such people
and others I reiterate: An infinite loop

finder is possible — although very

difficult.

The usual paradoxes associated
with infinite loop finders involve the
application of an infinite loop finder

to itself or to some reasonable exten-

sion or variation of itself. These para-

doxes do not necessarily hold when
the source and the object machines
are not taken to be the same; that is,

when the infinite loop finder runs on a
machine B, but finds infinite loops in

programs which themselves run on
some other machine A. In fact, for

every machine A, I can exhibit a
machine B and a relatively simple and
straightforward infinite loop finder,

which runs on B, and which finds

infinite loops in programs which run
on A. The only restriction on machine
A is that it be constructible in the real

world.
The argument goes as follows. We

initially assume that the machine A is

deterministic; that is, each state of

the machine A gives rise to one and
only one next state. We also initially

assume that A has no tapes or other
input-output. In that case, suppose
that the total number of bits in A is n
— that is, the total number of bytes is

n/8. (These include, however, all

registers, status flags, program
counters, etc., whether program-ac-
cessible or not.) The machine B has
total number of bits 3n + 2

n + k,

where the 3n bits are three copies of

A, called M, L, and J (each of which
can hold any integer value from to

2
n
-1 ) ; the 2 n bits form a bit array T of

dimension 2 n
; and k is the number of

bits necessary to encode the instruc-

W.D. Maurer, Professor, George Washington
University, S.E.A.S., Washington, O.C. 20052.

tions of the infinite loop finder. This

works as follows, assuming that it is

trying to find an infinite loop in the

program P which runs on machine A
(the program P, together with an

interpreter for machine A which runs

on machine B, must be contained in

the k bits mentioned above)

:

1

.

For M = to 2 n
-1 , do steps 2

through 11 below.

2. (Find an infinite loop if

program P is started in ma-
chine state M.) If M is not a

legal configuration of machine
A for program P (that is, if the

instruction words for the

instructions of P are not all in

their proper places), go to step

11 below.
3. ForL = 0to2 n -1,setT(L) = 0.

(T(L) = 1 will mean that the

L-th state of the machine is one
of the states which the

machine A has been in during

this particular simulated run.)

4. Set T(M) = 1 . (Start in the M-th

state.)

5. Set L = M. (L is the current

state, initially the M-th state.)

6. For J = 1 to 2 n -1 , do steps 7

through 9 below.
7. Interpretively execute one step

of the program P (assuming
that L represents the current

state of the machine A), and set

L equal to the resulting state of

the machine A.

8. If nowT(L) = 1, stop; there is

an infinite loop in P (because
the state of the machine A is

exactly as it was at some pre-

vious time; if it took x steps to

get to this state initially, and
then y steps to get to it the
second time, it will re-enter

this state at step x + 2y, X + 3y

,

and so on, and thus will cycle
indefinitely, since it is deter-
ministic and cannot be af-

fected by the external world).
Otherwise, set T(L) = 1

.

9. If the next instruction of P is a
halt instruction, go to step 11

(no infinite loop found if M was
the initial state).

10. Stop. (At this point we have
cycled through all 2

n
states of

A. The next state of A must be
one that we have seen before,

so that there is an infinite loop
in P, just as at step 8).
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11. Continue (do nothing; end of

outermost loop).

12. At this point we know that

there is no infinite loop in P,

because we have run P for all

possible inputs, and every time
we have run P it has halted.

Let us now drop the requirement

that A be deterministic. In this case

we use the same construction as

above, except that the bit array T now
has dimension 2 2

, rather than 2 n
,

and each T(J) is indexed by an arbi-

trary subset J of the set of all states of

A. Also, M, L, and J can now take

values from to 2 2 "-1. If J is the

current subset of states, we obtain

the next subset of states by inter-

pretively executing one step of the

program P for each state in J, and
then considering the union of all sets

of next states obtained in this way.

Next, suppose that machine A has

tapes or other input-output devices

which can be read or written, but does
not accept a potentially infinite

stream of input data from an external

source. The point is that the total

capacity of the tapes or similar such
devices must be be finite. (This is true

for physical reasons : the world con-

tains only a finite number of atoms,
and hence only a finite number of

tapes). Thus again we may calculate

the total number n of bits in A, this

time including bits recordable on the

various tapes or other such devices,

and so this case reduces to the

previous ones.
Finally suppose that A accepts a

potentially infinite streat of input

data. Although the amount of matter

in the world is limited, the amount of

time is not; one can imagine a
computer accepting an abrbitrary

stream of input without limit, so that

the "total capacity" argument given

above does not apply. However, this

case can be neatly reduced to the

preceding ones by considering any
input instruction as a nondetermin-
istic instruction, in which the register

which receives the input can hold an
arbitrary input value in the next state

after the input instruction is exe-

cuted. This argument takes advan-
tage of the fact that the input data is

truly input data only and is not data

that was previously written by this

CREATIVE COMPUTING



machine on a tape, for example
(which is the preceding case).

Of course, we have yet to consider
the problem of finding infinite loops
in a program that runs on machine B
(such as the preceding infinite loop
finder). But this is easy enough; we
merely apply the same process to B as
we applied previously to A. This
process produces a machine (call it C)
which bears the same relationship to
B as B does to A. In fact, given any
machine A, we can produce in this

way an infinite sequence of machines
Ai, A 2 , A3, ..., with A1 , = A, and an
infinite sequence of loop finders Li,

1-2,1-3, ..., such that each L|, finds in-

finite loops in any program running
on machine Aj, and each L, itself runs
on machine A

t + 1
. The process by

which Aj + •, is derived from A,, for

each i, is exactly the same as that by
which B was derived from A.

Now that this construction is

complete, what does it have to do
with the unsolvability of the halting

problem? The answer is actually quite

simple. When Turing constructed his

mathematical model of a computer —
which has since come to be called the

Turing machine model — he con-

structed it in such a way as to have an
infinite tape. Obviously, this is not

because Turing really believed in an
infinite number of atoms in the world.

It was simply because the problems
which arise when a machine runs out
of tape are seemingly irrelevant to the
basic questions having to do with the

nature of computation. If a machine
can calculate a function, but in

practice does not because it runs out
of tape, we would still like to be able

to regard that function as calculable

by that machine. However, given this

reasonable feature of the Turing
machine model, the unsolvability of

the halting problem is a very curious
theorem : its truth depends on having
an infinite tape, and it ceases to be
true whenever the tape is finite,

however large. This, of course, is one
of the dangers inherent in any kind of

modelling, although it is much better

understood in connection with
econometric models. If one makes a
model of the economy, which neces-
sarily is only an approximation to the

real world, do the mathematical
properties of that model always hold
in the real world? Of course they
don't ; and the reason why is that, just

as in the case of Turing machines, we
have a property of a model that

applies to the model but not to the
situation which it is (approximately)
modelling.

The solvability of the halting

problem for finite machines has
actually been commented on by a
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number of unsolvability theorists,

usually followed by the statement
that the halting problem for finite

machines is difficult. This is perfectly
true; in the deterministic case, if the
machine B, as above, has 16 mega-
bytes (say), the machine A can have a
total capacity of only 24 bits. Any
reasonable machine A gives rise,

using this construction, to a machine
B which is far too large to be con-
structed in practice (even using all the
atoms in the world). A much more
interesting question, however, con-
cerns practical infinite loop finders.
Such a program would be able to find
(let us say) 65% of all infinite loops
that occur in practice, and it would be
able to do this because of its know-
ledge that there is a collection of
common mistakes that program-
mers make. The infinite loop finder
searches for instances of these
common mistakes, finds them, and
corrects them. If it cannot find an
infinite loop, it simply prints out
CANNOT FIND INFINITE LOOP (in-

stead of NO INFINITE LOOP, which
would not necessarily hold).

Such an infinite loop finder would
be similar to programs which correct

errors on tapes (obviously, it is im-
possible to correct all tape errors

through a single program), as well as
to other programs which are known,
in the world of artificial intelligence,

as heuristic programs — they some-
times report inability to complete
their assigned task. The knee-jerk
unsolvability theorists, however,
have effectively prevented such work
from even being started. Or have
they? Is there somewhere, out in the
world, a programmer who has written

a practical infinite loop finder? If so,

let me hear from you! D
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Vol. 2, No. 5—Sep/Oct 1976
Computer programming contests, Rus-
sian computing. Do-it-yourself com-
puter poetry (3 articles), two games:
Watchman and Delmar. four feature

reviews of "Computer Power and
Human Reason," Computers in elec-

tions, two great stories

Vol. 3, No. 1—Jan/Feb 1977
Equipment profiles: Teletype model 43.

IMSAI 8080. SWTPC 6800. Computers
in the movies. All about Electronic

Funds Transfer. Centerfold "Computer
Tree" Baboage to 370/158. A approach
for analyzing discontinuous events, un-
solvable complex problems, the Wooly
Mammoth problem, ten outstandino

problems for computer solution
Games: Drag Masterbagels. Strike 9.

Vol. 3, No. 4 • Jul/Aug 1977
Guide to selecting a microcomputer.
Write your own CAL. Part 2. Computers
in medicine and health care. Dwyer: "8-

Hour Course in Basic-Part I." Thinking
Strategies-Part 3." Sherlock Holmes and
Charles Babbage Four new games.

Vol. 3, No. 5—Sep/Oct 1977
A dynamic debugging system for 8080
assembly language, bibliography of

"limits to growth" models. Dywer: 8-

hour course in Basic-Part 2, Pro-

gramming approaches to solving com-
plex equations. Electronic information

exchange. Symmetric art with your
computer, in-depth reviews of 5 micro-

computer BASICS, software technology
music system. Games: Nomad. Rotate,

Lissajous.

Vol 3, No. 6—Nov/Dec 1977
Programming techniques- Part 1. CAI.
Topics in Logic. Three 8080 8K BASIC
evaluations. Smart electronic game
reviews. How computers can write final

exams. Mastermind II and Othello

computer games. Profile of the Alpha 1

and Alpha 2 for the TDL Xitan.

Vol. 4, No. 1—Jan/Feb 1978
File structures, 16-bit computers. LOGO
Language. Murphy's laws, review of

Radio Shack TRS-80 and Heath H8.

World model, biorythms, how to write a
simulation. Hart sort algorithm. 3
games. 8-Hour Basic Course - Part 4.

Vol. 4. No. 2—Mar/Apr 1978
Parody of Datamation, Business Com-
puting: 5 inventory control systems.

ABCs of microcomputers, structured

software for micros, four computer
music systems, reviews of 2 Basic

interpreters and micro-APL, CAI-Part 4,

puzzles and games.

Vol. 4, No. 3—May/Jun 1978
Art and animation section: 8 articles,

color graphics. SAM76. binary search, a
real budget in Basic, business com-
puting: 4 payroll systems. Oregon Trail,

Black Box, reviews of VideoBrain, MSI
floppy, OSI Challenger, Ai speech
synthesizer

Vol. 4, No. 4—Jul/Aug 1978
Reviews of Commodore PET, Apple II,

Atari computer, Video games, inter-

facing to the real world: S articles,

business. computing: 4 word process-
ing systems, ROM section: 7 articles,

backgammon game, bar code.

Vol. 4, No. 5—Sep/Oct 1978
Equipment profiles: TRS-80, Exidy

sorcerer. Bally Arcade. PolyMorphic
8813. Merlin Video Display preview of

nine new personal computers. Ac-

counts receivable systems. All about
PASCAL, real world games, a real time

clock to build, PET cassettes, special

education features, new software: Star

Wars. Hex.

Vol. 4, No. 6—Nov/Dec 1978
Subject index and file index in BASIC,
consumer computers buying guide,
electronic game reviews, critical path
analysis, mailing label programs, robot

programming, experiment in teaching
strategic thinking, evaluations of North-
star Horizon. CP/M operating system
end backgammon computers, columns
on Apple II PET and TRS-80. plus game
section including "Corral", "Joust" and
Puzzle'

Vol. 5, No. 1—January 1979
Computers in fiction; Survey of

Educator's Attitudes: K-State: How to

Hide Your Basic Program; World Chess
Championship Computer; Compleat
Computer Catalog, Microchess for the

TRS-80; Exidy Sorcerer; Ohio Scientific

superboard II: Robots in Fiction; Help
for the Weary Taxpayer: A counterfeit

Cursor for your PET; Medical Audit

Time

Vol. 5, No. 2—February 1979
Evaluations: Electric Pencil. Heathkit H-

8. Computer Music Records. Computer
Games: Gold Mine. Atom-20. Com-
puterized Sports Predictions, Multiple

Regression Analysis Simplified. Value of

Computers in Education. Budget Man-
agement System. Help for the belea-

guered consumer

Vol. 5, No. 3—March 1979
Six articles on data base management;
Evaluations of TRS-80 and Apple Disk

Systems; Payroll system; the Game of

Go: Small business computing with the

Sourcerer; Judging of sports events;

Social Science survey program.

Vol. 5, No. 4—April 1979
Safeguarding your computer: Inter-

pretive programming; Elements of a

good computer game. Music com-
position; "What will happen if"; Vertical

graphs and bar charts; People Pro-

gramming; Home applications.

Vol. 5, No. 5—May 1979
Word processing systems — buying a

system and 5 evaluations: Writing 2
user-oriented program; Tutorial on
PILOT; 3 new games: Amoritization

schedules, reading and comprehension
tests.

Vol. 5, No. 6—June 1979
8 Articles on computer graphics and
plotting; Evaluations: HiPlot, NAD
System, ALF/Apple Music Synthesizer;

Copyright of Software; Sesame Place:

Probability Study; String Manipulations;!

3 New Games.

Vol. 5, No. 7-July 1979
Two Ecology Simulations, Creativity

Test; World Power Systems; Files and
Data Basis — 4 Articles; Evaluations of

Six Peripherals and Software Systems;
Personal finance Model. 2 logic games.
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Micro Time-Sharing

Jeff Levlnsky

During the past year and a half a
group of us at Clalremont High
School In San Diego, CA., has
developed several time-shared sys-

tems on 8080-based microcomputers.
These systems provide multiuser

interactive capabilities at very low
cost compared to commercial time-

shares (which typically require mini-

computers and special memory con-
figurations) and are useful in educa-
tional, business and hobbyist appli-

cations. At present, we run up to six

terminals simultaneously on an
IMSAI with a student-written program
called CHATS (Clalremont High Altair

Time Share) which time-shares MITS
Extended BASIC (version 3.2).

CHATS "patches" into that BASIC
and gives each user the full interactive

capabilities of the language. Our
current efforts are directed towards a
more ambitious system called

CHAOS (Clairemont High Altair

Operating System) which not only

provides a time-shared version of

MITS Disk BASIC but also highly

flexible account and command mani-
pulation mechanisms and several

other languages. We believe, as a
result of our successes in these lines,

tnat microcomputers can and should
be used for time-sharing and can rival

commercial systems in price, per-

formance and power.

Why Time-Sharing

We were originally drawn to time-
sharing as an economical alternative

to our district's Hewlett-Packard 2000
Access BASIC system. In 1975, our
school purchased a port and terminal

on this system for $7500. Main-
tenance fees are an additional $500
per year. Since we own a share of the
computer, we have unlimited time at

no extra charge and about 256K 16-bit

words of memory. The HP system
does provide relatively good inter-

active programming and file storage
capabilities but a single port is inade-
quate to meet the demands for

terminal time by many interested

students, teachers and administra-
tors. To conduct a class in computer
mathematics or computer science (in

Jell Levlnsky , 2240 California St. #2, Mt. View,
CA. 94040.

The heart ol the CHAOS II system ; an
Imsal 8080 with MITS floppy disk

system. The Imsal contains 48K
Extensy's RAM , (2) 8K Processor Tech
RAM boards, I Cromemco Bytesaver, 3
MITS 2 S/O boards (lor 6 ports), (2)

3P + S Processor Tech I/O boards and
Tarbell Tape Interlace.

which there is heavy emphasis on
programming exercises) we felt that

the school must have at least six to

eight terminals to give every student

sufficient on-line time. The cost of

additional ports and of the associated
maintenance on the HP system made
expansion in that direction impos-
sible. We knew at that time of no
alternative system for under $10,000
and so we decided to build our own.
Subsequently, we purchased an
ALTAIR 8080, some memory, several

SWTPC TV terminals, and the related

input/output hardware and set about
modifying already existing one-user
programs, such as games and
BASICS, into multiuser ones. Suc-
cess at these projects lead to further

purchases, including much more
memory, two Processor Technology
SOLs, and IMSAI, a SWTPC line

printer, and a soon to arrive Diablo

printer. While a five-user operation on
the district's HP would cost us
$37,500 plus $2500 per year (and many
schools will pay this), a comparable
8080-based time-share might consist
of: a computer for $700, memory for

$2000, floppy disk for $1300, ports for

$500, terminals for $1500, and a
cassette system for $200, totaling

$6200. Since the computer is actually

located at the school (our HP com-
puter is at the district center, far from
any user), teachers can provide the

necessary maintenance. Hence, from
a price perspective, a personal time-

share system is highly desirable.

Another motivation for time-shar-

ing arises from the observation that

any microprocessor dedicated to

interactive programming, such as in

games, simulations, or BASIC, is

mostly wasted in a one-user mode.
The central processor unit is usually

I/O bound; that is, it is usually

waiting either for the user to type a
character on the terminal or to be able

to output another character to a

printer or TV screen. The typical soft-

ware for this wait is the "status loop"

which in 8080 code often looks like:

AGAIN: IN STATUS
ANI 001
JZ AGAIN
IN DATA

At 500 nanoseconds per state, the

CPU takes about 13.5 microseconds
to check the status of a port. If one
assumes a standard data transfer rate

of 30 characters per second, the CPU
must wait for 66,667 state times
between I/O operations » during

which time up to 16,667 useful

instructions could be executed.
Thus, Instead of languishing in status

loops, the computer can go off and
perform a considerable amount of

additional work, with no apparent

loss of service to the user. In time-

sharing, this additional work consists

of sending the CPU off to service

other users. If no user's transfer rate

exceeds 30 cps, there is ample CPU
time for a large number of users. It is

this feature of interactive programs
that makes time-sharing practical

from the performance point-of-view.

There are several important
advantages to a microcomputer
system from the perspective of the

educator. The system provides the

benefit of hands-on experience for

students who are interested in elec-

tronic design and construction

projects. It also encourages the use of

machine and assembly language pro-

gramming as well as the study of

computer logic and TTL and MOS
electronic circuitry. The on-site com-
puter serves as a laboratory in

hardware and software for our
Computer Technology course. In

turn, the course supplies us with a
group of students who can operate
the system and take care of much of

the routine maintenance, under the
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supervision of the teacher. The avail-

ability of several terminals for use
throughout the school day has
already interested many students in

computers, as both a hobby and as an
occupation. Much of our best soft-

ware has been entirely the result of
student-initiated projects accom-
plished with little or no teacher
assistance; and, as our time-share
systems increase in flexibility, we
expect even greater interest. Ulti-

mately, this will create a large user
community in the school, which itself

easily justifies the system. And the
same could well occur within a
business or even aclub situation.

The Concept

It is necessary to understand the
concept of time-sharing on a micro-
computer in order to understand how
an actual time-share system is

developed (experienced readers may
wish to skip ahead). To start with the
simplest case, imagine a micro-
computer (with front panel switches)
in which two simple programs reside

in memory, independently of each
other, and where the first program is

currently running. Now, let us stop
the computer and have it run the
second program for a while, and then
stop the computer again and attempt
to resume running the first program.
We will probably fail. To see why, we
recall that every program uses the
program counter, as well as other
registers, and various sections of

memory in which to store data. When
the first program is stopped, the
registers contain important data
necessary for the continuation of the
run. When the second program Is

executed, the values in the registers

from the former program are de-
stroyed, and so when we try to return

to the first program, it finds a
different set of values in the registers

and perhaps in memory than those it

left there. This explains the failure.

The solution is simple: we must
record all the values set by the first

program before switching to the
second, and then carefully replace

these values before switching back
and do the same for the second
program. On an 8080, this data
amounts to twelve bytes (register

pairs BC, DE, HL, PSW, PC and SP)
plus any memory that the programs
share. The interrupt flag need not be
considered. Assuming that we can
obtain this information from the front

panel, we can now proceed to run the
first program for a while, switch to the
second, and then back and forth as
often and for as long as we like. We

might even add other programs and
rotate sequentially among them. This
gives, in fact, time-share at its

crudest. It now remains to make three
Improvements to provide a workable
system.

The first improvement on the
primitive time-share is to have the
computer automatically save and re-

store all necessary data each time a
transfer is made from one program to
another. For this, we must define a
"job": a contiguous area of memory
in which all the dynamic data (that

which changes) associated with a
given program is stored. Thus, all of
the variables that are kept in memory
and the machine stack for a given
program should be addressed to fit

into that program's job. A typical job
might look like the configuration
shown in Figure 1.

The interrupt replaces the front panel
work that we had to do before, and so
the system now time-shares auto-
matically. If the computer is primarily

used to time-share interactive pro-
grams, then there is a less expensive
and quite efficient way to provide the

Variables, butlers Stack Registers

Low Memory

Figure 1 . Typical Job Configuration.

TIMSHR

When we stop a program we now
run a small subroutine called

TIMSHR, which saves the values of

the registers in the associated pro-

gram's job. The registers can actually

be saved on the stack itself on an
8080, except for the stack pointer,

which must be stored at a fixed

location for retrieval later. 1 The
computer can now continue and
service another program - first

retrieving the stack pointer and the
other registers from that program's
job. Since each program has its own
job associated with it, there is no
danger now of one program interfer-

ing with another. The TIMSHR routine

can, in fact, select another program
from a queue after saving a program's
registers and retrieve the registers of

the selected program and run it, i.e.,

jump to it. Now, if we periodically

stop the computer while it is execut-

ing a program, invoking TIMSHR will

do the rest of the work.
The next improvement is a means

for avoiding stopping the computer
and calling TIMSHR. There are two
ways to go about this. One is to use
the computer's ability to be inter-

rupted, that is, automatically forced

to begin executing a pre-determined

routine. A vector interrupt board may
be purchased for the 8080 that pro-

vides an interrupt signal on a regular

time basis, say 60 times a second. If

the interrupt facility is set to TIMSHR,
then periodically one program will be
stopped and another chosen and run.

Two of the CHAOS II terminals; a Tl
Silent 700 In the left rear and a Proces-
sor Technology SOL at the right. The
strange device in the foreground Is a
joy stick Input used by orthopedlcally
handicapped students. We have a pro-
totype system which Is adaptable to a
variety of input devices.

signal to switch users. As previously
mentioned, the CPU spends long
periods of time waiting in status
loops for a ready I/O device. If a user's
device is not ready for service, then
the computer might as well switch to
the next user. The revised status loop
looks like:

AGAIN: IN STATUS
AN I 001
CZ TIMSHR
JZ AGAIN
IN DATA

If the device is not ready, the Z bit will

be set, so TIMSHR will be called. This
automatically saves the program
counter on the stack. The last in-

struction in TIMSHR is usually a RET
(return), so when TIMSHR has ser-
viced all of the other programs and
come back to the one containing this
loop, it will continue execution at the
jump-on-zero instruction and loop
back to check the status again (as the
Z bit is part of the PSW and is, of
course, saved). If similar calls are
made to TIMSHR in every status loop
in each program, then the CPU will

never wait for a device but will instead
go to the next program In the queue
and run it until that program requests
a data transfer with a device that is not
ready. As long as each program fre-

quently attempts to input or output a
character, each program will be ser-
viced often. In practice, this is the
case in games and BASICS and,
therefore, no Interrupt board is

needed. 2

Finally, we can improve upon the
typical case where the programs
being time-shared are almost the
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same. Consider several users playing

the number game NIM against the

computer, with each user on a
separate terminal. In the system that

we have developed up to this point,

there is a separate NIM program in

memory for each user. These pro-

grams will be Identical except for the

I/O port number and the location of

the job associated with the program.
To store nearly identical programs is

very inefficient in terms of memory
use and is unnecessary. To avoid this,

we introduce a new condition that

was not required before: the program
in question must be re-entrant, that is

to say, it must be free of any self-

modifying code. If the program has a
self-modifying code, and the time-

sharing system does not explicitly

handle this (it might save the modifi-

cations in the job), then one user's

modifications will replace those of

another user and disaster is sure to

follow. As the single copy which we
wish to share will address only one
job, TIMSHR must now copy out the

contents of the job to somewhere else

in memory and copy in the job of

another user before switching to that

user. This is easily accomplished
with a loop that interchanges each
byte in one user's job with that of the

other. The job currently being ser-

viced is called the primary job and is

at the fixed location addressed in the

program. TIMSHR must also insure

that when a certain user is being
serviced, the input and output port

numbers are set for that particular

user's terminal. On an 8080, this can
only be accomplished by storing the

port number(s) in the job and by
having TIMSHR poke the bytes into

the appropriate IN and OUT instruc-

tions in the program when preparing

to service the user. Now, each user
needs only a job which results in a
considerable savings in memory as
the jobs are typically 1 / 1 to 1 /20 as
large as the program itself. As a final

note, we replace the much over-used
term "user" with the intuitive term
"process." Every process is identified

with its corresponding job, and we
may now say that time-sharing is

simply the allocation of "slices" of

CPU time to each of several

processes.
With all the above in mind we can

now take a given program and ef-

fectively "time-share" it. Our first

experiment is to time-share a simple
"echo" program : one that merely dis-

plays on a terminal whatever
character is typed on the terminal.

The flowchart in Figure 2 illustrates

the most obvious solution and does
not require any jobs or calls to

oth»r ports •»

Figure 2. Echo routine flowchart.

TIMSHR. There is a major flaw in this

algorithm, however, which shows
why we must require jobs and
TIMSHR. Once the computer dis-

covers that a character has been typed
in, it will wait for a chance to output
that character before proceeding with
the next process. Should this wait be
substantial, other processes may
input several characters, of which all

but the last will be lost. If the
terminals are operating at different

baud rates, the problem can become
even more severe. The 8080 program
listings provide a successful algor-

ithm and incorporates jobs and a

TIMSHR routine. In this instance, the

job is very small (only the port

numbers and registers PSW, BC, and
PC need to be saved) and so registers

D and SP are used to locate the

primary job. Usually, the primary job

contains all registers and other tech-

niques must be used. The format of

the job is shown in Figure 3.

When the program is run at

START, the stack pointer will be set to

the first job. From this job, the status

and data port numbers will be
retrieved and inserted into the proper

locations in the actual echo program
(STAT1 ; STAT2, DATA1 , and DATA2).
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Low Memory Statue Port*

Data Port •

PSW

A

C

Jobslze:
B

8 bytes
PC -low byte

PC -high byte

Figure 3. Format of Job for Time-shared Echo.

The PSW and BC register pairs will b

retrieved next and the subsequent
return will cause the actual echo
program to begin execution. If an I/O
device is not ready, a call to TIMSHR
will be made so that the next job will

be run. TIMSHR will save the blocked
process's registers, locate the next

job (by incrementing the stack
pointer), and proceed as before.

Register D is set originally to 1 and
incremented each time TIMSHR is

called. When it exceeds the number of

jobs (stored in NUMJOB), the D and
SP registers are reset via START. The
data area must be initialized before

execution with the number of jobs,

and the jobs themselves. The limit of

128 jobs is due to the fact that each
terminal requires two ports and that

the 8080 can have only 256 ports.

Barring that, and speed, there is no
fundamental limit to the number of

processes that can be time-shared.

Successes

After we developed an echo pro-

gram we time-shared a NIM game
written by Mark Doyle, one of our

computer science students two
summers ago. The actual time-share

was written by Larry Hill, a mathe-

matics teacher at Clairemont. In this

version, both vector interrupts and
status loops were used to call

TIMSHR, but we later determined that

the former was not essential, as I/O

occurred frequently in the game
itself. Since the interrupt board

requires special software and the

danger of interrupts occurring while

the stack pointer is above meaningful

stack data always exists, we now rely

solely on the status loop method.
Our first major success was the

time-sharing of Processor Technol-

ogy's 5K BASIC in late 1976. At that

time, we had four terminals and were
able to operate a system using all of

them. Time-sharing a BASIC requires
applying exactly the same procedures
outlined above. The size and location
of the primary job must be deter-
mined, the status loops must be
modified to call TIMSHR, and any
non-reentrant code must be rewritten.

Usually these tasks are straightfor-

ward, and the clear documentation of
5K BASIC made them even more so.
5K BASIC'S primary job consists of a
line buffer, floating point tempor-
aries, a null count, various flags and
stacks, etc. This area extends from
hex addresses 1702 to 1953. The
primary job must actually be a littler

larger, as the registers and port

numbers must be included. These are
stored at hex addresses 1954 to 195E,
for a total of 605 bytes. For 5K BASIC,
the entire primary job looks like the
layout in Figure 4. Some caution is

Hex Address

1702

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

195A

195B

195C

195D

195E

Jobsize:
605 bytes

Figure 4. Primary Job for Time-shared 5K
BASIC.

Floating

Point,

VDM,

System,

and other

buffer

space

BOFA

MEMTOP

L

H

PSW

A

E

C

B

SP -low byte

SP -high byte

Status Port*

needed in modifying the status loops.

All BASICS allow the user to break
execution of a program (in the case of

5K BASIC, by typing control-C), and
thus there must exist a status check
of the input port after every statement
is executed. One might think that

since a not-ready status indicates

that the break character has not been
typed and hence that execution
should continue, that this status
check should not be modified.
However, if a program consists of few
input/output operations, that pro-

gram will rarely call TIMSHR and
degrade the system performance.
Thus, calling TIMSHR after every
statement is desirable, as in no
BASIC can one loop inside a state-

ment (avoiding the status check). In

5K BASIC, there are only two status
routines, and modifications are made
in both of these. The VDM is not used
in the time-shared version, and there
is no self-modifying code to be
replaced.

In BASIC, there is one additional

complication: each user must have a
workspace in which the user's BASIC
program and variables are stored.

This can be considered as part of the
primary job, but then the workspace
would have to be moved every time
jobs are switched. 5K BASIC itself

provides a more practical approach:
there exist two pointers (BOFA and
MEMTOP) in the primary job which
designate the bottom and top of the
current workspace. By initially put-
ting different values in these pointers
for each job, every user gets a
separate workspace. Hence, only the
pointers have to be moved, not the
entire workspace. 5K BASIC allows
the user to set these pointers both
originally and by executing the
command MEM. This cannot, of
course, be allowed In a time-shared
version so a jump is put around that

section of code.
To run time-shared 5K BASIC,

first 5K BASIC and then the time-
share program below must be loaded,

and the latter run at INITAL (hex
address 19F4) where all of the jobs
and workspaces will be initialized.

First, the operator will be asked for

the numbers of users wanted and the
top of usable memory. The initializa-

tion code will then create the appro-
priate number of jobs and evenly
divide up the remaining memory into

workspaces, putting pointers to these
in the jobs. The operator will be asked
to input the status port number for

each user. The port is automatically
initialized, and the number stored in

the job. Finally, various modifica-
tions will be made In BASIC so that

the proper status routines will be
used, etc., and then time-sharing will
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commence. Figure 5 shows the con-
tents of memory before initialization,

a typical initialization dialogue and
the configuration of the jobs and
workspaces afterwards. Note that all

input should be in decimal and that

MEMORY CONFIGURATION BEFORE
INITIALIZATION

5K BASIC Primary
Job TIMSHR INITAL

Low Memory

INITIALIZATION DIALOGUE

HOW MANY USERS?
TOP OF MEMORY? 10925

HOW MANY USERS? 3

TOP OF MEMORY? 10925

STATUS PORT?
STATUS PORT? 2

STATUS PORT?

4

the first values were rejected as there

would have been no room for the
workspaces. To save space, the
initialization program disappears
when time-sharing actually begins,
and so the time-share program must
be reloaded whenever the number of

users or memory size are to be
changed. Response time of the
system may be adjusted while it is

time-sharing by modifying the INT-
LIM byte at hex address 19F3.
TIMSHR will switch users only after

intlim calls are made to TIMSHR.
The default value of INTLIM is 1. If

INTLIM is set to 0, the TIMSHR will

stop switching users, thereby freez-

ing in the current one, without any
harm to the others. In situations

where unexperienced users are on the
system, the CALL instruction can be
disabled (by putting a OD at 08B9) to
prevent execution of random code.

MEMORY CONFIGURATION AFTER
INITIALIZATION

5K BASIC
Primary

Job TIMSHR Job Job Workspace Workspace Workspace

Low Memory

Figure 5. Initialization of SK BASIC.

CfrWlQ,
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A powerful database program with sorting, formating, and
computational laaturaa for accessing and processing

atmoat any type of record Suitable for mailing liata. check-

book and other tranaaction records, inventories, aalaa

record!, statistical records and even aa a cash register

Pereonal Ledger $20
A complete double entry bookeeping system with provisions

for budgeting and heaping records of income, expense*.

aaaata and liabilities Provisions tor entering transactions.

adding or editing accounts, and printing of a detailed

Income Statement and Balance Sheet

S10
User can save and easily find any data nam in a list e.g..

address lists, mini-invenloriaa. etc Designed in a general-
ized framework to allow the user to adept the program to

individual applications

All Cnennslorem software includes a complete manual with

instructions dating, a sample data

The Channel Data Book for Pet »20
A complete hardware and software updated reference

service listing descriptions for over 1 400 software programs
and over 200 peripheral devices for PET Designed to

organize documentation, newsletters, listings, and other

user selected information in an attractive 3-ring binder.

Cash. Checks, Money Orders. Viae. Master Charge
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Conclusion

The CHATS system, written in

Altair Basic by Chuck Dayton, a

former Clairemont High School
student, is very similar to the time-

share of 5K BASIC, although the task

was more difficult as MITS does not

provide listings of its BASICs.
CHATS uses an improved TIMSHR
which checks the device status of

processes waiting to perform input or

output and then only sets up the pro-

cess's job if the device is ready. This

"It says that due to the demeaning
nature of the task, it refuses to start

your morning coffee.

'
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saves a great deal of job switching

time. Since CHATS was written, we
have developed techniques to switch

jobs via hardware: the job number is

simply sent to a parallel output port,

and the job switching occurs instan-

taneously. As of this writing, the

finishing touches are being put on
CHAOS by its designer, Mary Kroen-
ing, a current student and last year's

AEDS programming contest grand
prize winner. The command and file

facilities of CHAOS are modeled after

those in Bell Lab's UNIX operating

system, and like UNIX, we plan to

include a variety of languages in the

system, including APL, PASCAL/S,
and an interactive 8080 simulator/de-

bugger. CHAOS can handle up to

eight disk drives and up to sixteen

users and could easily be modified for

even more. All of the writers of our
systems have agreed to make tapes,

listings, and documentation avail-

able: inquiries should be addressed

to the Clairemont High School
Computer Club, c/o Robert Hass,

4150 Ute, San Diego, CA 92117.

Please note that we cannot guarantee

that our systems will operate on
equipment we are unfamiliar with and
that we cannot provide any informa-

tion on the BASICs themselves.
We believe our efforts indicate

that the simple time-sharing pre-

sented here opens up many powerful

and economical ways to use micro-

computers for experimenters,

schools, clubs and small businesses.

Word processing, accounting and
instructional programs can be as
easily and efficiently modified for

several users as BASICs. No special

hardware is required and the only cost

of adding a user is for the terminal and
the I/O port. Currently, a few manu-
facturers are advertising dial-up ports

for the S100 bus, and these ports

could be combined with time-sharing

to provide clubs with around-the-

clock facilities for their members and
to provide businesses with a master
inventory and accounting system for

remote stores. Space and computer
time on a disk time-sharing system
could be sold at a substantial profit.

As faster microcomputers and less

expensive mass memories become
available, there Is no reason why
micro-time-sharing cannot grow to

rival large scale systems in per-

formance and usability while remain-
ing far below them in cost. D
Footnotes

1

.

Storing the registers on the stack can lead to

stack overflows and can also destroy stack

data If the SP Is used In certain ways.

2. Interrupts can, however, provide efficient

I/O buffering that can make read-ahead
possible, for Instance.
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TBSDEALERSHAVE
FULL SYSTEMS SUPPORT.

You've just purchased

a Centronics printer.

Where do you get the

printer supplies needed to

keep it functional? You've
just purchased a disk drive.

Where do you find a

source of quality diskettes

and storage devices to keep

them organized? You have
invested over $ 1 ,000 in

your system. Where will

you find all the necessary

items to keep it opera-

tional? The answer: TBS
and its affiliate DEALERS.
The LIBRARY 100

Software Pack was pub-

lished in November of

1978. Since that time, it

has been widely accepted

throughout the United

States and 3 1 countries as

a major advancement in

microcomputer software.

Now, we at TBS have
expanded our endeavor to

better meet the product

needs of our customers.

A camera is useless

without film; a typewriter is useless without paper;

a computer system is useless without the necessary

support to make it completely operational. TBS is

leading the way in systems support, and we are

proud to announce a new concept for the micro-

computer industry - FULL SYSTEMS
SUPPORT. Mainframe and minicomputer
industries have been following this concept for

years. However, until now it has not been
available for microcomputer systems. TBS Full

Systems Support is aimed at helping you, the

computer owner, acquire the necessary support

items quickly and inexpensively through a net-

work of affiliate dealers nationwide.

We also realize that there is limited material

available on computers in general. To fill these

needs we have produced SYSTEMS EXTEN-
SIONS. This is a unique publication which pro-

vides a theoretical computer background for the

novice computer user and some specific points of

programming interest for TRS-80 users. Seven-

teen articles are included in 63 pages of solid text.

SYSTEMS
EXTENSIONS

Computers of !h<- Kim
of the Present

Methods to Proqram YoiH
Software Background Report

mi tor Programming,
Standards (or Professional Programming Random Ramblmqs

it.i and Protjron *

Purchase, Care and Maintenance of the Business Computer

But even more important,

SYSTEMS EXTEN-
SIONS provides a source
of supply for a series of pro-

ducts applicable to all com-
puters. Through this

publication TBS and its

affiliate dealers offer over
300 items including soft-

ware, diskettes, cassettes,

printer supplies, storage

units and furniture. In

other words, TBS and its

dealers stock everything to

make the microcomputer
a full scale business system.

At the heart of your
computer system is the

software. We now offer the

following programs for the

TRS 80: TBS Business
Mail System for dual disk

and printer; Check Regis-
ter Accounting System
for dual disk and printer;

Basic Toolkit, a pro-

grammers aid; System
Doctor, a computer diag-

nostic program; Check-
book II, cassette based

personal finance; Information System, an
"in-mem" data base manager; Analysis Pad; a

columnar calculator; Terminal Control, for

RS-232 tele-communications; Exerciser, for

establishing physical fitness goals and regimens;

plus, Electric Pencil; Fortran by Microsoft;

NEWDOS+ ; and of course, the Library 100.
Details in full are included in SYSTEMS
EXTENSIONS.
We at TBS believe in the microcomputer revolu-

tion. Ourpurpose is to serve you, the microcom-
puter owner and user, by supplying the necessary

items you need. To this end we have published

SYSTEMS EXTENSIONS, and it is available

nationwide through TBS dealers and Radio Shack
Associate stores for only $3.00. For further infor-

mation please call us at the number below.

The Bottom Shelf. Inc.

P.O. Box 19101
Atlanta. Georgia 30359
Phone:404-939-603]

! >-ctric Pencil
• Mr Revolution

Trw TRS-80 and the Business Community
Computer Aided Instruction

The Microcomputer and the Wall Socket
Lewi II lnde»
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People had wondered whether
machines could think long before the

computer was invented. They won-
dered about it for at least two
reasons. One was practical. They
wanted to know whether it might be
worthwhile to try to build machines to

do some of our thinking for us. The
other reason was theoretical. They
wanted to know whether the human
mind might be a machine, because if

it was, then human thinking might be
explainable in merely mechanical
terms.

Those who pondered the practical

question were divided over whether
thinking machines would be a good
thing to build. On the one hand, it

seemed that it would be good to have

machines do some of our more
routine thinking for us. On the other

hand, such machines might leave us

with nothing to do. They might even

take over the world.

Those who pondered the theoreti-

cal question were also divided. If the

mind could be described in mechani-
cal terms, then such descriptions

might lead to a better understanding
of the human mind. But others were
not so pleased by this prospect

because they felt a reduction of the

mind to "just another machine" would
demean us even more than Coper-
nicus' reduction of the Earth to "just

another planet" or Darwin's reduction

of mankind to "just another animal
species" had done.

The Controversy

Goes On —

"Can
Computers
Think?"

Part II:

What Is Thinking?

Peter Kugel

Those who understood the work
done by the British mathematician
Alan Turing during the middle of the
1930's were even more disturbed by
the insulting implications that such a
reduction would have. Turing had
shown that some strikingly simple
machines, that we now call "Universal
Turing Machines," could think if any
kind of machine could think. How
simple these machines really are is

suggested by the fact that when
Joseph Weizenbaum of M.I.T. de-
scribed how they worked in his book
Computer Power and Human Reason
he did it in terms of a machine con-
structed merely from a roll of toilet

paper and a pile of pebbles. A reduc-
tion of the human mind to such a
simple machine seemed like some
kind of ultimate insult.

The utter simplicity of the Turing
machines may have bothered those
who thought about the question "Can
machines think?" in theoretical
terms, but it delighted those who
thought about it in practical terms. It

meant that such machines would be
easy to build. The importance of this
aspect of the matter was soon to
become apparent. There was a war
brewing in Europe and this war was to
lead to some inventions that were to
change the texture of the "Can
machines think?" controversy by
turning it into a practical matter.

In September of 1939 Germany
invaded Poland and World War II

began . With a war on
,
people began to
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think up uses for the machines that

Turing had only imagined. In Nazi
Germany, Konrad Zuse thought that

they might be useful for doing the
aerodynamic calculations that were
to lead to the first jet airplanes and
space rockets. In America, John von
Neumann and others thought that

they might be useful for doing the

computations that led to the atom
bomb. And in England, Alan Turing

and others went to work, building

computers to break the German High
Command's secret codes. (The story

of this is told in F.R. Winterbotham's
book The Ultra Secret).

After the war, when computers
were a reality, Turing began to think

about the question "Can computers
think?" In 1950 he wrote the famous
paper in which he tried to define that

question as, some fifteen years

before that, he had defined the

computer. "What," asked Turing,

"would we ask a computer to do
before we would say that it could
think?" Turing suggested that a
computer could be counted as think-

ing if it could duplicate what we
would today call a human being's

"information processing behavior."

Turing defined this neatly. A human's
information processing behavior is

what he or she can transmit over a

teletypewriter terminal. A computer
could be said to think if it could do the

same things via a teletypewriter

terminal that a person can and, as a
test for this capability, he defined
what we now call the "Turing Test."

We will count a computer as thinking

if it can pass this test which goes like

this. We put person A into one room,
computer B into another, and close
both doors. Then we bring in a human
judge and allow him or her to com-
municate with A and B via teletype-

writers only. The judge does not know
which of the two rooms contains the

computer and the judge's job is to try

to use information obtained through
the terminals to determine which is

which. Of course, the computer is

allowed to lie. The judge can ask the

occupant of either room "Are you a
computer?" and presumably both will

type back "No." Or the judge can ask
both to write a poem, name their

favorite ball team, prove a theorem or

what have you. If the judge cannot
tell, after some given period of time,

which of the two rooms contains the

computer, then the computer passes
the test and is counted as thinking.

The purpose of the teletypewriter is to

allow only the information processing
behavior of the two systems to be
compared. No sound of voice or color

of hair is allowed to count.
Can a computer program pass this

test? None has realfy done it yet,

although some have come surpris-

ingly close. But many workers in Arti-

ficial Intelligence defined their re-

search problems on the basis of this

idea, and much work in Artificial

Intelligence can be thought of as
attempts to develop computer pro-

grams for passing Turing's test, one
part at a time.

There are several reasons for

wanting to try to program a computer
to pass Turing's test. One is that, in

the process of trying, one learns a
good deal about thinking. What we
have learned so far has added to our
understanding of thinking and prom-
ises to add more as the years go by.

Another reason for trying to program
a computer to pass Turing's test is

that as onedevelops machines to pass
various parts of the test, one learns

more about how to get computers to

do intelligent things. Although there

haven't been all that many practical

applications of the things we have
learned in this way, the kinds of per-

formance we can now get out of

computers is impressive when it is

compared to what we were able to get

only a few years ago.
There are also some reasons for

not wanting to try to program a
computer to pass Turing's test. One is

that it might lead to intelligent

machines and one might not view this

possibility as particularly desirable.

Another reason is based on exactly

the opposite premise — it might turn

out to be impossible to develop an
intelligent machine and if this is the
case, then one will have wasted a lot

of time. True, if people were to try to

develop, for example, a thinking

potato, one might question their

wisdom. A potato has so little infor-

mation processing power, that one
would be tempted to warn them that

they were wasting their time. But the

idea of a thinking computer is quite

plausible and, barring more convinc-
ing evidence that it too lacks enough
information processing power, it

seems to make more sense to assume
that a computer can be programmed
to think than that it can't. So some
computer scientists began to work on
this rather optimistic assumption.

While computer scientists in a few
laboratories were developing pro-

grams to produce thinking behavior,

(i.e., to play chess, write poems,
understand English, answer ques-
tions from IQ tests and do some of the

other things that computers might be
called on to do to pass Turing's test)

most computer scientists ignored the
question that Turing had intentionally

ignored: "What is the nature of

intelligent thinking?"
It is clear that Turing's Test does

not serve to define such thinking. A

machine can pass Turing's Test
without being able to think on the one
hand and a machine that can think
could fail to pass Turing's Test on the
other. A machine could pass the test

if the judge were stupid enough, if it

had a way to read the judge's mind, or
if its programmer had a way to predict

the specific questions the judge was
going to ask. Or a device could be
intelligent and fail to pass the test if it

only spoke Turkish while the judge
only understood English. An intelli-

gent being from outer space would
almost certainly fail. So the ability to
pass Turing's Test is neither a suffi-

cient nor a necessary condition for

being able to think and Turing never
thought that it was.

This bothered some of the philo-

sophers around at the time for it is the
business of philosophers to be
bothered by questions that other,

more practical, people ignore. As
these philosophers were aware, there
has been a long tension in the history

of Western thought between those
who argued that man was some kind
of machine and those who argued that
man was "something more." The urge
to reduce the workings of man's mind
to the workings of a machine is

essentially the urge to place man's
thinking into some sort of framework
that is susceptible to scientific

investigation and the hope of doing
this is what has led people to try to
identify the mind with the most
impressive machine of their day.

Most of these attempts have been
useful in one way or another but, as
those who argue that man is some-
thing more than a machine keep
noting, there always seems to be
something left out of the machines.

This time, however, the situation
seems different. The argument that

there are more powerful kinds of
machines no longer seems available

to us, thanks to Turing's Thesis. With
the lines drawn this sharply, most
reasonable people accepted the
rather hopeful view (hopeful because
it puts the human mind within the
scope of scientific investigation) that

computers could think. And people at
M.I.T., Stanford, Carnegie-Mellon,
Edinburgh, and a few other places,
settled down to program them to
think, a bit (no pun intended) at a
time.

Before I go on with the story, stick

a little thought in the back of your
mind. Notice how the claim that com-
puters can think, rests on the claim
that either computers can think or no
machine of any kind can think and
notice how this, in turn, depends on
Turing's thesis that says that there are
no machines that can do things that
Turing machines (or computers) can-
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not do. If this thesis is false, and it

has withstood some 40 years of

searching criticism, the issue now
may be no different than it was the last

time some theory of the mind as
machine failed. All that would be
necessary would be to turn to some
more powerful kind of machines as
the basis for one's mechanical theory
of the mind.

The initial successes in program-
ming computers to think were quite

striking. Programs that could play

chess and checkers were demon-
strated. So were programs that could
solve a large variety of problems,
prove lots of theorems, translate from
Russian into English, answer ques-
tions about various subjects, and so
forth. Things were beginning to look

pretty good for those who thought
that the answer to the question "Can
computers think?" was "Yes."

The general feeling of optimism
was quite intoxicating and people
began to get intoxicated. Some
expressed optimistic hopes too
strongly. Others lied, or at least

shaded the truth. Robots to take over
all sorts of jobs were promised soon.
And the popular press was beginning
to pick up, and accept, some of these
extravagant claims.

This was the environment in which
Hubert Dreyfus, one of the first really

vociferous critics of Artificial Intelli-

gence, found himself when, in 1965 at

RAND, he began to look at the status
of Artificial Intelligence from an out-
sider's point of view. Dreyfus taught
philosophy at M.I.T., one of the
centers of Artificial Intelligence re-

search. Being an existentialist and a
phenomenologist, he was used to

trying to study experience as it was
experienced and trying not to break it

down into simpler components. So he
told the Artificial Intelligentsia that

their components weren't adequate.
Simple machines that understand
only 0's and 1's are inadequate to

duplicate human experience, he
claimed. So are machines whose
registers register only one thing at a
time. People are aware of many things

at once and without this ability,

computers cannot think. And look at

all the richness of human experience
that computers are missing. They
can't even walk around in a room. So
how can they understand the world
like a person?

And perhaps most tellingly, he
showed how extravagant some of the
claims that had been made in favor of

thinking machines had been and how
mediocre the achievements were in

comparison. The computer does not

link today, he pointed out (quite

correctly), and it cannot be made to

think tomorrow because it lacks some
of the basic capabilities that thinking

requires. The machinery of the Turing

machine, according to Dreyfus, is not

enough.
Early successes in producing pro-

grams that could do part of the job of

thinking, argued Dreyfus, together

with the underlying belief that the

only difference between what com-
puters do and what we do is that what
we do is more complex (but still of the

same kind), had led some people to

think that any human thinking activity

could be expressed as a computer
program. But problems have arisen

and these are not problems due to the

laziness or ignorance of the workers
in the field. The trouble lies, Dreyfus
suggested, in the fact that the

"vocabulary" of the computer is not

adequate to express certain kinds of

things that people can do and know.
The things that can be done by com-
puters thus leave out some things

that the mind can do because some of

the basic machinery required seems
to be missing. Go back to the brain,

argued Dreyfus, and try to build com-
puters that have some of the special

machinery of the brain.

In short, he argued, those of you
who are trying to program intelligent

computers are trying to do it with

inadequate tools. Although Dreyfus

did not use this example, the

situation is somewhat like that of the

average person trying to solve the

problem of trying to draw 4 connected
lines, without lifting the pencil from
the paper, so that they pass through
all the dots in this figure:

As long as one assumes (as most
people do who have not seen this

puzzle before) that one has to "stay

within the square," one cannot
succeed. It is only when one stops
limiting oneself to staying within the

boundaries of the square that one can
solve this problem.

In this problem, one sets one's

own inner restrictions that the prob-

lem does not. Dreyfus is arguing that,

in the case of Artificial Intelligence,

one has explicit limitations that make
a solution impossible. Try to program
a thinking computer without using

(say) analog procedures and you must
fail. Why? Because the analog pro-

cedures allow you to do things that

the digital ones do not. The solution,

according to Dreyfus, is to extend
one's idea of what a machine is

beyond the digital computer. Unlike

people in Artificial Intelligence,

who try to do the best they can with
the existing machines, Dreyfus was
opting for new ones.

Dreyfus may have thought of him-
self as voting for more powerful tools
but that is not the way he looked to
much of the Artificial Intelligence

community. For, if one accepts
Turing's Thesis, to say that com-
puters cannot think is to attack the
scientific method itself and to put
thinking beyond the reach of reason.
Look at what Dreyfus is saying
through the eyes of a worker in Artifi-

cial Intelligence. If he is saying that

you need some kind of machinery
other than that of the Turing ma-
chines or the digital computer, then
he is being stupid since Turing's
Thesis says there is no such machin-
ery. He was criticized on this ground.
If, on the other hand, he is saying that

no machinery can be built to think

because thinking is not reducible to

any kind of mechanical thing, then he
is arguing that thinking falls outside
the scope of reason and therefore

leaves thinking to the non-scientific

mystics. And he was criticized on this

ground too.

Dreyfus was neither the first critic

of the view that computers could be
programmed to think nor was he the
last. One important group of critics

were the authors of the Lighthill

Report who argued that putting

money behind the work in Artificial

Intelligence was a waste because it

wasn't going to pay off in anything
useful. Another was Joseph Weizen-
baum in his recent book Computer
Power and Human Reason.

Dreyfus' criticism of the work in

Artificial Intelligence is from an out-
sider. Weizenbaum's is not. Weizen-
baum is (or at least was, before he
published his book) one of the
favorite stars of the Artificial Intelli-

gence community and he knows a
good bit about computers and pro-

gramming. One of the computer pro-

grams Weizenbaum wrote came just

about as close as any program yet has
to passing Turing's test.

Weizenbaum's program is one of

the most widely demonstrated pro-

grams there is. It acts like a psychia-
trist, talking to you (via teletypewriter)

about your problems. A conversation
with it might go like this: "Do you
have any problems?" it asks. (This is

not a transcript of a real "conversa-
tion" with it, but it conveys the
general idea.) "Yes" you type "I don't

like my mother." "Tell me about your
mother," says the machine. And so it

goes in that general vein.

The program is really based on an
old trick that people use when trapped
by boring guests at cocktail parties.
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You don't have to listen to a conver-
sation to seem to be participating in

it. You just have to repeat back the
other person's words or keep saying
"Hmmm."

There is the famous, though
possibly apocryphal, story about
Marvin Minsky's secretary at M.I.T. to

whom Minsky (one of the best known
workers in the field of Artificial

Intelligence) was demonstrating
Weizenbaum's program. After a few
minutes she asked him to leave the
room because the conversation was
starting to get personal

.

That's all there is to the story and
what is so funny about it to some
people is that Minsky's secretary

(bless her) took this mechanical pro-

gram as seriously as a human being.

That is the kind of reaction that

helped prod Weizenbaum into writing

his book. Minsky's secretary is not

unique in her ability to be fooled by
this program. Gardner Quart on (and
others), then at the Massachusetts
General Hospital, let a number of

people "talk" to Weizenbaum's pro-

gram for a while and then asked them
to say whether they had been talking

with a person or a machine. A
majority said they thought they had
been talking with a person.

Here is a version of Turing's Test

that a machine passed. This was
largely ignored as a piece of evidence
for the claim that computers can think

because there is a sense in which it

points out one of the flaws in Turing's

test: the judges can be misled. The
experiment showed how easily this

can happen. And, of course, the

result does not constitute a success-
ful attempt to pass the Turing Test on
at least two counts — the subjects
were not told about the fact that they

were participating in a test and they
were not given a human for purposes
of comparison.

Weizenbaum's critique of Artifi-

cial Intelligence is different from
Dreyfus's for at least two reasons.

One is that it comes from somebody
inside the computer field, which
makes it a bit more "biting." The
second is that, where Dreyfus is

attacking the basic Turing machine
model and suggesting that things be
added to it, Weizenbaum is warning
us to look at how that model is used.

Weizenbaum is warning us not to take

the "man is only a machine model"
too seriously because any model is

just that, a model that leaves out
something in the original. Weizen-
baum's criticism would apply to Al

even if it accepted Dreyfus' criticism

and used more powerful machinery.
Weizenbaum's criticism is a criti-

cism of a large variety of models of

thinking. It covers other machine

models too. People who are not

scientists often overlook the central

role of the model in scientific

thought. When a scientist studies a
phenomen on X (say thinking) he or

she develops a simplified model of Y
of X. That model Y might be a des-

cription in terms of ordinary English,

or it might be described in terms of a

set of mathematical equations, or in

terms of a computer program. The
scientist then focuses his or her

attention on the model and studies
that. Y is not X, of course, but it

resembles it and for many purposes
that is enough.

Models are easier to study than
the real things since they are both
simpler to construct and simpler to

manipulate. That is why there are

wind tunnels to test model airplanes

and why people make scale drawings
of their living rooms to see where
things can fit before moving the real

(and often heavy) furniture in their

living rooms around.
Models always differ from the real

thing they model because they leave

things out. But, even though most
scientists know this perfectly well,

there is something tempting about
forgetting it and taking scientific

models too seriously.

We all do it from time to time.

When one discovers a new scientific

model, it is very easy to try to see
everything in terms of the model one
has just found. The idea of computa-
tion is no exception. When one first

learns about computer programs, one
commonly begins to see lots of

things in terms of such programs.
To have a good model of some-

thing in the world gives you a feeling

of mastery over that thing. You feel

you understand it. You have to work
with a model for quite a while before

you notice the things that it does not

explain. Indeed you may never notice

them. For example, you probably

think that you have an adequate
model for what causes tides. It is (you
think) the gravitational effect of the

moon, pulling the oceans. Fine. But

there are two problems. One is that

there are two tides a day and only one
moon. (So what pulls the water the

second time?) The other problem is

that the gravitational pull of the moon
is not strong enough to pull oceans
up even as much as an inch and tides

aremuch higher than that.

We all accept models of things
that do not fully fit them although
some of us do it with more enthu-
siasm than others. Not that such
enthusiasm is necessarily bad. Any
scientist worth his or her salt gets
enthusiastic about the models of his

or her science. Teachers of science
try, rightly, to encourage such enthu-

siasm in their students. What Weiz-
enbaum is criticizing is what happens
when this enthusiasm goes too far. It

goes too far when you think that all

there is in the real world is what your
intentionally simplistic model tells

you about.
There are good reasons why our

models of the world are simpler than
the reality. They have to be if they are

to serve their purpose. Our models of

things are what we manipulate to

understand the things that are being
modeled. If they weren't simpler than
the original, we wouldn't need them
and probably wouldn't use them.

A great deal of what we know
about the world and what we learn in

school can be described in terms of

models. We know a lot about matter

because, thanks to the Greeks, we
have an atomic model of matter which
allows us to describe matter, in its

various manifestations, in terms of

what used to be 92 different kinds of

atoms. We know a lot about human
genetics because we have a good
model of the basic molecules in-

volved in it.

It has been a lot harder to find

good models for human thinking than

for physical things. Thinking is much
harder to see or point to or disect. So,

since human thinking resembles what
goes on in various kinds of machines
and, since we can open up machines
and understand them (which we
cannot do with the human head), it

makes sense to try to build a concep-
tual model of the mind in terms of

whatever machines were around for

that purpose.
There are several reasons for

using machines as a model of the

mind and it is important to recognize

that, although none of the machines
that we have used as models for the

mind before the computer may have
been totally successful, the use of

even the partially successful machine
models has contributed to our under-
standing of the mind.

One of the reasons that machine
models help us is that machines have
parts that we can point to and see,

parts that we can describe precisely

and methods of operation that follow

certain rules. In contrast, human
thinking takes place in the head
whose parts are not easy to point to or

describe precisely and whose method
of operation is largely unknown. By
saying that the mind is like such and
such a machine, we gain considerably
in our ability to talk about thinking

clearly because we can use machine
terms to talk.

Another reason for liking machine
models is that we can test theories of

thinking by asking the person who
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puts a given theory forth to describe
how he or she would build a machine
to implement that theory. If the des-
cription is forthcoming and it seems
to work, we can then consider the
theory further. If not, we can dismiss
the theory as too vague or wrong.

Machines can be built and be-

cause of this, they can serve as
referees between competing theories

of thinking. You suggest that thinking
is done in such and such a way? Okay,
you build a machine (or describe it)

that works in that way and then, if the
machine you describe produces in-

telligent behavior, that supports your
claim. (It doesn't follow from such a
demonstration that the mind does
work in the way your machine does,
but it follows that it could.) If your
machine doesn't think, then that

suggests that your theory leaves

something out.

These reasons that make machine
models of the mind useful support the
idea of using the computer as a model
for human thinking. But those who
claim that computers can think make
a further claim. This claim is that

finally, here in the computer, we at

last have a machine that, unlike the
telephone switchboard model used
by American behaviorism or the hy-
draulic (Viennese sewer) model used
by psychoanalysts, will finally be
adequate to serve as a model for all of

human thinking.

Turing's Thesis says that the
computer can do anything that can be
done by any machine at whatever (in

the way of information processing)
supports this claim. And so do some
of the striking differences between
the computer and all the machines
that have gone before it.

Most, if not all, of the machines
before the computer were proposed
as models of the mind tended to be
rather limited and inflexible. It is this

pre-computer machine that most
script writers have in mind when they
portray the clunky and clumsy robots
we see in movies or on television . But
the computer has several features

that seem to surmount these short-

comings of other machines.
Most of these shortcomings are

encapsulated in the layman's objec-
tion that "Computers cannot think

because they can only do what they
are programmed to do." Anybody who
has written computer programs has
several reasons for feeling that the
computer really is capable of tran-

scending the programs we write for it.

One source of the computer's
apparent ability to transcend the pro-

grams we write for it, is due to its

enormous complexity. It took a while
for some people to realize how
complex the computer could be even
though its basic building blocks were
so simple that they could be de-
scribed in terms of a roll of toilet

paper and a pile of pebbles. The
complexity comes from the fact that

these simple elements can be com-
bined in such enormously varied

ways. One way this fact manifests
itself is that we can write a program
for the computer, look it over care-

fully, and still not know how that

program will make the computer
behave. Even if a computer only does
what we tell it to, then it remains quite
unpredictable indeed, for even the
person who tells it what to do, cannot
say what the implications of that

telling are. This is one reason why
people who program computers tend
to take the complaint that "Com-
puters only do what they are told to

do" quite lightly.

Another source of the computer's
flexibility is the conditional branch
which allows a program to take
different actions depending on how
the results of tests it makes come out.

This means that the actions of the
program need not be determined by
the program alone but can also be
determined by the environment in

which the program is run.

To see what this means, consider
the behavior of a piece of clockwork
machinery built to negotiate a maze.
We know that if we can make it big

enough, we can construct such a
piece of machinery to negotiate any
maze we might choose to build. But
we also know that we can build a
computer-driven robot with a rather

small program that can, by repeatedly
looking for openings in a systematic
manner, find its way through any
maze drawn from a very large class of

possible mazes. It is the conditional

branch that makes this possible (and
this is why a computer can do such
things as control an oil refinery).

Another source of a computer's
flexibility arises from its ability to lay

down memory traces and to use its

conditional branches to change its

behavior as a function of what it has
"learned" from its past. To see what
this means, consider Samuel's
checker playing program that began
its "life" as a mediocre checker
player. As it played more and more
games, it changed a table that con-
trolled its play. After practicing

against itself during the evenings
(when, in the early days, computers
were not used for commercial pur-
poses) it eventually managed to learn

to beat Samuels (and most other
opponents) regularly.

Not only can computers change
the values that their programs refer

to, like Samuel's program, they can

generate their own programs and then

run them. One of the really significant

features of the digital computer is

that it can treat programs as data.

This is what makes possible the larqe

number of higher level languages like

Fortran, Cobol and Basic. It also

promises to make possible com-
puters that program themselves. And
when we have those, what happens to

the argument that "Computers are

only smart because their program-
mers are"?

Still another way that a computer
can incorporate considerable flexibil-

ity into its behavior is through the use
of a random number generator which
allows one and the same program to

produce different behavior each time
it is run even without any changes in

its input.

These last two features of the
computer are often used to support
the view that computers can become
self-conscious or exhibit free will.

Computers can be thought to become
self-conscious when they operate on
their own programs (although one
might doubt that it is all that simple)

and they can be thought to demon-
strate freedom from deterministic

rules when they use random numbers
(although neither Turing nor I con-
sider this a viable argument for free

will in computers).
All these features of the computer

make it seem so much more flexible,

adaptable and even possibly more
human than the machines that pre-

ceded it. But are they really ail that is

required for thinking? Might there not
still be more powerful machines than
computers that come closer to being
like us in their information processing
capabilities?

I want to suggest that, impressive

as computers may be, they are not the
ultimate information processing
machine and that the core of the
remaining "Can computers think?"
controversy lies in this. To see why
this is so, we need to look, for a
moment, at what people do when they
behave intelligently.

The first thing to notice is that al-

though people aren't programmed,
they seem to be directed by some-
thing that behaves much like a
program. Thus, for example, when
people learn to play a game like

chess, what they have learned to do is

almost certainly represented by some
sort of finite configuration in their

heads that they can apply to a par-

ticular position in chess to generate a
next move. This finite configuration is

not in general, a list of all possible
situations and what to do in each one.
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Rather, it determines a procedure that

can be used to look at a chess
position and generate a "best" next
move for what is, in practice if not in

fact, an infinity of possible positions.

It is, in other words, something very

much like a program.
One of the striking successes of

the work in Artificial Intelligence has
been the construction of computer
programs that duplicate this ability

fairly well. Recent successes of these
programs suggest that they are

moving well up to championship
levels. If the ability to play good chess
is evidence of intelligence, these
computer programs might seem to

come out as more intelligent (in this

narrow area) than the people who they
can beat.

I want to try to argue that they are

not really intelligent. A chess playing

computer that beats me. and does a
lot of other things by way of informa-
tion processing better than I do (I

already know it does arithmetic better

than I do and I think when I do arith-

metic) may still be less intelligent

than I am. The reason is that I had to

develop my own programs (or brain

configurations) to do these things,

while the computer had them given to

it.

For a simple example of what is

involved here, consider the person
who solved a puzzle quickly as
against one who solves the same
puzzle more slowly. Even if that

puzzle is one whose solution requires

intelligence, the faster solver may not

be more intelligent. Suppose, for

example, that somebody had told the
faster puzzle solver the solution

ahead of time.

I am going to suggest that intelli-

gence is the ability to develop general

ideas (or the programs that represent
them) and not the ability to apply
those programs (although obviously
the ability to apply the programs is

the only thing that makes the deriving

of them worthwhile).
I do not deny, for one moment,

that the computer exceeds us in its

ability to apply general ideas once
they have been found. But does it

come up to our ability to derive them?
I want to show why I think it does not

and why that fact, in some sense,
takes it out of the "intelligence

sweepstakes."
Let's start out by discussing why

it seems that the ability to come up
with ideas is at the heart of what we
consider intelligence and then we can
turn to a discussion of why it is that

computers can't do it.

It is quite common to take, as a

sign of intelligence, the ability to

perform "difficult" information pro-

cessing tasks - prove difficult theor-

ems, play excellent chess, under-
stand physics and the like. It is there-

fore common to take intelligence to

be "merely" the ability to handle
"difficult" problems and I think that

this view underlies much of the
current work in Artificial Intelligence.

However, the following cases seem to

suggest that this idea, however
appealing it might seem at first, is

wrong

:

I. The student of physics today,
who knows more physics than New-
ton ever knew, is not thereby demon-
strating that he is more intelligent

than Newton was even if he or she
"knows" all the physics that Newton
did (and more).

II. A computer program that prints

out a proof of (say) Goedel's incom-
pleteness theorem, or the student
who copies it, are not thereby consid-
ered to have demonstrated their intel-

ligence, although Goedel, when he
wrote out the same words, was.

In these cases, the behavior is the
same whether or not it demonstrates
intelligence. What seems to differ is

the inputs (or givens) from which the
behavior (or the capacity that the
behavior evidences) stem. I and II

suggest that the ability to do difficult

things is not necessarily a sign of

intelligence if it was achieved in a
relatively simple way.

III. There are feeble-minded
people, called "idiot savants," who
can perform certain quite difficult

information processing feats (usually

computations) but are still con-
sidered to be feeble-minded.

Nor it is necessary that the
abilities that demonstrate intelli-

gence be very difficult. They can be
quitesimple.

IV. Although the ability to distin-

guish trucks from - aeroplanes is not

usually considered to require great

intelligence, the sufficiently young
child who suddenly acquires (without

explicit instructions) the ability to

distinguish trucks from planes, and
to call each by its right name, is often

thought to demonstrate its intelli-

gence by this feat (and this cannot

simply be put down to parental pride).

Note that this appearance is dimin-

ished if the child is trained to make
this response, if the child is older or if

the differences have been explained

to it.

V. The first-grade student who
discovers that multiplication is sym-
metric (a x b = b x a) by merely
looking at the multiplication tables,

demonstrates his or her intelligence

even though he or she cannot express

this "result" very clearly. On the other
hand, the graduate student who "dis-

covers" this fact after a year of ab-
stract algebra and, furthermore, is

able to say it much more clearly than
the first grader, might be evidencing
brain damage rather than intelli-

gence, for having taken so long.

The behaviors (if we ignore the
histories leading up to them) are
similar but what they say about the
intelligence of the people displaying
them is quite different. Again, what
appears to be different is how the
results were obtained. The intelli-

gence that would have been demon-
strated even by the first grader who
learned the symmetry of multiplica-

tion by being told about it, would be
considerably less than what he or she
would have demonstrated by figuring

it out.

Although what I am saying might
be summarized as a proposal to iden-

tify intelligence with the ability to

"learn," it is important to distinguish

the kind of learning that I have in mind
from what is often referred to by this

word. I am not trying to say that

intelligent machines are machines
that somehow learn only after a series

of failures if it is possible (with the
information given) to learn what is

required without these failures. Nor
am I saying that machines that

"forget," or have other difficulties, are
therefore intelligent. The kind of
learning that I want to be identifying

with intelligence is the learning of

concepts from examples. Here errors

may be necessary because the
examples do not (and, if the concept
covers in an infinite number of cases,
cannot) completely specify the con-
cept. This is a basic feature of certain

kinds of problems on intelligence

tests. For example, one may be
asked, on such a test, to continue the
sequence 2,4,6,8... and one is ex-

pected to say: "10,12,14,...". But
there are many (indeed infinitely

many) perfectly good continuations.

What such a test asks us to do is to

find the "correct" pattern that under-
lies the given sample. It is the ability

to do this kind of thing that I propose
to identify with intelligence. It Is

important to notice that there is no
absolutely "correct" pattern,

although we tend to think that some
patterns are "better" than others.

I propose to identify intelligence

with the ability to figure out a pro-

cedure rather than with the ability to

carry out a procedure after being told

how to do it. Of course, this proposal
remains vague until we can distin-

guish, in a precise way, the difference

between "figuring out a procedure"
and "being told how to carry out a
procedure."
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Computer Products

ev/tW

The €xidu

SORC6R6R
Fleiibilty i* the hey The Sorcerer Computer gives you the flexibility of using ready to

run pre-packaged programs or doing your own thing and personalizing the programs for

yourself Which ever you choose the Sorcerer is the personal computer thai speaks your

language
The Sorcerer also provides full graphics capabillies Each character, formed by an S 8

dot cell, can be programmed as a graphic symbol set High resolution (S12 240

addressable points) gives a total of 122.MO locations for super animation and extremely

tight plotting curves The alphanumeric set gives Mi 30 characters on the video screen

PART NUMBER: SVO S016A

With 16K ol memory $1150.00

PROTO BOARD
includes gold plated
iingen 5-100 sue holds
72-16 pin dips accomo-
dates all 8 thru 40 pin dip

packages
Re g S 1 9 95 Special Price-

$16 95 PART TSX-140B

SO SYSTEMS
SBC 100

An S 100 singly board com
puter Z-80 CPU *-m 1024

D.trs ol RAM 8 to ii* byle*

ol PROM Serial i O PO*l

$239 95
$369 95

}
Rockwell Aim-85: The Head-Start

in Microcomputers
RKIM-l compotible mochine with

on-boord printer ond o real key-

board*

$37500 u// IK ROM
$450 00 ui/4K RAM

4K assembler/editor inROM $80
SK 8flSK in ROM $10000
Power Supply $59 95
Case of RIM 65 $49 95

Special Package Price: $599.00
AIM-65 (4K). Power Supply. Case, and 8K BASIC ROM

NOVATION .CAT acoustic Moom
^•V- Features Include 300 Baud™ Answer/Originate. Bell 103. Comes

$189.00 fls^mbledondjested

SD SYSTEMS
Z-80 STARTER KIT

Bated on the powerful Z80
CPU. thto ail it an ideal

Introduction to micropro

ceeeora It hea an on board

keyboard and diapiay plua

caaaatla tap* interlace and
eapanaion provmona for

two S-100 connectora Thi»

Don all Board arlU alto

program the 2716 2K
EPROM
K II S249 (S
Aaambld and Tttd $399 96

TOOL ZIP DIP*
SocketsPRICES

16 pin Zip Dip II

74 pin Zip Dip II

40 pm Zip Dig II

$5.50
$7 50
$10 25

;rrrinrct

INSERTION FORCE

LEEDEX MONITOR
• 12 Black ond While
• 12MHZ Bandwidth
• Handsome Plastic Case

$139.00

TRS 80APPl€'SO«CE«€R TBS 80APPL

JADE MEMORY
EXPANSION KITS For
TRS— 80. Apple. & Exidy

4116i

Everything a person needs to

add 16K ol memory. Chips
come neatly packaged with

easy to follow directions. In

minutes your machine is

ready for games and more
advanced software.

$82.00

HIGH QUALITY 13 INCH COLOR
MONITOR!— Specially matched lor

use wilh Ihe Tl 99 4 console Uses a
simple, sure hook-up.
UP TO 72K TOTAL MEMORY
CAPACTIY— 16K RAM. plua up to

26K ROM onboard, plus up to 30K
ROM in TIs Solid State Software
Command Modules.
16-COLOR GRAPHICS CAPABIL-
ITY- Easy to acceai high resolution

graphics have special features that

let you deline your own characters,

create animated displays, charts,

graphs, etc.

MUSIC AND SOUND EFFECTS-
Provides outstanding audio
capability. Build three-note chords
and adjust frequency, duration and
volume quickly and simply. You can
build notes with short, straightfor-

ward commands. Five full octaves
trom 110 Hz to beyond 40.000 Hz.

BUILT-IN EQUATION CALCULA-
TOR— Unique convenience feature

helps you find quick solutions to

everyday math problems, as well as
comples scientific calculations.

TGCflS INSTFI

TI-99/4
HOM€

COMPUT€R

ftflTUfleS INCWIX A CCXOfl MONITOR
16H AAM MtMORV. BASIC 8UIIT INTO TH€
CONSOLS. AND TWO COMPA6H6NSIVC MAN-
UALS €ASV fOA TH€ B€GINN€fl - CHAU6NG-
ING FOR TH€ OCPGVT

Programs are sealed securely in SOLID STATE
SOFTWARE COMMAND MODULES These ROM
packs actually add memory to Ihe TI-99/4 so that the

consoleS memory can be utilized tor user input

The software applications are presently broken down
into four areas: 1) Home Management/Personal
Finance. 2) Education. 3) Entertainment. 4) BASIC

SvO-8994fi $11 50.00

JADE SERIAL/PARALLEL I/O BOARD
Features Include: S-100 Compatible Two serial I O Ports using

software-programmable UARTS On* general purpose latent*) parallel

I/O Port ideal for printer interlace or control Switch selectable On
board "Kansas City standard cassette interlace useable uplo 1200 Baud,
allowing storage of up lo 180.000 byles on a 30 minute audio cassette.
Assembled and Tested Krt

IOI-1040A. $17995 IOI-1040K. $124 95

Bare Board with Manual IO.-104QB. $3000

SVM-1
Port NumberCPM-5002A

$245

MICROPROCESSORS
F80 $1695
ZS0 (2MH1) $10 SS
ZS0A (4MHI) $14.95

COP1S02CO $19*5
6502 11195
SS00 $9.75
6802 SHOO
8008-1 $1595
aois S2400
4035 6 $2400
8080 A $1000
S0S5 $2300
TMS9900TL $49.95

SOaOA SUPPORT DEVICES

6502- BASED SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER WITH
KEYBOARD/DISPLAY. KIM 1 HARDWARE
COMPATIBLE. COMPLETE DOCUMENTATION

SVM 1 CAS6. 6NX-OOOOQ5 $39 95

THEBIGZ
THE NEW Z-80

CPU BOARD FROM JADE
Features Include S 100 Compatible, available in 2MHz or 4MHz
versions On board 2708. 2716. 2516. or 2532 EPROM can be

addressed on any 1 K 2K or 4K boundary, with power-on |ump to

EPROM Onboard EPROM may be used in SHADOW mode,
allowing lull 64K RAM to be used a Automatic MWRITE generation

it Ironl panel is not used Onboard USART lor synchronous or

asynchronous RS232 operation (onboard baud rate generator)

Reverse-channel capability on USART allows use with buttered

peripherals or devices with not-ready signal

2MHz- B*Re board 4 mhz-'""" CPU-30200B $40 00

Kit CPU-30200K 2 lbs $149 95 Kit CPU-30201K. 2 lbs $159 95
Assembled and Tested Assembled and Tested
CPU 30200A 2 lbs $199 95 CPU-30201A 2 lbs $209 95

GRI KEYBOARDS
Features Include: Full 128 character ASCII a
Trl-Mode Mos encoding e MOS/DTL/TTL
compatible output a Two-key rollover a Level

and pulse strobe a Shift and alpha lock a

Selectable parity Positive or Negative Logic
All new OEM grade components Gold

contact, low bounce keyswilhces Rugged G-
10 printed circuit board Custom 2 shot

molded keycapa a Low power consumption a

Optional numeric pad available a Custom
enclosures available.

Model 756A
Aaaembled- KBA-30756A $79.95

Model 753K (S3 Key, Teletype Keyboard with

lower case)
Kit- KBA-30753K $65.95

DB25-CONNECTORS
DB25P- CND1251 $2.25
DB25S- CND12S2 $3.25
DB25C- CND1253 (Cover) $1.50
RS232 Special: DB25P, DB25S, plua Hood
only $6.50 (Part Number: CND-1250)

8212 $2 90
8214 $4 65

$2 75"

8224 (2MHI) $4 30
8228 $2 75

8228 $6 40
8238 $6 40
8243 $8 00
8251 $7 50
8253 $20 00
8255 $6 40
8257 $1800
8259 $1600
8275 $51 20
8279 $17.70

USRT
S23S0 $10.95

UARTS
AV5-1013A $525
AY5-1014A $8.25

$525
$5.95TMS6011

6800 PRODUCT
6821P $5.25

6828P $950
SS34P $1695
68SOP $4.80

$525
$9.25

$12.00

ssaop $250
CHARACTER GENERATORS

2513 Upper (1-12 5) $6 75
2513 Lower (1-12-5) $6.75

2513 Upper (5 volt) $975
2513 Lower (5 volt) $10.95

PROMS
1702A $500
2708 $9.95
2718 $4995
2716 (5vl $49 95
2758 (Sv) $30 00

DYNAMIC RAMS
4115 $5.00
416O/4116(200n*) $12.50
210414096 $4.00

$3 95
TMS4027/4096 $4.00

STATIC RAMS 1—15 16-100
2114 (4S0f») $8 00 $6.95
2114 (3O0ne) $9.00 $8 00
TMS4044/
MM52S7(4SOne) $8 00 $7 50
TMS4044'
MM5257(300na) $9.95 $8.75

21L02 (450na) SI 50 $1.20

21L02(2S0ne) $1.75 $1.50
4200A (200n» $9.95 $8 50

410O (200na) $825 $7.00
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L
PRICES GOOO IN THE UNITS) STATES HNO CWtflDfl

PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE : 800/262-1710 ina.de can.om.a

When visiting the Los Angeles oreo. visit JflfX's retail store ot 1 3340 S. Haujthorne Blvd. in the city of Hoojthorne 1
INT6GRAL DflTfi SVST6MS MOD6L 440 PfllNT€R|

TH€ PRP€R TIG6R
,Upto, 98CPS

$99500
I 1 .75" to 9.5" Adjustable Tractor feed
I Parallel and Serial Interface

I 96 Character ASCII Set

I 1 32 columns- 6 or 8 lines/inch

I Eight software selectable Character sizes

I 1 10. 300 600. 1200 Baud Rate
(OR TH€ GRAPHIC OPTION WITH 2K BOO tlWOO Part Number: PflM-33440

MEM 2

16 K Static RAM Board
K,l <4S0n») J2S0 00
KH l?S0ns> S2iS 00
Assembled l4S0n»| $325 00
Assembled (?s.0nsl $350 00

DYNAMIC RAM BOARDS
EXPANDABLE TO 64K
32K VERSION* KITS

Jtes 4) lb (8K> 1. riOm) Uynjm.c
3AM"s. can oe cipjnded in 8K
ncrementj up to 3?K

SK $159 M
16K $199 95

24K $249 95
32K $299 95

64K VERSION »KITS
<Se» 41 lb (16K. 1 ?0Oni| Dynamic
iAWs. tan t>e expanded in 16K
Cfefnents uO to 64K
16K $249 95
32K $369 95

48K $469 95
64K $569 95

DIP SWITCHES
Pert No. positions 1-9

SWD 103 3 till SWD-107
SWD 104 4 $120 SWD 106

SWO 105 5 $124 SWD 109

SWO 106 6 $128 SWD 110

411<tHt*H

• $1 34

9 $1 36

10 $1 38

CABLES

STATIC RAM
BOARDS

JADE 8K
Kits: 4S0ns $125.95

2S0n$ $149.75
Assembled & Tested:

450ns $139.75
250ns $169.75

Bare Board: $ 25.00
32K Static
Assembled & Tested:

250ns
450ns
250ns Kit

$795.00
$725.00
$575.00

L.S. Engineering
EPROM Eraser

Features Include: Erases
up to 48 I.C.* at a time •

Uses popular (and readily

available 12* shortwave
UV bulb*) • Handsome
smoke-plastic case •

Includes bulb •

Just plug It in and you're
ready to got

XME-3200. $39.95

POW€R
supplies

>SD 2*9* fofl Single S 1 4 O-th

3fi*p By Pow>' On* Of Alpha Pow»'
SV fttTA, • 12V at VIA J52 00

PSD 20SA For Single 8 Disk Dove
By Power One SV 41 1A SV at SA
24V ti 1 SA $89 9*

SD 2CHSA Fo< Two 8 D>«h Dnves
y Power One or Alpha Power SV
I 2 SA SV al SA 24V al

)A S12S0O
ochweM Aim 6S Power Supply
SI 0J0A SS9 9S

IM 1 or SYM 1 Power Supply
SI 020* ***9S

MINI-DISK CABLE KIT To connect
two 5 14 drive* to dish controller

board Contains assembled and lestec

5 long signal cable with 34 pin edge
connectors Also includes cables and
connector for D C power supply
WCA 3431K $34 95

8 OISKCABLEKIT To connect two 8
disk drives to edge-type controller

(e g Versatloppy. Double D)
Contains assembled and tested signal

cable with connectors plus cable and
connectors tor both AC and DC
power
WCA 503 IK $38 45

8 OISK CABLE KIT Same as WCA
S031K eicept controller end ot signal

cable uses Header type connector,
e g tor Tarbell Controller
WCA 5032K $38 95

SIGNAL CABLE ONLY For one 5 1 4

drive to edge type controller connector
(e g TRS-80 lo Vista Dish Drive)

WCA 3421A $24 95

Same as Above eicept tor two 5 1 4

drives WCA 3431 A $29 95

JRD6

FLOPPY
1

DISK

SP€Clfll
INCLUDES Two Siemens/GSI 8

floppy Disk Drives Power Supply

Jocfe Double Density Board (Kit)

CP/M" Operating System with Basic

£ (CP/M is o registered trademark of

Digital Research) Pockoge of 10
Blond 8 Diskettes (Double Density)

Interface Cables

IF purchased separately this

pockoge would cost: $1 544.95.

JflD€ SP€Clfll

$1225.00
JADt

ISO—BUS
MOTHERBOARDS

Comet in either 6. 12. or
It slot sixes. These
boards with a special

ground plane assure a
silent operation
JADE 6 Slot

Kit $49 95
Assembled SS995
Bare Board $24 95

JAOE 12 Slot

Kit tat *5
Assembled $99 95
Bare Board $39 95

JAOE 18 Slot

Kit $129 95
Assembled $149 95
Bare Board $59 95

THE PIGGY MAINFRAME

This sleak new mainframe Is neatly trimmed to hold sli S- 100

boards, three mini-floppy drives, and is available In five colors. Power
requirements: 115/220 VAC, SO/60 HZ. Weight: 27 lbs. (with drives).

Dimensions: 21.375" Wide X 8 4 High X 15.S75" Deep. Power Supply:

8 volts at 18 Amps unregulated. I 16 volts at 3 amps unregulated. - 16

volts at 3 amps unregulated, - 5 volts at 3 amps regulated, - Wvoltsat
3 amps regulated.

THE PIGGY IS HERE!

THE PIGGY (W.lhoul Dnvesl

PART NUMBER ENS 10S120

S47S.00

SP€Clfll
5'A" Diskettes

$29.95/8ox of T€N
SPCCIPr

1

SOFT. 10. or 16 S€CTOR

8" SINGL€ SID€. SINGL6 D€NSITV

$34.95/8ox of T€N

TH€ JAD€ "DOUBL6-D"
INT€IUG€NT

DISK CONTROLL6R
a Kl \l> V.KIII IN SIM, I | OK I Mil 111 I

1)1 NMI>
K- ,., 5'/,- DKIU S

a (T M COM I'M I HI I IN I I I HI R
1)1 NSIIY
a ONBOARD /Kl) CPU AIIOV.S
I Nl\l RNAI SYSTI M COMPATIBII ll>

el'ROsiRAMMI I) DATA I R ANSI I R NO
DMA
e CON I KOI N UP l()« DRIM S

• Sill I V. AKI Slllll AHI I Dl NSIll

Our new controller utilizes the IBM standard

Inrmjts lor prosen reliabilit} Data recover} in

:nch;iccd through use ol a phasc-liK-kcd-loop

data sepcralion cticuil and vs r i u-

prccnmpcnsation Single and douhlc dcnsitv

diskettes can he mixed in the same ssstcm.

Assembled and lesicd

IOD-I200A. 2 Ihs .. S299 95
Kit

IOD-I200K. 2 Ihs . . $249 95

Bare Board » Manual
IOD-I200B. 2 Ihs . . . 555.00

Manual
IOD-I200M. I In ... $1000

Computer Products "
4901 WROSECRANS AVE. HAWTHORNE. CALIFORNIA. 9025

(211) e7»-M11

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-262-1710 PJPJ 800-421-5809

INSIDE CALIFORNIA f|j§,
CONTINENTAL U.S.

WRITE PON OUR FREE CATALOG
Cash, checks, money orders, and credit cards accepted.

Minimum order $10.00. California residents add 6 J sales Ian.

Minimum shipping and handling charge: $2.50. Discounts

available at OEM quantities.

PRICES SUBJECT TO CHRNGC- WITHOUT PRIOR NOTICE

For Export inrormotkxi send for o JRDE lOTEteWIONM. CHTRlOG

VB-1B VIDEO INTERFACE
S-100 Compatible Serial Inter
face with Sockets included.
Kit »1 17.95
Assembled & Tested $159.95
Bare Board w/manual S 39.00

FLOPPY DISK INTERFACE
JAOE FLOPPY OISK (Tarbell
board)

JADE KIT $190.00
A»»*mbled * Tested $260.00

S.D. Computer Products
VERSA-FLOPPY

K,t S159 96
Assembled C Tested S239 00

DISK DRIVES
MPI B51 5 1/4 " MSM-ISSioo $295.00
Single or double density, up to 4G
tracks, track to track access time
only 5ms.

MPI BS2 S 1/4" MSM1SSM0 $450.00
Double head version ol MPI BS1

Shugart SA400 5 1/4" $325.00
Single Density. 35 Track

Siemens FDD100-8 8 $495.00
Shugart 801 R replacement. Single or

double density, runs cooler and
quieter.

Siemens FDD200-8 8 $575.00
Double head version of FDD100-8
capable ol double density, double
sided storage.

Shugart 801R 8 "

Hard or soft sectored,
drive.

$875.00
400K BYTE

vista roo
mini dish
SYSTEM

FOR TRS—80
$395.00.

PART NUMBER: MSH-lse0O0
Includes disk drive, power supply,
regulator board, and compact case
The V-iO otters n: more storage
capacity Simply lake it cut ol the boi
plug in the cable, and it s ready lo run
Requires 1SK. Level II. e.p.nsion
interlace

Interface Cable . . $24.95
PART NUMBER WCAK21AIBfBWC*
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Cassette Tape Monitor
Build It Yourself

Frank C.Salerno III

A build-it-trom-scratch construc-

tion project for TRS-80 and Apple
cassette systems.

Here's a handy accessory for your

computer if you load programs from

an inexpensive cassette recorder.

This neat little gadget will: allow

monitoring of your cassette re-

corder's output without pulling out

the earphone plug; indicate the

correct volume level for loading pro-

grams; and, permit manual control of

your cassette recorder's motor (if it is

under computer control) without
pulling out the remote plug.

The unit shown in Photo 1 will

work with a TRS-80 computer (with

tape control). I am presently using a

unit without the tape control feature

on my Apple II computer.
Either version can be built in

several evenings from readily avail-

able parts. Most of the parts can be
purchased at your neighborhood
Radio Shack store for under $25.00.

rf

ON

-tvVtM-

Audio

p- *

Remote (From Recorder)

OFF

m ; ion.

(adjust Finn

Figure 1. Circuit Schematic.

Meier Level

Adju»t

fif^*—CaV^—»-

—^3 SKA 'N4003

Photos by Ronald C. Ard. D.D.S.

Frank C. Salerno III, P.O. Box 2601, Weirton,

r^

wuai J

Tap* Control

S2

^s
WV 26062.

Remote (To Computer)

Photo 1. The Unit.

The only parts not available at Radio
Shack are the speaker grill , epoxy , dry
transfer lettering and clear lacquer.

The Circuit

The circuit schematic is shown in

Figure 1 . This is the circuit to be used
with a computer such as the TRS-80.
Deleting J3, J4 and S2 will give a
circuit diagram for use with a com-
puter such as the Apple II

.

Audio from the tape recorder is

applied to either J1 or J2. The other
jack is then connected to the com-
puter with a six-foot long miniplug-
to-miniplug patch cord. SPK, R1, S1
and R2 comprise the monitor circuit.

R2 is the monitor level adjust. R1 is

included to prevent circuit impedance
from changing if the monitor is

switched off. The meter movement,
D1, D2, D3 and R3 comprise the
volume level meter circuit. D1 and D2
protect the meter movement in case
the volume level is too high. R3 is the
meter level adjustment. 03 rectifies

the audio so the meter can display it.

The tape control circuit is com-
prised on J3, J4 and S2.
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Cassette, con't...
is to be used with an Apple II. Mark
holes % inch from the edge of the
case and IV2 inch from the top. Drill

holes to fit your switches. Check for
proper fit, but don't mount them.

Photo 2. Layout of the components.

Construction

Layout of the components is not
critical. If the general layout in Photo
2 is followed there should be no
problems. The only tight spot is

between S1 and the speaker magnet.
This was solved by wrapping some
plastic electrical tape around the

speaker magnet before mounting it.

A patch cord has to be con-

structed from a piece of speaker wire

and a sub-mini plug on each end. This
patch cord connects the tape control

circuit to the tape recorder via J3.

Mark a 1 % inch circle on the side

of the case on which the speaker is to

be mounted. Drill a pilot hole big

enough for a coping saw blade to fit

through. Put a coping saw blade

through the pilot hole, attach it to the

saw and saw away until the circle is

cut out. File any rough edges. Cut
a piece of speaker grill mesh 1-15/16

inch by 2-3/8 inch. Check to see that

it covers the hole neatly from inside

PhotoS. Side view of speaker grill.

the case (Photo 3). Next, follow the
drilling guide that comes with the
meter movement. Cut an opening for

the meter using the same method as
the speaker. Mark the opening to be
cut, drill a pilot hole, and use the
coping saw. File any rough edges.
See if the meter fits properly in the
hole that was just cut. Do not mount it

yet. There is more drilling to be done
and it m ight get damaged

.

Now mark the locations for S1 and
S2. Remember, leave S2 out if the unit

Photo 4. Side view of jacks.

Mark and drill holes for J1, J2, J3
and J4 as shown in Photo 4.

Remember, you only need J3 and J4 if

this is for a TRS-80. Mount the

switches and jacks in their proper
locations. Solder the wires and the 10
ohm resistor to S1.

Take the 2 inch speaker and wrap
electrical tape around the speaker
magnet. Using epoxy, glue the piece
of grill and speaker in place. Make
sure the speaker terminals are in a
convenient position. Put the case in a
safe place and allow the epoxy to

harden.
While the epoxy is hardening, the

meter scale and label can be copied
and applied. The scale (shown full

size in Figure 2) can be copied on a 1

inch by 3 inch self-stick label and
trimmed to size. The scale can be
colored if desired. The new meter
function label, "Volume Level," can
also be copied onto a self-stick label

.

After the new scale and function

label have been copied the meter
cover must be opened carefully by
using a small screwdriver. Four slots
in the meter case make removal of the
cover quite simple. Apply the new
scale and function label (referring to
Photo 1) and snap the meter together
again.

If the epoxy has hardened, the
meter and other components can be
mounted and wired according to
Figure 1 and Photo 2. Don't close the
case or apply the dry transfer lettering

when the wiring is finished since R2
and R3 still need adjusting.

Checkout and Calibration

Hook up the unit using the new
patch cords. Load a program from the
cassette recorder as you normally
would. Turn the monitor switch on.
Adjust R2 until the volume is at a
comfortable listening level. Adjust R3
at this time until the meter needle is

centered in the GOOD range. Check
for proper operation of the switches.
If all is in order disconnect the unit

and close the case. The dry transfer
lettering can now be applied. Once
the lettering has been applied a thin
coat of clear lacquer should be
brushed over them to make them
scratch resistant.

Using the Unit

Reconnect the unit. Whenever a
program is loaded from the cassette
recorder simply adjust the recorder's
volume level until the meter is in the
GOOD range. The tape control and
monitor switches save you from ever
pulling a mini-plug to hear or control
what is being loaded. D

Parts List

Radio Shack
Part Description Catalog * Qty

Case Aluminum Case, 5% x3x2-1 /8 270-238 1

Meter 0-1 mA Panel Meter 22-052 1

D1.D2 Germanium Diodes, 1 N34A 276-1123 2
D3 Diodes, 1N4003 276-1102 1

S1.S2 SPDT Toggle Switches 275462 2
R1 10 Ohm Resistor 271-001 1

R2, R3 5000 Ohm Trim Potentiometers 271-217 2
J1.J2 Mini-phone Jacks 274-253 2

J3.J4 Sub-Mini Phone Jacks 274-292 2

6PKR 2 inch Speaker, 8 Ohm 40-245 1

Cord 6 ft. Patch Cord Mlni-to-Mlnl 42-2420 1

MISC Epoxy, Clear Lacquer, Self-Stick

Labels, Dry Transfer Letters, Wire
and Speaker Grill
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From PEflGCM

One-Drive System:

$399. (40-tfack) & $675. (77-track)

Two-Drive System:

$795. (40-tfack drives) & $1350. (77-track drives)

Three-Drive System:

$1195. (40-track drives) & $2025. (77-track drives)

Requires Expansion Interlace. Level II BASIC & 16K RAM

Low Cost Add-On Storage for Your TRS-80 .

In the Size You Want.
When you're ready for add-on disk storage, we're ready for you.

Ready with six mini-disk storage systems— 102K bytes to 591 K bytes of

additional on-line storage for your TRS-80*.

• Choose either 40-track TFD-100™ drives

or 77-track TFD-200™ drives.

• One-, two- and three-drive systems im-
mediately available.

• Systems include Percom PATCH PAK
#1™, on disk, at no extra charge. PATCH
PAK #1"* de-glitches and upgrades
TRSDOS for 40- and 77-track operation.

» TFD-100™ drives accommodate "flippy

disks." Store 205K bytes per mini-disk.

• Low prices. A single-drive TFD-100 w

costs just $399. Price includes PATCH
PAK #1™ disk.

• Enclosures are finished in system-
compatible "Tandy-silver" enamel.

Whether you need a single, 40-

track TFD-1 00™ add-on or a three-drive

add-on with 77-track TFD-200™s, you
get more data storage for less money
from Percom.

Our TFD-100™ drive, for example,
lets you store 102.4K bytes of data on
one side of a disk — compared to 80K
bytes on a TRS-80* mini-disk drive —
and 102.4K bytes on the other side, too.

Something you can't do with a TRS-80*
drive. That's almost 205K bytes per
mini-disk.

And the TFD-200™ drives provide
1 97K bytes of on-line storage per drive

— 197K, 394K and 591 K bytes for one-,

two and three-drive systems.
PATCH PAK #1™, our upgrade

program for your TRSDOS*, not only

extends TRSDOS* to accommodate 40-

and 77-track drives, it enhances
TRSDOS* in other ways as well. PATCH
PAK #1™ is supplied with each drive

system at no additional charge.
The reason you get more for less

from Percom is simple. Peripherals are
not a sideline at Percom. Selling disk

systems and other peripherals is our
main business — the reason you get

more engineering, more reliability and
more back up support for less money.

In the Product Development Queue ... a printer interface for using your TRS-80' with any

serial printer, and . . . thef/ec'r/c Crayon™* to map your computer memory onto your color TV
screen — lor games, animated shows, business displays, graphs, etc. Coming PDQ!

™ TFD-100. TFD-200 PATCH PAK and Electric Crayon ire trademarks ot PERCOM DATA COMPANY
'TRS-80 and TRSDOS are trademarks oi Tandy Corporation and Radio Shack arhrch lave no relationship lo PERCOM DATA COMPANY

PERCOM
PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
211 N. KIRBY • GARLAND, TX. • 75042

To order add-on mini-disk storage lor your TRS-80*

,

or request additional literature, call Percom's toll-free

number: 1-800-527-1592. For detailed Technical infor-

mation call (214) 272-3421.

Orders may be paid by check or money order, or

charged to Visa or Master Charge credit accounts. Texas

residents must add 5% sales tax.

Percom 'peripherals for personal computing'
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BASIC Tricks

Jordan Mechner

It's a familiar situation. You're
sitting down at your personal com-
puter, happily typing in a program you
found in a book or magazine. Upon
running the program, you're hit with a
loud beep and a SYNTAX ERROR.
You look at the last line you typed,
and find something like

1040 FOR I 1T08:
FOR J = 1T08: A(I,J) = 0:
NEXTJ:NEXTI

What's the problem? Your BASIC
doesn't support arrays of more than
one dimension. Or perhaps it's string

functions, or formatted print capabil-

ity, or some other advanced feature.

Whatever you do, don't throw up
your hands in despair and turn off the
computer! There are ways to simulate
these advanced features even in

minimal BASIC.

Double subscripts

Every array of two dimensions can
be "unraveled" into an array of one
dimension. For example, the array

12 3 4
5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12

can be "unraveled" into

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

What we want is a formula that will

tell us what position in the second
array corresponds to a position in the

first array. The formula can be easily

found by inspection. If A1 is the first

array, A2 is the second array, and C is

the number of columns in A1 , then

A1(I,J) = A2(C*I + J-C)

Wherever you encounter an ex-

pression using double subscripts,
this formula can be put to good use.

Checkers, Nim, Tic-Tac-Toe and
other games requiring arrays of two
dimensions can be programmed even
in minimal BASIC.

Formatting

There is a simple method for con-
trolling the number of decimal places
printed by the computer. To print the

number N to P decimal places, use
the formula

INT((10 A P)*N)/(10 A P)

Jordan Mechner, 85 Heights Cross Rd., Chap-
paqua, NY 10514.

The effect of this formula is to

move the decimal point forward P
place, to chop off the remaining
places with the INT function, and to

move the decimal point back P places
to where it started.

This formula cannot match the
power of the PRINT USING state-

ment, which allows automatic print-

ing of commas, dollar signs, and
special symbols, but for most appli-

cations it is sufficient.

Trigonometric functions

The SIN(), COS() and TAN() func-
tions can be calculated by fairly

simple subroutines. Here is the SIN()

subroutine.

10S = 0:1 = 1

20 FOR C = 1TONSTEP2:
F = 1 : FORD = 1TOC:
F = F*D: NEXTD:
S = S + I*(X A C)/F:I = -l:

NEXTC
30 RETURN
S represents the value of SIN(X). N

represents the precision with which S
is to be calculated (the greater the
value of N, the more accurate the
value of S). I, C, D and F are important
only within the subroutine.

The subroutine for COS() is

similar. The only difference is that

line 20 must be changed to

20FORC = 0TONSTEP2...

And, since tan x = sin x/cos x,

the value of the TAN() function can be
calculated by using the above sub-
routines to find the value of the SIN()

function and the COS() function and
dividing the two results.

Rounding off

The expression

INT (X + 0.5)

rounds X off to the nearest integer.

For example,

INT (0.7 + 0.5)= INT (1.2) = 1

INT (0.4 + 0.5) = INT(0.9) =

In short, if X is closer to the
integer following it than to the one
preceding it, the 0.5 will send it over
the top.

We can use this trick to improve
our "formatting" expression to

INT((10*P)*N+0.5)/(10*P)

The STEP clause

Many extended BASICS support
the FOR-TO-STEP statement. This
useful clause can be simulated with
the addition of only one extra line.

10FORV = ATOBSTEPS

20 NEXT V

can be replaced by

10 FOR U = A TO INT(B/S) +

1

15V = S*U-S

20 NEXT U

If the increment S is negative,
however, this will not work. Instead,

10FORV = BTOASTEP-1

20 NEXT V

can be replaced by

10FORU = ATOB
15V = (A + B)-U

20 NEXT U

The ELSE clause

A statement of the form

10 IF C THEN A ELSE B

is equivalent to

10IFCTHENA : GO TO 30
20 B
30...

This is a rather obvious modification,
but it's useful nonetheless.

Logarithms

Your BASIC may support a natural

logarithm function, but not a com-
mon logarithm or base-n logarithm
function. With any logarithm func-
tion, however, you have the ability to
calculate logs to any base.

The base-n logarithm of x is, for

anyn,

LOG(X)/LOG(N).

Roots

Nearly all BASICS have a SQR()
function, but not many have func-
tions to calculate other roots, such as
cube roots or fourth roots. There is a
simple formula to do this.

The nth root of x is, for any x,

X(1/N).

Using this formula, the square root of

7 is

7*0.5

and the cube root of 27 is

27*0.333333. D
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Another new game from Creative Computing ....

The French Military Game
Gerald H. Herd

This article describes a game with
fairly simple rules which is surpris-

ingly non-trivial. The game is called

the French Military Game, or FMG for

short. FMG is analyzed in some detail

in The Sixth Book of Mathematical
Games from Scientific American by
Martin Gardner.

The Game

The playing field for FMG is

shown in Figure 1. For notational
reasons, the spots or circles on the
playing field are numbered. One
player, White, has three men that are
initially placed on spots 1, 2, and 4.

Figure 1 . FMG Playing Field.

White moves In these directions only.

Gerald H. Herd, 3781 Whispering Pines Dr.
Pensacola, FL 32504.

Black, his opponent, has only one
man, placed initially on spot 6. White
has the first move and the game
proceeds with White and Black alter-

nating moves. Black may move his

piece in any direction along a line

from one spot to a vacant neighboring
spot, such as spot 6 to spot 10. White,
on his turn, may also move any one of

his pieces along a line to a vacant
neighboring spot, but only left, right,

forward, diagonally left or diagonally
right forward, never backwards
(toward spot 1 ). There are no captures
and two pieces may never occupy the
same spot. White wins the game by
pinning the Black piece so that Black
has no move. This usually occurs with
the White pieces on spots 8, 9, and 10
and the Black piece pinned on spot
1 1 . It is possible to pin Black on spot 5
or spot 7, but Black has to play rather

stupidly to let this happen. Black
wins by reaching spot 1 or if a situ-

ation develops in which the same
moves are repeated endlessly. White
can always win if he plays correctly

and does not make any mistakes.
White can always win even if the
Black piece does not start out on spot
6. The reader should refer to Mr.

Gardner's original article for more
detailed analysis of the game.

Computer Version

The rules for the computer version
of FMG are as described previously.

The computer plays the Black piece
and keeps up with where the pieces
are on the board. The program will ask
the White player (you) for a move after

printing out the current positions of

the pieces. If the White player wishes
to concede defeat, he enters a 0, as
his move. Otherwise, he moves the
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piece he desires by entering the start-

ing spot and ending spot for the
piece. For instance, White's first

move might be entered as 1 , 3 to move
the White piece on spot 1 to spot 3.

The program is set up to assume a
victory for Black if Black has not been
trapped after 20 moves, as well as
check for Black reaching spot 1 or

being pinned.
The program is organized as

follows. Lines 1 through 390 are

initialization routines for the board
position and data arrays used by the
program. Lines 500 through 840 form
the main game playing loop. This
loop calls subroutines in the proper
order to accept White's move, check it

for legality, pick Black's response,
detect an end of game, etc. The sub-
routine at line 2000 checks for a legal

move by White. The subroutine at line

3000 calculates a position number
which is used by subroutine 4000 to

pick Black's best reply. The sub-
routine at 6000 updates the array A
between games so that the program
appears to learn to play better as it

gains experience.
The learning strategy used is

usually referred to as a matchbox
learning strategy, after the title of

another article by Martin Gardner.
Those who wish to read more of the
technique are referred to The Unex-
pected Hanging by Martin Gardner. In

general, the matchbox learning tech-

nique has been useful in program-
ming comparatively simple games
such as Nim, Chomp, Tic-Tac-Toe,
andFMG.

When programming FMG, I tried

to stay as close to Dartmouth BASIC
as I could in order to avoid portability

problems when running the program
on another system. There are two
lines of the program which require a

little explanation. Line 190 reads data
from a floppy disk into array A. Line

830 stores the updated array A back to

the disk when the playing session is

over. These two lines save what the

computer has learned from one play-

ing session to another. For those
whose system does not allow data
files, replace line 190 with a MAT
A = ZER, and line 830 with a REM
statement.

A sample game is shown in Figure
2. The program listing and variable

cross-reference list is shown in

Figure 3.

'-PUN
Figure 2. Sample game, where the computer

won.

RUN
UHIVt HM rlT 1 2
YOUR MOVE. FROM-'

I MOVE TO 18
WHITE HAS PIECES
V0UR MOVE. FR0M-T0 Xi

I HOVE TO 7
WHITE HAS PIECES AT 6
YOUR MOVE. FR0M-T0 Xi

I MOVE TO 10
WHITE HAS PIECES AT 6 5
YOUR MOVE. FROM-T0 Xi
•>4.7

I MOVE TO 9
WHITE HAS PIECES AT 6 5
YOUR MOVE. FR0M-10
?7i 1 Ci

I MOVE TO
WHITE HAS PIECES AT 6 5
YOUR MOVE. FR0M-T0 Xi

e 9
I MOVE TO 11

WHITE HAS PIECES AT 6 5
YOUR MOVE. FROM-i
->5>8

I MOVE TO 10
WHITE HAS PIECES AT 6 8
YOUR MOVE. FROM-l

I HOVE Tl

WHITE HAS Pit 8
YOUR MOVE. FROM '

I WIN. . .

WANT TO PLAY AGAIN l-YES.O-NO)

Figure 3A. Listing for FMG .

-THE IS AT 6

THE Bl Act PUCE IS AT 10

THE BLACK PIECE IS AT 7

THE f S AT 10

THE BLACI PIECE IS AT 9

THE eLACt PIECE I

'THE BLACI PIECE IS AT 11

IE 8LP, 10

THI

2170
2180
2190
2200
3000
3010
3020
303O
3040
3050
4000
4010
4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
4075
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
6000
6010
6020
603O
604O
6056
6060
8999
9000
9010
9020
9030
9040
9050
9060
9070
9080
9090
9100
9110

BLACKS BEST MOVE

REM LEGAL MOVE FOR WHITE
LET WCJ2]=Y
LET L2=+l
RETURN
REM SUB. TO CALCULATE NEW WHITE POSH lull NUMBER
LET A3"FNT<«[ 1 ] )+FNT> W[ 2 1>*FHT< W[

FOR S3»l TO 165
IF SCS3 3=A3 THEN 3050
NEXT S3
RETURN
REM PICI
LET H4 =

FOR 14=1 TO 11

IF LIB. I4] = THEN 411U
REM ADJACENT MOVE FOUND.
FOR J4"l TO 3
IF WC J4T=I4 THEN 4110
NEXT J4
IF M4-=0 THEN
IF AtS3»H4]
REM NEW BEST
LET M4=I4
HEXT 14
RETURN
REM UPDATE AT GAME
FOR 16=1 TO 18 1

LET S=PC 16.1 I

LET M = PC I€
LET ACS.M]=A[ S-Ml + W
NEXT 16
RETURN
REM DATA FOP
DATA 0i

DATA

4100
= At S3. 14]
MOVE

END

OCCUPIED BY UHITr'

THEN 4110

L ARRAY
0) 0.0.0.0.0.0

1 .0,2.0.2.2.0.0.0.0.0
DATA 1.2.0.2.0.2-0.0.0.0.0
DATA 1,0,2.0.0.2.2.0.0.0.0
DATA 0, 1.0.0,0. 2. 0.2, 0,0,0
DATA 0.1.1.1.2,0.2.2.2.2.0
DATA 0,0,0,1,0.2.0.0.0,2,0
DATA 0,0,0.0.1.1.0,0.2.0,2
DATA 0,0,0,0.0. 1.0.2.1
DATA 0.0,0,0,0.1.1,0.2,0,2
DATA 0,0,0,0.0.0.0,2,2,2,0
END
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Military, con't... Figure 3A. Listing for FMG
5 DEF FN1 -1

>

ie REM FRENCH MILITARY GAME. SIXTH BOO! OF MATH.GA ARDNER
REN INCORPORATES MATCH. LEARNING FROM UNEXPECTED HANGING-GARDNER
REM PROGRAMMED BY G.H. HERD SEPT 191
REM DECLARE ARRAYS SpA.H.R.L INTEGER TO .L SPACE:
DIM Lit U> 11 3.SIC I65)»RIC 30.2J.AU 165.11 ].u.
REM L=LEGAL MOVE ARRAY. SO -ALL POSS. LEGAL WHITE PO
REM M<I>»POSITION OF WHITE PIECE. R-RECORD OF MOVES
REM COMPUTER MOVES BLACK PIECE- HUMAN WHITE
REM GEN. S ARRAY
LET 1 = 1

FOR L=l TO 9
LET L1"FNT<L>
FOR M=L + 1 TO 18
LET M1=FNT(M>
FOP R=M+1 TO 11
LET S[ I3=L1+M1+FNT
LET 1=1+1
NEXT R

28
25
29
30
40
50
60
70
75
80
98
188
118
128
138
148
158
168
178
188
198
200
218
228
238
248
258
268
270
280
290
380
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
398
500
510
520
530
540
541

NEXT M
NEXT L
REM LOAD UP LEARNING CURVE
LOAD DATA »5.34,A
FOR 1=1 TO 30
FOP J"l TO 2
LET RC I.J]=0

NEXT I

FOR 1=1 TO 11
FOR J"l TO 11
READ LC I. J 3

NEXT J
NEXT I

REM
REM
REM
REM
LET
LET
LET
LET
LET

L' I.

l :
L(Ii

J =0 MEANS MOVE I TO J NOT LEGAL
J'=l MEANS MOVE I TO J LEGAL BLACI
J:=2 MEANS MOVE 1 TO J LEGAL EOTH UHT. hlU Bt l .

B-6
wr i i=i
WC 2 ]"2
W[ 3 ] = 4
10=1

GOSUE
REM MAIN PROGRAM

WHITE HA:.
PRINT 'THE BLACK

-

8 AND Y=8 then

LOOP
PIECES AT !W[ 1 j: 141

PIECE IS AT -B
FROM- 1

550 REM : LEGAI MOVE
568 GOSUI
570 IF L2-1 THEN
580 PR IN' huh IN.

"

590 G
688 REM I Ei WHAT IS WHITE POSITION .

610 GOSUI
615 IF 1

1

616 (•-
: ID YOU HI

61? G01

648 IF M4= • I HEN
IVE:

HOVE TO i M4
670 LEI R[ 10. 1 ]--

688 LET 114

690 LET
700 LET I0« 18* 1

710 IF B*l

PRIN WIN. .

.

740 LEI

PRIN1 I LOS'

A

808 PRIN' WANT TO PL A
818 INPU
B28 IF 2 I HLN

5T0RE DATA #5- 34. A
S40 STOP
2000 REM SUBR. TO CHEC* WHITES MOVE F I TV

2818 REI EGAL IF STARTING IN IT.

2020 REM AND pY) SAYS NO II FOP MHITEi AND BLACI NO I HT V

2O30 LET L2»-l
2040 FOR 12-1 TO
2050 LET J±-
2060 IF N[ HEN 2100

AGA I
! I

2070 NEXT 12
208O PEN NO WHITE PIECE AT I

2090 GOTO
2100 REM IF BLAO OCCUPIES V THEN ILLEGAL
2110 IF B-l THEN
2120 REM ILLEGAL IF WHT PIECE ALREADY AT V
2130 FOR 12=1 TO 3
2140 IF 111 12 1»V THEN .

2150 i

2160 :f l::..v]«2 THLN .
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/^"Military, con't • • Figure 3B Variable cross-reference list.

'4 1 2060

1 U 1

136 Pf4\2pRIC ]

filC ] 190 6040

UK ]

3810 4060
S10 510 .::40 2180

A

1 1*5 !30 140 14U i^^i
L *6 170 r ,

LI 136 ^^r^ kjk

M 106 110 160 6030

Ml 110 130

R 130

J 230 280
Z 310 820

B 520 690 no 2110 4030
12 2040 2050 2068 2140

10 615 670 630 700 700 6010
J2 2050 2180

Y 548 541 2118 2140 2160 2180
A3 3010 3030

L2 2030 2190
14 4820 4030 4060 4100 4 1 1

M4 660 630 690 4010 4873 4O30 4100
J4 4056 4066 4670

S3 3030 J 040
16 6010 6020 6030 6858

U 770 6040
S 6820 6848 6646

V -

CANYOUOUTSMART
OURCOMPUTER?
Don't be too sure. The computer built into

Parker Brothers game Code Name: Sector'"

is capable of making thousands
of calculations per second. It's as
powerful as early computers that filled

entire rooms and sold for millions of

dollars. And, while it gives you
clues to track down and sink a
hidden electronic submarine, it

also helps the sub escape and
counter-attack. That's the
catch that makes every game
a real challenge. Whether
you're playing alone or
against others, your
toughest opponent is the
computer. Code Name:
Sector"", the electronic
board game from
Parker Brothers. It's a
game with a mind of its own

^MRKER
BROTHERS
c 1978. Parker Brother!. Beverly. MA
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16K Static RAM
Boards for the <

SS-50 Bus
^

• Gold bus connectors
• 4 separate 4K Blocks
• Individual Addressing,
Write Protect, and Enable/
Disable for each block Memories

'29813

^^^^BFPK As above with

\j| tffltiLV
Sockets and

\9 ^k Software

.

•"** features.^ s36816

A// GIMIX memory boards are assembled,
Burnt- In for 2 weeks, and tested at 2 MHz.

Add $32.00 for 250 ns parts

8K PROM BOARD $98.34

2708s $7.90 each

SS 50 BUS 80 x 24
VIDEO BOARD

With hardware scrolling, x-y addressable cursor and
multiple character generators. It includes a TMS 2716
EPROM that contains a full 128 upper and lower case
ASCII character set with true descenders: plus a socket
for another TMS 2716 for an optional 128 character set.

plus 2K of RAM for user-defined programmable
character sets. This gives the user the ability to create
his own heiroglyphics, alphabet, graphic elements, etc
and store them on PROM. disk, or tape
The user can choose and intermix 384 different

characters from any or all of the character generators
and display up to 256 at one time, normally or inversely,
and at full or half intensity, at any location on the
screen. Contiguous 8x10 character cells permit solid
lines and connecting patterns with user definable
graphic elements.

It is addressable to any 2K boundary. GHOSTable ad-
dressing allows multiple boards at the same address,
making it ideal tor multiuser applications. The available
software includes a GMXBUG video based 3K ROM
monitor, stand alone driver routines, and a program to
create user defined characters

DELUXE VERSION $458.76
Other Video Boards from $198.71

(51

16K SYSTEMS $1294.29
Includes: Mainframe cabinet, mother
board, power supply, fan, CPU, 16K static

RAM, and choice of 1/0 card.
Other packages available.

Add $10. handling charge on orders under $200

inc.Gimix
1337 WEST 37th PLACE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60609
(312) 927-5510 • TWX 910-221-4055

The Company that delivers.
Quality Electronic products since 1975.

Another'new game from Creative Computing

\
'

\
*Manooned In Space <**

TRS-80 Action Game
« •

*

. WiHiamt. Colsher
*

In orbit around an unknown
planet, your ship's navigational com-
puter disabled, you are unable to plot

a course to return to Earth until the
planet is identified. Fortunately, the
survey sensors aboard ship still func-
tion and they can supply you with
information on the physical charac-
teristics of the planet. From this

information, you must determine
which planet you orbit. If you are
unable to identify the planet after all

the information has been supplied,
the computer, having eliminated
wrong guesses, will identify the
planet and then be able to get you
home.

I came up with the idea for this

interesting game while reading The
Promise of Space by Arthur C. Clarke.

In fact, all the data on the planets was
obtained from that book. Just reading
a table of information has always

William L. Colsher, 4328 Nutmeg Lane, Apt.

111, Lisle, IL 60532.

been a difficult way for me to learn

anything so I wrote this game to make
it a little more fun.

In addition to being fun to play,

even for someone with no prior know-
ledge of the solar system, this game
also makes interesting use of a

couple of the features of the Level-I

TRS-80. Graphics are used in a rather

limited manner to provide separation

for various parts of the display. More
interesting is the use of the "PRINT
AT" statement. By dividing the

number to be displayed by 100 (you

can use any integral power of 10 and
be safe) and then placing the "PRINT
AT" statement in a "FOR-NEXT" loop

indexed from 1 to 100 you can get a
very interesting, dynamic display.

The general consensus of opinion

from those who've played the game is

that using this technique adds to the

game simply because there seems to

be so much more going on. It makes
the display "feel" more like an actual

read-out of some instrument. D

10 REM***MAR00NED IN SPACE
20 RESTORE
22 0=0: Z«0

30 CLS:P.A.li63, "M AR00NED IN SPACE"
40 F.I-1T0S00:N.I
50 CLS:IN."D0 YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS (Y«l, N«2)";A
60 IF A-l T. G0S. 1000
70 CLStlN.'WILL YOU USE THE METRIC (1) OR ENGLISH (2) SYSTEIi";A
72 8=1: IF A-l THEN B-1.61
80 CLS:F.X«92T012 7:S.(X,1):S.(X,S5):N.X
90 F.Y=1T035:S.(92,Y):S.(93,Y):S.(126,Y):S.(127,Y):N.Y
100 P. A. 115, "PLANETS";
110 P. A. 175," 1. MERCURY";:?. A. 239," 2. VENUS"; :P. A. 303, " 3. MARS";
120 P. A. 367," 4. CERES*;:P.A.431," 5. PALLAS"; :P. A. 495, " 6. JUPITER";
130 P. A. 559," 7. SATURN"; :P. A. 623," 8. URANUS"; :P. A. 687, " 9. NEPTUNE";
160 P. A. 849, "ASSOCIATIVE LOGIC UNIT DAMAGED";
165 P. A. 901, "HUMAN INTERVENTION REQUIRED. ORBIT STABLE OVER UNKNOWN"
167 P.A.967,"PLANET. PLANETARY SURVEY DATA IS IN PREPARATION.";
170 F.I»1T025:P.A.795," "; :F.J«1T0100«N.J:P. A. 795, "EMERGENCY";
180 F.J = lT0100:N.J:;i. I

190 P. A. 768," ":P.A.832," ":P.A.896," "

200 P. A. 967," ";

220 P*RND(9)
222 IF P-0 THEN 220
224 0=P
230 F.I=1T0P:REAUA(1),A(2),A(S),A(4),A(5),A(6),A(7):N.I
240 P. A. 64, "PLANETARY SURVEY DATA";
310 M«A(1)/100
320 P. A. 192, "MASS";
330 F.I«1T0100:P.A.212,M*I;:N.I
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Marooned, con't... 992
991

31.0 P.*(EARTH-1)"; 99*
350 G0S.2000 993
h10 G-A(2)/100 996
d20 P.A. 256, "SURFACE GRAVITY"; 997
U30 F. I=1T0100:P.A.270,G-''I;:N.I 998
l»U0 P."(EARTH«1)"; 999
<tS0 GOS.2000 1000
510 V-A(3)*B/100 1010
520 P.A.S20,"ESCAPE VELOCITY"; 1020
530 F.I»lT0100iP.A.SItO,V*l;«N.I 1030
SUO IFB»1.61T.P."IC.P.S."; 1040
5U2 IFB-1T.P."M.P.S."; 1050
550 GOS.2000 10G0

610 D-A(l»)*B/100 1070

620 P. A. 38U, "DIAMETER"; 1075

630 F.I»lT0100:P.A.l»Ol»,D*l;:N.I 1080
6U0 IFB-1T.P."MILES"; 2000
6*2 IFB-1.61T. P. "KILOMETERS"; 2005
650 GOS.2000 2010
710 P.A.UU8,"NUMBER MOONS"; 2015
720 F.I-0T0A(5):P.A.l»68,l;:N.I 2020
750 GOS.2000 2030
810 V»A(6)/100 20U0
820 P. A. 512, "LENGTH OF YEAR"; 2500
830 F.I=1T0100iP.A.SS2,Y*I;iN.I 2510
8U0 P."(EARTH=1)"; 2520
850 GOS.2000 2530
910 R-A(7)*B*10000 25U0
920 P.A. 576, "DISTANCE FROM SUN"; 3000
930 F.I-1T0100:P.A.596,R*I;:N.I 3010
9kO IFB-1T.P."MILES"; 3020
9U2 IBB-1.61T. P. "KILOMETERS";
950 GOS.2000
955 IFZ-1T.3000
960 P.A.768,"I NOW HAVE ALL lECESSABY INFORMATION.

965 P. A. 832, "ARE ORBITING IS ";

967 ONOG. 991, 992, 993, 99», 995, 996, 997,998,999
970 P. "I CAN NOW PLOT A COURSE FOR HOME.";
975 G.3000
991 P. "MERCURY"; iG. 970

P."VENUS";iG.970
P. "MARS"; tG. 970
P."CERES*;iG.970
P. "PALLAS"; :G. 970
P."JUPITER*;iG.970
P. "SATURN"; :G. 970
P. "URANUS"; :G. 970
P."NEPTUNE";:G.970
CLSlP.A.15, "MAROONED IN SPACE";
P. A. 128, "IN THIS GAME YOU ARE MAROONED IN ORBIT AROUND AN UNKNOWN"
P. A. 192, "SOLAR PLANET. A iiALFUNCTION HAS PREVENTED YOUR COMPUTER"
P. A. 256, "FROM IDENTIFYING IT. THE COMPUTE!! CAM PROVIDE YOU WITH"
P.A.320,"INFORMATION ON THE PLANET FROM WHICH YOU MUST FIGURE"
P.A.38<I,"0UT WHICH PLANET IT IS."
P.A.512,"WHE THE PLANET IS IDENTIFIED, THE COMPUTER CAN PLOT A"
P. A. 570, "COURSE FOR HOME. "

P.A.960,"(ENTER TO PLAY)"; i I N.A$
RET.
REM***ASK WHAT PLANET
IFZ-1THEN RET.
P. A. 768, "WHAT PLANET ARE IJE PRESENTLY ORBI TING"; s IN.

A

IFA>OTHEN2500
P. A. 768, "DATA NOT CONSISTENT WITH INFORMATION ON THAT PLANET"
P. A. 832, "MORE INFORMATION IS IN PREPARATION."
F.I=lT0600:N.liP.A.768," ":P.A.8S2," "«RET.
P. A. 768, "MY DATA INDICATE THAT YOU ARE CORRECT. A COURSE FOR"
P. A. 852, "EARTH HAS BEEN PLOTTED. WE'LL BE HOME SOON."
P. A. 896, "FOR YOUR INFORMATION, HERE IS THE REST OF THE DATA ON";
P.A.960,"THE PREVIOUSLY UNKNOWN PLANET.";
Z-1:RET.
P.A.960,"WILL YOU PLAY AGAIN (Y=l, N-2)";:IN.A
IF A»l THEN 10

STOP
10000 D. .05, . 37, 2 . 5, 3000, 0, . 2U, 36
10010 D.. 81,. 89,6. 2, 7600,0, .61,67
10020 D. . 11, . 39, 3. 1,1)200, 2,1.89, 1U2

THE PLANET UE" 10030 D. .0002, . 1, .U,li80, 0,4.6, 256
10000 D.. 00005, .05,. 2, 300,0,0.6,257
10050 D. 318, 2. 65, 38, 86000, 12, 11. 86,080
10060 D. 95, 1. 15, 2 3, 74000, 10, 29. 5, 895
10070 0.15, 1,10, 30000, 5. 80, 1780
10080 D. 17, 1. 55, 15, 28000, 2, 16U, 8, 2 790

The new Pascal Computer System is driven by a unique 16-

bit Pascal MICROENGINE™— the first microprocessor hard-
ware designed exclusively for direct high-level language
execution. The processor is incorporated into a single
board computer system, the WD/90, which directly executes
Pascal intermediate code generated by the University of
California at San Diego (UCSD) Pascal compiler. Release
III.O. Since P-code output by the Pascal compiler repres-
ents an ideal architecture for a computer executing Pascal
programs and since the WD/90 directly executes P-code (no
interpreter), these programs execute up to five or more
times faster than equivalent systems.

The WD«) Pascal MICROENGINE" Computer
includes: Pascal MlCROENGlNE"
processor 64K bytes of RAM Memory - Two
RS-232 asynchronous/synchronous ports (1 10-19 2K
baud-full duplex) Two 8-bit parallel ports (500 kHz
maximum data rate) Floppy disk controller with direct memory access
(DMA), switch selectable for: single or double density (IBM format): mini or
standard floppy: 1 to 4 drives (same type) Floating point hardware
(proposed IEEE standard) i Memory Mapped I/O Enclosed power
supply Complete UCSD Pascal Operating System (Release III.O)

WESTERIS/ D/G/TAL
3128 Redhill Avenue, Box 2180 • Newport Beach. CA 92663

(714) 557-3550, TWX 910-595-1139

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT
DISTRIBUTOR: CIT (714) 979-9920

RETAIL: Your LOCAL COMPUTER Store

OEM: Your WESTERN DIGITAL Sales Representative
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hyno
kill two birds

with one stone?
If you have an Apple* and you want to interface it with

parallel and serial devices, we have a board for

you that will do both. It's the AIO.™

Serial Interface.
The RS-232 standard assures maximum compat-

ibility with a variety of serial devices. For ex-

ample, with the A10 you can connectyour Apple*

to a video terminal to get 80 characters per line

instead of 40, a modem to use time-sharing

services, or a printer for hard copy. The
serial interface is software programmable,

features three handshaking lines, and
includes a rotary switch to select from

7 standard baud rates. On-board firm-

ware provides a powerful driver

routine so you won't need to write any
software to utilize the interface.

Parallel Interface.
This interface can be used to connect your

Apple* to a variety of parallel printers. The
programmable I/O ports have enough lines

to handle two printers simultaneously with

handshaking control. The users manual
includes a software listing for controlling

parallel printers or, if you prefer, a par-

allel driver routine is available in firm-

ware as an option. And printing is

only one application for this general

purpose parallel interface.

Two boards in one.
The AIO is the only board on the market that can interface the Apple
to both serial and parallel devices. It can even do both at the same
time. That's the kind of innovative design and solid value that's been

going into SSM products since the beginning of personal computing.

The price, including PROMs and cables, is $135 in kit form, or $175

assembled and tested. See the AIO at your local computer
store or contact us for more information.
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SSJtt
2U6 Walsh Avenue
Santa Clara, California 95050
(408) 246-2707

'Apple is a
TM rf Apple

Inr

Thinkers' Corner
© Layman E. Allen

WORD PUZZLES

How many of the problems (a) through (f) below can
you solve by forming a network of words that have
exactly as many letters as the number listed as the
GOAL? (Suppose that each symbol below is imprinted on
a disc.)

To qualify as a network
(1 ) all sequences of discs across and down must be

words,

(2) the words must have two or more letters and not
be proper names,

(3) all of the discs in the REQUIRED column must be
used,

(4) as many of the discs in PERMITTED as you wish
may be used, and

(5) at most one of the discs in RESOURCES may be
used.

Example: The number of letters in the words of the
network
CAT is 7: CAT=3, T0=2, ON=2

ON 3 + 2 + 2 = 7
The number in the network CAT is 3.

PROS. GOAL REQUIRED PERMITTED RESOURCES

(a] 6 N EOT CEGMORS
lb] 8 AB BOR Y ADFMNOR
[C] 6 H W AES ABEFNOR
|d| 8 ABE FMT BDF I N VW
[e] 9 FY ANOU CFMOQRU
Ml 10 AN ORT BOG MNOS

f0l8F
iy\l Moqjv uuv peou pjeipejM 006 1 aouaBinaiui UBujnH (O luauiesueu,
ug am jo) uonepunog am uiojj isanbaj uodn a|qe|ieAe si saujeB |euoi|
onjisui jagio pue sigi inoqe uoiieuj jojui aajj sajnian jig pjo/v\ jo auieg
9M1 SdbOM NO 6uiAe|d i>^\ Aeuj noA a|»nd jo pui)| S141 Aolua noA ||

3 a
n n001 JO i v

N V U 111 A N V Vi |e] N IP)

N
3 H 3OHM O ION
s (o) a a v a |q) o 1*1

tsjawo ajB ajaiii A/iuanbaj/) siaMSuy paisa66n$ awog

This
Publication

isAvailable in

MICROFORM

^v

.from

Xerox
University
Microfilms

300 North Zeeb Rd
Ann Arbor Mich 48106

(313) 761-4700

PLEASE
WRITE FOR
COMPLETE
INFORMATION

J
AIO

Serial & Parallel

Apple Interface
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THE ORIGINAL

> Personal

C Computing

Plan Now to attend
the best Personal
Computing show ever,

Friday, Saturday, Sunday
October 5 -6 -7th
Philadelphia Civic Center
Philadelphia, Pa.

Don't be confused — Other shows are copying us but

they cannot equal us We are the Original Personal

Computing Show Now in our Fourth Year

PC 79*
FEATURING:

Major Exhibits

from the

Leading Companies
•

Personal Computing College

with 80 Hours of

Free Seminars by the

Industry's Leading Speakers

•
Major Emphasis

on
Software Exhibits

•
2nd Annual

Computer Music Festival

Bigger! Better!

•
Antique

Computing Devices
on Display

•

See All the Latest

Hardware
•

Business Systems
and

Business Software

For more information and a

Free subscription to our "PERSONAL
COMPUTING" newspaper, send
your name and address to:

PERSONAL COMPUTING 79
Rt. 1, Box 242 • Mays Landing. N.J. 08330 . 609/653-1188

Industry TRADE SHOW on October 4th

For exhibiting information please call or write.
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A 6502 Disassembler
In Microsoft BASIC

Anthony T. Scarpelli

The following is a program that

will disassemble the 6502 op-codes.
It will print out the address, the
op-code, any data, all in hex, and the
mnemonics and addressing mode.
The program is written in Microsoft

BASIC. It's a program that looks more
complicated than it is, but if you
follow the flow charts and the
program itself you'll see that it is

arranged into a system that could be
adapted for other microprocessors
(e.g., the Apple and PET).

My impetus for writing this

program came from many directions.

The first was that I wanted to get into

a program that had no listing.

Secondly, a disassembler program,
written by Jef Raskin for the 8080 and
published in the April 79 edition of

73, made me confident enough that it

was possible to write one in BASIC;
and, thirdly, Jim Butterfield put all

the op-codes into some semblance of

logical order, and can be seen in issue
#13 of the 6502 User Notes.

If you have ever programmed in

assembly language, you know that

the op-codes are given names which
are called mnemonics. For example,
LoaD Accumulator becomes LDA.
Also, op-codes use different amounts
of memory space, either 1, 2 or 3
bytes. Therefore, the problem is two-
fold. We have to be able to obtain
from the op-code the amount of

memory used as well as a means to
point to a table of mnemonics.
Because there was a method to the
MOS Technology madness in the
construction of the 6502 op-codes, a
way of breaking up the codes into a
right and left string was used and
using those strings to get the above
information.

The first thing we do is initialize all

the necessary arrays, data, strings

and one of two flags from lines 1 to
98. As you can see, all the mnemonics
are put into a string table from 31 to 90
and the addressing mode table is

from 91 to 98. By the use of masks on
the data these strings will be pointed
to.

Anthony T. Scarpelli, RR#1, Box 426, North
Windham, ME 04062.

DIS-

ASSEMBLER

INITIALIZE

GET COMMAND
CODE CHARACTER

GET # OF
BYTES

GET DATA
IF ANY

DISASSEMBLE
OP-CODE

GET
ADDRESSING

MODE

PRINTOUT
ALL INFO

Figure 1. Disassembler program overall flow-

chart.

The main program is from 100 to

105. It is a little weird to have a 5-line

main program but I did it this way so
that everything else is subroutine. I

have two command codes only
because of my limited memory space.
Yet if you want, simply by adding
more codes you can have a more
versatile program. It is a simple
matter to add command codes to go
forward one op-code at a time, to go
back one op-code, to branch, to jump
to subroutines and return from one,
and also to search the whole dis-

assembled program for a particular

op-code and/or data. The command
code "A" will ask for an address, and
"/" will start the disassembly process
from that address. In line 101, the
GET C$ is Microsoft's way of input-

ting a single character string and
going to the next line without hitting

return. It's good in some ways, but
the only way of stopping the program
is to hit the RETURN after the normal

124

INPUT in the "A" Start Address sub-
routine. "?" is a print statement and
";" allows multiple statements in a
line.

In this first of the subroutines you
input your address in hex, then the

string is converted to decimal by a

handy little subroutine, because
BASIC uses decimal in all its compu-
tations and I didn't want to go through
the calculator hastle. We return back
to the command code mode.

The '
"/" Continue 17 Lines' sub-

routine sets up a loop that will display

the number of lines you want. It also

goes to the meat of the program as a

subroutine, and tests the X flag which
is used in case the op-code that was
disassembled is not an op-code,
which will happen in case you run into

tables and other non op-code things.

By the repeated use of the "/", which
is near the RETURN key, you dis-

assemle the whole program. By the

way, if you don't have a printer, and
want hard copy of the program you are

taking apart, you can take pictures of

the screen using Tri-X film with a

shutter speed of 1 /30th second and a
lens opening of f /5.6.

The first thing we do at 150 is get

the op-code at the start address,

change the decimal back to a hex
string and pick off the right half and

INITIALIZE

rss

1

GET COMMAND
CODE CHARACTER

/ IS^\ GOSUB

^\"A" ./"^

'ES

A

NO

/^•8^N> GOSUB

[
NO

1

Figure 2. Main program.
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NEW POWER FOR
YOUR APPLE FROM

MOUNTAIN HARDWARE.

."*. /

ROMPLUS+
NEW EXPANDABILITY.
ROMPLUS+ is a peripheral board whose added features

can turn the Apple * computer into the most powerful
personal computer available today.

NEW POWER.
ROMPLUS+ provides six sockets to accept individually

addressable 2K ROMs or EPROM's. Keyboard Filter'",

a 2K ROM program, comes installed on the ROMPLUS+
board and adds many useful features to your Apple,
including:

• Upper and lower case letters. The only system that

offers keyboard input and standard shift key operation.
• Multiple user-defined character sets.

• Colored or inverse-colored letters.

•Keyboard macros— two key-stroke, automatic typing of

multiple, user-defined words or phrases. Including

BASIC and DOS commands.
• Mixed text and graphics.

• Improved cursor control.

• STOP LIST and END LIST.

• Works with Integer BASIC, RAM or ROM Applesoft,

and DOS.
• And more... quick to learn. Easy to use.
• Software support provided on disk includes

demonstration programs and two Editors that allow you
to define your own characters or keyboard macros.

SOPHISTICATED FIRMWARE.
In addition to the Keyboard Filter ROM, ROMPLUS+
offers five sockets for ROM or EPROM, plus scratch-

pad RAM. And, sophisticated firmware on ROMPLUS+
allows one, two, or more of its chips to be used simul-

taneously for programs longer than 2K.

EXPANDED UTILITY.
Many software programs really ought to be utilized

as firmware. ROMPLUS+ makes that an actuality for

the Apple by providing six additional ROM sockets.

AT YOUR DEALER. NOW.
$169. Complete and tested. Including the powerful

Keyboard Filter ROM and full documentation. Ask your
dealer for a demonstration.

AA Mountain Hardware, Inc.& LEADERSHIP IN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS
300 Harvey West Blvd . Santa Cruz. CA 95060
(408) 429-8600

Sounds great.

Please send me all the details on ROMPLUS+ and
Keyboard Filter.

Name

Address

City

Phone

State Zip

"Trademark ol Apple Computer Inc
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Disassembler, con't...

left half of the hex number. The clue
to whether the op-code is a 1 , 2, or 3
byte instruction is contained in the
hex number, and as you can see by
the flow chart, it's fairly easy to dig
this information out. Next, because
our final printout is going to be a

"A"
SUBROUTINE

INPUT
ADDRESS
STRING

CHANGE
TO

DECIMAL

f RETURN
J

Figure 3. Address subroutine.

string, we'll change the address to a
string at 340, and then get our spaces
in our final string set so that every-

thing is all lined up. If the instruction

is one byte long we go directly to the
disassemble subroutine. Otherwise
we have to collect any data after the
op-code and put them into a string.

After we have the mnemonics and
address mode at 450 we simply print

out all the information in 460, then we
have to get all spaces and data strings

down to nothing so no data is re-

printed, and increment the address by
one so we can disassemble the next

op-code. Just in case there was no
op-code decodable, we test a flag and
skip the printing.

The 'Disassemble Op-Code' sub-
routine is a little more complicated,
but if we want mnemonics we have to

go through it. We go back to our
broken hex number and it tells us
what we have to do. All the branch and
other instructions that have implied
addressing mode have been grouped
together. Their hex numbers were
converted to decimal and are located
in the first 38 data numbers in lines 5,

6, 7 and 8. In lines 660 to 690 we have a
loop that reads the data and compares
it to the decimal number of the op-
code. Once there's a match we can
pick off the counter and use it to point

to the mnemonic as in 710 right after

we restore our data in 700.

In case the op-code is not an
implied instruction we have to do a
different route. We first set a flag to

indicate that this other direction was

taken. Next we set a mask loop. Three

bits of the binary numbers which
makes up the op-code indicates the

addressing mode. If you mask out

these bits, the resulting number is the

same for a particular instruction no
matter what the addressing mode is.

This masked number can then be
used in the same way as above in a
counting loop. Seven different masks
are needed and the mask loop starts

at statement 540. Then at 550 to 570
we skip over the data that we are not

interested in. At 580 we AND the

decimal op-code with the first mask
and our compare loop comes next

from 590 to 620. If there was no match
we restore our data and go through
the whole thing again with our next

mask. On a correct compare we jump
to 700 which restores the data and
here both implied and non-implied'

addressing merge again. In case the
flag was not set we return from the

subroutine. Otherwise we still have to

get the string which represents the

addressing mode.
Nothing is perfect, so here our

well constructed op-codes go into

that land of otherwise. "R" is our
pointer in the addressing mode
strings from 91 to 98. From 722 to 729
we take care of all those oddball

op-codes. At 730 we AND the decimal
op-code with a mask and after

dividing by four we have our pointer

"Hello, I'm 912YZ, but everyone

usually calls me by my nicknumber,
912WX..." ©Creative Computing

Figure4. Continue subroutine.

which helps to get our string at 740.

After clearing our flag, back we go to

start the whole process over again at

the next address.
In case the data retrieved at a par-

ticular address wasn't an op-code,
both search loops fall through to a "no
op-code" message after a flag is set.

This way we can jump back through

all the returns to the command code
so we can get a new address. Another
possibility here is that because the

data is probably a table you can put in

a subroutine that will merely display

the data until you find a definite

op-code.
There are two other subroutines

which I won't go into. They merely
change the decimal numbers to hex
and vice versa. They are common
enough for no explanation.

Fun, wasn't it? I hope you can use
this program to delve into the

mysteries of those programs which
manufacturers think they can close

off to our prying little minds. When
we have kludged together systems
and want them to work with available

software that provides no listing, this

is the only method we have available

to us to get the needed information

without paying thousands of dollars.

And this method is a lot cheaper. I

hope you can use it.

References.

"6502 Op Codes," Jim Butterfleld. 6502 User

Notes, No. 13. "An 8060 Disassembler," Jef

Raskin. 73 Magazine, April, 1979.
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Disassembler, con't

GET
OP-CODE

CHANGE
DECIMAL TO
HEX STRING

BREAKDOWN
HEX NUMBER

' IS x
RIGHTS
.8-A

\ YES

\ YES

BYTE

Tno

/^IS\
RIGHTS 2

BYTES1-2-4-

\^ YES

Tno

-^IS^
RIGHTS

v E-C-D

3
BYTES

\ YES /
I NO

RIGHTS

/IS\
LEFTS
EVEN OR

\ YES 2
BYTES

S^ YES

Tno I NO

LEFTS
2 *

3
BYTES

^ YES

Tno

LEFTS
1

BYTE

1 NO

GET HEX
NUMBER

2
BYTES

NOW!!

APPLE II

FO LL

CHANGE
ADDRESS
TO STRING

SETUP
SPACES FOR
PRETTY PRINT

I

GET NO.
1 OR 2 DATA
BYTES

I

GOSUB
DISASSEMBLE

PRINT OUT ADDRESS
OP-CODE. DATA
AND ADDRESSING

INFO

RESET DATA,
SPACES. INC
FOR NEXT
ADDRESS

f RETURN
J

Figures. Get • of bytes subroutine.
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THE PROGRAMMING EFFORT-

AMAZING- CHALLENGING-
ENJOYABLE

J ENSE: ELEVEN PLAYERS - PADDIECONTR
SELECT PASS- RUS

TIMFOI

-WAT'

REALINTERA(
IMEPERIOD^

HOLDING

PASS I

VMI
JTERFERES

$1395
CASSETTE

** $1995 1
L DISKETTE \
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MEMOREX
DISKETTES

&
CARTRIDGES

for your computer or word processor

BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD" Buy
any quantity 1 • 1000. Visa.

Mastercharge accepted. Call

free (800) 235-4 1 37 for prices

and information. All orders
sent postage paid.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401. (In Cal call

(805) 543-1037.)

Disassembler, con't.

GET
RIGHT f

YES

CIRCLE 176 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SET FLAG

SET
MASK

POINTER

INCREMENT
DATA

POINTER

NEXT
MASK

AND WITH
MASK

RESTORE

PRINT NO
OP-CODE
MESSAGE

f RETURN
J

YES

GET
ADDRESSING

MODE

CLEAR
FLAG

Now you can really expand your horizons with the tiny-c

structured programming language The tiny-c owner's manual
(including 8080 and PDP- 1 1 source code and tiny-c in C) is

still just $40 And we've added these new formats to really

egg you on TRS-80 Level II SYSTEM Format Cassette. CP M
Diskettes with 8080 Source, PDP- 1 1 Diskette; North Star 6"

Diskette; KIM and SYM cassettes And there's more, plus lots to

come Order your tiny-c owner's manual today and get the

whole story Call or write: tiny c associates, PO Box 269,
Holmdel, N J 07733 (201)671-2296 ^ m
You II quickly discover tiny-c is all H^L/
it's cracked up to be. M.M
New Jersey residents include 5% sales tax Visa
and MasterCharge accepted Include charge
plate number with order «y

( return J Figures. Disassembler subroutine.

Dear Computer

:

I just got my bill from the phone
company. I was billed for calls to Saudi
Arabia. I have always lived in Ho-
boken . The closest I have been to Saudi

Arabia is Atlantic City. What can I do?
— Sheik ofHoboken

DearHobo:
Sounds like a lovesick New Jersey

computer has been running up bills on
your number. I suggest you find the

offending machine and fold, spindle,

and mutilate it.
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Disassembler, con't...

HEM 6502 DISASSEMBLER
1 DIM M(7)
2 DIM SCO
3 DIM r$(60)
h DIM S3>( 7

)

5 DATA 8, 24. 40. 56. 72. 88. 104, 120. 136,152, 168,164, 200
6 DATA ?16, 232, 248. 10, 42, 74. 106, 138, 154, 1?0. 186. 202
7 DATA 234,0,64,96.16.48,80,112,144,176,208,240
6 DATA 32.2,34,66,98,134,162,198,230.36,132.160
9 DOTfc 192.224.1.33,65,97,129.161,193.225.76
11 M(l)-227
12 M(2)=195
13 M(3)=231
14 M(4)=247
15 M(5) = 243
16 M(6)=223
)7 M(7)=28
18 S(l)--4096
19 S(2)=256
20 S(3)=l6
21 S(4) 1

22 H$="O123456709ABCDEE"
23 F=0
31 P$(l)="PHP"
32 p:;(2)="clc"
33 pi;(3)="PLP"
34 P!i(4) = "SEC"
35 P!l(5) = "PHA"
36 p:!(6)=-cli-
37 p:;(7)="PLA"
38 PI!(S) = "SEI"
39 p;;(9)-"dey-
40 p:;(io
41 P$(ll
42 PJI( 12
43 V;;(13
44 P!l( 14
45 Pi;(i5
46 Pi;(l6

47 P::(17
48 Pi;(l8
49 p:;{19
50 r:;(20
51 P!!(21
52 p:;(22

53 p::(23
54 P$(24
55 P$(25
56 P$(26

'$(27
58 Pi 1(26

59 P!i(29
60 Pii(30
61 P:i(31
62 P::(32
63 p;;(33
64 PS(34
65 P!!(35
66 r:;(36
67 p::(37
68 p:;(38

69 P!i(39

70 P!K4o
71 p:i(4i

72 P:i(42

73 Pii(43
74 p:;(44

75 P!'C*5
76 r>;:(46
77 P!i(47
78 P::(48
79 P!!(49
80 Pi 1(50
61 P!!(51

82 P!i(52

83 P:i(53
84 P: i( 51*

85 P!(55
86 P!i(56
87 P!i(57
88 Pi!(58
89 Pi if 59
90 p;K60

"TYA"
-"TAY"
="CLV"
--INY"
-"OLD"
-"INX"
"SED"

-"ASL-A
-"ROl.-A
- -l.;r-a
="R0R-A
--TXA"
= "TXS"
-"TAX"
="TSX"
="DEX"
= "N01"
-"BRK"
-••RTI"
="RTS"
= "BPI."

••
Br. 1

••

^"BVC"
-"BVS"
= "BCC"
^"BCS"
="BNE"
=«BEQ"
-"JCR"
="ASL"
-="R0L"
= "I.SR"
-••ROR"
-"STX"
^"LDX"
=-DEC"
= "INC"
^"BIT"
="STY"
="LDY-
= "CPY"
= "CPX"
-"ORA"
="AND"
="EOR"
="ADC"
="STA"
="LDA"
="CMP"
"SBC"
JMF

91 Dil(0) = "<.I,X)"
Q2 DS(1)="Z"
)) Di(2)-"I"
94 D$(3)="A"

95 D$(4)-"U).Y"
96 D$(5) "Z.X"
97 D$(6)="A.Y"
98 D$(7)="A.X"
99 REM MAIN PROGRAM
100 X
101 ?"CCMMAUD CODE "iiCET C$
102 ?iIK C$="A" THEN COSUB 113
10) ?iIP C$ "/" THEN GOSUB 118
105 GOTO 100
112 REM "A" START ADDRESS
113 INPUT "ADDRESS" |A$sN$A$
114 GOSUB 1000
115 A D
116 RETURN
117 REM "/" CONTINUE 17 LINES
118 KOR U-l TO 17

>3UB 150
120 IK X-l THEN 122
121 NEXT Q
122 RETURN
149 REM GET # OK BYTES
150 OP-PEEK(A)iN-OP
160 GOSUB 1200
170 0P$ X$
180 R$-RIGHT$(0P$,1):L$-MID$(0P$,3,1)

OR R$-"A"
OR Ril^^"
OR R!!="6"
OR R$-"C"
THEN 270
THEN B-31GOTO 310
OR L$="4" OR L$="6" THEN B=liGOT0 310

THEN B=liG0T0 310
OR R$="4" THEN B-~-2iG0T0 310
THEN B=2:G0T0 310
OR R$="D" THEN B=3>G0T0 310

SS="
SS=-

"iS2$^"
sS2$="

•:GOTO 390
"

1 GOTO 4r

IF R|-"8"
200 IF R!!="l"
210 if r:;=-"5"

220 IF R!!="E"
230 IF Rii-"9"
240 IF Li!="2"
250 IF L$-"0"
260 B=2iC0TC 310
270 N$="000"+L$
280 GOSUB 1000
290 IF D=INT(D/2)«2 OR D=0 THEN B=2>G0T0 310
300 B-3
310 0P$=RIGHT$(0P$,2)
320 N=A
330 GOSUB 1200
340 A$=X$
350 IF B=3 THEN
360 IF B=2 THEN
370 S2$="
380 GOTO 450
390 A=A+liN=PEEK(A)
400 GOSUB 1200
410 D2$=RIGHT$(X$,2)
420 A=A+1 iN-PEEK(A)
430 GOSUB 1200
440 D1$=RIGHT$(X$,2)
450 GOSUB 500
455 IF X-l THEN 460
460 ?A$i" ";0P$iS$iD2$i" " !D1$!S2$ 1 NM$|G$
470 m$-"":D2$-"":S$ "":S2$ "" :G$="" 1 A=A+ 1

480 RETURN
499 REM DISASSEMBLE OPCODE
500 IF R$="8" OR R$-"A" THEN 660
510 IF RfO-0" THEN 530
520 IK L$-"A" OR L$-"C" OR I.$ "E" THEN 530
525 GOTO 660
510 K 1

540 FOR Jl TO 7
55O FOR 11 TO 38
560 READ M
570 NEXT I

580 C-OP AND M(J)
590 KOR 1=39 TO 60
600 READ M
610 IF C=M THEN 700
620 NEXT I

630 RESTORE
640 NEXT J
650 ?"N0 OPCODE AT NEXT ADDRESS"
651 XI
652 ?"NEXT ";iRETURN
660 FOR 1=1 TO 38
670 READ M
680 IF M-OP THEN 700
690 NEXT I

695 GOTO 650
700 RESTORE
710 NM$-P$(I)
720 IF F THEN 760
722 IF OP$="AO" OR OP$="C0" OR OP$="EO" THEN R=2iG0T0 740
724 IF 0P!!="A2" THEN R=2iG0T0 740
726 if op:;="be" then r=6iC0T0 740
728 if 0p!!="96" or 0p$="b6" then g$=",z, y" igoto 750
729 IF 0P$="6C" THEN G$=",IND"iG0T0 750
730 R = (0P AND 28)/4
740 G$="."+D$(R)
750 F-0
760 RETURN
999 REM HEX TO DECIMAL ENTER WITH N$ EXITS WITH D

1000 J=l
1010 FOR 1-1 TO 4
1020 D(I)=0
1030 NEXT I

1040 FOR 1=1 TO 4
1050 D(I)=ASC(MID$(N$.J.l))-48
1060 IF D(I)>9 THEN D(I)=D(I)-7
1070 J-J+l
1080 NEXT I

1 090 D=4096»D( 1 )+256»D( 2 )•• 16«D( 3 ) +D( 4

)

1100 RETURN
1199 REM DECIMAL TO HEX ENTER WITH N EXITS WITH X$
1200 X$ •""

1220 FOR J=l TO 4
1225 P=S(J)
1230 FOR 1-1 TO 16
1240 IF N-I»P<0 THEN 1260
1250 NEXT I

1260 X$-=X$4MID$(H$.l,l)iN=N-(I-l)"P
1300 NEXT J
1310 RETURN
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TRS-80

ouble- ize haracters

Fred Blechman

If you have a BASIC Level I

TRS-80, you may want to display
double-size characters on your screen
- but you've been told that this is only
possible with Level II installed. Not
so! By "tricking" the BASIC inter-

preter, you can access the character

generator in the TRS-80, which is able

to display double-size characters.

Instead of 16 lines of 64 characters
each, you can display 16 lines of 32
double-sized characters per line.

You can "confuse" the TRS-80 if

you don't confuse yourself first.

Follow these instructions step-by-

step, including the example. After

you've done it a few times, you'll find

it very easy to do — much easier to do
than to explain! Don't try to UNDER-
STAND it -just do it!

mis nraan ma uu wi 10 nsw nuu-sts

UTTOS 91 tw us-" sou* USI* UW. I.

...M n£? 101 Ml Dim IK roaouit K-UIC
puoMi hi i«i 11 r.rm . not ant m amnu
«• Dim noniK. hopbss 1. .niMmau
1 am* this nam « saw. sn nxi n» kwu....

HI »•» TO CW11IU, FKSS DfTDP.

Generating The Program :

1

.

Turn on the computer and check
the memory by typing in P.M. and
ENTER. The display should read

3583or15871.
2. Type in this one-line program and

ENTER:
10P.#"DEFB"

3. Put a blank cassette in your
recorder (make sure it's advanced
past the leader) and set the re-

corder in RECORD.
4. Type RUN and ENTER. The tape

recorder will run briefly and record
the one-line program. Leave the
recorder in RECORD.

Fred Blechman, 7217 Bernadine, Canoga Park,
CA91307.

5. Type in the desired program in the

regular way, making sure to use
line 10. ALL PRINT and PRINTAT
statements must use repeated

characters and spaces, since this

arrangement ignores every other

character or space. Try this ex-

ample:
5 CLS
10 PRINTAT 390; "TTHHIISS IISS

AA TTEESSTT OOFF TTHHEE"
20 PRINT "DDOOUUBBLLEE
LLEETTEERR PPRROO-
GGRRAAMM"

6. Once you've typed in the program
you want, type CSAVE and
ENTER. Since the recorder was
left in RECORD mode, this will put

your program on tape.

Running The Program :

A. Rewind the cassette to the begin-

ning, advancing past the leader.

Put the recorder in the PLAY
mode.

B. Clear the computer memory by
typing in NEW and ENTER. P.M.
should read 3583 or 15871

.

C. Type CLOAD and ENTER. The
tape will run very briefly and stop.

The screen will say READY.
D. STOP the recorder, or the next

operation will cause it to run.

E. Type 1 . and ENTER. Do not forget

to type a period after the 1 . The
display will shift to the right and
then, after a brief pause, will dis-

play double-size letters. But only
every other character is displayed.

For example, instead of READY
you'll see RAY. Notice that the
prompt and cursor are also twice-

size!

F. Press BREAK and then CLEAR
keys.

G. Now put recorder in PLAY again.

H. Type CLOAD and ENTER. The
recorder will load your program

THIS IS A

SAMPLE OF

TRS-66 DOUBLE-SIZE

USING LEVEL I

into the computer memory.
I. When the recorder stops, the

screen will say RAY with a prompt
symbol below it.

J. Type RUN and ENTER and your
program will run, with all the text

double-sized (if your program was
correct!)

Notes:

(a) When in the double-size character

mode, you can make slightly over

one line of keyboard entries on the

screen. This is good for practice in

double-entry. Press BREAK and
type two entries for each character

or space.

(b) Exiting the program completely
can only be done by SHUTTING
OFF the computer! When you
press the RESET switch at the left

rear of the keyboard (under the

flip-up panel), you return to

BASIC, and you can run or list

your program, but you can't

CHANGE the program! The com-
puter, in its confused state,

shows up with a NEGATIVE
memory when P.M. is entered, so
you only get a SORRY if you try to

change instructions. Repeated
pressing of the RESET switch will

not get you out of the program -

only shutting off the computer will

do it. Leave it off for 5 or 10

seconds, turn it back on and check
memory with P.M.
To repeat, this all sounds much

tougher than it is. Try it - you'll like it!
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44How I Spent My Summer Vacation"

My father brought home a computer. It was fun. The computer was like a
teacher. I learned how to do graphs and lots of other things too. I had a really good time.'

Sonja Richman Age 9

Sonja used Program Design educational software on her TRS-80. PDI

programs and games teach subjects like programming, reading, and grammar.
Kids and adults like PDI because the programs keep them involved and

entertained while they learn.

PDI has courses for all ages. Some of Sonja's favorite courses are Graph
Builder. Story Builder, and Memory Builder: Concentration. For her parents,

we have courses like Step By Step to teach them programming and Spelling Builder.

Guaranteed to load cassettes for APPLE, PET, TRS-80 Level II, ATARI

Send for our flyer. And see Program Design software at participating

Computerlands and other fine computer stores.

Program Design. Inc., I I Idar Court. Greenwich, CT 06830 (203) 66 I -8799
CIRCLE HI ON READER SERVICE CARD



Micros "GOTO" School

Microcomputers can be used in

the classroom for: instructional acti-

vities that we associate with CAI
(Computer Assisted Instruction) or

CMI (Computer Managed Instruc-

tion); enrichment activities that we
associate with simulations and
games; making numerical calcula-

tions for the purpose of solving

mathematical problems; teaching

students how to program - primarily

in the BASIC language; and indivi-

dual exploration of original problem-
solving.

Each lesson consists of a

simple program with a

short explanation of the

new statements, a sample
run, and a series of simple
program changes for the

student to do.

This article is focused on the latter

activity. It is a report of a pilot project

in which a microcomputer was placed
in a sixth grade classroom for 8 weeks
for the purpose of developing logical

thinking skills. The students were
given instruction on how to program
the APPLE II microcomputer to draw
color graphics designs. They were
then given similar problems to solve

using the commands they had
learned.

An Apple For The Teacher

In the Spring of 1978, I contacted
Gordon Kunaschk, a sixth grade
teacher at Bose Elementary School in

Kenosha, Wisconsin. He was recep-

tive to the idea of giving up two hours
a week of class time for eight weeks to

let me teach his sixth graders how to

program a microcomputer. If nothing
else, it would be a lesson in computer
literacy. Gordie had never program-
med a computer before, but he was

Don Piele, University of Wisconsin-Parkside,
Kenosha, W1 53141.

Donald T. Piele

willing to learn along with the kids if I

was willing to provide a computer and
the necessary instruction.

The Center For The Application of

Computers at UW-Parkside sup-
ported the idea and supplied an
APPLE II microcomputer for the pro-

ject. This was a fortunate choice for

us since the APPLE II system is easy
to use: it is portable; it has a good
keyboard; and most important of all,

it has a very simple and natural set of

graphics commands that allow the

programmer to create pictures on a TV
screen using 16 different colors. The
ideas I wanted to emphasize about
computer programming would be
considerably enhanced by a graphics

display. The basic programming con-
struct of a loop, for example, could be
visualized, and every problem to be
solved by the students could be
represented by a single picture.

Getting Started

My objective for bringing a micro-

computer into a sixth grade class-

room was to create an environment
for active problem-solving. The
BASIC programming language state-

ments, enhanced by the graphics of

the APPLE II microcomputer, form

the logical building blocks. Each
lesson consists of a simple program
with a short explanation of the new
statements, a sample run, and a

series of simple program changes for

the student to do. These activities

allow the student to discover how the
statements in the program effect its

outcome. Also, problems are posed
that require the student to combine
statements in sequential order to

solve a problem. As a result of work-
ing on these questions, the student
gets a working understanding of

practical problem-solving skills such
as:

1. Understand the problem, its

givens and goals
2. Make conjectures and probe

the problem by trial and error

3. Decide on a set of possible
methods of attack
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4. Evaluate each possible ap-

proach for its correctness

5. Reflect on successful solu-

tions and generalize

Each of the following exercises

was designed to provide practice for

these skills. They are samples taken

from a larger collection and are not

contiguous lessons.

Lesson #1

Keywords: GR, COLOR, PLOT

LIST EXPLANATION
10 GR The computer is

20 COLOR = 9 put in GRaphics
mode.

20COLOR = & The COLOR is set

to orange. There
are 16 different

colors to choose
from.

30 PLOT 10,15 The position 10
over, 15 down from
the upper left hand
corner is plotted.

100 END
RUN

Programming the micro-

computer was considered

by the sixth graders to be
highly motivating. They
would rather spend their

recess on it than go out-

doors.

Your Turn (RUN the program after

each change)

1. Change line 20 to.. 20 COLOR = 3

2. Change line 30 to ...30 PLOT 5,7

3. Addline50 50PLOT5.5
4. Addline40 40COLOR=6
5. Delete Iine40 40
6. Add a point that connects 5,7

with 5,5 60 PLOT?,?

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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7. Add line 30 30 PLOT 39,39
8. Addline40 40PLOT 40,40
9. Delete line 40 40

10. Write a program that will display
the first letter of your first name
in graphics.

Lesson #5

Keywords: FOR-NEXT

LIST EXPLANATION
10 GR Begin a loop with
20 FOR I = o T0 15 l = 0and increase I

by one each time
until I = 15.

30 COLOR = I The color changes
with each pass
through the loop.

40 PLOT 1,15 The position to be
plotted changes
with each pass.

50 NEXT I End of the loop.

Go back to state-

ment 20 if I is less

than 15. Otherwise
goto line 60.

100 END
RUN

Your Turn (RUN the program after

each change.)
1. Change line 40 to 40PLOTI.10
2. Change Iine40 to 40PLOT20.I
3. Change line 20 to ....20 FOR I =

TO 39
4. Change line 40 to 40PLOTI.I
5. Addline45 45PLOT39-I.I
6. Change the program to draw + in

graphics.

Lesson #10

Keywords: RND, IF-THEN
LIST EXPLANATION

10GR
20 COLOR = 9
30 X = RND (40)

40 Y = RND (40)

50 IF Y> 20 THEN
COLOR = 3

60PLOTX.Y
70 GOTO 20
100 END

RUN

A random number
is chosen from the
numbers to 39
and put in X.

Another random
number in chosen
and placed in Y.

If Y is larger than
20 then change the
color to blue(3).

Go to line 20 and
repeat.

Your Turn (RUN the program after

each change.)
1. Change50to 50IFY»10

THEN COLOR = 3

2. Change 70 to 70 GOTO 30
3. Change 70 to 70 GOTO 20
4. Change50to 50IFX>20

THEN COLOR = 3
5. Add 55 55IFY»20THEN

COLOR =13
6. Delete 55 55
7. Change50 50IFX + Y>40

THEN COLOR = 3
8. Adjust the program to plot 4

different colors in the four differ-

ent corners of the screen

.

Tell & Run

In addition to the lessons, the
students were given short problems
to solve. They were asked to predict
the output of a given program before
they observed it run on the TV screen.
This gave the students a chance to
test their ability to reason sequen-
tially through the statements of a
program. A few examples are given
below.

#1 #2

10GR 10GR
20FORI = 0TO10 20FORI = 10to20
30 COLOR = 9 30 COLOR = I

40PLOT2.I 40HLIN0.39ATI
50 NEXT I 50 NEXT I

60 END 60 END

The original purpose for

doubling up was to provide

more computer time for the

class each week. But it

turned out to be valuable

for a completely different

reason - cooperation.

Other activities reversed the pro-

cess and presented a picture and
asked the student to write a program
that would produce the same result.

Here are a few examples

:

Computer As A Creative Tool

The APPLE II microcomputer was
left in the classroom during the week
to give the class time to experiment.
Students signed up in pairs to work
on the exercises together. The origi-

nal purpose for doubling up was to

provide more computer time for the
class each week. But it turned out to

be valuable for a completely different

reason - cooperation. The students
helped each other figure out the effect

of each new command. The program-
ming exercises facilitated discus-
sions about the behavior of each new
statement. New discoveries were
shared with pride and enthusiasm.

e computer was the focus and
facilitator for cooperative problem-
solving.

Student Reactions

After eight weeks, the students
were asked to respond to the follow-
ing questionnaire, using a scale of 1

to 5 (1 -strongly disagree, 5-strongly
agree), with responses from the 6th
grade class of 14 boys and 10 girls
recorded.

Reflections

Only a small sample of the exer-
cises done by the students are pre-
sented in this article. An entire col-
lection of problems was prepared for

the 6th grade class to be used on the
APPLE II. At the present time, good
materials are not readily available.

This presents a formidable obstacle
to the inexperienced teacher who
wants to use computers in the class-
room. As more classrooms begin
using microcomputers and sharing
their work with others, this problem
will diminish.

Students in this sixth grade class
were very enthusiastic about working
with a microcomputer. In contrast,
students at a nearby high school who
had not been exposed to computers
before were generally uninterested in

learning how to use them. Perhaps by
this time, the older students have
other activities that are more relevant.

Also, in the sixth grade the survey
shows that boys and girls are equally
confident and interested in program-
ming the computer. However, in

entries from 10th graders in an annual
computer problem-solving contest
held at UW-Parkside, the boys out-
number the girls 9 to 1. A recent
survey in Creative Computing Maga-
zine had a response with a distribu-
tion of 95.4% male and 4.2% female.

Programming the microcomputer
was considered by the sixth graders
to be highly motivating. They would
rather spend their recess on it than go
outdoors. Students came early to
school and would hang around as
long as they could after school. A
sign-up sheet became a necessity.
With practice, some of the students
became resident 'experts' able and
thrilled to help others - including the
teacher. Some of the sixth graders
entered our annual computer pro-
gramming contest.
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Games,Games,
Games...

Our best selling book, Basic Com-
puter Games, brings you 101 great

games to entertain you and your
computer! It's got all the favorites:

Blackjack, Mastermind, Super Star

Trek and more. All you need is a
BASIC speaking computer. Every
game has a complete listing, sample
run and descriptive write-up.

Swirl your cape at the bulls, relive

the Civil War, toss darts, open your
parachute at the last moment, slalom
down narrow icy courses, and dabble
with logic puzzles. You'll never watch
TV again!

Basic Computer Qames is a major
revision of the book 101 BASIC
Computer Games with all the games
now in Microsoft Basic. Paperbound,
183 pages, $7.50 plus $1.00 shipping
and handling in U.S. ($2.00 foreign).

NJ residents add 5% sales tax. Send
your order today to Creative Comput-
ing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morrlstown, NJ
07960. Visa and Master Charge are

also acceptable. For faster service,

call in your bankcard order to

:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201-540-0445)
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Research Questions

This pilot project suggests a

number of possible topics for further

investigation and research

:

1. If students learn how to pro-

gram a computer early, will

they maintain their enthusiasm
in later years?

2. If students learn how to pro-

gram a computer early, will the
interest and confidence level of

girls, In later years, continue to

match that of boys?
3. What factors influence the ac-

ceptance of microcomputers in

the classroom? Graphics?
Games? Programming prob-

lems?
4. What is the relationship be-

tween logical thinking skills

and creative programming
skill?

Conclusion

Computers have been used in

education primarily as a delivery

system for subject matter. This role

will continue to be developed even

Instead of the computer
programming the student,

the student learns how to

program the computer.

further with microcomputers. How-
ever, a new application is emerging
which is fundamentally different.

Instead of the computer programming
the student, the student learns how to

program the computer. Arthur Lueh-
mann describes it as follows

:

"Computing constitutes a new
and fundamental intellectual re-

source. To use that resource as a

mere delivery system for instruc-

tion, but not to give a student
Instruction in how he/she might
use the resource, has been the

chief failure of the CAI effort.

What a loss of opportunity if the
skill of computing were to be har-

nessed for the purpose of turning

out masses of students who are

unable to use computing."

The computer as an instrument for

learning logical thinking and prob-

lem-solving skills is only beginning to

be understood. However, with the
rapid development of low cost micro-
computers in the next few years,

computers - and hence computer
problem-solving techniques - will

become a fundamental intellectual

resource.
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APPLE II PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PIE TEXT EDITOR
PIE (PROGRAMMA IMPROVED EDITOR)
is a two-dimensional cursor-based editor
designed specifically for use with memory-
mapped and cursor -based CRT's. It is totally

different from the usual line-based editors,

which were originally designed for Teletypes.
The keys of the system input keyboard are
assigned specific PIE Editor function
commands. Some of the features included in

the PIE system are: Blinking Cursor; Cursor
movement up, down, right, left, plus tabs;

Character insert and delete; String search
forwards and backwards; Page scrolling;

GOTO line number, plus top or bottom of
file; Line insert and delete anywhere on screen;

Move and copy (single and multiple lines);

Append and clear to end of line; Efficient

memory usage. The following commands
are available in the PIE Text Editor and each
is executed by depressing the systems argu-
ment key simultaneously with the command
key desired:

[LEFT1 Move cursor one position to
the left

(RGHT) Move cursor one position to
the right

[UP] Move cursor up one line

[DOWN] Move cursor down one line

[BHOM] Home cursor in lower left

left hand corner
(HOME] Home cursor in upper left

hand corner
[-PAG] Move up (toward top of file)

one "page"
[+PAG] Move down (toward bottom

of file) one "page"
[LTAB] Move cursor left one

horizontal tab
[RTAB] Move cursor right one

horizontal tab
[GOTO] Go to top of file (line 1)

[ARG]n[GOTO] Go to line V
[BOT] Go to bottom of file

(last line + 1

)

[-SCH] Search backwards (up) into
file for the next occurence of
the string specified in the last

search command
[ARG]t[-SCH] Search backwards for

string 't'

[+SCH] Search forwards (down) into the
filt for the next occurence of the
string specified in the last search
command

[ARG]t[+SCH] Search forward for string Y
[APP] Append -move cursor to last

character of line +1

[INS] Insert a blank line beforere
the current line

[ARG]n[INS] Insert 'n' blank lines before
the current line

[DEL] Delete the current line, saving
it in the "push" buffer

[ARG] n[DEL] Delete 'n' lines and save the
first 20 in the "push" buffer

[DBLK] Delete the current line as long
as it is blank

[PUSH] Save current line in "push"
buffer

IARGI n[PUSH] Save 'n' lines in the "push"
buffer

[POP] Copy the contents of the "push"
buffer before the current line

[CINS] Enable character insert mode
[CINS] [CINS] Turn off character insert mode
JBS] Backspace
[GOB] Gobble - delete the current charac-

ter and pull remainder of characters
to right of cursor left one position

[EXIT] Scroll all text off the screen and
exit the editor

[ARG] [HOME] Home Line - scroll up to
move current line to top
of screen

[APP] (APP| Left justify cursor on current
line

[ARG] [GOB] Clear to end of line

Apple PIE Cassette 16K $19.95

TRS80PIE Cassette 16K 19.95

6502FORTH
6800 FORTH

Z-80FORTH

FORTH is a unique threaded language that is

ideally suited for systems and applications
programming on a micro-processor system.
The user may have the interactive FORTH
Compiler/Interpreter system running stand-
alone in 8K to 12K bytes of RAM. The
system also offers a built-in incremental
assembler and text editor. Since the FORTH
language is vocabulary based, the user may
tailor the system to resemble the needs and
structure of any specific application.
Programming in FORTH consists of defining
new words, which draw upon the existing
vocabulary, and which in turn may be used
to define even more complex applications.
Reverse Polish Notation and LIFO stacks
are used in the FORTH system to process
arithmetic expressions. Programs written in

FORTH are compact and very fast.

SYSTEM FEATURES & FACILITIES

Standard Vocabulary with 200 words
Incremental Assembler
Structured Programming Constructs
Text Editor
Block 1 .'0 Buffers

Cassette Based System
User Defined Stacks
Variable Length Stacks
User Defined Dictionary

Logical Dictionary Limit
Error Detection
Buffered Input

CONFIGURATIONS

AppleFORTH Cassette 16K $34.95
AppleFORTH Disk 32K 49.95

PetFORTH Cassette 16K 34.95
TRS 80FORTH Cassette 16K 34.95
SWTPCFORTH Cassette 16K 34.95

ASM/65 EDITOR ASSEMBLER
ASM/65 is a powerful, 2 pass disk-based
assembler for the Apple II Computer System.
It is a compatible subset of the FORTRAN cross
assemblers which are available for the 6500
family of micro-processors. ASM/65 features
many powerful capabilities, which are under
direct control of the user. The PIE Text Editor
co-resides with the ASM/65 Assembler to form
a comprehensive development tool for the
assembler language programmer. Following
are some of the features available in the
ASM/65 Editor Assembler.

PIE Text Editor Command Repetoire
Disk Based System
Decimal, Hexadecimal, Octal, & Binary

Constants
ASCII Literal Constants
One to Six character long symbols
Location counter addressing "*"

Addition & Subtraction Operators in
Expressions

High-Byte Selection Operator
Low-Byte Selection Operator
Source statements of the form:

[label] [opcode] [operand]
[,"comment]

56 valid machine instruction mnemonics
All valid addressing modes
Equate Directive

BYTE Directive to initialize memory
locations

WORD Directive to initialize 16-bit words
PAGE Directive to control source listing

SKIP Directive to control source listing

OPT Directive to set select options
LINK Directive to chain multiple text files

Comments
Source listing with object code and

source statements
Sorted symbol table listing

CONFIGURATION

Apple II 48K/Disk $69.95

Apple PIE Disk 32K 24.95

LISA INTERACTIVE ASSEMBLER
LISA is a totally new concept in assembly language programming. Whereas all other assemblers
use a separate or co-resident text editor to enter the assembly language program and then an
assembler to assemble the source code, LISA is fully interactive and performs syntax/addressing
mode checks as the source code is entered in. This is similar in operation to the Apple II Integer
BASIC Interpreter. All error messages that are displayed are in plain, easy to understand English,
and not simply an Error Code. Commands in LISA are structured as close as possible to those
in BASIC. Commands that are included are: LIST, DELETE, INSERT, PR #n, |N*Vn, SAVE,
LOAD, APPEND, ASM, and a special user-defineable key envisioned for use with "dumb" per-
ipherals. LISA is DISK II based and will assemble programs with a textfile too long to fit into
the Apple memory. Likewise, the code generated can also be stored on the Disk, hence freeing
up memory for even larger source programs. Despite these Disk features, LISA is very fast; in fact
LISA is fatter than most other commercially available assemblers tor the Apple II. Not only it

LISA faster, but also, due to code compression techniques used LISA requires less memory
space for the text file. A full source listing containing the object and source code are produced
by LISA, in addition to the symbol table

Apple II 32K/Disk $34.95

PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, INC.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles, CA 90010

(213) 384-0579 • 384-1116 • 384-1117
Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computers, Inc. These professional products
are available at your local computer dealer.

CIRCLE 1*3 ON READER SERVICE CARO



Another new game from Creative Computing

Geography

Jonathan Amsterdam

Geography is a simple two-player

game which has been adapted to a

game against the computer. The
instructions in the sample run explain

how to play the game.
The only problem in writing a

computer program for Geography was
the list of geographical names. In the
actual person vs. person game, any
geographical location can be used. I

chose to restrict possible choices to

the categories listed in the instruc-

tions. This results in about three

hundred pieces of data—sufficient

for a challenging game but not

enough to appreciably slow down the

computer. The list can, of course, be
extended by including categories

such as world's highest mountains,
world's longest rivers, state counties,

etc. If the game begins to slow down,
you could arrange the data in alpha-

betical order and use a more efficient

search, for example, a binary search. I

use a sequential search, with the ad-

vantage of being able to add new data
right onto the end of the program.

Geography was written on a PDP-
11 /70 with RSTS/E BASIC. String

functions may present the only

problem in translation. In RSTS/E
BASIC, for some reason, LEFT(A$,N)
will take the N leftmost characters of

AS, but RIGHT(A$,N) will take the
right part of A$ starting from the Nth
character.

Important variables: A is the
number of data elements; when
adding data, it is necessary only to

change the value of A (line 30) and the
DIM statement (line 40). Everything

else will take care of itself. B$ holds
the data; US holds the items already

used in the game ; U is the counter for

U$ and C indicates whose turn it is.

Most of the code is self-explana-

tory; the only confusing part might be
the search in lines 400-500. To prevent
the program from choosing the same
response in every game, the search
for a match begins at a random point

in the middle of the array, proceeds to

the end, then goes from the beginning

Jonathan Amsterdam. 848 Hayes St., Baldwin,
NY11510.

to the original random point. If no
match is found, the player wins;

otherwise, the response is printed

and it is the player's turn

.

Finally, for those lucky few with

voice synthesizers, Geography would
be an ideal application of computer
speech.

INSTRUCTIONS'
THIS IS A GAME OF 'GEOGRAPHY. ONE El AYI R NAMES A
GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION. IHE OIHIR PLAYER MUST NAME
A LOCATION WHOSE FIRST LETTER IS THE SAME AS THE
LAST LETTER Or THI PRECEEDING WORD. YOU WIIL PI AY
AGAINST III! COMPUTER. UNI Y THt Mil I OWING
CATEGORIES UILl BE USED:

CONTINENTS
COUNTRIES
U.S. STATES
CANADIAN PROVINI
MAJOR WORLD CI

M

U.S. STATE CAPITAl '.

OCEANS AND SEAS

ihi COMPUTER will TELL YOU IE thi LETTERS 01

YOUR ENTRY AND Hit PRECEEDING WORD DON'T MATIH,
IHI WORD HAS At READY Kt I N USED i OR lilt WORD IS
NUT IN IHI COMPUTER'S MEMORY ('ILLEGAL WORD').
II YOll CAN'T THINK OF A CORRECT RESPON
YOU MAY TYPE 'CHALLENGE.' IF YOU'VE REAI I Y

EXHAUSTED AM P08SIBLI RESPONSES) YOU 'VI WON. OTHERWISE

i

THE COMPUTER UIII PRINT OUT A POSSIBLE RESPONSE f AND
YOU Lit

DO YOU WANI TO GO FIRST? NO
ATLANTA

ZAIRE T AUSTRIA
T EAST GERMANY ALBANY
YE Ml N T YUGOSLAVIA
P Nl U YORK AUSTIN
KENYA ? NORTH AMERICA
T ALABAMA ATLANTIC OCEAN
ATHENS ? NORTH DAKOTA
T SALT LAKE CITY ARCTIC OCEAN
YELLOW SEA ? NORTH CAROLINA
•' ASIA ARKANSAS
AMSTERDAM T SOUTH DAKOTA
T MISSISIPPI ARIZONA
*** ILLEGAL WORD *** T ALBANY
' MISSISSIPPI *** ALREADY USED ***
INDIANA ? CHALLENGE
T AUGUSTA ALASKA
ANNAPOLIS YOU LOSE
? SOUTH CAROLINA PLAY AGAIN? NO

1 REM **********************
2 REM * GEOGRAPHY *
3 REM * *
4 REM * JONATHAN AMSTERDAM *
5 REM * 848 HAYES STREET *
A REM * BALDWIN NY 11510 *

7 REM * *

8 REM * JUNE 1979 *
9 REM **********************
20 RANDOMIZE
30 A=345
40 DIM B«(345).U«(345>
50 FOR 1-1 TO ASREAD B«(I)\NEXT I

60 PRINT ' INSTRUCTIONS' I \ INPUT A»\IF A«<>'YES' THEN 230
70 PRINT 'THIS IS A GAME OF 'GEOGRAPHY.' ONE PLAYER NAMES A'
80 PRINT 'GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION. THE OTHER PLAYER MUST NAME'
90 PRINT 'A LOCATION WHOSE FIRST LETTER IS THE SAME AS THE'
100 PRINT 'LAST LETTER OF THE PRECEEDING WORD. YOU WILL PLAY"
110 PRINT 'AGAINST THE COMPUTER. ONLY THE FOLLOWING '

136 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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COMPUTER RACE GAME
50% discount on the purchase of 5 (or more) Games

Discount
Price

7
Regular

price

5 for $22.38
Additional games

$4.49 each

5 for $44."
$8.95 each

Computer Rage has been hailed by educators as an outstanding
game for teaching youngsters between 7 and 14 about the binary
number system (the game uses 3 binary dice! ), parts ofa computer
system and how a program is processed. In addition the game is sheer
fun! Recommended by Instructor, The Arithmetic Teacher, The
Science Teacher, Curriculum Product Review and others.

Computer Rage is based on a large'scale multiprocessing computer
system. The objective is to move your three programs from input to
output. Moves are determined by the roll of three binary dice

representing bits in a computer. Hazards include priority interrupts,

program bugs, decision symbols, power failures and restricted input
and output channels. Notes are included for adapting game for
school instruction. A perfect introductory tool to binary math and
the seemingly-complex computer. [6Z]

Binary Dice. Now, the same dice used in Computer Rage can be
purchased separately. Three binary dice (red, green and blue) in a zip-

lock bag. $1.25 postpaid. [3G]

To Order Send order with payment to Creative Computing P.O.
Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa. Master Charge or
American Express are acceptable.

For faster service, call in your bank card order toll free to:

800-631-81 12 (in NJ call 201-540-0445)
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TRS80 realsofr^^^&ORf
4200 Wisconsin Ave NW Washington D.C 20016

TRS 80

ALL with SOUNl
Sound effects and music are new for the
TRS-80. You win find below programs with
sound which wilt entertain both you and
your friends. All require Level II and
16k, except star warp which only needs 4k.

bee wary
by Leo Christopherson from 80-U.S.
Said the spider to the bee . . . Try to
survive as the bee against the spider. By
author of Android Him. $14.95

music
by Tom Stibolt from Acorn
Enter scores to have your TRS-80 play
music, works with both disk and tape. The
"Sting" theme provided on the tape. $9.95

morse
by Phil Pilgrim from Discovery Bay
Ever want to learn Morse code? Here's
your chance. Interactive program provides
more rapid mastering of material. $14.95

yatch race
by John Greenwood from Had Hatter
Turn-of-the-century board game of skill
and strategy. Sail around three buoys
avoiding islands and peninsulas. $7.95

life two
by Leo Christopherson from 80-U.S.
Two programs. Battle of Life allows
several players and has noisy creatures.
Other version 1s Conway's Life at 100
generations per minute. $14.95

star warp+
by Mike Partain and Ray Daly from Acorn
Star Warp requires real-time positioning
of cross-hairs and Includes a timer and
scoring. Tape includes Graphic Lunar
Lander program. Both have sound. $9.95

mind boggle
by John Greenwood from Mad Hatter
New, real-time word game for all ages.
Guess hidden word based on "cows" and
"bulls" (clues) and sound. $7.95

star trek
t>y John Christman from Acorn
Non-scrolling display and sound make this
version interesting for any Captain. Real
time and moving Klmgons. $9.95

snake eggs
by Leo Chrlitdpherson from 80-U.S.
Talking snakes and you play a version of
'21'. Animated, songs . . . almost a
cartoon. $14.95

bandito
by Doug Prousser from Acorn
Take a gamble. Pull the arm on this
graphic slot machine with sound. $9.95

android mm
by Leo Christopherson from 80-U.S.
Animated, squeaking androids play well
known game of Nim against you. "It Is a
classic." "The best demo tape for Level II
..." - Purser. $14.95

m
i i

t urn
l in

gammon challenger'"
1

by Ray Daly and Tom Throop
This backagammon playing program

has three levels of play and a
variety of special features. They
include saving and recalling board
positions, setting up a particular
board position, switching sides
with the program, letting the
program play again, and changing
the level of play.

ch.ll.nq.r has played quite well
against other programs and
dedicated games. In fact, it was
the subject of a recent story in
p.r.on.l Computing. Enjoy plaving
backgammon today. 16k iwvel II $14.95

If your computer likes programs, you mill

like us. We carry more programs for the

Radio Shack TRS-80 computer than anyone.

We are dealers for over thirty different

companies and he continuously search for

exciting, NEW programs,

YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED OUR CHANGE OF NAME,

Formerly Computer

just moved into

Washington, D.C,

software, but a

Please visit.

Cablevision we have

our new store in

We have not only TRS-80

VARIETY OF EQUIPMENT,

TRS-80
a trademark of Tandy Corporation

electric pencil
from Michael Shrayer
Considered the best word processing

program available for TRS-80. Extremely
easy to use, Pencil lets you produce
mailing lists, forms, large numbers of
original correspondence, and camera ready
copy for printing.

The editor of Creative Computing said
that It "will open a whole new dimension
for any writer." 16k Level I or II $99.
Disk version $150.

editor
by Dick Bowles from Software Associates
Word processing with upper and lower case
without any hardware modifications to the
TRS-80. Insert or change lines, search
for words or phrases, print whole or
partial text, save and retrieve on disk,
center lines, right justification.
Requires 3?k and disk. $39.95

••,.«••••••••••*••••••••*•••••••••••#..

SIMULATIONS
santo paravia
by Rev. George Blank from Instant
As ruler you struggle to create a kingdom
based on how well you manage your medieval
city-state. Up to six players compete to
become King or Queen. 16k Level I or II

$7.95

oil tycoon
by Dwl&ht Meyer from Instant
Two player compete In the search for the
"black gold." Invest In research and take
your chances on geologists' reports. Once
you strike oil, you try to control the
market. 4k Level I or 16k Level II $7.95

population
Tram Instant Software
Two players either cooperate or compete In
trying to mike a better world on Techno
and Prlmo. Also includes Stellar Wars
game. 16k Level II $7.95

pork barrel
by Rev. George Blank from Mad Hatter
Play a Congressman deciding how to vote on
sensitive Issues without losing your
constituency. 16k Level II $7.96

stock market
by Andrew Bartoritlo from Acorn
Upto four players Invest In stocks with
buying on margin allowed under current SEC
regulations. Random volatility. news
flashes, stock splits, and bull and bear
markets. 16k Level II $9.96

CIRCLE 182 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SYSTEM SAVERS
by Tom Stibolt from Acorn

If you ever use the SYSTEM command, you
should buy this two program package.
These programs allow you to save any
system tape on tape or disk, plus offer
several features for machine language
programmers.

In Computer Caaaettea Magazine, Robert
Purser said that a tape duplication
program "should be In everyone's library."
we agree and belelve that System Savers Is
the perfect answer.

With FLEXL, which is one of the two
programs, you can make back-up copies of
any system format tape. Host often a
cassette that you make will load easier
than an orglnal. This also protects the
valuable copies of your system programs.

Plus you can find the filename on any
system tape because 1t is displayed on the
screen, if you ever- forget to save a
program filename. Just use FLEXL to
recover It. And at anytime you can stop
the reading of the tape by simply pressing
BREAK.

For any machine language programmer,
FLEXL offers the advantage of producing
more efficient tapes than the object files
from the assembler. It is also written to
Interface directly with the Small Systems
rsm-i and other monitor programs. And
machl ne 1 anguage tapes can be merged
following the prompting of the program.

Disk drive owners can use TDISK to save
any system format tape onto disk. s*rgon.
Adventure, Airaid, Ed itor/Assembler and
other programs cannot normally be loaded
to disk. Now, TDISK allows you to save
these programs onto disk. After DOS READY
you will be able ..o simply type the
filename and be up and running. It even
loads non-contiguous tapes. TDISK will
greatly increase the benefit of owning a
disk drive.

And as a FREE BONUS, Acorn Software
Products, Inc. also provides complete
Instructions on how to load MicroChess 1.5
onto disk. A short BASIC program will let
you play chess directly from disk.

Complete your system with the routines
not found In either Level II or DOS for
only $14.95. Order your System Savers ,

today!

DISASSEMBLER
by Roy Soltoff from Mlsosys t Acorn
This two pass 7-80 disassembler produces
symbolic tables with output to either the
video monitor, printer or tape. Radio
Shack's Editor/assesfci.r can load the
tapes. If you own the Editor/Asseafel.r,
complete the package with this program.
Program on tape for two different memory
locations. TRS Level II $19.95

QEDIT/AUTOK
by Phil Pilgrim from Discovery Bay
AUT0K adds auto-repeat to any key on your
TRS-80. QE0IT Is a quick, two-dimensional
editor which complements the EDIT
function. Both machine language modules
Include a built-in relocation routine to
optimize memory. TRS Level II $14.95
$19.95 version Includes slngle-stoke
commands. For example, press SHIFT 'Q' to
run a BASIC program.

Credit card callers may call our
number listed above. Or clip the
coupon and mall your order today.

3oooaooooaoaooooaooaaoooooaQonnn
Th. Program stor., Dspt C
42O0 Wisconsin Av. MW
Washington DC 20007

jYE S, Please send these TRS-80 programs

title prlc

WE*. poetagei S 1.00
total

i

addreeai ___
city, sttate

a code

Qciteck to the Program Store
Q KASTEMCHAltGE mc bank code.

VISA exp date:
card niaton

•lgnaturai



An interesting look at the statistics

involved In the game of craps . .

.

and a method for insuring

minimum loss of money.

Simulations In

The Game
of Craps

Introduction

Almost every state in the United
States permits some form of gamb-
ling - bingo, horse racing, jai alai,

casinos, or lotteries. In some games
of chance, the expected loss per play

for a gambler is large, in other games
the expected loss per play is small

.

In this paper we shall use simula-

tion techniques to examine the prob-

ability of losing and the expected
number of plays before losing $5 in a
casino game that is almost fair.

Craps

In the game of craps a pair of dice

is rolled and the sum of the spots is

observed. The player wins with a 7 or

11, loses with a 2, 3, or 12 on the first

roll. If any other number comes up -

that's the players "point" and the
player continues to roll the dice. If the
player's "point" comes up again
before a 7 is thrown, the player wins,

otherwise the player loses.

Probability of Winning in Craps

The probability that the player

wins when rolling the dice in craps is

0.49293. Thus the probability of

losing is 0.50707. Since the prob-
ability of winning is almost equal to

0.5, this game is almost fair.

The game of craps can be simu-
lated on the computer to illustrate

empirically that the probability of

winning is 0.49293. A program that

can be used for this simulation

follows along with a typical run (List-

ing 1). This program was run on a
Tektronix 4051 graphics system.

However it can be run on any com-
puter that uses BASIC.

If you run this program on your

computer, the proportion of wins
should be close to 0.493. However the

probability that the proportion of wins
is exactly equal to 0.493 is not very

large. Probability theory does permit

us to say that 95% of the time the

proportion of wins in 1000 plays will

lie in the interval

Elliot A. Tanis. Math Dept.

Holland, Ml 49423.

Hope College,

0.493-1 .96/ (0.493) (0.507)/1000

to 0.493 + 1.96/(0.493) (0.507)/1000

orO.462 to 0.524.

If the number of plays is increased
to 2000, 95% of the time the propor-
tion of wins will lie in the interval

0.471 toO.515.

Expected Number of Plays and Rolls

Now suppose that a player has $5
and plans to place $1 bets in the game
of craps until this $5 is lost. There are

two questions for which we might like

to obtain answers using simulation

Elliot A. Tanis

techniques. (1) How many times, on
the average, can a player expect to

place $1 bet before losing $5? (2) How
many times, on the average, can a

player expect to roll the dice before

losing the $5?
Theoretically it is possible to find

the answers. To answer Question 1

,

we note that for each $1 bet, a dollar is

won with probability 0.49293 and a

dollar is lost with probability 0.50707.

Thus for each bet, a player can expect

to lose, on the average,

$1(0.49293) -$1(0.50707) = $-0.01414.

That is, on the average 1 .414 cents is

lost on each bet. This means that a
player can expect to place on the

average,

5
n =- = 353.61

0.01414

one dollar bets before losing $5.

To answer Question 2, it can be
shown that on the average it requires
3.38 rolls of the dice to determine
whether the bettor has won or lost [1 ].

Thus on the average, it requires (3.38)

(353.61) = 1,9.195.20 rolls of the dice
to lose $5.

Both of the above answers can be
illustrated empirically using simula-
tion techniques on the computer. In

addition to illustrating the answers to

these two questions in our simulation
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Simulations, con't....
program, we shall also find the maxi-
mum number of dollars that the
player's capital had attained when
beginning with $5.

This program (Listing 2) was again
written for the Tektronix 4051
graphics system. In line 110, Z9 is for

the output device, that is, the screen
or plotter.

Summary

Two simulations (Figure 1 and 2)

are given which illustrate an interest-

ing phenomenon about the game of

craps. Although on the average a
player can expect to place 353.61 one
dollar bets before losing $5, the
simulations show that most of the
time, the number of bets placed is

less than 353. It requires a "lucky
streak" to get a number of plays

greater than 353.

Instead of losing $5, it would be
nice to know when we have reached

Listing 1

lit

?n
21*
228
238
24*
2se
2M
27*
2M
20*
see
sis
321
338
348
358
368
378

INIT
REM N UILL KEEP TRACK OF TUT NUMBER OF UINS

ROI SIMULATE 1888 PLATS D* THE GAME Of CRAPS
FOR K-t TO 1888
REM SIMULATE ROLLINS A PAIR OF DICE
REM EACH OF D1 AND 02 CAN EOUAL 1.2.3.4.5. OR 6
REM THEIR OUTCOMES ARE INDEPENDENT
D1>INT<a«RNDC-l>»l>
D2-INTC6«aj4DC-D«l>
SI-OI-0?
REM THE PLATER UINS IF SI - 7 OR II

IF SI-7 OR Sl-M THEN 368
REM THE PLATER LOSES IF SI - 2 OR 3 OR 1

1

IF SI-2 OR SI-3 OR 51-12 THEN 388
REM IF SI - 4.5.0.8.8. OR 18. ROLL DICE AGAIN
DI-D4TC6.RNDC.-D-.D
D2-DfTf.6«RND< -!>!>
S2-01-D2
REM IF S2 - 7. THE PLATER LOSES
IF S2-7 THEN 388
REM IF S2 - SI. THE PLATER KINS
IF S2-SI THEN 358
REM OTHERWISE ROLL THE DICE A8AIN
SO TO 248
N-N«1
NEXT K
PRINT -THE NUMBER OF UINS OUT OF 1888 PLAYS ]

P-N/I8S8
PRINT 'THE PROPORTION OF UINJ IS \P
END

RIM

TIC MfKR Of WWS OUT Of 1MB PLAYS IS 481

M PROPORTION Of UINS IS e 488

TRIAL NUMBER NUMBER MAXIMUM
NUMBER Of PLAYS OF ROLLS CAPITAL

1 68 224 14

2 17 52 6
3 IS 63 7

4 13 42 6
5 8 33 5
8 18 72 6
7 31 128 7

e as 336 18

9 129 469 13

18 43*3 14623 66
II 431 1472 24
12 73 236 12

13 IS 54 6
14 II 58 5

IS 28 186 6
16 S 16 S
17 129 446 16

If 17 49 6
18 187 329 12
28 1461 4986 39
21 639 2977 35

22 9 47 S
23 7 II s
24 49 131 9
2S IBS 462 II

AVERAGES 315 24 1857 88 13 72

Figure 1

our maximum capital. We could therr

quit and be a winner. Since that infor-

mation is unknown, we can only
guarantee that we are never losers by
never gambling.

Reference
1. Armand V. Smith, Jr., "Some probability

problems In the game ot 'craps' ". The
American Statistician, Vol. 22, No. 3(1968),

pp. 29, 30.
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1 58
tea
178

.*>

.'IB

?IS
??i»

:»
J48
2se
2t»
278
286
2»
'«•

3te
3?«1

366
378

418
428
<3»

sae
518
s.n
S38
b«
-.58

718

728
736
748

618

Listing 2
DOT
INPUT 79
PABE
REM THIS PR09RAM WILL SIMULATE THE NUMBER OF PLAYS TO
REM LOSE SS THE SIMULATION IS REPEATED 25 TIMES
REM M UILL HOLD THE NUMBER OF PLAYS
REM R UILL HOLD THE NUMBER OF ROLLS
REM M UILL HOLD THE MAXIMUM CAPITAL
DIM W25).R(25).H<2S>
PUNT 679 '

-

PRINT IZ9 • TRIAL NUMBER NUMBER MAXIMUM'
PRINT 829 • NUMBER OF PLAYS OF ROUS CAPITAL'
PRIM! 878
FOR «•! TO 25
NOO-6
R<K)-8
HOO-S
REM MAXIMUM CAPITAL AT BE6IMNDC IS 15
REM UILL EOUAL NUMBER OF DOLLARS 1CD BT PLAYER WHO
REM BE6DS WITH SS

D-6
NOU4K»

1

R<K)-4t<K>«l
REM SIMULATE THE ROLL OF A PAIR OF DICE
DI-INT<6*HD( -l»l>
D2-INT<6H»0<-I>«I>
SI-DI*02
IF SI-7 OR Sl-ll THEN 498
IF SI-2 OR SI-3 OR SI-12 THEN 566
REM ROLL DICE A6AIN SINCE SI - 4.5.6.6.9. OR 16
R<K>H»<K>.|
oi-MT<e«*sex-i)»o
D2-mr<6*»<-i>»i>
S2-0I«D2
REM IF 32 - 7. THE PLATER LOSES
IF S2-7 THEN S68
REM IF S2 • SI. THE PLATER UINS
IF S2-SI THEN 486
REM O'tCFUISE ROLL THE DICE ASADI
60 TO 398
REM PLATER UINS
0-O.I
IF DJM<«) THEN 538
80 TO 398
REM THERE IS A NEU MAXIMUM
ROOMS
80 TO 388
REM PLAYER LOSES
D-O-l
IF D-8 THEN 688
60 TO 386
REM PLAYER HAS LOST 85
PRINT 626. USDS 639 •';*,• '.MX);' '.RCK>,' ';NOO
IMAGE IA.40.6A.5C.6A.SD.5A.5D
NEXT K

REM FIND THE AVERA8E OF TIC NUMBER OF PLATS.
REM FIND THE AVERAGE OF THE NUHBER OF ROLLS
REM FIND THE AVERAGE OF THE MAXIMUM CAPITOL
Ai-e
A2-8
MX)
FOR K-t TO 25
AI-AHNCK)
A2-A2«R«>
A>AS«M(K)
NEXT K
A1-AI/25
A2>A2/7S
A3-A3/25
PRINT 629''

PRINT 178 USDS 616' AVERAGES '.At,' 'Ml' '.A3
IMAGE IIA.50 20.3A.SD 2D.2A.S0.2D
END

TRIAL NUMBER NUMBER MAXIMUM
NUMBER Of PLAYS OF ROLLS CAPITAL

1 19 39
2 141 S25 12

3 I34S 4546 66
4 269 684 16
S 467 1783 21

6 43 166
7 69 272 14

6 91 381 II

a 9 32
ta 4269 14628 84
ii 31 119

12 1229 4678 38
13 11 25
14 17 67
IS 297 1833 26
IB II 33
17 9 28
16 38 158
IB a 18

28 I66S 3783 38
21 IS SI

22 35 166
23 343 1164 22
24 I4S 4SS 17

25 7 25

rERAGEi 488 28 1362.24

Figure2

• PET • PET • PET • PET • PET • PET • PET <

£ NOWS YOUR CHANCE TO

I jtinthVetStt
COMMODORE ' 32K PET

COMMODORE ' CASSETTE DRIVE

DUST COVER (ALSO KEEPS KIOS AWAY) S

OWYER CRITCHFIELOS BOOK ON
BASIC FOR HOME COMPUTERS' (

FULL YEAR WARRANTY/SERVICE

CONTRACT ON CPU. (9 mo. LONGER

THAN FACTORY) $

6100 WORTH OF SOFTWARE FOR

YOUR PET (LIST TO PICK FROM) 6 100

TOTAL LIST $1,636.

$1,285.

$ 86.

17.

13.

116.

•OUR GIVE-AWAY PRICE- SI.295.

WITH SPECIAL PACKAGE YOU GET:

°60 Hour Burn In Stress Test ol all CPU done
prior lo shipping

'Customer oriented 10 give you turn-a-round

service in 36 to 48 hours

'We give you our devoted attention, as Pet is the

only Micro we sell We respond to your requests

• Update your old 8K to a new 32K PET For

$650 and your working PET. we will send you
a new 32K We will also give you $ 1 00 worth of

accessories (Eg. Cassette Drive)

• Special M- Ham Radio" Package

Available By Writing To Us.

PLEASE WRITE FOR OUR CATALOG
COMPUTER STRATEGIES. INC.

300 N Mam Street (Hilicrest Professional Bldg )

Spring Vallev New York 10977

(914) 356-7770

• PET • PET . PET • PET • PET • PET • PET • PET I
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* * * * TRS-80 SOFTWARE * * * *
PACKER ISHEREH

Packer: Automatically edits all or part of

your basic program to ease editing,

run taster, or save memory. Has 4 sec-
tions. 1

. Unpacker-Unpacks multiple
statement basic lines into individual

lines, inserts spaces for easy reading
and renumbers all lines. 2. Shorten-
shortens your basic programs by edit-

ing out all REM statements, unneces-
sary words, spaces, etc. 3. Pack-exe-
cutes Unpack and Shorten, repacks
lines Into multiple statement lines,

then renumbers lines. 4. Renumber-
renumbers lines including all GOTO's
and GOSUB's etc. in program lines

Moves lines to any new location in

your program.
For Level II $29 95

Disassembler: Read, write, and copy
system tapes. Display and modify
memory contents. Disassemble Basic.
Disk Basic, and system tapes into Z80
Nemonlcs. Search for strings in

memory. Much more! Includes 32
pages of documentation and other
information.
ForlBK Level II $19.95

System Tap* Duplicator: Copy your sys-
tem formal tapes. Includes verify

routine.

For Level II $12.95
Cassette Label Maker: A mini word pro-

cessor that prints cassette tape labels

on tractor-feed peal-and-atick labels

Label copy can be saved on tape or
disk Includes 50 blank labels and
instruction book.
For16K Level Hand printer $15 95

Fortran: Microsoft Fortran for
TRS-80 $299.95

Write lor FREE catalog.
Dealer Inquires invited.

Kansas residents add 3% sales tax.

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N.Harding

Wichita, KS 67208
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A Grade Maintenance
Program for the

Apple II with Disk Drive

Jim Hunter

One of the most laborious tasks
for any teacher is maintaining
accurate grade records. This program
is designed to minimize the time
required for that task and to maximize
the accuracy with which it is done. Its

features include: several output
formats, weighting of individual

marks, provision for missing grades
and make-up work, and a turnkey
approach which allows someone with
little or no programming ability to
operate it.

The program will be discussed
with regard to its construct, its utili-

zation, and its modification for indi-

vidualized requirements. The accom-
panying listing of the initialization

routine and the actual operations
program should be referred to as the
discussion proceeds. An added
bonus, for those of you who do not
have need of a grade keeping system,
is that careful scrutiny of these
listings will revealone way in which to

set up, maintain, and randomly
access data files on the Apple II Disk II

system. Please note that both
programs are written in Applesoft,
and large amounts of data may
require large memory sizes in RAM. A
firmware (ROM) card for Applesoft is

also a big help for operating this

routine quickly.

The initialization routine is the
first step in running the package. You
will note that, during this initializa-

tion process, you are called upon to

Jim Hunter, Byte Shop ot Westminster, 14300
Beach Blvd., Westminster, CA 92683.

indicate the period number and class

name. My application was at the

secondary level, but by modifying the

file labels, one could have grades by
subject matter for an elementary

class. This program is to be run one
time for each disk (class/subject).

After that, the main program will boot

automatically with the turnkey menu.
The operator's first choice in the

main menu is to "make input." This is

used to enter new data or to change
old information. The second main
menu item is "read output," and this

is used to examine or print status

reports. To exit the program, choice 3
(terminate work) is used.

The Program

Lines 10 to 120 are used to

dimension all arrays and to print the

main menu. Lines 1000 and 2400 are

used to enter new or updated
material. Lines 5000 to 7080 call the

output routines. The remainder of the

listing consists of several sub-

routines, as follows:

10000 GET CLASS DATA
11000 PRINT PAGE HEADINGS
12000 GET LAST ASSIGNMENT tt

13000 GET LAST ROSTER *

14000 READ ROSTER NAMES
15000 SORT UEI6HTED AVERAGES
16000 LOAD GRADES INTO RAN
17000 LOAD ASSIGNMENT NAMES
18000 LOAD ASSIGNMENT UEI6HTS
19000 CRT FORMAT

The subroutines from 20000 to

28330 are output formatting devices.

More about these formats will be
discussed later. Lines 31000 to 32000
are used to turn the printer on and off.

Operation

From the main menu, the first

branch loads minimal data for

manipulation. The second branch,

output, loads ALL files for use in the

printout. It is suggested that, when
running this program, the operator

first make any and all inputs prior to

making output runs. The input

portion allows the operator to change
any data, except the "classpoop"
information which is generated dur-

ing the initialization process.

When entering new data, a code is

used for a student who did not com-
plete the work, but who will do so at a
future time. For this purpose, enter
"1" as the grade, and that mark will

not be included in any of the

averages. Later, when the work is

made up, use the "input" routine to

alter the mark. It will then automati-
cally be included in the averages for

the student, the class, and the
assignment.

One of the problems which I

encountered when developing this

program was the fact that not all

assignments are worth the same
amount of credit. For this reason,

when entering a class set of marks,
you will be asked for the assignment
number, assignment name, and the
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STATIC\ /RAM BOARDS

S-100 MK (uses 21 14) iut^^tP
ASSEMBLED Kil •fh-lP'
450ns 599.00 450ns 539 95
250ns 699 95 250ns 599 95
Bare Board 49 95
Bare Board w/all pans less mem 99 95

COMPUTER.
SAP

APPLE/EXIDY/EXPANDO
TRS 80 16K-UPGRADE KIT

S-10014K (uses 21 14| KIT (exp to 32K)
ASSEMBLED 450ns 27900
450ns 325 00 250ns 299 00
250ns 37500
Bare Board 49 95
LOCOS I 8K
ASSEMBLED <-^ ^^^T3
450 ns 169 95 KIT 450ns 125 95
2SOns 189 95 250ns 149 95
Bare PC Board w/Data $2195
Now over 1 year successful field experience
"Special Offer" Buy 14) 8K 450ns Kits $1 1 7 00

wFLOPPY DISK DRIVES
1 VISTA V-80 MINIDISK
FOR TRS-80
* 23* More Storage

Capacity •40 Tracks
* 40 track patch now avail^"—""*v
* Faster Drtve • /««. «w«\
Up to 8 Times Faster I ••001

2 Drive Cable Add $2995 \^_^/
4 Drive Cable Add $39 95
2 VISTA V-200 MINIFLOPPY SYSTEM
* 204K Byte Capacity * w/CPM. Basicf
* Double Density Drive

* One Double Density f **O0
Controller w/Case a PS

Add to your EXIDY, HORIZON,
and other S-IOO computers.
3. VISTA V-1000 FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM
* 12) Shugan 8" Floppy Disks
* Controller Card. Cable.
Case a PS

* CPMs Basic -E-. V
Instructions & Manual

4 MPI B51 -5V.-. 40 tracks 279 00
5 Shugart SA400-5V4". 35 tracks 29500
6. Siemens/GSI FD0100-8 8" 375.00
7. Shugan 800/801 R 8" 495 00
8. PERSCI Model 277 Dual 1 19500
9.WANGO/SIEMENS5'. Drive 290.00

EXPANDORAM MEMORY KITS
• Bank Selectable • Uses 4 1 1 5 or 4 1 1

6

200 ns
• Write Protect * Power 8VDC. ±16VDC
• Phantom * Lowest Cost/Bit

Eipando 32 Kit (4 1 1 51 Expando 64 Kit (4 1 1 6)

8K $158 00 16K $248 95
16K $199 00 32K $369 00
24K $29900 48K $46900
32K $34900 64K $565 00

IMS STATIC RAM BOARDS ^,.o°
* Memory Mapping * Low Power SP^ .

* Phantom # Assembled $ tested
Recommended by Alphamicrosystems

250 ns. 450 ns

8K Static $209.00 $189 00
16K Static $449 00 $399 00
32K Static $799 00 $699 00

ANADEX PRINTER
Model DP-8000 compact, impact, parallel or

serial. Sprocket feed. 80 cols.

84 lines/mm , bi-directional

New only $895 00

VERBATIM'" DISKETTES <yH
5'." Minidiskettes * opA «

THE FIRST TO OFFER PRIME PRODUCTS TO THE HOBBYIST
AT FAIR PRICES NOW LOWERS PRICES EVEN FURTHER!

! Pt OV60 \afU3lliy Factory tested products only, no re tests

or fallouts. Guaranteed money back. We stand behind our products.

1979 CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE.
Send Sf .00 lor your copy oTthe most complete catalog of computer products A must
for the serious computer user

MICROPROCESSORS STATIC RAM MKAOOUAWTBUt SOCKETS

16K with .Jumpers * Instructions
for either Level I or Level ll $74 90

* 16K for Apple N Upgrade $74 95
Special: TRS80 Schematic $ 4 95
Expansion Interlace Schematic S 4.95

TRS 80 TO S-1 00
PET TO S-100 ADAPTER
Allows Pet/TRS 80 to be interlaced to
popular S-100 Bus.

Pet to S-100 Kit $189 95
Assembled $269 95
TRSeOtoS-IOOHUHBIOOKit .... $275.00
Assembled $35500

KEYBOARD ASCII ENCODED
One time purchase of

NEW Surplus key-
boards From the Singer
Corporation. The
keyboard features 1 28
•ASCII characters in a 63
key format. MOS
encoder circuitry "N" key

roMover. lighted shift lock, control, escape and
repeat functions Ltd Qt y t> KaTY »—.—

UV "Eprom" Eraser
~ Model UVs-11ESe«.»5

Holds 4 Eprom's at a time
Backed by 45 years
experience
Model S-S2T. . . »263.00

Professional Industrial Model

240A
r*i3490i
2490
C01402
aoacu
B04OA-4MMJ
SALiaoas
•008 *

&*«Softsector, 1 Sector. 1 6 Sector ^0\i
S4 25 Each, 10/39 95 nOt&C1

* 8" Standard Floppy Orsks * *Sf*^
Soft Sector. Hard Sector
S4 50 Each. 10/41 95

•Add 4 95 tor 1 Pack in Deluxe Disk Holder

TARBELL FLOPPY INTERFACE
• Z80/80BO S 1 00 Compatible * Usm CPM

AMMtUsd tor Shugart SALE SIM.OO
AinmtiHd Otrww Onvw S2WW
Kit SI 70 OS
BaraBoafd S36 054OOC AddtlOOOt

No*. For C*M Art 470 00 Otxummi*Hin AcW 42000
Vrij.DoublaDanfctyS'.'CootroMerAMwi S29900
SO Varss Floppy Kj| Si SO OS
SO versa Floppy Unarm..! a StSO OS
TartMl CaSMtt* I.O K.I $11500
S4j4_*J771<n FlQppyCrWp J279S

BYTE USER 8K EPROM BOARD
* Power on Jump * Reset Jump
Assembled & Tested $94 95
Byteuser Kit $134 95
Bare PC Board $3. 95
Special Offer: Buy 4 kits only $59 95 each
MR-8 8Kw/tK Ram $99 50
MR- 16 16Kw/1KRam $99 50
EPM-1 4K 1702 $59 95
EPM-2 2706 or 2716 Eprom $69 95

TSoTlveoATeoe^PuToARD™
* On board 2708 * 2708 included (450ns

)

* Power on lump * completely socketed
Assembled and tested Si 85 00
Kit $129 95
Bare PC Board $ 34 95
* For 4MHz Speed Add S1 5 00
8080A Kit $ 99 95
8080A Assembled $149.95

S-100 MOTHERBOARD SPECIAL
8 slot expandable w/9 conn.
reg S69 95 NOW $52.95

TARBELL FLOPPYCONTROLLER
Cand assembled and tested tor use with Shugag
Drives $ SALE PRICE only $229 00

ACOUSTIC MODEM
NOVATION CAT*"
0-300 Baud
Bell 103
Answer. Originate $198 00

ACOUSTIC COUPLER SPECIAL
AJ MODEL A30
SPECIAL PURCHASE
OF SURPLUS UNITS
AVAILABILITY LIMITED $29 95

SUPPORT
raaSStfajai Pmmm
AMM11 1 SOOna
AWfMI T DMA Confroa*
wvi'.J ....'M MMaal
Mai '240*01
384 < 4 '4MHt

,

3M2 tZ 40 CTC>
aW.i4M"j
jasssio
3BM0KU

•3 '4 P.«*.r> >ry

U'tksO'M-
•224 Cuck Can
W;«4 4Mr.|.
4224 IV* »*••

4224 Sy* Com*.
a?3«Sn Com
•251 "oo i.O

4243 antr.**,
4299 4>0O iO
WSFfVoB OHM
UMOo) i~

•an^om -untUfM
WO-' '24. 8 HAW
SM ».a
Nil Pli

W» •"Orrfy IM
•414 1 V.?.8 lr*om
MSOACiA
HU S*W AOm**.
4a49>«0449oscmr~*.

smoo
24400MM
3**b

21L02 254>i*

2103

4044/4041 JOOi

i '9
2 45
240
12M
•M
rso

270
10 ts
TM
• ra
• r*

»»9

474

'H • 75
»79 • 7s
r»s rj*

i4«!4H-| i4.'-.-|

4S4W140 4-

*MM<M J'

'V 4*rf. 4».4'»

10M 102%
*0M 10 24

CCDOmiIUMIko

»<m.«M»i4»r>il >M '»
4904 ir . i CMOS I'M r«s
«'• m . 1 CMOS r-<J« mWiwmwii*. }H 125
•1S5K) ./Ran 21 M
2.47tg,IW4«.»a>.c .4—,

i«K COO ' -w i—a cfNrwM VatfcMaa «*o CCO
1«M MfMHOV ana* (Ok CaVt a^n.nl *4» CCO
•*"-H*..m, a)

I«
SH
4tM

4 "MIMIri
4 * 1 UOMH< *, 44
I OaMl 4 49

OOKC

1421 SCO 1HIUM
*422 SCO <Mi4NM
'424 CD 12 a • MAM
•a*2 CO 4 b4 iO
HMUayl
<»HCDuO
iM'CDiO
•S20 4U
-•,..- MM
4S30O02
4S30003

4U0409

DYNAMIC RAMS
414/4114 14M(14Pm|
St** • 4144
41l»4Klt4Pwlt
4090 4K a 1 [14 4W.I
4040 4* a 1C22PMI
40*4 4K a t <14 Ptr.1

2104 4Ki t H4FMI
402r «i i nenni
4241 IM 1103
42*2 IM 4O044
WTO 4M MOS
S2S0 4M M04
5200 1249 4002

2M4-4V 12V
2."94 9V

9?0440
l* (4 1

29M
429
IN
ItM
:4oo
16M
•M
10M
I0M
•M
4M
•2V
1«90
990

19 90
1590

DISPLAYS/OPTO/LtD'S
a TseeaaafT * cue * clocmi
OL 704 tCO 01 TOr (CM 300- RM
FNO 957 iCCt Mr ftad
WO MXV903 (CO »0(Wd
H4D 507/910 K*i 90CT A*n
nwaoaeoaicci Mxritaa
FNO 407/410 «C*i 800- 4M
UN 3042 lOtTOnan
MPS0B2-7731 (CAJ 300- Rad
» &94 ****, m~. cam Oawwiy

/«-** i

4T; >?i A* I

I

40 a- St 6j

TEXTOOL ZERO
I NSERTION FORCE
SOCKETS
I* An f 6 SO
40P«>t102S

MP4 *'*-

SfM aVHooC. S**4 MSO
22/44 W/W 5VT MIM 2M
414HV.IKMMOI «M
50/100S100Ci)fn*C»w«n> 42%
90/100S-iO0Conr»rlw Vi 329

CTS DtPSWITCHCS
CTS2044 I' 79 CTS204-S 51 M
CrS204V4 |1 79 CTS3D4-9 *1 M
CTS2044 |1 79 CTS2OS-I0 51M
CTS204-7 51 79

P4AKCOPC BOARDS
«reo cpu n*>4C4r
•O004CPU
BM .,.„ ......

i .,

» 04*t rtuomcam jofr
MA1003 1 2V Auto CKIC4 ModUat
•arai Nx 1441003 MfkM F4tar
MA1002A LCO 12 ftr CMok l4oau*4

• NIIDMPUT1
H» 9042 7340 4M
MP 9042 7300 Mad N^wt
TM. 30> Ntm—rc avLopc
TH304
1X304
TK3I1
MAN .'« 320' *tod
MAM to* 270- R«d

WAVEFORM
GENERATORS

«M Oan 3M
MC4024 VCO 2 44
I.M544VCO 175

'ii 04«a»to> 5 24

FLOPPY DISK
177HJ1 4 4Uan4lop

i7»i Dual rioee*
' "*1 Oj* F4JBM

27M
SB
3SSS

TV INTERFACES
• so
•M
MOO
1% no

•M
425
4M
3M
4 75

lAutniitii.
42Stissi2isast
42312132 a

4^5124 244.4
42Sl2«294>4fTS»
•2*130 412 a 4 (CO
NSC0wr57a32i*

CHARACTER OEM
2913-O01 (9V.UiipfK
»l>004f»V.L4Ma> 11

MCM4471
#CM497tA

14 49
290
350
3 40
• SO
IN

SPECIAL PURCHASE
(while supply lasts)

21 L02-4 (450 ns) 100 @ 99C ea.
21L02-2 (250 ns) 100 @ $1.15 ea.
TMS4060 NL 4K Dynamic RAMS
(pullouts) S1.95 ea.

1488 Line Receiver 100 @ 75C ea.
1489 Line Driver 100 @ 75C ea.
1489 House Marked 100 @ 50C ea.
1496 L Demodulator 25 @ 75C ea.

COMPUTER SPECIALS
L'ST SAlf

ApraMNPkWw/.SK IIOS. 99a IPOI 1630 D*4bla R03399.
PCT200I16N 99*. B9S.
CwOV 8or04rar w/«K 895, 79S.
Compucotw II M/SK 149S, 1396. c««..cj'»'i m. ... s i aaa.
Cftmtmco Syi M S990. 4990.
Honion 1 w/tSK 1(99. 1349. TftMMypa Mod4rt 43 1349.
TEi R208 W/32K H-Plot PtotMr 1065.
dual (loppy S CRT HaPfof OaOTtiM' 79S.
H4*a4i 4999 3995 InlawlutM II 895.
PiV4 V.i i.-i,,i-r .'.',•. . .'.',
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weighting. I used factors from .01 to

1, but the operator can choose
anything which he feels comfortable
with. A weighting of "1" is suggested
for major assignments or exams,
while ".1" might be used for quizzes
or homework.

Once all new data and updates
have been posted, the next logical

step is to examine or print output . The
output formats number four:

1. A STUDENT FILE.

2. CLASS AVERAGES BY
STUDENT.

3. CLASS AVERAGES BY
ASSIGNMENT.

4. RANKED AVERAGES BY
STUDENT.

The first of these formats is used
to evaluate the progress of an indivi-

dual student. The second gives a

class summary by roster number of

each student's present average. My
experience revealed that weekly
posting of this output served two
purposes. First, the students got

constant feedback on their progress

;

and second, arguments as to what
grade was being earned at progress
report time were reduced to zero.

The third type of printout is the

class averages by assignment. This is

a useful tool to evaluate comparative
difficulty of assignments. This output

is primarily an instructor's tool.

Finally, printout number four is a
ranked output from highest to lowest.

This also was posted, but I recom-
mend that you check with your stu-

dents first on that one.
Sample outputs for each format

are shown with the listings. The class

shown is, of course, fictitious.

Suggestions For Modifications

The most obvious area where
modifications would be called for is

hard copy output. The printer I was
using was hooked into slot 1 with a

Parallel Card from Apple. You may
want to modify this portion as
required. One section of the program
as I use it which has been omitted is

the actual assignment of grades by
the computer. This is accomplished
by inserting a subroutine which
determines the letter grade and then
changing the output statements to

reflect that data.

If one were concerned with

student anonymity on the ranked
listing, names could be deleted and
roster numbers could be used
exclusively. These modifications,

coupled with those mentioned in the
beginning of this article, should make

the program a tool which will serve

the needs of teachers at all levels of

instruction.

Summary

A little time spent weekly on the

Apple will reap great benefits for both

the teacher and the student. By
ending the mystique of grades, and
thus clearing away the cloud sur-

rounding them, a teacher can spend
more time doing what he is paid

for.. .teaching.

And as for all of you non-teachers

SAMPLE PRINTOUTS
Format #1

period 1 ish literature
rate of run: 7 january 1979
includes a:; to #6
last a ts:shakespeare essay

(now including myself) read over the

listings here, and learn of the

mysteries of file maintenance on the

Apple. It took me several weeks and
calls to Cupertino to arrive at this

information. If it helps you, then I

have served my purpose well.

Disk copies of this program are

available from:
The Byte Shop of Westminster,

14300 Beach Blvd., Westminster, CA
92683.

The cost is $40, with documenta-
tion, $30 without. (This article is

really all you need). D

SAMPLE PRINT OUTS
Format #2

l) 1 ISH LITERATURE
DATL JANUARY 1

'

S ASSIGNMENTS TO »6

LAST ASSIGNMENT NAME IS :SHAKESPEARE ESSAY

ROSTER NUMK! CLA *LY
ROSTER STUDENT CURRENT

AS.' stu:
•!!R NAME AVG

NO. WT. NAME MARK
1 ABERCI 89.2

I .1 89
87
92

92
100

2 71.6
3 90.4

5 1 FIRST EXAM
6 .8 SHAK

4

5

6

7

UY •

EOUS

82
R5
34.6
81

AVERAGE TO DATE IS:

SAMPLE PRINTOUTS
Format #3

PERIOD 1 iSH LITERATURE
DATE OF H' -RY 1979

LAST ASSIGNMENT NAME IS : SHAKESPEARE ESSAY

cxt to Guy's name means that he
is missina an a

SAMPLE PRINTOUTS
Format #4

PERIOD 1 ISH LITERATURE
DATE OF RUN: 7 JANUARY 1979
INCLUDES ASSIGNMENTS TO »6
LAST A! NAME IS : SHAKESPEARE ESSAY

IJT SUMMARY

ASSIGNMI
NO. WT. NAME

. 1

.1

1

1

FIRST

CLASS ESSAY
PARA DRILL
FIRST EXAM

MISSING

1

AVG.
CLASS
RANKING

RANKED AVERAGES

STUDENT
NAME

. S SHAKESPEARE ESSAY0

78
86
90
74
95
62

BEVERLY

UDE

CURRENT
AVG

90.4
99.2
85
84.6
82
81
71.6

C TO DATE
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COME TO

AST
INESS

HYNES AUDITORIUM, PRUDENTIAL CENTER, BOSTON
Interested In Personal Computers?
This is the place for you! You'll meet and talk with

hundreds of manufacturers, distributors and retailers...

all showcasing their new 1980 Micro, Mini and Small
Computer Systems.
You'll see them all. ..Radio Shack, Pet, RCA.

Compucolor, Heathkit...you name it! All the major
terminal and peripheral companies too, plus software
developers magazine editors and book publishers. Yes,
it'll be the largest showing of personal computer
hardware, software and services ever assembled in

the Northeast!
You'll be enthralled, entertained and educated. You'll

see computer art, graphics and animation. You'll hear
computer synthesized music, watch computerized
amusements, play electronic and video games w|
and attend scores of free tech talks and
briefings given by internationally

recognized speakers. And you may
win a free computer given away
as a door prize! Don't miss the

largest gathering of computers
and computerists! No
pre-registration necessary.
Tickets available at the door.
Adult admission $5.00.

Interested In Business Systems?
Interested in Business Systems? This will be your one
opportunity to see all of the Mini, Micro and Moderate
Sized Computer Systems under one roof. Your
attendance at this show is a must if you, or your
company, are contemplating the purchase of any type
of computer or office equipment.
You'll see them all... the big ( and small) names in

computers, data and word processing eqiupment,
peripherals and software. You'll attend dozens of free,

easily-understood briefings on how computers can
help you in your business or profession.

So if you're considering a computer or computer-
related service... starting your own computer

business or changing your job within the

computer industry... or if you'd just like to learn

mere about computers as they relate to

your personal life and to your
business or profession, come to

the show to see the^ Computerized World of

Tomorrow...Today. And bring

the entire family, It's a fun-

filled educational experience.
No pre-registration necessary.

Tickets available at the door.
Adult admission five dollars.

Produced by Northeast Expositions. P O Box 678. Brookline Village. MA 02147 (617) 522-4467
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Seven
Fine
Computer
Stores

!

Save MorsThan 20%
NORTH STAR — INTERTUBE
THINKER TOYS — HUH
The smartest computers

at the smartest price.

Double Density List

HORIZON-1-16KM. $1599
Assembled & tested $1 899
HORIZON 2-32K kit. $2249
Assembled & tested $2549
HORIZON-2-32K Quad Density
Assembled & tested $2999
PASCAL tor NORTH STAR on Disk
Powerful NORTH STAR BASIC
THINKER TOYS DISCUS/2D $1149 $ 949
MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS
ASM Memory 64K $ 640
Top Quality Top Speed + Lowest Price

INTERTUBE II Smart Terminal 995$ 780
TRS-80toS-100HUHKit $ 295 $ 260
Assembled $ tested $ 375
HUHMINISIOOKit $ 115
Assembled & tested $ 155
MARYELLEN Word Processor

Best Features ot IBM $ NORTH STAR
VERBATIM DISKS $ 29
Which Computers Are Best?

BROCHURE FREE

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
Kivett Drive, Jamestown. NC 27282

(919)883-1105

Our Price

$1274
$1519
$1799
$2039

$2399
$ 49
FREE

$ 350
$ 103
$ 139

$ 38

CIRCLE 107 ON READER SERVICE CARD

0OES YOUR COMPUTER
SOMETIMES COUGH, SNEEZE OR

HAVE A SEIZURE?

It may be suffering from Transiet Glitchitis.

acureable digestive disorder. The Blitz Bug
can bring fast relief from these symptoms in

less than 50 nano seconds. Available
without prescription. Use only as directed.

* No Computer Should Be
Without One*

Blitz Bug protectsyourentirecircuit,
and plugs into any outlet.

Introductory Price S14.9S
Reg. $19.95
Two for $25.00

Omni Communications Co., Inc.

Jackson, New Jersey 08527

CIRCLE 172 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80 disk software

DATA BASE MANAGER You can maintain a data base &

produce reports without any programming Define file

parameters 4 report formats on-line. Almost use up the

required 32K memory. $49.

ACCOUNT manage client accounts a account receivable

Automatic billing & transaction recording. 32K req $59.

WORD PROCESSOR Specifically designed for the TRS-80

Written in BASK No special hardware and tent limit. 09

INVENTORY 9-digit key for fast on-line random access

Reports give order info, performance summary, etc. $39

MAIL print reports i labels sorted by any field. Random

access special buffering technique. 05.

KEY RANDOM-ACCESS UTIl hashing, blocking, buffering, auto

I/O error retry. SI

9

CIRCLE ISO ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan St.

Arlington, MA 02174

*^ir APPLE
There an

APPLE
Everywhere an

APPLE!
APPLE

AND GET A LOAD
THIS DEAL!

WITH EV**V PURCHASE OF AN

APPLE II-16K

^$1195"
Wt w* we yea •« ^ 7

lADOmONAL 32K*e* *•**<,>

H Ike lKn>*Ms$QQ95
km price at 99

MASTER CHARGE t VISA ACCEPTED
' COMPUTER CORNER OF NEW JERSEY
240 WSAMtIM Man. PomeMti uu> M.J. 07442

CALL TODAY
(201) 835.7080MM T11T10 tWMCHT CN9*t *""/ »'"' WW

CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Playa little Sol Musk.
It'* ivx rcilK .1 ptafKk. t*J COtjm& Bui .1 Sol* Miiiill

computer %Wcm CM hrmj: nuiMV i<" \«Hir can. M 11 f.'i\i-\ mhi

nj harullc *»o wow htrunew.

FVKCvH[.fli%:>*MMo%|iHWM) ih<rrf arc lull rms.ncvs\v-u<rrm

in c\er\ sc.-n.sc workitiy tools it* keep ><hi »« top of all

(hat paper work
Play a little Sol musK at nur store. Compare Sol toother

small L-omputers. We'll show (JOB how much more a Sol

system em 00 for you.

Phone us today. You'll he happy you dd

tha
1 Whits Plaint Mall. 200 Hamilton Avt

White Plains. NY. 10601

I9141WHV0ATA.

CIRCLE 124 ON READER SERVICE CARD

150

mm up to I 70 in merchandise

rntt! with the purchase olPET-CBM
Item!!!

PET I6K Largt Keyboard

PET 32K Largt Keyboard

PET8K
PET 2040 Dull Disk I343K)

PET 2023 Primer ipres leedl

PET 2022 Printer Itrac teed)

KIM-1 S1S9 Mouta
2114 L 450 4K Sialic RAM
2716 EPHOM (5 Volt)

6550 HAM Ifor 8K P£7i

6502 Microprocessor Chip

6522 VIA

6520 PIA

Auto-Repeat Hardware tor PET

Kite Fight - 2 player PET action game
Microchess 2 tor PET or APPLE
PET Word Processor Machine Language

$229 00

695
3800
1620

9 75

9 75

1050

24 50
7 95
17 90
24 00

3M Scotch 6" disks

3M Scotch 5" diskettes

Verbatim 5" diskettes

SALE
I0/S31

10/S35
10/178

Cassettes tall tapes guaranteed)

Premium quality, high oulput lownoise in 5 screw

housing with labels

C 10 10/595 50/2500 100/48 00

C-30 10/7 00 50/30 00 100/57 00

WRITE FOR 6502 AND S 100 PRODUCT LIST

lib B E Slump Road

A B COHiPUterS MoMqomeryville. P» 18936

12151 699 8386
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TRS-80
SAVE
10%, 15% and More on ALL Computers,

Peripherals, Software, and ALL other fine

Radio Shack" products.

Offered Exclusively By

Radi© /hack
Authorized Sales Center

1117 CONWAY MISSION, TX 78572

(512) 581-2765

NO TAXES on out of state shipments.

FREE Surface delivery available in the U.S

WARRANTIES will be honored by your local

Radio Shack® store

CIRCLE IBS ON READER SERVICE CARD
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CBASIC Business Software for Microcomputers
Osborne/McGraw-Hill is publishing CBASIC editions of its business software

books. Payroll With Cost Accounting, Accounts Payable and Accounts Receiva-

ble and General Ledger. The CBASIC programs in these new editions will run on

many floppy disk-based microcomputer systems.

PAYROLL WITH COST ACCOUNTING

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE

GENERAL LEDGER

Each book includes complete source listings with remarks, program and system

documentation, and an operator's manual. All this for just $1 5.00! The softbound

Wang BASIC versions of all three books are available now. CBASIC Payroll

With Cost Accounting is also available now. The remaining books in the

CBASIC series will be published in the fall of 1979. The new CBASIC-2 editions

are in a convenient, loose-leaf format.

Not a programmer? Don't want to key in thousands of lines of source code from

the book? You can buy the programs ready-to-run on floppy disk from one of our

200 dealers. Contact us for the name of your nearest dealer.

CBASIC or Wang BASIC won't work? Here is a partial list of independent con-

sultants who have converted Osborne programs to run on many popular systems

using our books as their manuals. Contact us for a complete, up-to-date list of

these conversions.

CONSULTANTS • COMPUTER STORES • SOFTWARE HOUSES

You can be a dealer for the magnetic surface of Osborne's CBASIC-2 software We will sell the pro-

grams on 8" floppy disks to dealers, consultants and computer stores only. The disk for each book

sells for $250.00. Once you buy the floppy disk you may copy it as many times as you like, resell it,

change the programs, or use it for your own purposes. But the best part is that we have already writ-

ten your operator's manuals — our books! We grant you the unrestricted right to use. transfer, or

otherwise deal in any way with the machine-readable form of our BASIC programs. We copyright

only the printed word in our books.

APPLE II:

David vi, I arlmg

SMAI I I" MM SS COMPUTI K svsil Ms
4144) Greenwood
I incoln V-hrask.i M504 14021 *

< ommoooii n \

Chuck siu.in

( MS Mil IW VKI
Mis Meneree Drive

Delhi 12141 MI-OM0

IMTAPOINT I Mo:

Paul Marchetti

CK ( 11)1 SI \l ( OMPI II R SVSII MS IS(

hem Avenue
Van Niiyi ( Mamie 1I4IX. i.'i

UK. 1 1 VI l.KCM P ZMaaeJef OASIS B VSIS

Charles Finn

2WJ B

M |4IM| ><

Mil ROPOI IS. MOD II

Ml IOK (RAPIIIC MZ iKtyl IRISI P/Ml:

David

DAP ss si I MS
i^iil Victoria Lane
Midlothian. Virginia

MKIOSOn disk HVMI
Dm Kindred
l.\ \l ( OMI'I II KS

I nun
San Diego ( alilomia "Jill I7|4| S604MJ3

NORTHS! VK KVSli

. imstein

c OMPI II K si kvk I sin I S( inii \s

Ul Wilkwiprinj Drive

I ncinilM. California i.'n.'4 <"|4i 4K> >4Kt,

IK IINK VI SVSII VIS< ONSI LTINC
ASK, FLEX OPtRATINC SVSTCM:

Kogcr Syndci
l.KI VI PI AINS COMF1 UK COMPANY 1st

14MI l.ni.ir Vien
Id.ihn I .ill, Idaho H14III I)

IRS-Wl:

Irwin I

I VK VSIO A VSSIK I VII S

I'D B-..

San Rafael. California 14SHU I4IM 47M4IS

VV VSI, BVSK OS HOPPV DISK

Sam Burcl

1)1 ( OK l\(

P.O Box III

bama ^i*>4 (2051 HS-0000

BASK for /IKK. Ml /. /.DS:

limothv hossum
I I SHIM COMPUTI K SVSII MS

Minglon I ane

Racine Wisconsin sunt i4U> 5544.120

Order Form

Naaw:_

AeVkaer .

litv:

Stair: . /ip

f] \ OSBORNE/McGraw-Hill. Inc.
^-^ 630 Bancroft Way. Dept LI I

Berkeley, CA 94710 USA
(415) 548-2805 TWX 910-366-7277

Title Price Quanlili Amount

2J.J Payroll With Coal Accounting -CBASir si sim

2J i liiiaamreiellhiiltnaitehhi 1 BASK 15 01)

24-1 (.cncr.il ledger CBASIC

09.» Payroll With Coal Aeonmiinaj- Wan* BASH 1500

IM Accounu Payahke/Receivabk • Wjng BASIC 15.00

204 Cencr.il Ledger Wang H VSK Isim

Shipping (Shipping for large orders 10 be arranged! ( alilornia residents MU

a All foreign orders 54 (XI per book lor airmail

D $045 per book 4lh class in the I
1 S lallo* 14 wccksl

SO 75 per bonk I'PS in Ihc 1 S lall.m 111 davsl Total Amount Inclosed

1 per book special rush shipmenl by air in Ihc 1 S

( .ilil residents add b% sales tax

si k-\k I realdeatt add 6-1/? % sates tax

I ,im ,in end user interested in

running CBASIC programs on disk

Please notify mc of the cknesl

I ,im .i dealer interested in

purchasing CBASIC pn>grams on

disk for resale Please send descrip-

tion and order information for

( BASIC IVivroll Wnh COS! Accounting

CBASIC Accounts Payabk/Rcccivahlc

( mask General ledger

nd the following information

; Becoming an Osborne dealer

: School discounts

I ist ol foreign distributors

D Other <Xborne publications

send me the current conversion list

Payment in advance must be enclosed tor purchases of up to $70.01). Invoicing

US purchases over $70 00 available upon approval of your account All foreign

orders must be prepaid in U.S. dollars drawn on a U S bank
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rogramming Contest

Recently, I was fortunate to give
the Awards Address at the University

of Wisconsin-Parkside's Computer
Fair III. An ongoing feature of this

fair, so capably managed by Donald
Piele, is a computer programming
contest. At this year's fair, there were
four divisions to the contest: A

—

Grades 10-12, 6—Grades 7-9, Junior
—Grades 4-6, and Pee Wee—Grades
3 and under.

Presented below are the rules for

the programming contest and the
problems for Divisions A and B.

— DHA

Contest Rules

1. Division A: Grades 10-12. Com-
plete both parts to each problem

.

Division B; Grades 7-9. Complete
part A of each problem.

2. Team Size: You may have up to

three members on your team.
3. Computer System: You will be

provided a terminal to the HP-2000
BASIC timeshared system; op-
tionally, you may use your own
microcomputer system, provided
that a hard copy of the programs
and sample runs can be made. A
printer is available for the Apple II,

TRS-80, PET and other systems
with RS232 interface capabilities.

See us before you begin if you
need to use such a printer.

4. Contest Problems: Your five team
problems are attached to this

sheet. You have 2 hours to solve
them. An additional 15 minutes
will be provided to produce hard-
copy output if you bring your own
computer.

5. Grading Procedure: Your solu-
tions will be judged on following
criteria :

a. Does it run properly, using the
test data requested in the
problem?

b. Is the program easy to read?
c. Is the program logical, imagina-

tive, creative?

Ten points will be given for (a), and
an additional 5 points will be given
for both (b) and (c). No partial

credit will be given for a program
that does not run.

6. General: No outside help is

allowed, including books, pro-

grams, or people outside your
team. University personnel will be
present to answer questions re-

garding the HP-2000 computer.

1. Patterns

A. Suppose you have a 4 -by- 4
checkerboard and four checkers. You
are to place the four checkers on the
checkerboard in such a way that each
of the four rows, four columns, and
two main diagonals contains exactly
one checker. One such example is the
following pattern:

o
o

o
o

You are to write a program to print

all the possible 4 -by- 4 checkerboard
patterns which conform to the above
rules. Each pattern should be dis-

played with a star (
' ) in the position of

a checker, and a dot (.) in the position

of a space. For example, the above
pattern should be displayed as
follows:

(Hint: To make the display more
readable, you should print a blank
between each of the characters on a
line.)

B. More generally, your program
should work for any n-by-n checker-
board, with the n checkers placed
such that each of the rows, columns
and two main diagonals contains
exactly one checker. Your program
should allow for input of the size n of

the checkerboard. Each run should
end by printing the total number of

successful patterns found. The pro-

gram should also request from the
user whether the patterns themselves
should be displayed; if not, only the

number of successful patterns should
be printed.

Test your program with n = 3, n = 4

and n = 5 checkers. Include displays
of the actual patterns for n = 4, but do
not include them for n = 3 or n = 5.

2. Letter Frequencies

A. In cryptography, it is often

necessary to count the number of

characters in a string. For example,
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the string "ABAX1PX ?XX" has the
following letter frequency table:

letter frequency
A 2
B 1

X 4
1 1

P 1

1

? 1

You are to write a program to input

a string of characters, and to output
the string's letter frequency table as
above. Test your program on the
above example, and on the string

BAA, BAA, BLACK SHEEP!"

B. Note that in displaying the
letter frequency table, the letters

should be displayed in decreasing
order of frequency; that is, letters

occurring most frequently should
appear at the top of the list, and those
occurring least frequently should
appear at the bottom.

3. Pascal's Warped Triangle.

A. A variation on Pascal's Tri-

angle is

1 9 25 25 9 1

Each new entry is obtained from the
three entries above it by adding them
together, as depicted above. The first

and last entries in a row are always 1

.

You are to write an algorithm
which will produce the first eight rows
of the above triangle. For simplicity,

you should print each row beginning
at the left hand margin.

B. You are to write an algorithm
which will print the nth row of Pas-
cal's Warped Triangle for any given
input value n (where n < 100). Your
program should use the least amount
of storage possible.

Test your program by printing
rows2,6,8and13.

4. Sums of Digits.

A. Certain numbers are divisible

by the sum of their decimal digits. For
example, 18 is divisible by 1 +8 = 9.

You are to write a program which
will find all three-digit numbers which
are divisible by the sum of their digits.

Since there are over 200 of them, your
program should merely produce the
number of successes, rather than a
complete list of them.

B. Run your program with n = 2,

n = 3, andn = 4.

5. Rock, Scissors, Paper.

A. The children's game of Rock,
Scissors, Paper is played by two
opponents. At each turn, both players
simultaneously signal their choices
of either Rock, Scissors, or Paper.
The winner of that turn is determined

by the rule that Rock wins over
Scissors (Rock breaks Scissors),
Paper wins over Rock (Paper covers
Rock), and Scissors wins over Paper
(Scissors cuts Paper).

You are to write a program to play
the game of Rock, Scissors, Paper
between the computer and yourself.
At each turn, the computer randomly
chooses either Rock, Scissors or
Paper (without letting you know). It

then prompts you for your choice.
You enter R for Rock, S for Scissors,

or P for Paper. The program then
prints the winner of that turn. The
game continues until you enter a Q to

quit when it is your turn. The program
should print a summary of the game's
results.

Run your program twice, with
about 20 turns on each run.

B. In addition, the computer
should take into account your playing

strategy. It should keep track of your
plays, and should make its next

choice based on what you have done
on your previous turns. For example,
if you have chosen P for paper on your
last several turns, the computer
should be more likely to choose S for

scissors on its next turn. The choice
of programming this strategy is up to

you.

Run your program four times. You
should play twice in such a way that

the computer will show its ability to

use its strategy to win. Then play
twice to try to beat the computer, if

you can. Use about 30 turns on each
run.

eacn3
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An Unsyncopated

2* A Cappella Approach 3
j

to Computing

James W.Cerny and RoscoeGort

Introduction

There is presently much interest in

measuring programmer performance
and productivity. The impetus comes
from the rising cost of computing
personnel compared to the falling

cost of computing hardware. We
believe a key ingredient in program-
mer productivity is morale. In fact, all

computing people, whether student
or teacher, whether amateur or pro-

fessional, whether programmer, anal-

yst, consultant or manager, are faced

with a need to maintain an optimistic

outlook despite repeated program
failures and schedule disruptions. We
have found that a very valuable way to

boost morale and build confidence is

by singing. This is not a new concept,
for we need only think of sea chanties
used when bending to the oar. How
this can be applied to computing is

described below.
Different age cohorts tend to be

drawn to different genres of music
and we would agree with the maxim,
de gustlbus non est disputandum.
that there is no disputing about
tastes. For younger programmers,
the richest contemporary sources are

pop and rock music, constantly
broadcast on both AM and FM radio
stations. It is easy to draw on the
subliminal knowledge of the melo-
dies and lyrics of the popular songs
("Top Forty" hits or "24K Gold" in the
patois of the dispensers of this

music), locked in the neural patterns
of the brain. Middle and senior
programmers and managers, who are

James Cerny and Roacoa Gori, Office of

Academic Computing, University of New
Hampshire, Durham, NH 03824.

somewhat older, may be better

acquainted with the pop tunes from
the1940'sand1950's. In all cases it is

a simple and enjoyable step to

provide computing-oriented lyrics

and some examples follow.

For ease of reference, most of the

songs are discussed in terms of the

singer who is best known for popular-

izing the song, rather than the song-

writer. Proper attention must be paid,

of course, to the copyright owner of

the original music. New lyrics can be
copyrighted in their own right, but

permission must be sought to use
existing music.

Examples

Certain types of popular music are

easier to adapt than others. Particu-

larly suitable are songs from the

earlier years of rock when tunes were
simple and highly repetitive so that a
message can be reinforced. Thus, Del

Shannon's plaintive "Searching" can

be rendered as the universally applic-

able "Debugging":
Debugging, I'm alwaysdebugging,
Hoping, some day I'll write,

A program, a program that works
forme...

The Beach Boys' "Shutdown", de-

scribing a drag race, can be applied to

computer testing situations as
"Benchmark":

It happened on the disks where
I/O is fast,

Two megabyte machines running

at full blast...

Gotta' be cool now, tape mount
here I come...

To inspire systems programmers, Jim
Croce's "Time In A Bottle", about the

elusiveness of time, could be
rendered as "JCL in a Proclib" to

describe an equally elusive entity.

And what computer user could deny
feeling a throb of pride when Paul

Anka's "Having My Baby" is crooned
as "Printing My Core Dump"

:

But its printing my core dump,
What a lovely way of using up
printer-time...

For generating general enthusiasm, it

is hard to beat the Buddy Holly

version of "Oh, Boy":

All of my programs, all of my
coding,
You'll sure like what you'll be
seeing,

Oh, boy, Oh, boy...

There are also tunes that have stood

the test of time somewhat longer. In

these days of recycled paper, Bing

Crosby's "White Christmas" might

inspire "White Paper"

:

I'm dreaming of some white paper,

Just like the stock I used to use,

Where the perforations tay-er,

And wood chips are not there. .

.

Or, in rueful contemplation of a

vendor price increase, say by IBM, a

manager might wish to liken IBM
headquarters in Armonk, New York,

to San Francisco:
I left my wallet,

In Ar-monk, N-Y.
From a ledger sheet,

It calls to me...

We could go on and on, but much of

the interest in this technique is in

locally developed "solutions" rather

than external "software."

Analysis

At present there is no statistical

evidence to support our subjective

observations about the effectiveness

of such songs. However, we are con-
ducting a factorial experiment with

complete randomization to study all

the relevant independent factors

affecting programmer attitude: sex of

listener, age of listener, salary of

listener, decibel level of the music,

size of the room in which the music is

heard, number of times per day the

music is played, genre of the music,

quality of audio equipment used
(including electronic synthesis), sex
of singer, weather, time of day,
season of the year and state of the

national economy. Of course all

interactions as well as main effects

will be studied for significance. It may
take a decade to conduct the experi-

ment, to await the arrival and
departure of enough employees to

achieve a satisfactory large sample,
but we hope to report the results in

this same forum when the analysis is

complete. D
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— Professional

Real Estate Programs
available on cassette or diskette

for Apple & TRS-80 II

Property Management System
• Renter Information Kcpon
• Rcniul Income tracking
• I .Hi- Rent Reporlin)!

• I ipemc \nalyiii b> Building
• Comparitive Uiililiei Reporting
• Yearl) folate for rax Reporting
• I ,is\ D.il.1 I nlr\ and I ilmng

System w/Manual $125.00
Manual $10.00

Program Modules:

1) Home Purchase Analyiii
2) Income Propert) Cashflow Leverage
M ( onstruction Cost Profit

4i l.i\ Deferred I (Change

J) APR I .i.iii \ii.iI\ms

Price Per Module $20.00
Add $5.00 for Programs on Diskette

f,

Ai Computer Storci

everywhere or call

l^**^
(213) 1724419

loftware forC.O.D

•ally llompany

2(145 Manhattan \»t\. Ilrrmosa hVa.h. ( \ «K12S4
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Free-Lance Software Publishing

Highly profitable for independent pro-
grammers and small businesses. New
book shows how to market and license
software via direct sale, through service
bureaus, In book form, mall order,
through computer stores; how to avoid
liability; includes sample contracts, case
studies, and more. 134 pgs. 30 day trial

period. Over 1000 sold. Send $15 to Kern
Publications, Box H211C, Littleton,

Mass. 01460.
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MICROCOMPUTING
MADE EASY...
with These Self-Teaching Guides
from the Wiley Circuit

BASIC FOR HOME
COMPUTERS
Bob Albrecht, LeRoy Finkel, &
Jerald R. Brown, all of Dymax Corp.,
Menlo Park, Ca.

This best-selling book helps you learn
—in just a few days— how to read,
write, and understand the BASIC pro-
gramming language used in most per-
sonal-size microcomputers. And you
don't need access to a computer to do
it! You'll also find detailed descriptions
on everything you need to know to
make your computer work for you—
from how to get started to a list of pop-
ular computer magazines.

(047103204-2) 1978
336 pp. $6.95

ATARI BASIC
Bob Albrecht, LeRoy Finkel, &
Jerald R. Brown, all of Dymax Corp.,
Menlo Park, Ca.

Exciting new guide to soon-to-be-
released ATARI 400 and 800 home
computers teaches the BASIC lan-

guage used in the ATARI systems. Be
the first in your club to know the capa-
bilities of the ATARI sound and graph-
ics, and discover numerous new
games and applications.

(0 47106496-3) 1979
333 pp. $5.95

ELECTRONICS
Harry Kybett, Sony Corporation of

America
This practical approach to the basics
of modern electronics provides you
with a thorough working knowledge
of these topics, without getting you
bogged down in complex theory or
mathematics. By focusing on basic cir-

cuit components— the resistor, diode,
transistor, capacitor, and inductor—
this guide enables you to progress
quickly into exciting and new areas of

electronics as it shows you how to
build your own working circuits.

(047101748-5) 1979
260 pp. $5.95

Look for these and other STGs at your
favorite bookstore or computer store.
For more information, and a complete
listing of current and forthcoming
STGs, write to Judy V Wilson,
Dept. 0-7297

JOHN WILEY & SONS, Inc.
605 Third Avenue
New York, NY. 10016
In Canada: 22 Worcester Road. Rexdale.
Ontario

Prices subject to change without notice.

0-7297
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SOUTHWEST COMPUTER CONFERENCE

Photos by Nancy Wood.

This, the first small computer conference In Oklahoma
City, attracted over 7000 visitors. Exhibitors, both large and
small were represented including Apple, Radio Shack, IBM,

Olivetti, Eastman Kodak and, of course. Creative Computing.
E.Z. Million, the affable conference chairman (right photo) is

on the faculty of Oklahoma State University Technical
Institute.
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You Can Be A Winner!

$&* Best Ever Computer Trivia Contest
%

Most readers who have been with us
for more than a few months know that

we review a great number of con-

sumer electronics products. Most of

these are returned to the manufac-
turer as soon as the review is com-
pleted, however, occasionally the

manufacturer allows us to keep the
product. We seem to have accumu-
lated a substantial number of elec-

tronic games (18), hard cover science
fiction books (27), computer-related
books (42), computer art lithographs

by Tom Huston (51) and some other

neat stuff. It's taking a lot of valuable

space so we decided to give it all away
as prizes in a computer trivia (but not

trivial) contest.

First Prize: Craig M-100 Foreign
Language Translator and English/
Metric Calculator with 4 extra lan-

guage modules. Retail value $300.

Courtesy of Craig Electronics.

Second Prize: Electronic Master-
mind by Invicta.

Third Prizes (17): Electronic or
battery action game.

Honorable Mentions (150) : Book
or art print.
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Trivia:

A piece of trivia that might be of

interest : we used ten reference books
or manuals to determine the values of

the variables (actually constants) in

the equation. We checked all values in

at least two sources which required

an additional fourteen books or

manuals. — DHA

y-w .Tj- _ . { F */A-
* + \ D-N *) E

V. T

u>* To- (6

'H-

-O] r
r ?- 4»- J_a.«YS*^»<c/a*«; p.

7*- €-[A* (A-Q\l -» Y Y * (c- O* -R

Rules:
1. Determine the value of the 45

constants (variables in the equation)

to the nearest integer. The intended
meanings are straightforward and
literal; there are no tricks in the

definitions or hidden meanings.
2. Substitute the value for each

variable into the equation, perform

the arithmetic and calculate the

answer. Standard mathematical
usage is in effect. Only the positive

root of a square root radical should be
considered, i.e., 36 should be evalu-

ated as 6. Note: if you evaluate a-v as

6, you are required to calculate the 6th

positive root of the expression under
the radical symbol.

3. Do not call us with questions of

interpretation, references or with last-

minute entries.

4. Entry blanks must be filled out
completely including not only the
answer, but also each of the 45 vari-

ables. The answer should be ex-

pressed as either an integer or proper
fraction, as the case may be. The
winning entry will be the one that

correctly states the answer; if no
entry is correct, then the winner will

be the entry with the greatest number
of correct values for the 45 variables.

In either case, ties, if any, will be
broken by random drawing.

We have a notion that we will

receive few, if any, correct entries.

Hence, given that we have 169 prizes

worth over $2000, it is probably worth
your while to enter even if you do not
think you have gotten the correct

answer.
5. Entries must be submitted on

an official entry blank from Creative

Computing magazine (xerox and
other copies are not acceptable) and
received in our offices (not post-

marked) by November 1, 1979. You
mayenterasmanytimesasyou wish.

Do not include orders, letters, or any-
thing else in the same envelope. Send
to: Creative Trivia Contest, 93 Wash-
ington Street, Morristown, NJ 07960.

I
Clip this entry blank and mall to

:

Computer Trivia Contest
83 Washington Street

Morristown, NJ 07960
Entries must be received by November 1 , 1979.

Name

Address

City

State Z'P

Answer =

A = M =
B = N =
C = P =
D = Q =
E = R =
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Q T =
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You can be a winner!
A Yearof birth of Fibonacci
B The Sorbonne is founded (year)

C Number of Shostakovich symphonies
Yearof Napier's 50th birthday

E While in his teens. Gauss settled a 2000-
year old question by constructing a polygon
with sides

F Mean radius of the earth in kilometers
(Nearest kilometer. Mean radius is the
radius of a sphere having the same volume.)

G A college student In 1 955 would believe this
to be the velocity of light In a vacuum (stan-
dard ret . Is the Handbook of Chemistry and
Physics)

H Atomic weight of fluorine

1 Melting point of common salt (*C)
J Number of seconds before tapes self-de-

struct on Mission Impossible
K Decimal value of 1 01 01 01 (binary)

L The Digital Equipment Corp. B1 71 Flip Chip
has diode inputs

M 549,755,81 3,888 Is 2 raised to what power
N Published absolute maximum collector-to-

base voltage (at 25*C) of the GE 2N377
switching transistor.

P To convert from microvolts to glgavolts,
multiply by

Q Number of satellites of Jupiter (observed
through 1970)

R Microprocessor used in first Altalr

5 To convert from hours to nanoseconds,
multiply by

T In the computer game, how many Mug-
wumps are In hiding

U Cube root of 160,1 03,007
V Number of letters In Venn's first name
W Number of ways 50 can be written as the

sum of three positive integers in nonde-
scending order

X Baud rate of ASR-33 Teletype
Y Number of bits In a 2708 EPROM
Z Price of first class letter in 1 962 (cents)

a Sum of the 10 digits of Creative Computing
toll-free number

y Number of rooms an arrow can shoot In

Wumpusgame
A Maximum rated clock speed of 280A In

megahertz
* Largest value allowed In Apple integer

Basic

6 Value at which Fahrenheit and Celclus tem-
perature scales are equal

3 Firstyearof Creative Computing
yu. Decimal value of letter A in ASCII code
k Number of cardinal points on a viking
compass

If 3isto9and18as2lsto8and
£ Price of the last Item In the group: Linament

12c, Toga 20c, Onion 15c, Car 3c, Pizza
4> Next term in the series: 7,12,27,72

f The opera Carmen was first performed (year)

.n. Number of letters in leading Orange-grow-
ing state In USA

T States adm itted to USA before Oregon
-u The first digital computer (Mark I) was com-

pleted In (year)

a* Duration of tenth manned apace flight

(minutes)
<o Fifth lunar landing was Apollo
St Robert Indiana's "Love" lithograph ap-

peared on a US stamp whose first day of
issue was January

S Birth date of the author of the novel In which
John Gait Is the hero

T Value of Fin hexadecimal

"I have little patience with scientists

who take a board of wood, look for

its thinnest part, and drill a great

number of holes where drilling is

easy."

Albert Einstein
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TRS-flO
PERIPHERALS & SUPPLIES

&%5HVES

6KjRAM SETSm&

io for soo.oo

wmINTER

Fully compatible with Radio Sh.uk
drives Includes: Power supply
case (specify silver or blue) B4 drive
connector cable verbatim diskette
with test program and user op system

60 day warranty complete user
instructions

200NS 16K Dynamic RAM Memory Kit.

M( chips Includes lumpers and in

structions for installing in TRS80 ke\
board unit or expansion inten
(Specify keyboard or intert.i.

These are the top of the line in disk

ettes and worth every i ent of the ttYOO
ea< h that you p.iv elsewhere

With forms tractor. This is the same
printer that Radio Shack supplies A

199 (M) savings if you buy from us

All set to run on your 1 RS HO ,it tw K e

tile speed of the 779

Send loP.P.S.

P.O Box 2051, Seal Beai h I

For fast servii r , I (71 4) 894- \1 ](~)

CIRCLE ISO ON READER SERVICE CARD

3 Diskless TRS-80 Programs
— telephono/addross/malllng list program
sorts by name or zip code. Retrieves tele-
phone number from name and vice versa.
Access time is under 2 seconds. Over 100
listings.

Level II 16K $30.00

— checkbook program - electronic copy,
easily accessible. 1 70 listings.
Level II 16K (30.00

— mendalas for the cybernetic age 1 + 11-
amazing graphic programs. Better than TV-
lasts hours without repeating on commer-
cials. Two (2) sets of four interweaving
designs.
Level I or II 4K RAM $30.00

Introductory Offer— All three for $75.00

Loweco Computer
1803 Rodney, Los Angeles, CA 90027

213-660-7530
6% sales tax in California.

Cashier check speeds delivery

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SORCERERTM

RENUMBER BASIC programs
with ease. Eliminate problems
with inserting lines. Allows any
start line number and increment.

MERGE two or more programs
or subroutines into one.

RENUMBER $14
RENUMBER&MERGE $18

MacLean Design Graphics
650 Huron Street, Toronto.
Ontario. Canada M5R 2R9
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WE'D LIKE TO SHARE A
FEW WORDS WITH YOU...

modem / mS'dam/ n: A device foi tran»mii»ion ofdigiul informa-

tion \i.i .m analog channel iuch ai telephone circuit

Micromod©m II* / ni7'kn"i«iiir>'il.>inui vim/cmm* - a complete

data communicationi system for the Apple II** Peraonal Computer,

combining function* which former!) required modem, an automatic

calling unit, and icrial and parallel interfaces. Onboard ROM firmware

provide) for remote console, in-

iniii.il mode, and simplified im-

plementation "I more sophisti-

cated applications with BASH
programs. The Micromodem II

mini's with the FCC registered Mi-

< rocoupiei . operates at 1 10 <n 'MH)

baud i Kill 103 compatible), and
can automatical!) <Ii.il 01 answer

the phone and transfer data.

Micromodem 100*/ ml' kn"-mo'd.>iii wiiu hun'drad/
trtuUmark — .1 complete data communications system foi S-100 micro-

computers, providing .ill the capabilities <>l a serial interface card and an

acouim coupler, with the addition ol programmable automata dialing

.mil answer. The Micromodem
KM) comes wiili the Microcouplei

;nnl is fully S-100 bus compatible

including 16-bit machines .mil I

Mil/ processors. The Micromo-
dem li"i operates .11 eithei ol two
software selectable baud rates —
300 baud ami a jumpei selectable

peed from l.
r
> to MM baud.

aCOUStiC COUDler / .>»ku-.'tik kup' l.ii n: A modem thai wot ks

through the standard telephone handset, transmitting data through the

regulai earphone and mil rophone. It can be affected l>\ room noise and
suffers from the distortion inherent in the carbon microphone.

MicrOCOUpler* / mTkripkup'lai '
iimlrmnrk — an FCC regis-

tered device thai provides direct access to the telephone system without

the lusscs 01 distortions associated »iili acoustic couplers .mil without a

telephone company supplied data access arrangement

D.C. HAYES ASSOCIATES, INC.
MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS

10 Perimeter Park Dr. Atlanta, GA 30341 (404) 455-7663
' Mcromodam a. Mcromodani 100. and Mtcrocooprtr art tradamartia ol DC Hayaa Asaooalas. Inc

" RagMtfarad vadamarfc ol Appta Compuiai Inc
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TRS - 80 - L1 - 4K
Elementary Education Package #1

$10.00

CROSSWORD (Graphics)

4 Puzzles - 20 Simple Words Total

SPACE SHIP MATH DRILL
I and II (Graphics)

ARRAY MATH DRILL
Count Squares To Find Answer

FIND IT

Prints The Table For Random Problem
Educomp

920 N.W. 179 Terrace

Miami, Florida 33169
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QLBDEfl
Programs for your ATARI*

IRIDIS is a monthly cassette magazine
of programs for the ATARI 400 and
800 personal computer

You get four excellent programs each
month on a high quality C-30 cassette,

ready to load and run.

Each issue of IRIDIS has an animated
"Front Cover" that will delight your
eyes!

With each cassette you get IRIDIS

Notes, a lively newsletter of informa-

tion about the ATARI computer. You
may disagree with our opinionated
editors, but you'll never be bored!

' IRIDIS brings you fun and games,
education, and business programs
and "software tools" that will help you
enjoy your ATARI

1 2 issues for $39.95 in US
& Canada
4 issues for $14.95

Sample copy $4.95

We Accept VISA and Mastercharge

city

Slala/Zlp

IRIDIS, Box 550, Goleta, CA 93017
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MICROPOLIS

CCA DATA
MANAGEMENT
SYSTEM HIGH
SPEED SORT

This high speed Mach Lang Sort allows
Creative Computer Application s DM5 sort and
merge to run in at least naif tne normal time
(depending on tne file length and sort key
size! This program is designed to be used with
tne DMS programs it is very easily interfaced

ALSO AVAILABLE a machine Language Sort

utmtv rne utility is designed to De easily

interfaced to YOUR basic programs Tne sort is

100 times faster than tne Dest written basic

sort we also offer a Macn Lang Mailing Label
Program To sort tne maximum 1000 records
requires 15 seconds The output options allow
for sorting by tne last name or company name,
zip code, and a user defined variable

COMPLETE USERS MANUAL $10.00
MAILING LABEL IMLI 79.S0
MAILING LABEL IBL) 39.50
MACH. SORT UTILITY 59.50
PMS SORT PACKAGE 69.50

Available to be shipped immediately upon
receipt of your order and payment (money
order, cashier s check, visa or Master
Charge) A shipping charge of S2 00 will be
added to all orders California residents,

please add 6%.

cs
COMPUTER SERVICES
P.O. BOX 1S64S
San oiego. CA 921 1S
17141 438-9137

"CIRCLE 120 ON READER SERVICE CARD""*
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V ' Ten Practical Uses
/ * * - ' of Black Holes

Peter Payack

"A Black tfole's gravitational field

is so intense that anything that

approaches it is trapped; nothing
'can escape its grasp.

"

1. Prevent Jailbreaks Locate black
holes in prison yards to prevent
escapes. They can be situated in

schools for the same purpose.
. Develop a Magnetic Personality.
For thl "ladies man" who wants

- to attract women, place one in the
breast pocket of your debonair
sport coat': These can be scented

imel/ like "aftershave", if

desired.

3. Mouse Traps. Replace costly
Swiss cheese with black holes.

4. Eliminate Lost Thoughts. Have a
reputable surgeon implant a

„.- black hole between your ears so
a that no ingenious thoughts will

"slip away" or "escape you".

5. Household Rubbish Disposals.
Hire a plumber to install a black
hole in your kitchen, next to the
sink.

6. Attention Getters. A clown who
wants to captivate a crowd
should insert a black hole in his
red rubber nose.

7. Insect Controllers. Have a black
hole flattened by a "black(hole)
smith" so that it ispaperthin, and
use it as "fly paper". Caution : Do
not place in areas frequented by
children and small pets.

8. Stop Coup d'etats. Place black
holes in hen houses to prevent
chickens "flying the coop".

9. Bait. Use to bait fishhooks. -

10. Advertising. Insert a black hole in

magazine ads to snare new
subscribers.

Peter Payack. 64 Highland Ave.,

Cambridge, MA 021 39.
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Software Legal Forum

The old controversy of: "It's my
land ; no it's not, anybody can use it."

has found a new twist. Witness the

reader exchange in the Software Legal

Forum (June, 1979 Creative Comput-
ing) responding to the Open Letter to

the CP/M* User's Group by Creative

Computing publisher David Ahl (Feb-

ruary, 1979). The difference, of

course, is that in the new controversy

everybody can use and enjoy the

property at the same time without

first having to exclude others. Wel-
come, reader, to the World of Intel-

lectual Property.

This column will explore this new
land and, hopefully, continue and en-

courage the dialogue. The interesting

aspect is that for any given day you
can be simultaneously right, wrong or

neither; and then the next day be
wrong, right or both, with the whole
ball game changed.

For those who came in late, the

Ahl—CP/M® User's Group (CPMUG)
controversy began when a collection

of computer games appearing in a
copyrighted book entitled "101 BASIC
Computer Games" and in Creative

Computing magazine suddenly be-

came available in machine readable

form on floppy diskettes. The com-
puter software was reviewed, re-

written in some cases, enhanced and
formatted for CP/M® bytheCPMUG.
According to Dr. Michael Hayes, a

participant in the Software Copyright
Forum, much of the software dis-

tributed was taken from versions that

were not usable in the published

code, and he believed that Tony Gold
and the CPMUG had done the entire

personal computing community a big

favor by providing usable software. In

Mike's opinion, only a software pirate

(one who without permission makes a
profit from another's software) is a

bad guy wearing a black hat. People
like Tony Gold, who do it for free,

wear white hats, are good guys and
are innovators.

Apparently, Creative Computing
publisher David Ahl did not think Mr.

Gold wears a white hat because he not

so subtly threatened a law suit in his

Open Letter if CPMUG did not take

immediate corrective action. Mr. Ahl
said, "Frankly, we're tired of being
ripped off and we intend to put a stop
to it." Steve North, editor of Creative

Harold L. Novlck, Patent Attorney, Larson,

Taylor and Hinds, Arlington, Virginia 22202.

Harold L. Novick

Computing, obviously agrees. In his

replies to the printed letters in the

Forum, he opened fire with his

phasers and left a whole lot of smoke
in his path (but little damage).

Walter Koetke fired right back (and
missed!). In his letter in the Forum,
Mr. Koetke said flatly that anyone
who spends considerable time de-

bugging programs that don't run and
adding features to make programs
useful in a specialized environment

produces a different program that can

be distributed without a copyright

infringement of the original program.

Wrong! As will be made clear in later

columns, if the copyright laws apply

to what Messrs. Gold and Koetke are

doing (and that is a big IF), then that is

just as much an infringement as it

would be to produce an English

version of Remarque's "Im Westen
Nach Stille" (All Quiet on the Western
Front). Clearly, all is not quiet.

But even in all the noise a quiet

whimpering can still be heard. Mr.

Barry Walryms stated in the lead

Forum letter regarding Creative Com-
puting's charge of infringement,

"your position, however legally well

based it may be, is ill-advised from
both your position and mine." Mr.

Walryms apparently believes that just

because CPMUG does it almost at

cost, no one is hurt. Perhaps he is

forgetting that by diminishing the

size of the market, the economic
return of the legal provider of the

software is lessened. This is a
recoverable damage and one that has
been anticipated in the new copyright

act. I'm sorry Suzanne (Suzanne Rod-
riguez, Editor of Dr. Dobbs' Journal),

you are wrong when you stated in

your letter in the Forum that just

because you don't do it for money it's

okay. Furthermore, reducing the
incentive of economic return can
result in less personal computing
software when people refuse to risk

their investment and time to produce
and document good software.

Steve North's phasers made a
slightly damaging hit when he stated

in one of his responses that it is their

software and they should have the

right to give, sell or retain it as they

wish. Just imagine the software to be
your corn field being invaded by bike
riders. Shouldn't you have the right to

either let them use the field or to

refuse? Answer: If it is your cornfield

and you have been given that legal

right by your government, then yes

you can. Querry: Is software a corn

field? Answer: Yes, no, maybe and
sometimes. No, this author is not

confused, only the situation is. But

keep your monitors tuned and a non-

confusing answer may reveal itself.

The astitute reader should have

noticed by now that this author has

not stated who Is riding in the Enter-

prise with a white hat and who is a

Klingon with a black hat. If only the

game could be that clear. Rather than

hatting the participants, the better

approach is to welcome each indivi-

dual perspective into the corn field

and then announce to the surprised

group that each is legally correct and
incorrect.

The principal difficulty in deciding

what is correct or incorrect and even

whether software can be analogized

to a corn field is that software is a

brand new type of intellectual prop-

erty. As such, it's metes and bounds
have yet to be defined and even its

very legal definition has yet to be
decided upon. Another aspect of the

problem is that software has many
faces. It can be in the form of

computer games, computer lan-

guages and editors, applied software

(which makes the computer an
integral link in a system such as a
sewing machine), word processing

software, data base management
software and, perhaps, even the data

base itself.

The law of trespass is old and
clear and its application to corn fields

is fairly well established. Also old and
clear are the laws of patents, copy-

rights, trademarks, trade secrets and
contracts. But their application to

software is not well established.

The foregoing topics will be
addressed again in forthcoming
issues of Creative Computing maga-
zine. The reader's interaction and
participation will be continued and
those wishing to engage in the

dialogue should send their letters to

this magazine. As for this author, his

Phaser banks have been depleted and
he must return to his home base to

recharge them before more can be
done.

The comments and opinions of

the author are given for educational

purposes only and are not meant to be
legal advice. Specific legal question's

should be referred to your personal

attorney. U
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MEMOREX
MARKETTES

8" floppies only $3£°
^ HUNDRED LOTS

10 for *3.50 ea. / 50 for '3.25 ea.

5V4" minis only *2 S
?^ HUNDRED LOTS

10 for $3.00 ea. / 50 for *2.75 ea.

QUALITY MEMOREX MARKETTES FOR
ANY COMPUTER SYSTEM
SPECIFY SIZE, TYPE AND COMPUTER . .

.

5 1 .
" Soft Sector. 10 Sector. 16 Sector. 8" IBM Compatible or Sott Sector

CALL TOLL-FREE 24 HRS. TO ORDER

800-824-7888

OPERATOR 544
BANK CARDS CALIFORNIA 800-852-7777
ORC.O.D.

OR SAVE CO. D.

AND SHIPPING

BY ENCLOSING
CHECK WITH
YOUR ORDER

FOR MORE INFO 415-592-6633

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
1313 LAUREL ST., SUITE 15

SAN CARLOS, CALIF. 94070
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PASCAL MJCIiOCMGINf'" ENCLOSED IN A

STY1IHD lOVPRCXlLE HOUSING COMPUTE
viih POVIR SUPPIT

MK Orif S (32K VOODV Of RAM MEMORY

rvo AS 232 ASYNCHRONOUS PORTS 1 10

10 2K 5AUD)

rvo « on paaauii ports

FLOPPY DISK CON'ROUf P. VIIH DtfUCI

MEMORY ACCESS SOMA IS SWITCH StllCIAOlf

fOR
-SINGLE OR DOUHf DENSITY

-AONIHOPPT OR» lLOP»Y

-< 104 drives <same typo

f ioa1ino po'ni hardware

sf ie test mkrocxagnosiics

ascii consoie

WE CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS & TERMINALS AT VERY
ATTRACTIVE PRICES. AS WELL AS COMPLETE SUD SYSTEMS

FUTURE EXPANSION
64K DYTES ADD ON MOS MEMORY $ 1 595 00
5-20 MEG DRIVES W/CONTROLLER J7-9K

Send to P.P.S.

PO Box 2051, Seal Beach. California 90740

for fast service or information call (714) 894-3736
Ve Accept Mosterchcuge ond of A
Deole< Inquiries InvitecT
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BOOT-
STRAP

TURN ON YOUR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEM AND GO
RIOHT INTO YOUR BASIC PROQRAM-YOUR
TRS-80 WILL LOAD AND RUN PROGRAMS—BY
TSELF! Yes, with this unbelievable program your
computer will take command of itself whenever
power-on or reset is pressed. Go from DOS all the
way into your Basic program, execute DOS or Basic
commands, load and execute any machine-language
programs or subroutines you need (such as printer
drivers, machine language sorts, etc.), set your file

buffers and memory size, then run any Basic pro-
gram you want, without lifting another finger!
BOOTSTRAP'S custom files make turn-key end-user
applications simple! Requires disk system, works
with DOS 2.1, 2.2 and NEWDOS, completely docu-
mented for easy implementation. $1 5.95

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS™ (415) 592-6633
1313 Laurel St., Suite 15, San Carlos, CA 94070

Please send me TRS-80 BOOTSTRAP
($15.95 each enclosed. Calif, residents add tax).

Send your catalogs.

Name

Address

City State Zip
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp

- CIRCLE 179 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MICRO-BACKGAMMON

161

FOR YOUR TRS-80
MICRO-BACKGAMMON 1.5 offers 3 levels of play to

please everyone from beginner to expert! All moves are
checked for legality and displayed both graphically and
literally. You can set up, adjust, and play from any
position and dice roll or even watch the computer play
against itself! The graphics alone will fascinate you.
Included is a complete instruction booklet and easy to
load cassette. It's written in Z-80 machine language.
For Level I and Level II 4K TRS-80's $19.95
Check, money order. VISA, or Mastercharge accepted (Price
includes shipping).

uestar Software
P.O. Box 723-C, Wichita, Kansas 6720
CIRCLE 1S5 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Q&A
The "Tiny" Interpreter Exercise

PhilipTubb

Over the years there have been
numerous requests for an article de-

scribing the Internal workings of

interpreters. The following will pro-

vide an Interesting self-teaching

exercise for individuals wanting to

explore interpreters and should also

be an ideal classroom exercise. The
experimentation and learning

shouldn't stop after entering and run-

ning the program in the article. Go
ahead and add new features and com-
mands to the "Tiny" Interpreter... and
really s tart learning.

A new column, "Operating Sys-
tems Q&A" by John Craig, began in

the November-December 1978 issue.

Many questions were sent in which
weren't limited to operating systems,
and ultimately I was asked to do a
general questions and answers col-

umn.
One question particularly struck

me as interesting. John Thompson of

Monee, Illinois asked about "...that

never-never land between machine
language and a high level language
like BASIC..." and wanted to know
how interpreters are written. Most
users of personal computers use high

level languages, but few know exactly

how they work or how they are

written. Since most users are familiar

with BASIC, I decid d to answer the

question by writing an interpreter for

a small BASIC-like language. Rather
than writing the interpreter in ma-
chine language as is usually done,
I've decided to write it in BASIC since
most readers will then be able to

follow the programming logic.

The writing of interpreters is a
complex subject, but is of sufficient

interest to warrant a detailed explan-

ation. So, this first Q&A column will

be a bonus double-size single-topic

issue. Henceforth I'll try to answer
several questions in each column
(unless I find another worthy topic).

There is no extra charge for this

special issue, so enjoy!

The "Tiny interpreter" Specs

First, it is important to decide
what the language will belike. I'll pick

a few BASIC statements, just enough
to Illustrate some key interpreter con-

Phil Tubb is President of ALF Products, Inc.

(1448 Estes, Denver, CO 80215), manufacturers
of music synthesizer boards for the Apple
computer.

cepts: LET, INPUT, PRINT, GOTO
and IF. An interpreter needs a com-
mand set such as LIST, RUN and RE-
NUMBER. Most BASICS include a
very complex floating-point arith-

metic package, which is too elaborate

for this example (and is really a dif-

ferent subject entirely). I'll stick to

add, subtract, less than and equal to

with integers from -9999 to 9999. In

traditional interactive-interpreter

style, I'll write a line oriented editor

which allows lines to be added,
deleted and replaced by line number.

The next step is to define the exact
syntax of the language. I prefer to use
a modified form of BNF (an acronym
for Backus Naur Form - a notation for

describing the syntax of languages).
First , I define the element < program >.

The definition is approximately

:

< program*: :<line>[<program>]

The ": :" is read "is defined as" (this

is a slight variation from the standard
symbol, ":

: =", because it is easier

to type). Anything in brackets is

optional. In English the definition

above is: "a program is defined as a
line optionally followed by a program
or, in other words, one or more lines"

which is why BNF is used instead.

Next, we dive in and define the
elements used in the definition of
< program >. In this case the only one
is<line>:

<line>: :<linenumber><statement
>< return

It is not necessary to define the ASCII
character return , since this is for

our own use. Let's continue defining
elements until there are none left to
define:

<line number >: : an integer from 1

to 9999

Although an integer from 1 to 9999
can be defined in BNF, it is much
easiertoread in English. We can usea
slash (/) to indicate "or":

<statement>: :«LET>/«INPUT»/
<PRINT»/<GOTO»/<IF>

<LET>: :<variable>" = "<value>

<INPUT>: :"INPUT"<variablelist>

<PRINT>: :"PRINT"<valuelist>

GOTO : :"GOTO" line number

IF : :"IF" value "THEN"
statement

<variable>: :<A-Z>{<characters>]

Notel

<value>: :(<variable>/<number>)

[< binary opxvalued

<number>: : an integer from -9999

to 9999

<binaryop>: :•• + •'/"-"/"<"/" = "

<variablelist>: :<variable>l";"

< variable I ist>)

<value list>: :<value>{";" value

list>)

That's all, but most languages run on

for pages. Anything in quotes is typed

literally.<A-Z>is not defined because
it's fairly obvious that it's a letter from

A to Z. "Note 1" for the<variable>def-

inition would explain that - charac-

ters> is one or more ASCII characters

not including " + ", "-", "<", " = ", or

";", that there is some maximum
variable name length, and that the

name may not contain the word
"THEN". One might also wish to

mention that for convenience variable

names beginning with "INPUT",
"PRINT", "GOTO", or "IF" should not

be chosen since they cannot be as-

signed values with a LET statement.

(The reasons behind this will be
explained as we go along). The use of

parentheses in the definition of

<value> is to clarify that the definition

is "a variable or a number, optionally

followed by a binary operator and a

value," rather than "a variable, or a

number optionally followed by a

1 LET
2 INPUT
3 PRINT
4 GOTO
5 IF

Tabid.

binary operator and a value."

Next, we grind the syntax down
into something easy to work with.

There are five statement types, and
they are shown in Table 1. All state-

ments start with a keyword (such as
"PRINT"; except LET. All are com-
posed of combinations of 8 key syn-
tax elements, shown in Table 2. This
allows us to make a simple syntax list

with the keyword, the statement type
number, and its key syntax elements
(see Table 3). This will be useful when
actually writing the interpreter. Al-

though this language is so small it
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k-ZYSTEM TRS-80 PRODUCTS #
MALL

YSTEM
1 - AMtlTTUMUUM

tHfNIUK ? - fHATE'S MWMTUBC
A.VFpJTUW* 3 - MISSION IMPOSSIBLE

- $14.9) each or
- «U three for
- only *39.v5.

Hecnine language vtrttom of Adventure, the current rage of the big
t iee-*h»ring computers' 100* word vocabulary' 30 rooaif and locations. A

challenge that can take needs to solve! LtVEL-II 16K.

tS«-1S:
tSH-2:
ttftWs:

A MACHINE LAiaUMU fWNITOd FM 4K TtS-M'S - $23.9)
Ml AHMKEI ROMITOt FOt 1IK TtS-M'S - 26.95
TMKE OMITOtS F0t TtS-flO »ISK SYS TEWS - 29.9)

22 coaaands to control your TftS-80 Z-ftO processor! Eieeine ROM's, test RAN,
progres in aachine language, read/write aachine language tapes, and auch
•ore! A SYMBOLIC DUMP coaaand di sasseables aeaory into Z -80 sneeon i c s

!

Display aeaory in NCI or two ASCII toraats, or EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY,
'ILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH your aeaory* RSN-2/20 include all above
features, plus read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with our
TRS232 or the expansion interface, and read/write disk sectors directly!
RSM-2 loads at the top of 16K LEVEL I or II. RSM-26, furnished on disk, has
3 versions for 16K, S2K and 43*.

BASIC-IP - LEWL-1 BASIC MITN PRINTINt! - $19.9)

Run any LEVEL-1 BASIC tape i12K or less) in 16K LEVEL-II TRS-80 without
conversion! Plus LLIST and LRRINT for TRS232, RS-232-C or Certronics
printers. LPRINT ON and LRRINT OFF prints anything that you Rf« on the

screen! All LEVEL-! abbreviations and functions supported.

BAMICABC: MACHINE LANtUAftC ACTION UfS FOB TRS-BO'S $14.9%

Break through S-wll Barricade with high-speed ball and keyboard controlled
paddle! Trap the ball eaong the walls and watch it destroy the 100 blocks!
Select 96 different options to challenge experts and beginners. 3 scores
with the best of each saved to be challenged by other players. N0B0BY can
achieve the aanaua VEIGMTE0 SCORE of 33,000! 4K LEVEL-I and II.

AIR RAId: MACHINE LAJttUAU TRS-B0 SH00TIM SmLLEBT! - $14.9)

Shoot down high speed aircraft with a ground based aissile launcher!
Aircraft eaplode draaatically when hit, soaetiaes destroying other nearby
planes! Score is tallied for each hit or aiss, and the highest score is

saved to be challenged by other players. Hours of fun for you, and a super
deaonstrat ion prograa for entertaining friends! 4K. LEVEL I and II.

TRSZS2 PRINTER INTERFACE - $49.9) <*$2.00 shipping)

Asseabled and tested output port for TRS-80 printing. Ute any RS-232 or
20-ail current loop ASCII printer. Expansion interface not required. Ute
with LEVEL-II BASIC, CR/N, BASIC-IP, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSN-2/2B or your own
prograas! Standard cassette software included, or order new "FORMATTER" for
19.93 with TRS232 (see below).

TBS232 -FOMWATTER- SOFTWARE PACKACff - SU.95

Rage and line length control, fora feed function, printer pause, 9 baud
rates, "saart" line teraination, built-in keyboard debounce, software
control of screen printing, etc. 19.95 if ordered with TRS232.

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOB TRS-B0 BISK SYSTEMS - 1150.00
TIC ELECTRIC PENCIL FOB TRS-B0 TAPE SYSTEMS - 99.95

Write teit, delete, insert, or move words, lines or paragraphs, save te«t on
tape (or disk), then print foraatted copy with our TRS232 or Centronics
printer (RS-232-C with disk version). Right justification, page titling and
nuabering, transparent cursor and repeating keyboard. Lowercase entry and
display with ainor aodif icet ion. LEVEL-1 or II 16* (Tape version).

CP/M OPERATIN* SYSTEM WITH TBS232 SOFTWARE - 11*5.00

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE /Ll F EB0AT ASSOCIATES version of CP/N. Includes TRS232
and RS-232-C software, lower-case support, debounce, plus DCV-2 and other
unique utilities. CP/H Editor creates and Modifies all files. Files aay be
auch longer than your aeaory* Asseable dicectly froa disk, placing HEX and
PRINT files back onto disk! Includes DOT (Dynaaic Debugging Tool), PIP
(Peripheral Interchange Prograa), and aore' 16K single disk required, 32K
dual disk recoaaended.

BCV-1: CRT SYSTEM TO BISK FILES - B9.95

a CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ABB 6 PER CENT SALES TAX R

LL SYSTEM) SOFTWARE • P.O. BOX 166 • NENBUBT PARK, CALIF. 91320 •

Eiecute Adventure, Barricade, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, etc., froa

disk, even if they interfere with TRSD0S! After using DCV-1, your prograa
loads froa disk into high aeaory, aoves itself to its correct address, then

jumps there and executes'

OTHER TRS-BO PRODUCTS

ESP-1: $29.95 Editor, asseabler, and eon i tor using INTEL 80S0 aneaonics.
! RSL-1: 14.95 Draw patterns, then play Conway's LIFE IH aachine language.
I LST-1: 1.00 A disasseabled listing of LCVEL-1 BASIC with soae coaaents.

I * SHALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE R P.O. BOX 366 * MEWBORY PARK, CALIF. 91320 •

I CIRCLE 193 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Introducing . . .

Graphic Golf
TRS-80* Level II 16K

Welcome to "Small Woods Country Club,"
where you can play on our scenic 18 hole,

par 72, 6,840 yard course. Will you make it

over the lake, or take the long way? You
choose the club and angle, 80% skill, 20%
chance. A challenge to all. Plays like a real

course. Instruction tape included. Easy to

order ... 159s

Send check or money order to Ken Smallwood

(Calif residents add 6%) 389 Coral St.

Visa or Mastercharge accepted Santa Cruz. Ca 95060

Bank Card order tor I day delivery (408) 688-4187

Dealer inquiries invited

CHESS * BACKGAMMON * MORE!

NEW MACHINE LANGUAGE GAMES!

Z-CHESS for 16K Levi II

Ploy the cloaatc goee of CHESS using tha TRS 80 graphic*. Savan

lavala of difficulty (up to six iavala of "look ahead") provide

o cKallanging gaaa for oil. Alpha-Beta pruning and aova aorting

arm employed to keep response tieee to a ainieum. SETUP aoda
allows tha board to be arranged oa desired. Ploye all eovee-
including CASTLING and EN PASSANT captures. Nuefcered aquoraa
alapllfy aova input. Poaaibly tha foataot good strategy chaaa

goao available $17.95

BACK-4B for 16K Levi II

A •wpenor opponent which wakes exteneive ute of tha TRS-80

graphics to display a regulation atyla BACKGAMMON board of

unrivalad quality and clor l ty- including tha dice 1 BACK 40

DOUBLES if it stands a good chanca of wirming-ehich it usually
does 1 Every feature of a regulation BACKGAMMON watch n
included- even keepe acore 1 $14.95

DR. CHIPS for 16K L.v.l II

A fo.cir.atmg prograa bo..d on tk. forou. "DOCTOR" and "ELIZA"

program. Si<^>ly "TALK" Ur. "TYPE") to your oo^t^-OR. CHIPS

ill onalyz. your a«nt.nc.. and "TALK" book to you-lMi.dlat.lyl

Although OR. CHIPS' r.spon... should not b. tak.n Mriouoly. h.

1. tha ultimata coMputar Introduction for tha fo.il y and
frlando-and a .upar "conversational i.t" at parti..) $14.95

JoMdlata ahlpMnt by flr.t olaaa .ail - T.xa. r... add 5X
Ord.r by mail or phon. (VISA. Ma.t.rCharg. ooeaptad) front

Tho Software Assoc i at. ion
P.O. Box 58365

Houston. Texas 77058

Phon., <713) 482-0883
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may not be necessary to approach
syntax formats in a "key syntax ele-

ments" scheme, in conventional
(larger) languages it is often the
easiest way to go.

Usually one must determine the
function of each statement in detail,

but since this language is essentially

BASIC we'll assume the intended
function is already known.

How To Write The Interpreter

There are countless ways to write

interpreters. There are many factors

Everyone likes fast inter-

preters, but fast inter-

preters tend to be large or

tobe for limited languages.

which must be balanced. Everyone
likes fast interpreters, but fast inter-

preters tend to be large or to be for

limited languages. For example, a
machine language could probably run

faster than a high level language, but

who would want an interpreter for a
machine language? Everyone likes to

see syntax errors printed right when
they type in the line, but some
languages cannot be syntaxed on
entry. Should the lines be stored in

text form, or changed to a more com-
pact form? These questions, and
many others, must be worked out
based on the intended application of

the language. The scheme which I

prefer is not the most efficient,

although it is very efficient; it is not

the fastest, although it is very fast ; it

does not have the most compact
storage format, although it is very

compact; and it is not easy to write,

although there are harder schemes to

write. Probably the biggest disadvan-

tage to this scheme is that it makes
the interpreter itself harder to write

than many other schemes. One
should bear in mind, though, that the
interpreter need only be written once
(or a few times) and must be used
countless times.

I prefer to analyze the syntax of

each line as it is entered and store it in

a special, easy-to-use format. All line

numbers will be stored as integers

from -9999 to -1 (the opposite of the
number actually typed). Each line will

be a line number, then a number from
1 to 5 indicating the statement type,

then one or more numbers that will

differ from statement to statement,
and finally a -10000 to mark the end of

the line. "THEN" will be stored as
-10001, as will semicolons in value

lists. Binary operators will be stored

with the numbers shown in Table 4.

Nothing else will be stored except

variables. Variables are interesting

things to work with. Obviously one
would wish to have multi-character

variable names (like "SUM"). Another
common desire is for names followed

by an integer (like "SUM1", "SUM2"
and "SUM3"). Apple owners are

familiar with the problems associated

with multi-character variable names.
In Apple's Integer BASIC, the whole
variable name is stored as text,

requiring a great deal of storage when
long names are used frequently.

Further, each time a variable is refer-

enced, Integer BASIC scans a long

variable value table for a matching
name. This takes a long time, so the

shorter the name is, the better.

Applesoft (Apple's Microsoft BASIC)
works somewhat differently. It also

stores the whole variable name as

text, requiring a great deal of storage.

Table search time is reduced by
limiting the search to the first two
letters of the name. Unfortunately,

this makes SUM1 and SUM2 the same
variable, since they both start with

SU. Rather primitive, I'd say. I like to

build a table of variable names. When
a line is entered which contains a

variable, the interpreter scans
through the table. If the name is not

already in the table, it is added to the

end. To store the variable reference,

one need only store an integer which
indicates the variable's place in the

table. Room can be reserved in the

table for the variable's value, too. This

scanning takes place only when a line

is entered, not while the program is

running, so execution speed is kept

high (in fact, the integer which indi-

cates the variable's location in the

table is quite useful for determining

where the value should be stored or

read.) With this scheme you get fast

execution, and the space required for

any variable typed in a line is the

same, regardless of the number of

letters in the name (except that the

name must be stored once in the

table).

The storage format just described

is useful for (a) reducing the amount
of memory required to store a line,

and (b) increasing program execution

speed since the interpreter need only

look at numbers like "3" rather than

strings of characters like "PRINT".
However, there remains one particu-

larly tedious operation which must
still be done during program execu-
tion. "GOTO 50" would require that

line 50 be located. Fortunately, there

is a simple solution to this problem.
At the beginning of RUN, we just zip

through the program finding all the

lines, and replace the stored numbers
with an integer that indicates the

location of the line. These "pointers"

will be stored as non-negative num-
bers, so as to not be confused with

actual numbers, which are stored as

negative numbers. This scheme has

at least two advantages : (a) it speeds

up program execution, and (b) it

allows one to be notified of all non-

existent line references (e.g., GOTO
50 when there is no line 50) at once,

without waiting for the particular line

with the error to be executed

.

The main disadvantage of all this

string/number crunching is that it

takes time. Some people claim that it

takes additional programming in the

interpreter but I'm not sure just how
much extra, if any, is required.

Fortunately, it's not too bad to take

time at this particular point because

(a) each line need only be crunched

once, rather than each time it is run,

1 (variable)

2 (value)

3 (variable Hat)

4 (value Hat)

5 " = "

6 (line number)
7 "THEN"
B (statement)

Table 2.

and (b) the user may not even notice

the slight pause when he presses
return because he is preparing to type
the next line, and if he is using a
printer the crunching can almost
always be done while the printer is

doing the line feed.

Microsoft : The Good and the Bad

Now we're ready to begin writing.

In real life I wrote the interpreter once,

threw it away, and began again with a
good idea of what would be coming
up (this is my standard practice).

Since I happen to have an Apple II

computer handy, the interpreter is

written in Applesoft. I would like to

digress momentarily to discuss some
difficulties I had using Applesoft. I

started programming several years

ago with Hewlett-Packard 2000 Time-
share BASIC, which is an excellent

BASIC. HP's strings are far easier to

use than Microsoft's LEFTS, RIGHTS
and MIOS (plus, HP's method is pre-

ferred in recent proposed ANSI stan-

dards). For example, to delete the
first character in a string, you use:
100 A$ = A$(2). With Microsoft, you
must use: 100 IF LEN(AS) = 1 THEN
A$ = " "

: GOTO 120 and 110 A$ =
RIGHT$(A$, LEN(ASH)- I wouldn't
even begin to translate HP's 100
AS(4,7) = BS(20,23), especially if the
length of B$ might be 21 characters.

These string operations got to be so
tedious, that in the rewrite I decided
to give up and avoid using Applesoft's

strings at all (which will probably give
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HUNGRY?!

Feel The Need For Some Delicious, Nutritious, Organic Software For
Your Apple Computer?

THE HARVEST IS IN!!
The Apple Orchard Has Taken Root. Blossomed, And Is Now Har-
vesting A Choice Crop Of Softwares.

* VOLUME I IS NOW AVAILABLE *

(At least 17 programs in each volume.)

GAMES
SOUND

GRAPHICS
UTILITIES

EDUCATION
OPERATION HINTS

Fully documented with YOU in mind.

APPLE COOKBOOK How to get the most from your computer.

APPLESAUCE Tasty tidbits of software fully documented for

your pleasure.

SPICED CIDER Information on future releases of software.

Magazine also comes in cassette. (Please specify if you want cas-

sette.) Price: $15.00.

APPLE ORCHARD
131 HIGHLAND. VACAVILLE. CALIF. 95688

707-448-9055—— CIRCLE 109 ON READER SERVICE CARD -^—

—

$2.99

SPECIAL OFFER

e HANDCALCULATOR
HANDBOOK

by T.R. DICKSON

364 Pages 25 Chapters

$2.99

Paperback

This Handbook is a complete calculator reference book. A referencecontaininga wealth

of algorithms for applications of typical scientific calculators. Nearly 500 program ex

amples illustrate a wide variety of calculator uses. Programs are given m RPN (Reverse

Polish Notation), AOS (Algebraic Operating System) and Algebraic number processing

illustrating the use of any typical calculator. Each algorithm u explained and described

in a flow chart type of notation. This notation allows the direct and specific implemen-

tation of the algorithm on a calculator. Furthermore this flow chart notation can be used

as a direct aid in the computer implementations of the algorithms.

Table of Contents by Chapters

Table of Programs • How the Calculator Works • History of the Handcalculator

Glossary of Calculator Terms • Calculator Functions and Operators • Types of

Calculators • Computations on the Calculator • Conversion Constants • Programming
for a Calculator • Function Evaluation • Tabulations • Logarithms • Powers and Roots

of Numbers • Roots of Functions • vector and Matrix Operations • Solving Linear

Simultaneous Equations • Statistics • Curve Fitting • Numerical Integration

Tngnometnc Functions and Triangles • Conversions • Complex Arithmetic • Surveying

Navigation • Business and Finance • Miscellaneous Applications • References

IJsuallistprK;eis$5%CHjtlheHarKlrxx)kcanbeyoursforonly$2 99bydirectmail Price

includes handling and mailing charges. Add 70C per book if UPS shipping is desired

Order this valuable reference NOW Money back guarantee if not satisfied.

«r
ALCHEMY PRESS

512 Monterey Drive Aptos California 95003 •sir

.for

lestax)

Enclosed please find a check or money order in the amount of $
copies of the HANDCALCULATOR HANDBOOK . (CA residents add 6% l

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP

CIRCLE 106 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MICROCOSM I

30 ORIGINAL TRS-80 PROGRAMS
ON HIGH QUALITY CASSETTES

WITH USERS MANUAL AND STORAGE CASE

FOR LESS THAN 67$ EACH
YOU CAN HAVE ALL 30 16K LEVEL II PROGRAMS

GAMES - News Photographer, South Pole
Driver, Atlantis and 5 more

EDUCATION - Music Transposition, Spelling Drill

Country Identification and 3 more
TRS-80 DIAGNOSTICS - Instruction Tests

Memory Tests

HOME - Flowering Houseplants. Mortgage
Calorie Counter and 4 more

JUST FOR FUN - Magic Squares. Factorial

Biorhythms and 3 mora

THE COMPLETE MICROCOSM I PACKAGE
IS AVAILABLE FOR ONLY $1995

FROM YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE
OR DIRECTLY FROM

BASICS AND BEYOND INC
BOX 10

AMAWALK. N Y 10501

914-962-2355

THERE IS NO CHARGE FOR
POSTAGE AND HANOLING

NY RESIDENTS
ADO 5%
SALES
TAX

SUPER SPECIAL
Apple II 16K

$999.99
(8) 16K Rams $65.00

(10) verbatim Disks $27.00

Axiom 820 Microplotter $699.99

Axiom 800 Printer $385.00

TTY Model 43 W/RS232 Interface $1099.00

Integral Data Products

IP-125 $739.00

IP-225 with all options $1099.00

The Computer Stop
16919 Hawthorne Blvd.

Lawndale, CA 90260

(213)371-4010

Tues— Sat

11:30 to6 PM

CIRCLE 127 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 112 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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you a better idea of how it's done in

machine language anyway). Another
difficulty I had was that if I used 100

FOR A = 1 TO B in HP BASIC, and B is

less than 1, the body of the loop

(between the FOR and the NEXT)
would not be done at all, but with

Applesoft it will be done once any-

way. Generally I solve this by adding
an IF statement which should be un-

necessary (according to the infallible

Phil Tubb). Just to give you an idea

how useful a zero-times-through loop

can be, we'll put three asterisks (***)

in the text each place it would have
been useful. I found it necessary to

move all my subroutines to the begin-

ning of the program because Apple-

soft doesn't use the pre-scan GOTO
technique discussed previously. Nor-
mally, I like to place my subroutines

at the end of the program (who
doesn't?). There were some instances

where variable names mixed with

keywords; I'll point those out later for

those of you who enjoy seeing others

make interesting mistakes. Finally, I

had originally planned to separate

variable names or values with com-
mas (like 10 INPUT SUM1, SUM2,
SUM3) but Applesoft doesn't allow
strings with commas to be input.

"Surprise" doesn't even begin to de-
scribe my emotions. Programming of

this sort deserves nothing but con-
tempt; if I had written it I would hide
in shame.

Initial Housekeeping

Onward with the actual interpreter

example program. First we need to

set some limits on variable size and
similar parameters. By gathering all

such parameters together to the
beginning of the program, the para-

meters can be easily changed later if

needed. We need to know the
maximum program size (M PROG), the
maximum line length (MLINE), the
maximum variable table size

(MTABLE), the maximum variable

name length in characters (MVAR)
and the maximum input line length in

characters (MIN). We also need to

dimension arrays and set a few initial

variable values. A pointer is needed to
the next available space in PROG%,
the program array (NPROG); a pointer

to the next available space in

TABLE%, the variable table (NVAR);
a flag for run mode/syntax mode
(RFLAG); and a temporary NVAR
variable (QNVAR). The BASIC pro-

gramming is as follows

:

10MPROG = 500 : MLINE = 40 :

MTABLE = 500 : MVAR = 40 :

MIN =80

20 DIM IN(MIN + 3),T1(MLINE-1),

T2(MVAR-1),PROG%(MPROG),
TABLE%(MTABLE-1):
NPROG = 0:NVAR = 0:
RFLAG = : QNVAR = : GOTO
5000

Arrays T1 and T2 are used as tempor-
aries. The PROG% and.TABLE%
arrays would be all available unused
memory if programming in machine
language. (For those not familiar with

Microsoft BASIC, the % indicates an

integer array which requires less

storage than a regular floating-point

array.)

The first step is to obtain an input

line from the user. A subroutine will

be used to input a string and convert it

into an array of numbers. In machine
language, the string would normally

appear as a list of numbers. The
programming is quite simple:

Applesoft doesn't allow

strings with commas to be
input. "Surprise" doesn't

even begin to describe my
emotions.

110 INPUT " ",A$ : IF MIN<
LEN(A$) THEN PRINT "INPUT
LINETOOLONG." : GOTO110
114IN(0) = : l=0 : IF LEN(AS)

THEN FOR A = 1 TO LEN(A$) : IN(A-1)

= ASC(MID$(A$,A,1)) : NEXT A :

IN(A-1) =

116 RETURN

I originally typed IF LEN(A$) -MIN

THEN... since that is far more clear,

but it turned into' IF LEN(A$)>M INT
HEN. Also*** in 114. A zero is placed

as the last item in the array as an end
marker (in machine language this

might just be the ASCII return charac-

ter instead). The variable I is set to the

first character, and will be advanced
as the processing for each character

is finished.

The first thing to do with the input

line is to check to see if the first

character is a digit. If it is, a line is

being input; otherwise, it is a
command.

5000 NVAR = QNVAR : PRINT
"-";

: GOSUB 110 : IF IN(I><48

OR IN(I)>57 THEN 5200

Let's assume for the moment that the

input line begins with a digit and,
therefore, line 5000 doesn't branch to

5200. The first thing to do with a line

number is to translate the ASCII
characters into a number (like 1 , 2 and
3 into 123). Since numbers are used in

various places, a subroutine is

appropriate. This one will accept
numbers from -9999 to 9999.

80 N=0 : N1=1 : IF IN(I) = 45

THENN1=-1 : 1 = 1 + 1

90 N2 = IN(l)-48 : IF N2<0 OR
N2>9 OR N*10 + N2 9999 THEN
N = N*N1 :GOTO30

100 N = N*10 + N2 : 1 = 1 + 1 :

GOTO 90

The ASCII value for "-" is 45, and the

code for "0" is 48. Exit from the

routine is to line 30, which is a sub-

routine to delete spaces (ASCII value

32):

30 IF IN(I) = 32 THEN 1 = 1 + 1 :

GOTO 30

40 RETURN

The reason for this is that something
must be done about spaces. Most
BASICS ignore all spaces not in

quotes or REM statements, which
leads them into such follies as turn-

ing MIN THEN into MINTHEN and
then into M INT HEN. I prefer to allow

(and ignore) spaces only between
syntax elements. Since a number is

essentially a syntax element, the

subroutine at line 30 is used to con-

sume any spaces following the

number.

Line Numbers

You will recall that only positive

numbers are allowed for line num-
bers, and that they are stored using

negative numbers. The subroutine at

line 80 returns N as the integer, which
must be checked for being positive

and stored. The line currently being

entered will be stored in the T1 tem-

porary array, and PNT will point to the

next available element. Since line

numbers are also used by GOTO, a

subroutine is required to translate

and store a line number,:

50 GOSUB 80 : N = N : IF N>=0
THEN POP : PRINT "ILLEGAL
LINE NUMBER." : GOTO 5000

60 IF PNT = MLINE THEN POP :

PRINT "LINE TOO LONG." :

GOTO 5000

70 T1 (PNT) = N~: PNT = PNT +

1

: RETURN
—

Line 60 is a handy subroutine that

stores N into the T1 array, first check-

ing to be sure the line isn't too long.

Note that POP causes Applesoft to

forget that we're in a subroutine, and
allows a return directly to line 5000
(where a new line will be input).

How does this store-a-line-num-

ber routine get called? First, we have

to check to see if any of the line

numbers have been changed to

pointers. If so, they must be changed
back to line numbers because if anew
line is added the locations of existing

lines may change. RFLAG will be set
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TRS-80* PEOPLE'S PASCAL
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

'Tiny" Pascal, runs on any 16K Level II system, includes the

programming structuring capabilities of full Pascal, but not

data structuring.

Compiled People's Pascal programs run about five-times

faster than Level II Basic— graphics run eight-times faster.

People's Software Tape 3 $15.00
Tape 1 Level II, 34 business, educational programs . $7.50

(Level I version, 24 programs— separate tape)

Tape 2 Level II, 77 programs from Osborne book, "Some
Common Basic Programs." $7.50

Tape 4 Level I, business and educational $7.50

Tape 5 Level II, business and educational $7.50

Add 50c each tape for postage and handling.

California residents add6% tax. Dealer inquiries invited.

COMPUTER INFORMATION EXCHANGE
Box 158

San Luis Rey,CA 92068
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\ferbatim™
FLOPPY DISKETTES
5V4WONLY $2fr
10 for $3.00 e / 50 for $2.75

8" ONLY $3?i
ea

10 for $3.75 h.i / 50 FOR S3.50
SEND FOR OUR FREE ELECTRONIC A
COMPUTER PRODUCTS CATALOG

SPECIFY DISKETTE TYPE & COMPUTER
5Vi " Soft Sector, 10 sector, 16 sector

8" IBM Compatible, Hard Sector
CALL 24 HRS. TOLL FREE TO ORDER

NATIONAL 800-824-7888
CALIF. ONLY 800-852-7777

ALASKA A HAWAII 800-824-7919
ASK FOR OPERATOR 813

VISA, MASTERCHARGE OR C.O.D.
SEND CHECK, SAVE C.O.D. FEES

• c
SOFTWARE & COMPUTER PRODUCTS
A subsidiary oi OaiaCofim interlace Systems

POST OFFICE BOX 503
SAN BRUNO, CA 94066
(415) 348-2387
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CASSETTE USERS— PEEK!

for surefire, consistent loading with

PEEK 80 lets you

• set and monitor best loading level

• erect precise azimuth

APPLE
OTHERS

*49
en includes op-amp peak reading meter with shelf

^"
u

life battery, azimuth calibration tape, adjustment
tool, patch cord, user's manual.

Order the COOK PK-80 today! And, send for infor-

mation on the new, ultra reliable Microfusion* Digi-

tal Cassettes (the high packing density of a new
DuPont chrome digital tape)—cassettes that really
work!

•TM Cook Laboratories, Inc.

Cook Laboratories, Inc. 375 Ely Ave., Norwalk, CT 06854

Please send PK-80 sets @ $49.50 (total $ ) to

Name

&
Address Zip

Check or MO. enclosed (Conn, residents add 7% tax)

Charge to my MasterCharge card Charge to my VISA card

Card # Exp. date

Signature

D Send information on Microfusion Digital Cassettes.
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HOW TO BUY
A BUSINESS
COMPUTER
WHEN TO BUY • WHEN NOT TO BUY •
HOW TO CHOOSE CONSULTANTS*DATA
GATHERING • PACKAGED VS CUSTOM
SOFTWARE • CONTRACTS • FINANCING
• WARRANTEES AND MAINTENANCE •INSTALLATION
MANAGEMENT AND MUCH MORE
"SUPER BOOK!" DP Consultant, Mercer Island, Washington.

"I wish I'd had this book before I bought my computer!" TV
Station General Manager, California.

"It's the bast book I've seen on the subject. Sand me 5 copies
to send to my clients"' CPA, Orange County, California.

"I really learned something from this book and I'm in the
business. I'm recommending it to my clients." DP Consultant,
Alhambra, California.

Here's a straight forward approach to business computer
purchase and installation. It will save you time and money.
ORDER NOWI If not completely satisfied, return within 30
days for a full and immediate refund.

8Vi x 11 Softbound 178 pp. $12.95
Credit Card Orders 1-805-964-7448

DDC PUBLICATIONS '

5386 Hollister Ave., Santa Barbara, CA 93111
Rush copies of "Winning The Computer Game" at $1 2.95
per copy. (CA residents sdd 6% sales tax)

NAME.
ADDRESS .

CITY/STATE/ZIP_

DCheck
Card No

D MasterCharge Visa

Exp. Date
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Q&A, con't...

to non-zero when pointers are pres-

ent, and zero when they aren't, so we
use:

5010 IF RFLAG THEN GOSUB
340

This will call a subroutine at line 340
(which coverts pointers back to line

numbers) if RFLAG is non-zero. Now
for the line number:

5020 PNT = : GOSUB 50 : IF

NOT IN(I) THEN PNT = : GOTO
5090

If the end marker is found after the
line number then a statement is to be
deleted and the line shown above
branches to line 5090.

At this point a new or replacement
statement is being checked. It must
be syntaxed (checked for proper
format and identified as to type) and
stored. Since all statements begin
with a keyword except LET, the first

step is to check to see if the line

begins with any of the known key-
words. If it doesn't we'll assume it is a
LET statement. The syntax of the

various statements, shown in Table 3,

is represented in DATA statements as
follows:

9000 DATA 5,73,78,80,85,84,2,3,255

9010 DATA 5,80,82,73,78,84,3,4,255

9020 DATA 4,71 ,79,84,79,4,6,255

9030 DATA 5,71 ,79,32,84,79,4,6,255

9040 DATA 2,73,70,5,2,7,8,0

9050 DATA 1,1,5,2,255

(LET)1; 1.5,2
INPUT3;4

(LET)1; 1,5,2
INPUT2;3
PRINT3;4
GOTO 4; 6
IF5;2,7,8

Table 3.

The first number in each line is the
number of letters in the keyword. This

is followed by that many numbers
which indicate the ASCII characters
of the keyword. Following these
numbers are the numbers given in

Table 3. Note that line 9030 is the

same as 9020 except it contains an
extra letter (ASCII 32) in the keyword.
This allows GOTO to be entered as
either GOTO (Iine9020)or GO TO (line

9030). Each syntax list ends with

either 255 or 0, and following the 255
or the next statement type begins.

The indicates that the next state-

ment is LET which has no keyword.

First the data must be restored in

case this is not the first time a state-

ment is being deciphered. Then the

length of the keyword is read and
checked to see if it matches the key-

word used in the input line:

5030 RESTORE
5040 READ L : FOR A = TO L-1

: READ B : IF IN(I + A) = B THEN
NEXT A: GOTO 5070

Line 5040 will branch to line 5070 if

there is a keyword match. Otherwise,

the read continues until a or a 255 is

found. If a 255 is found we go back to

5040 to try the next statement type.

5050 READ L : IF L = 255 THEN
5040

5060 IF L THEN 5050

Now, at line 5070, the statement type

is known. The next number in the

DATA statements will indicate the

statement number, then its syntax.

"L" is the number of characters in the

keyword, orO if no keyword was found

(and thus a LET statement is as-

sumed). The data for LET (in line 9050)

contains no keyword information and
therefore begins with the statement

number (1). The next step is to skip

over the keyword (if any) in the input

line and also skip over any spaces

found. Then the statement number
must be read from the DATA and

stored

:

5070 1 = I + L : GOSUB 30 : READ
N : GOSUB 60

Next the syntax can be read and an

ON GOSUB used to branch to the ap-

propriate routines. This will be done
repeatedly until a 255 is found in the

syntax list.

5080 READ N : IF N<> 255 THEN
ON N GOSUB 120,220,260,280,

300,50,320,330 : GOTO 5080

When a 255 is found, it falls through

to the next line which stores the

-10000 end-of-line marker. If the input

line doesn't end, then an error is

printed.

5085 N = -10000 : GOSUB 60 : IF

IN(I)THEN PRINT "END OF LINE
EXPECTED." : GOTO 5000

Syntax Elements

Now for a look at each of the key

syntax elements. The first (and most
complicated) one is a "variable." The
name must be isolated by looking for

the first illegal character or the word
THEN . The i I legal characters are " + "

,

"-", "<", " = ", and ";". The first four

are illegal because they are binary

operators, and we want "SUM1 +
SUM2" to be taken as the variable

"SUM1". the operator " + ", and the

variable "SUM2". Semicolon is illegal

because we want "INPUT A; B" to be
taken as "INPUT", the variable "A",

the separator ";", and the variable

"B". If semicolon was a legal variable

name character it would be taken as
"INPUT" and the variable "A;B".

Most BASICS ignore all

spaces not in quotes or

REM statements, which
leads them into such fol-

lies as turning MIN THEN
into MINTHEN and then

into MINT HEN.

THEN must be excluded so that "IF

SUM1 THEN" will exclude the THEN
from the variable name, thus making
the variable "SUM1" rather than

"SUM1 THEN". Further, variables are

allowed to start only with letters. This

is a rather arbitrary restriction, the

main use of which is to avoid taking
"-5" or "16" as a variable. The pro-

gramming for all this begins by
checking to see if the first character of

the variable name is a letter

:

120 VPNT = : IF IN(I)<65 OR
IN(I)>90 THEN POP : PRINT
"ILLEGAL VARIABLE." : GOTO
5000

"VPNT" will point into temporary

array T2 where the variable name will

be constructed (copied from the input

line). It will also be useful for deter-

mining the number of characters in

the name. Each character must now
be checked for illegal characters and
THEN.

130 A = IN(I) : IF NOT A OR A = 43

OR A = 45 OR A = 60 OR A = 61

OR A = 59 OR A = 84 AND IN(I

+

1) = 72 AND IN(l + 2) = 69 and
IN(I+3) = 78THEN150

140 T2(VPNT) = A : 1 = 1 + 1 :

VPNT = VPNT + 1 : IF VPNT
MVAR THEN 130

Note that must also be considered
an illegal character since it marks the

end of the line. The checking process
continues until an illegal character or

THEN is found, or until the maximum
number of characters allowed have
been accumulated. If there are no
characters in the name (e.g., the

name started with THEN), an error

must be printed. If not, trailing

spaces must be removed.

150 IF NOT VPNT THEN IN(l) =
: GOT0 120

155 IF T2(VPNT-1) = 32 THEN
VPNT = VPNT-1 : GOT0 155
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t&* lducate$
ARE YOU COMPUTER
LITERATE?
by Karen Billings and David Moursund
Two professional educators with a frm belief ri the
necessity of computer literacy lead the reader
through an enjoyable and informative exploration of
the world of the computer. Chapter quizes and a final

exam help the reader chart his or her progress m the
self- instruction course.

ISBN 0-91 8398-20-0 $6.95 paper

INSTANT BASIC
by Jerald R. Brown
Acclaimed by educators and users alike, this easy-to-
read, informal approach to DEC'S BASIC PLUS
language is the pamless way to learn BASIC.

ISBN 0-91 8387-21 -5 S9.95 paper

To order these books, or for more informa-
tion write: dilithium Press. Box 92, Forest
Grove, Oregon 97116. Add 50<t postage
S. handling for each book you order.

DEALERS: WRITE FOR INFORMATION ON
PLACING dP TITLES IN YOUR STORE

CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD—
New North Star

Software
DOS + $35.00
Enables any program to execute all North Star Disk and/or Meca Tape
commands. Allows batch command list and more.
PRO-TYPE WORD PROCESSOR $75.00
Easy to learn. Combines text input, editing and printing in one program.
Features right margin justification, tabs, paging, underlining, relocation

of text blocks, etc. Requires only 8K of memory. Manual alone. $25.
GUIDE TO BASEX $33.00
A new interactive compiler similar to BASIC for 8080-type
microcomputers (Z-80. 8085). Executes programs up to 10 times faster

than equivalent programs while requiring about half the memory space.
Features include: array variables: string manipulation: arithmetic

operations on signed 16 bit intergcrs: and versitile 10 communication
functions. Manual alone $8.

BASEXTAPE AND DISK GUIDE $35.00
Allows your BASEX programs to access up to four North Star Disk
and/or Meca Tape drives. All operations can be executed from the

Keyboard. Manual alone $20.

Specify: North Star Disk/Meca Tape/Other
Send for Free Literature

uji
INTERACTIVE MICROWARE INC.

P.O. Box 77 1 , State College, PA 1 6801

(814)238-8294
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FREE Catalog
New 4-way relief from problems with
minicomputer supplies and accessories.

1. One-slop shopping.
I nmac (formerly known as

Minicomputer Accessories
Corporation) has a catalog
of over800 products Every-
thing from racks and line-

printer paper to connectors
and cables. Each designed
to help keep your minicom-
puter or word processing
system up and running

2. Hassle-free ordering.
I nmac lets you order by

mail or phone. So keep our
Summer 79 catalog close It makes those once-tough tasks
like ordering magnetic media easy, fast and foolproof

3. Fast shipment of Just the quantity you need.
Inmac ships your order within 36 hours from centers in

California and New Jersey In a bind? Call us for many
special services that insure you get your order to your
installation within 24 hours. Call now and give us a chance
4. Field-proven quality means precision performance.

Inmac guarantees every product in these 70 pages for

at least 45 days. And even some for up to ten years.

m_
,

Send for your FREE
migigMrwf^ lnmac catalog or call
S£USJLTS£3xr (408) 727-1970 today!

2465 Augustine Drive. P.O. Box 4780. Santa Clara. CA 95051
• 1979 International Minicomputer Accessories Corporation
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DISCOUNT PRICES
Microcomputers & Peripherals
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YTES
OOKS
ARGAINS

/ MK k^

II

III!fc

Cromemco • SWTPC • Lear-Siegler

Hazeltine • RCA • North Star

Verbatim • Perkin Elmer and others

Fast, off the shelf delivery.

Call TOLL FREE 800/523-5355

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006

215/947-6670 • 800/523-5355

Dealer Inquiries Invited
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Now we must check to see if the

variable name is already in TABLE%.
The first item in TABLE% is the value

of the first variable. The next item is

the length of the variable name in

characters. This is followed by the

variable name, and then all this infor-

mation repeats for the next variable.

TABLE% begins with element 0.

1 +
2 -

3
4 =

Table 4.

160 FOR A = 1 TO NVAR-1 : IF

TABLE%(A) < >VPNT THEN 190

If the lengths don't match, it can't be
the right name. If they do match, each
character must be checked

:

170 FOR B = 1 TO VPNT : IF

TABLE%(A + B) <> T2(B-1)

THEN 190

180 NEXT B : N = A + 9999 :

GOSUB60: GOTO 30

When a match is found, the pointer

value is stored and the variable sub-

routine is exited through line 30. The
stored value minus 9999 will point to

the length of the variable name, and
the stored value minus 10000 will

point to the value of the variable. If the

name does not match, the next name
must be checked:

190A = A + TABLE%(A) + 1 :

NEXT A

If it isn't in the table, we check to see

that there is enough room to add it. If

so, it is copied into the table, setting

the initial valueto z^ero.

200 IF NVAR + NPNT>MTABLE-2
THEN POP : PRINT "TOO MANY
VARIABLES."

: GOTO 5000

210TABLE%(NVAR) = 0:
TABLE%(NVAR + 1) = VPNT :

FORA = 0TOVPNT-1 : TABLE%
(NVAR + A + 2) = T2(A) : NEXT A
: N = NVAR + 10000 : NVAR =
NVAR + VPNT + 2 : GOSUB 60 :

GOTO 30

Originally line 200 read NVAR + NPNT
+ 2>MTABLE THEN which is a

little easier to understand, but the end
of which becomes MTAB LET HEN.
(Note that this cannot happen with

the variable subroutine just de-

scribed, even if a check was being

made for LET rather than THEN,
because the space between MTABLE
and THEN would prevent the forma-

tion of LET.)
The next key syntax element is

"value." Often this is referred to as an

"expression" or an "arithmetic ex-

pression" but "value" is much easier

to say and type. We begin by checking

for "-" (ASCII 45) and the digits (ASCII

48 through 57). If one of these is

found, the item must be a number,

otherwise it must be a variable.

220 IF IN(I) = 45 OR IN(I)>47 AND
IN(I)<58 THEN GOSUB 80 :

GOSUB 60: GOTO 240

The subroutine to translate a number
already exists at line 80. The number
is then stored using the subroutine at

line 60. If it is a variable rather than a
number, a store-a-variable subroutine

is used at line 120:

230GOSUB 120

Next, for either a number or a variable,

a check is made for a binary operator.

If there isn't one, the value is finished.

Otherwise, the operator is stored and

we go back up to find a number or a

variable.

240 A = IN(I) : N = (A = 43) + 2*

(A = 45) + 3*(A = 60) + 4*(A = 61)

: IF NOT N THEN RETURN
250 GOSUB 60 : 1 = 1 + 1 :

GOSUB 30: GOTO 220

One would normally use DATA for the

various operators rather than a sum of

iogicals (in line 240), but Applesoft

doesn't seem to have any way to

RESTORE data beginning at a certain

Variables are allowed to

start only with letters. This

is a rather arbitrary restric-

tion , the main use of which
is to avoid taking
"16" as a variable.

U C"5" or

line, and I didn't want to RESTORE all

the data and then read through the

syntax data just to get to the operator

data.

The next key syntax type is a
"variable list." The syntaxing is quite

simpleand mostly just calls the "vari-

able" subroutine (line 120). Semi-
colons (ASCII 59) separate the vari-

ables and are checked for, but there is

no need to store them.

260 GOSUB 120 : IF IN(I)< > 59
THEN 30

2701 = 1 + 1 : GOSUB 30 : GOTO
260

"Value list" is quite similar, but calls

"value" (line 220). Semicolons must
be stored lest small positive numbers
be confused with operators.

280 GOSUB 220
THEN 30

IF IN(I)<> 59

290 I = I + 1 : GOSUB 30 : N =
-10001 : GOSUB 60 : GOTO 280

The next syntax element is just the

equal sign in the LET statement. It Is

noted but not stored

:

300 IF IN(I)< > 61 THEN POP :

PRINT "= EXPECTED." : GOTO
5000

3101 = 1 + 1 :GOTO30

The next element is "line number"
which simply calls the subroutine

already present at line 50. (See the ON
GOSUB in line 5080.) THEN is next,

which is noted and stored as -10001

:

320 IF IN(I)<> 84 OR IN(I + 1)<>

72 OR IN(I + 2)< > 69 OR IN(I + 3)

<>78THEN POP : PRINT "THEN
EXPECTED." ( GOTO 5000 325

l = l + 4: GOSUB 30 : N = -10001

: GOTO 60

Finally, we have "statement." All

that is necessary is to forget that a

subroutine was called (in line 5080)

and start over again at the "state-

ment" routine. Since PNT has been

advanced, the statement will auto-

matically be stored after the begin-

ning of the IF statement already

stored (since IF is the only statement

which uses the syntax element

"statement").

330 POP: GOTO 5030

Line Processing

When the line is finally all syn-

taxed and stored in temporary array

T1 as a series of numbers, we're ready

to insert it in the proper place within

the PROG% array which holds the

whole program. T1(0) contains the

line number, whether adding a line or

deleting one, when we arrive at line

5090. PNT indicates the length of the

line (and is when deleting a line).

This will be copied into L (for

"length") because at one point we will

need a variable which indicates the

amount of extra space needed, which
may be different than PNT if a line is

being replaced with a longer line. If

there are no lines in the program at the

moment, a skip is made down to line

5160 (***). Otherwise, a scan through

PROG% is used to find the proper

position for the line.

5090 A = : PA = -10000 :

L = PNT : IF L AND NOT NPROG
THEN 5160

5100FORA = 0TONPROG-1 : IF

PA = -10000 and PROG%(A)< =
T1(0) THEN 5120

5110PA = PROG%(A) : NEXT A :

PROG%(A) =

The "PA" stuff is to get around the

fact that most BASICS don't allow

170 CREATIVE COMPUTING



TRS-80
$79

MEMORY EXPANSION
KITS

Each Kit consists of: 8 Memory Chips, Jumper Blocki, and
Complet. EASY TO FOLLOW Instructions

Expandi 4K TRS-80 up to 48K (3 wit)

TRS-80F LOPPY Di»k (SA-400) Add On
COMPLETE RMdy to um with power lupply end cat $380

A00 to your APPLE or $100 Bus Computer
$89 Set of 8 250 NS
S99 - Stt of 8 200 NS

No. 4116 - 200 NS (w/16K Chips). 16K. $279. 32K, $375.
48K. $469. 64K. 568

No. 4115. 8K. $189. 16K. $229. 24K. $269. 32K. $309

S100 But Expandoram Kits*
'Expand NOW or LATER to 64K (32K for *K Chips)

8K Chip. $49/S*t of 8
ASSEMBLED. TESTED AND BURNED IN - ADO $50

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FULLY WARRANTEO FOR 6 MONTHS

Master Charge - VISA - C.O.D. (25% with order) -
Money Order - California Resident! add 6% Salei Tax

Shipping Charges: $2.00

M MicroComputerWorld M
P.O. Box 242 San Dim**, CA 91773

(213) 286-2661
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TX»^jaiijNIIiH»l!l»ai
S-1 OO • TRS-80
APPLE • PET

ADD-ONS
SPEECH SYNTHESIZER

Quality, intelligible natural sounding COMPUTALKER
Speech Synthesizer, a proven superior product since 1 976,
comes complete with Load N Go software, user
documentation and source programs.

CT-1 S-100 Bus Plug-In $495
CT-1T TRS-80 add on w/interconnect to sell contained

enclosure . .. .... 595
CT-1A Apple add on w/interconnect to sell contained

enclosure 595
CT-1 P Pet add on w/interconnect to self contained

enclosure 595

FLEXIBLE DISK DRIVES
Quality single or dual headed single or multi-drive

configurations. Interconnects to self contained enclosures.
Load'N'Go software and cable interconnects available

when required.

«... _,. 35/40 TRACKS
Flip Sided Dual Sided

40F1 Single Drive $400 40D1 Single Drive $500
40F2 Two Drives $700 40D2 Two Drives $800
40F3 Three Drives $990 40D3 Three Drives $1090

ALL PRODUCTS

Fully Warranted - Sold Direct - Shipped Direct from Stock
Please contact us for prompt, personal, professional service.

DIAL (714)

NO.1 OMNI
(714)661-6664

32422 Alipaz St., San Juan Capistrano. CA 92675

This is a blockbuster of a book containing the majority of
material from the first 12 Issues of Byte magazine. The 146
pages devoted to hardware are crammed full of how-to articles
on everything from TV displays to joysticks to cassette
interfaces and computer kits. But hardware without software
might as well be a boat anchor, so there are 125 pages of
software and applications ranging from on-line debuggers to
games to a complete small business accounting system. A
section on theory examines the how and why behind the
circuits and programs, and "opinion" looks at where this
explosive new hobby is heading.

Softbound, 386 pages, $11.95 plus $1 shipping and
handling in U.S. ($2 foreign).

Send to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789- M. Morrlstown,
N.J. 07980. Residents of the Garden State add 5% tax. Orders
must be prepaid.

For faster service, call in your bankcard order to

:

800-631-8112
(In N J ., call 201 -540-0445)

creative computing

STOCK MARKET SYSTEM
For The Apple 1 1 With Disk 1

1
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Individual Chart/ 12 Week Running Average

• INDIVIDUAL CHARTS
> COMPARISON CHARTS IN COLOR
• RUNNING AVERAGES PLOTTED AND ERASED
• RESISTANCE/SUPPORT LINES PLOTTED
• MAINTENANCE PROGRAM MAKES IT EASY TO
UPDATE DATA. HANDLE STOCK SPLITS. ETC. .

.

» ONE YEARS WORTH OF WEEKLY STOCK DATA
(HIGH. LOW. CLOSE ft VOLUME) ON YOUR CHOICE
OF ANY STOCKS ON THE NYSE OR AMEX

• PROGRAMS fc> MANUAL $79.95
STOCK DATA $9.95 per stock
MANUAL ONLY $4 95

> FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT YOUR LOCAL
COMPUTER STORE OR WRITE DIRECTLY TO:

RTR SOFTWARE INC.

DEPT CC9
P.O. BOX 12351

EL PASO. TX 79912
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PROG%(A-1) if A = 0, and I was
foolish enough to actually use ele-

ment of the array. If I had started

using PROG% at element 1 , PROG%
(0) could have been set to -10000 and
then we could change "IF PA = -10000

AND PROG %(A)< = T1 (0)" to the more
rational "IF PROG %(A-1) = -10000

AND PROG%(A)< = T1(0)" and avoid

using PA at all. PROG%(0) need only

be set at the very beginning of the

program. However, being more used
to machine language (where "arrays"

are imaginary and you can start the

"subscripts" at any number you like),

I didn't notice this difficulty until it

was well entrenched in the program. It

is a very sloppy technique, but it

doesn't matter very much so I'm

leaving it in, just to give everyone

something to sneer at.

If the proper line isn't found at all,

then the first unused element in

PROG% is set to (in line 5110) to

avoid "replacing" a line that isn't

there. If a line with a higher line

number than the new line is found, or

if the end of the program is found, we
wind up at line 5120, with A pointing

to the higher-numbered line or the

first unused element in PROG%.
If the line number at element A in

PROG% matches the line number of

the new line, a line is to be replaced or

deleted. If it doesn't match, then a
line is to be inserted or the line to be
deleted doesn't exist. An error mes-
sage is printed if the line doesn't

exist

:

5120 1F PROG%(A) = T1 (0) THEN
5170

5130 IF NOT PNT THEN PRINT
"NO SUCH LINE." : GOTO 5000

Line 5140 is where a line is inserted,

and line 5170 will be where a line is

replaced or deleted. If a line is to be

inserted, then first a check is made to

see if there is enough space for it. If

so, a "hole" will be expanded into the

PROG% array by line 5150 (***), and
the line will be Lcopied into this hole

(line 5160 ***).

5140 IF NPROG + L>MPROG
THEN PRINT "PROGRAM TOO
LARGE.": GOTO 5000

5150 IF L THEN FOR B = NPROG
-1 TO A STEP -1 : PROG%(B + L)

= PROG%(B):NEXTB
5160 NPROG = NPROG + L :

QNVAR = NVAR : IF PNT THEN
FOR B = 0TO PNT-1 : PROG%
(A + B) = T1(B):NEXTB
5165 GOTO 5000

A somewhat obscure item in line

5160 is the "QNVAR = NVAR". A

similar obscurity occured way back at

line 5000 ("NVAR = QNVAR"). This is

mainly due to a problem in BASIC
called the "implied LET" statement, i

had originally intended to name
QNVAR PNVAR (for "previous

NVAR") but that conflicts with PNT

Now all that remains is to

execute the three com-
mands. If the first letter of

the input line is an L, then

it must be the list com-
mand.

(grumble). When a syntax error

occurs, NVAR will be set back to the

previous NVAR (QNVAR) by line 5000.

This deletes all variables added to

TABLE% during processing of the

illegal line. However, when a valid line

is entered, line 5160 sets QNVAR
equal to NVAR so line 5000 won't

change the value of NVAR (thus

keeping all the variables added to

TABLE%). What does all this have to

do with the LET statement? Well,

suppose I type in 10 GOSUB 50. There

isn't any GOSUB in this language,

therefore, since GOSUB doesn't

match any of the keywords, a LET
statement is assumed. GOSUB 50 is a

legal variable name so it is added to

theTABLE%. However, since " = " is

expected but not found, "= EX-

PECTED." message will be printed.

(This is rather cryptic for an error

message, but it is what the syntaxer is

"thinking." You can jazz the errors up

quite a bit just by adding a PRINT
LEFT$(A$,I + 1); in front, like PRINT
LEFT$(A$,I + 1);" = EXPECTED.".
This can be done to all the syntax

errors. In this case, it would print "10

GOSUB 50 = EXPECTED.", and if

you fill in the equal by typing 10

GOSUB 50 = , then it would print "10

GOSUB 50 = ILLEGAL VARIABLE."
assuming you fixed up the other

messages. Then you just supply a

legal variable like: 10 GOSUB 50 =
SUM1, and (presto!) you get a legal

statement. It will probably begin to

dawn on you that it thinks "GOSUB
50" is a variable.) It would be crude to

fill the TABLE% up with all these

screwball variable names, so the

simple QNVAR trick prevents it.

To get back to finished line pro-

cessing, line 5170 is the place where
lines are replaced or deleted. The old

line, or the line to be deleted, is

pointed to by A. It is now necessary to

determine the length of the old line.

Usually people begin each line by
storing the length, for a variety of

good reasons. In this case I didn't.

5170 FOR B = 1 TO NPROG : IF

PROG%(A + B-1) < > -10000

THEN NEXT B

The length of the old line is now in B.

If the new line is larger than the old

line(orthe same size), we can use the

routine already written for "inserting"

a Line must be set to the difference in

lengths and it will then make a hole

big enough for the increased size.

5180 IF B<= PNT THEN L = PNT
-B: GOTO 51 40

Line 5140 will even check to make
sure there is enough room to add the

longer line. If the new line is shorter

than the old, or if a line is being

deleted we have to squeeze PROG%
down to eliminate the difference in

size (or the whole line). Then we can

use line 5160 to copy the new line in (if

any).

51 90 FOR L = A + B TO NPROG-1
: PROG %(L-B + PNT) =
PROG%(L) : NEXTL : L= PNT-B
: GOTO 5160

L must be set to the difference in

length so NPROG W be correctly

updated.

More Housekeeping

That's it for syntaxing! We now
have a program which will accept

statements, grind them down to

numbers and store them away in the

proper order. Now we need a couple

of subroutines to convert line num-
bers from numbers to pointers and

vice-versa. The subroutine to convert

numbers into pointers looks like this

:

410 PA = -10000 + NOT NPROG :

FOR A = 0TO NPROG-1 : IF PA<>
-10000 THEN 500

415L = A
420A = A + 1 : IFPROG%(A) = 4

THEN IF PROG%(A + 1) 0THEN
460

430IFPROG%(A)<>5THEN500
440A = A + 1 : IF PROG%(A)<>
-10001 THEN 440

450 GOTO 420

460 C=PROG%(A + 1) : PA =
•10000 : FOR B = TO NPROG-1
: IF PA = -10000 AND PROG %(B)
= C THEN 490

470 PA = PROG%(B) ( NEXT B :

IF RFLAG = 1 THEN POP :

PRINT "UNDEFINED REF-
ERENCE IN LINE";-PROG%(L);
"."

: GOTO 5000

480 GOTO 500

490 PROG%(A + 1) = B

500 PA = PROG %(A) : NEXT A :

RETURN
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Applê software*4*

from RAINBOW
PIE TEXT EOITOR Machine language, cursor-bated text editor

for 16K Apple.
• Features format capabilities of most text editors.

• All commands are control characters.

• Enables you to define your own function commands.
Order PIE on cassette: $19.95 on diskette $24.95

HIGH RESOLUTION CHARACTER GENERATOR Machine Ian

guage program for 16K Apple.
• Define your own character set and graphic shapes.
• Complete English upper/lower case character set.

• Complete Greek Alphabet with upper/lower character set.

• Scroll, vary window size, invert characters, switch back and
forth between two character sets.

Order H'l-Rts Char. Gen. on Diskette $19.95
FORTE Musk Interpreter in Machine Language for 16K Apple.

•Handles six voices. •Single step capability.

• Full editing features. "Trace line numbers or notes.

•Save songs on cassette or diskette.

Order FORTE on Cassette $19.95

AFFLE Monitor FEELED Everything you wanted to know about
the Apple Monitor but couldn't figure out. User-written manual in

plain English clears your confusion $9.95
Call or write today for your FREE Apple Software Catalog. B/A
and Mastercharge accepted. Sorry, no CODs. Add $1.25 Shipping &
Handling. California residents add 6% sales tax. We ship promptly
on receipt of your ppd. order. Order from:

RAINBOW COMPUTING INC.
Garden Plata Shopping Center. Depi. 8CC
9719 Reseda Blvd., Nonhndoe. CA 91324

Telephone (213)349 5660

f&mriirfti ^St&SDQD

SYSTEM INCLUDES:
Siemens 8" Disk Drives

1 Cabinet with Fan and Power Supply.

1 Tarbell Floppy Disk Interface, assembled & tested.

• 1 CP/M* Disk Operating System.
• 1 Tarbell BASIC.
• All Cables and Connectors.

• Complete User Documentation.
• Fully Factory Assembled and Tested.

Price $1888.00

CP/M is a product of Digital Research Corp.

tlfrfll 9SO DOVLCN PVACE.
yA r \\,\ CARSON CA »074«
IIUI TA\JO 1211) 3>a 42*1 •12111

SUITES

51(2254

ITMMlJLil TO;

tape 'n text
TAPE 'N TEXT IS THE NAME TO BUY FOR

THE VERY BEST IN AUDIO TUTORIAL LEARNING
The best selling Tape 'N Text learning aids are being used

in over 700 schools, colleges and industries:

BASIC Programming Course 12 audio cassette tapes and
12 printed texts $59.85
Introduction to PASCAL 4 audio cassette tapes and 4 printed
texts S24.95
Microcomputers For Businessmen 4 audio cassette tapes
and 4 printed texts $19.95
Basic Math For Computers 4 audio cassette tapes and 4
printed texts $19.95

Also, we announce the following new Apple II computer
application software Requires: Apple II computer - 32K
RAM, One Drive, Disk II. Applesoft II in ROM - firmware
card:

Disk A1 - Book Library - over 1000 cross-referenced titles

may be stored - title, subject and author $19.95

Disk A2 - Record Library - over 1000 cross-referenced titles

may be stored - title, composer, and performer $19.95

Disk A3 - Malum II - A Latin language based interpreter
similar to BASIC "by command of Caesar" $19.95

Disk A4 - Graphics Games -

and Tic-Tac-Toe.

Bowling, Checkers, The Derby,

$19.95

Disk A5 - Checkbook Program - can store up to 66 checks and
deposits per month (32K); 250checks (48K) $19.95

The new programs were written by John H Barnes and
edited by William R. Parks, Assistant Professor, State Uni-
versity of New York The audio cassette courses were written
by William R Parks

Add $1 50 for shipping (Overseas add $5) N.Y.S. residents
add 7% sales tax. Make checks payable to: Williaimville
Publishing Company. Dept CC-1. P O Box 237, Williams-
ville, NY 14221
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COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEMS $3498.27
32K TRS-80 + 779-2 Tractor Feed + 4 Basf Drives

level 11-1 6K
(w/o num. keypad)
E xponsion Interface

Expansion Interfoce 16K
Expansion Interface 02K
1 6K Memory Exponsion Kit

(with Jumpers and inst)

Woo 00
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***** MAIL ORDER ONLY
VERBATIM FLOPPY MINI DISKS
BOX OF 10, ONLY S3.20 PER DISK

DISK DRIVES . . INCLUDING TRS-80

ADD-ON
'* 400 SHUGAXt CHSK Ml VI re* TKS 80
ln<lwrJ»i pow», wppryOAd<usiom«'OlrHftro«mKO«rt<k>»u<«(M«b»l«w) \ 41500

SA4O0SHUGARTDiSKDKIVf.OMir J 01300
6106 BASF 5 1J4 MMI FlOPfV DfUVC Tor TKS-60

Inctwtfwi pow*, tvopJy onocutiom woIawi lwmKO«KloHH« (»•• b*tow> 1 395 OO
BASF DISK DKlVE OMIT s }«9 Qfj

StAMAH DAIVE s 423 00

HAZILtMC 1400 VHXf SUertr LASfS S 649 40

HORIZON I KIT s 1039 00
CENTRONICS F99RRIHTER TRACTOR (TRS BO) S 1099 00

tHCLOSUHEFOKSHUOAKTSA4O0WAlMUirOAMKACUStOMDtSKVM t 2793
[hclosum fox dual shugakt sa 400 | 39 93
ribbons fox most muniers imouike

INTERTUBE TERMINAL
•784.00

WE ACCEPT BANK AMERICARD. VISA. MASTER CHARGE

29-02 23RD AVENUE ASTORIA. NEW YORK 11105
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Q&A, con't...

The + NOTNPROGinline410checks
for a null program (***). Line 420
checks for statement type 4, which is

GOTO (the only statement which can
have a line number reference). If

found, line 460 changes the number
to a pointer reference, if it wasn't one
already. Line 430 checks for state-

ment type 5 (IF) since it contains a
statement which could be a GOTO (or

another IF). One obscure item is the
check of RFLAG in line 470. For now,
it is sufficient to know that the RUN
command will set RFLAG to 1

.

The subroutine which will undo all

of this looks like:

340 PA = -10000 + NOT NPROG :

FORA = 0TONPROG-1 : IF PA<>
-10000 THEN 400

350A = A + 1 : IFPROG%(A) = 4
THEN IF PROG%(A + 1)>=0
THEN 390

360 IF PROG%(A)<>5 THEN 400

370 A =» A + 1 : IF PROG %(A) <

>

-10001 THEN 370

380GOTO 350

390 PROG %(A + 1 ) = PROG%
(PROG%(A + 1))

Everyone knows that re-

number is particularly dif-

ficult to do, because you
have to change all the

GOTO references. In fact,

it's so difficult that most
personal computer BASICS
don't have it at all.

400 PA = PROG%(A) : NEXT A :

RFLAG = 0: RETURN

Again (line 340), + NOT NPROG
checks for a null program (***). You
may recall that this subroutine was
called way back in line 5010. Line 400

sets RFLAG to so this routine won't

be called by line 5010 again until it is

necessary.
Now all that remains is to execute

the three commands. If the first letter

of the input line is an L, then it must
be the list command. (This command
syntax checker is pretty crude, but it

is not significant to this example.) If

there is no program to list, then line

5205 goes back to the line input

routine(***).

5200 IF IN(I)<> 76 THEN 5420

5205 IF NOT NPROG THEN 5000

(Line 5420 is where we wind up if the

first letter isn't L.) For each line, the

line number must be printed

:

5210 PRINT : FOR A = TO
NPROG-1

5215 PRINT -PROG%(A);" "; :

A = A + 1

Now the data is run through (the same
data used in syntaxing an input line),

search for a matching statement type

number and print the keyword.

5220 RESTORE
5230 READ L : FOR B = 1 TO L :

READT1(B) : NEXTB : READB :

IF B = PROG %(A) THEN 5260

5240 READ L : IF L<> 255 AND L

THEN 5240

5250 IF L THEN 5230

5255 READ B

The statement keyword has been

found by the time we get to line 5260.

It has been stored Hn temporary array

T1 . L is the length of the keyword (or

zero for LET), and the next data item

to be read is the syntax of the state-

ment. First, the keyword (***) is

printed:

5260 IF L THEN FOR B = 1 TO L :

PRINT CHR$(T1(B)); : NEXTB :

PRINT"";

5265A = A + 1

Now we simply read the syntax out of

the data, and list the rest of the line.

An ON GOSUB is used to call a sub-

routine for each syntax type.

5270 READ L : IF L<> 255 THEN
ON L GOSUB 5290,5300,5340,

5360,5380,5390,5410,5415
GOTO 5000

Line 5280 is used when the whole line

is finished. Now for a look at each

syntax item.

The first syntax item is "variable".

A variable (L) is set to the location of

the length and name, then the name is

printed.

5290 L = PROG %(A)-9999 : FOR
B = 1 TO TABLE%(L) : PRINT
CHR$(TABLE%(B + L)); : NEXT
B:A=A+1 : RETURN

Next, we have "value." If the first

item is greater than 9999, it is a vari-

able and the above subroutine is

used. Otherwise, it is a number and is

just printed.

5300 IF PROG%(A)>9999 THEN
GOSUB 529Qu GOTO 5320

5310 PRINT PROG%(A);
A = A + 1

5320 IF PROG%(A)<0 THEN
RETURN

At line 5320, a Value less than zero

means the end of the "value." Other-

wise, there is a binary operator and
the whole thing starts over.

5330A$ = " + -<=": PRINT MID$
(A$,PROG%(A),1); : A = A + 1 :

GOTO 5300

Next, we have "variable list" which

is rather trivial:

5340 GOSUB 5290 : IF PROG%
(A)<>-10000THEN PRINT";"; :

GOTO 5340

5350 RETURN

Similarly, for "value list" the

values are printed separated by semi-

colons until the end of line marker

(-10000) is reached.

5360 GOSUB 5300 : IFPROG%(A)
<> -10000 THEN PRINT ";"; :

A = A + 1 :GOTO5360

5370 RETURN

Here's a real tricky one for the LET
statement's equal sign

:

5380 PRINT " = "; : RETURN

The next item is "line number",

and we must take into account that

line numbers are stored either as

negative numbers or as non-negative

addresses. We could have just done
GOSUB 340 to change them all to

negative numbers but that would be

crude.

5390 IF PROG%(A)<0 THEN
PRINT -PROG%(A); : A = A + 1 :

RETURN
5400 PRINT -PROG%(PROG%
(A)); : A = A + 1 : RETURN

Next, we have another devious

subroutine:

5410A = A + 1 : PRINT "THEN";
: RETURN

Finally, we do "statement" in the

usual manner

:

541 5 POP: GOTO 5220

Line 5420 is where we wind up if a

command is typed that doesn't start

with the letter L. If it doesn't start with

R either, then there is something
wrong.

5420 IF IN(I)< > 82 THEN PRINT
"COMMAND ERROR." : GOTO
5000

Now we have a choice of RUN or RE-
NUMBER. If the second letter is E
then the command is renumber,
otherwise we'll branch to run.

5430 A = IN(I + 1;

THEN 5460
IF A<> 69

You may be wondering why I choose
to include renumber. Everyone knows
that renumber is particularly difficult

to do, because you have to change all

the GOTO references. In fact, it's so
difficult that most personal computer
BASICS don't have it at all. I think
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DISK DRIVE WOES? PRINTER INTERACTION?
MEMORY LOSS? ERRATIC OPERATION?

DON'T BLAME THE SOFTWARE!

ISO-1 TJ ISO-2

Power Line Spikes, Surges & Hash could be the culprit!

Floppies, printers, memory & processor often interact 1

Our unique ISOLATORS eliminate equipment interaction

AND curb damaging Power Line Spikes, Surges and Hash.

ISOLATOR (ISO-1 A) 3 filter isolated 3 prong sockets;

integral Surge/Spike Suppression; 1875 W Maximum load,

1 KW load any socket $54.95
'ISOLATOR (ISO 2) 2 filter isolated 3 prong socket banks;

(6 sockets total); integral Spike/Surge Suppression;

1875 W Max load, 1 KW either bank $54.95

•SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO-3). similar to ISO 1

A

except double filtering & Suppression .... $79.95
•ISOLATOR (ISO 4). similar to ISO 1 A except

unit has 6 individually filtered sockets .... $93.95
•ISOLATOR (ISO 5). similar to ISO-2 except

unit has 3 socket banks, 9 sockets total . . . $76.95
•CIRCUIT BREAKER, any modd (add-CB) Add $ 6.00
•CKT BRK R/SWITCH/PILOT any mood

(-CBS) Add $11 .00

IP* PHONE ORDERS 1617 655 1532 "
ISS Electronic Specialists, inc.

171 South Main Street. Njtick Mass 01760
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CALL OR WRIT! rOR A FREE COPY Of OUR NEW JULY CATALOG'
NEW CENTRONICS 730 PRINTER FOR PET!

$1099
TRS-80 USERS'-THE

$995
WECANNOTLISTALLOF OUR SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE PRODUCTS
CALLOR WRITE FOR OUR"FREE'SOFTWARE/HARDWARE DIRECTORY
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TURTLES

-TEACH
PantasttcaUyfun the Terrapin'" Tunic rolls. bUnks. beeps, draws,
and feels. Learn, teach ;in<i demonstrate geometry assembly
and high level programming, life sciences. Aniflclal Intelligence.

Interface this small home robot 10 TRS-SO, apple, dec—any
digital computer (not Included).

Send for brochure and prh es

Terrapin. Inc.

s> 33 Edlnborough Street^ ^T1*' Boston, Massachusetts 021 1

1

Terrapin. Inc. 617-482-1033
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Q&A, con't...

we'll just do it an easy way to spite

them all. First, we'll call the same
routine run will use to turn line

numbers into pointers then just

change the line numbers and forget

about theGOTO references.

5440 RFLAG = 2 : GOSUB 410 :

L = -10: PA = -10000 : FORA =
TO NPROG-1 : IF PA = -10000
THEN PROG%(A) = L : L = L-10

5450 PA = PROG%(A) : NEXT A :

GOTO 5000

Setting RFLAG to 2 causes the 410
subroutine to just ignore any unde-
fined references and leave them as
negative numbers (when called by run
with RFLAG = 1, an error message
will be printed for undefined refer-

ences). Since the GOTO line numbers
just point to the real line numbers and
we've just changed all those, the line

numbers in the GOTO statements will

be changed without having to bother
with them. Undefined references will

be left alone, which is preferable. (The
above routine numbers by 10's start-

ing with 10, but could be modified for

more complex numbering.) Clean
living has its benefits.

Now at line 5460 we have the run

command. It looks like this:

5460 IF A< -> 85 THEN IN(l) = :

GOTO 5420

5470 RFLAG = 1 : GOSUB 410 :

PNT = 0: GOTO 620

Line 5460 makes sure the second
letter of the command is a U. For
obvious reasons we have put most of

the run command near the beginning

of the program.
At line 620 the pointer (PNT) has

been copied to the current line

number into LINE for future refer-

ence. If there are no more lines to run

a branch is made to the line input

section (line 5000).

620 LINE = PNT : PNT = PNT + 2

: IF LINE = NPROG THEN 5000

PNT is advanced by 2 so as to point to

the first parameter (past the state-

ment type number). An ON GOTO
statement will be used to branch to

the appropriate statement's routine

:

630 ON PROG%(PNT-1) GOTO
670,680,740,760

The IF statement must determine
the value of a given "value." A sub-
routine (beginning at line 510) to

evaluate a value and return the answer
in N will be used.

510 GOSUB 590: N = A

Line 590 will return the value of a
number or variable in A.

520 B = PROG%(PNT) : IF B<0
THEN RETURN

The value is complete if no binary
operator follows. Otherwise, the
second number/variable is evaluated
and an ON GOSUB goes to the proper
arithmetic routine.

530 PNT = PNT + 1 : GOSUB 590 :

ON B GOSUB 550,560,570,580 :

IF ABS(N)<1 0000 THEN 520

540 POP : PRINT "OVERFLOW
IN LINE";-PROG%(LINE);"." :

GOTO 5000

550 N = N + A : RETURN
560N = N-1 : RETURN
570 N = N<A : RETURN
580 N = N = A : RETURN
590 A = PROG%(PNT) : PNT =
PNT + 1 : IF A<10000 THEN
RETURN
600A = TABLE%(A-10000) : RE-
TURN

Once the IF statement value has been
determined we continue with the

statement that follows "THEN" if the

value is non-zero:

640 GOSUB 510 : PNT = PNT + 2 :

IF N THEN 630

Otherwise, skip down to the next

line:

650 PNT = PNT + 1 : IF PROG%
(PNT-1)<> -10000 THEN 650

660 GOTO 620

The LET statement is quite

simple. L is the pointer to the desti-

nation variable.

670 L = PROG%(PNTH 0000 :

PNT = PNT + 1 : GOSUB 510 :

TABLE%(L) = N : GOTO 610

Line 610 is a general purpose line that

increments PNT and then falls

through to line 620:

610 PNT = PNT + 1

The input statement reads in a line

(using the subroutine at line 110). If

the first letter of the input is an S,

program execution is stopped and we
branch to the line input section (line

5000).

680PRINT"?"; : GOSUB 110: IF

IN(I) = 83 THEN PRINT
"STOPPED AT LINE";-PROG%
(LINE);".": GOTO 5000

Next, we check to see if there are any
letters left in the input line. If not, go
back up and get some more.

690 IF NOT IN(I)THEN 680

If the first character is not a "-" (ASCII

45) or a digit (ASCII 48 through 57), an
error message is printed and another

line is asked for.

700 IF IN(I) <> 45 AND (IN(I)<48

OR IN(I)>57) THEN PRINT "BAD
INPUT.": GOTO 680

Otherwise, we translate the number
(line 80) and store it in the proper
variable. If there are no more variables

to input, we're done (branch to line

610).

710 GOSUB 80 : TABLE%
(PROG%(PNT)-10000) = N : PNT
= PNT + 1 : IF PROG%(PNT) =
-10000 THEN 610

Otherwise, a check is made for a
semicolon in the input line, and we go
do the next variable. (Semicolons are

used in the input striog to separate

numeric values. I would prefer com-
mas, but they are not allowed in

Applesoft.)

720IFIN(I)<>59THENIN(I) = 0:
GOTO 700

7301 = 1 + 1 :GOTO690

The print statement is quite

simple:

740 GOSUB 510 : PRINT N;""; :

IF PROG%(PNT) = -10000 THEN
PRINT :GOTO610
750 PNT = PNT + 1 : GOTO 740

The GOTO statement is also

simple:

760 PNT = PROG %(PNT)
GOTO 620

Conclusion

That's it. In real life it is much
more complicated, of course, but this

interpreter is intended only to show
some basic concepts. You can type

the interpreter in and try it if you like,

but it is really only to show the exact

process. (I've tested it, of course.) If

you do run it, you'll notice that it takes

quite a while to syntax a line when it is

typed in. Keep in mind that a well

written interpreter (written in machine
language rather than BASIC) can

easily do this in a very small fraction

of a second. This will put the speed of

the RUN command in proper per-

spective.

Do you have questions related to

microcomputers? Send them to this

address:
Questions & Answers
Creative Computing Magazine
P.O. Box789-M
Morristown, N.J. 07960

Please try to keep questions general,

like "What is an RS-232 printer inter-

face?" rather than, "How do I connect
a Cray-30 terminal into my Hyperdata

80 CPU?"
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Electronic

Transactions
by Gregory Yob

I am happy to hear from you. and encourage

your correspondence I will try to acknowledge all

correspondence, and a SASE makes things easier

tor both of us Please send your letters to

Personal Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box

354. Palo Alto. CA 94301

Three Things I Can't Ignore

In the sporadic flow of product

descriptions that cross my desk,

three items appeared that are worth

your attention:

1) The BASIC PROGRAMMER'S
TOOLKIT (Palo Alto IC's, 810 Garland

Drive, Palo Alto, CA 94303) this is a

little PC card with some ROM that at-

taches to your memory expansion

port — and adds some very helpful

commands to your PET's BASIC—es-

pecially if you are a programmer! Here

is a summary of the Toolkit's

features

:

AUTO: This will automatically

generate the line numbers as you
enter program lines. APPEND: You
can take a program SAVEd previously

and add it to the end of the program
currently in memory. (It is up to you to

keep the line numbers in order.)

DELETE: Delete lines with the same
rules as used in LIST. DUMP: Display

the variables and values in BASIC'S
variables area during or after a
program RUN. HELP: After an error,

the offending line is shown, with the

point-of-error indicated. RE-
NUMBER: Renumbers your program.

TRACE: Shows in the upper right

corner the line numbers being exe-

cuted. SINGLE STEP: Execution of

single statements by pressing the

space key (useful with TRACE acti-

vated). This little goodie costs $75.00
and will be available when the column
is printed (now foryou!). Mention that

you saw it in this column if you place

an order.

2) Micro Technology Unlimited,

841 Galaxy Way, Manchester, NH
03108 offers a graphics board for the

PET for $243.00 plus $79.00 for the

PET interface. Your PET display now
looks like 8K of memory with dot-by-

dot addressability! (All 64,000 dots.)

MTU offers several other products of

interest, so ask for their catalog.

3) There are two vendors offering

ways to protect tapes with PET pro-

grams on them. Their claim is that the

tapes can be duplicated via bulk pro-

cessing and won't let you copy the

program once loaded into your PET -

this presumably solves the "ripoff"

problem for PET software. The sup-

pliers are: A) G.E. Enterprises, 1417
11th Street, Manhattan Beach, CA
90266. B) BC Computing, 2124

Colorado Ave., Sun Prairie, Wl 53590.

I took a look at the GE Enterprises

sample, and it worked to specifica-

tion.

Though these services are cer-

tainly a "good thing" and all of that,

please consider the disadvantages.

First, a user who buys a protected

tape will not be able to copy it - and
when the tape wears out after 30-50

LOADs, he will have to request

another tape - from you! Second, if

you need to update a protected

program, you will have to submit the

revised version to the protection

service and be charged the protection

fee. Third, I've noticed that most PET
users are not copying tapes indis-

criminately - the software "ripoff"

hasn't deterred the development of an
active PET software market - and at

least two suppliers are grossing over

$1 million yearly.

A Random Hint

When I covered the RND function

in a previous column, I forgot to

mention a useful trick. To make sure
the RND seed is reset when a game
starts, use a statement like: 100 X =
RND(-TI). Since the time in jiffies will

vary when you LOAD and RUN a pro-

gram, you can avoid the problem of

turning on your PET, loading a poker

game, and always getting the same
hand the first time.

On The Structure of BASIC

If you are a beginner, skip on to

the next part - this section gets a little

technical.

PET's BASIC has to store the pro-

gram text somewhere in the memory
and with PEEK and POKE you can

look at a BASIC program, and with

some care, make changes. The
diagram below shows how PET's

BASIC is stored in memory

:

Link to Line BASIC Text

Next Line Number (Compressed)

1024 1025 1026 1027 1028

Lo i HI
i

Lo I HI
i

Link Line# Text

I

i

i

i

i

Link Line# Text

i

1

i

I

i

u
I

STORAGE OF
BASIC

STATEMENTS

The BASIC program starts at byte

1024, which is always a zero. (If you
change this one, you will get into

trouble. Try it and see!) The program
proper starts at byte 1025.

Each line of the BASIC program
has the first four bytes dedicated to

the linkage pointer and the line

number. At the end of each line is the

value zero. The linkage pointer in the

last line points to a pair of zeroes,

which indicates the end of the BASIC
program. (This gives a "triple zero"

due to the zero at the end of the last

line.)
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The link is in the form (low bits)

(high bits) and points to the first byte
in the next linkage pointer. For
example, PEEK (1025) + 256 * PEEK
(1026) will show where the second line

begins.

The next two bytes are the line

number, stored in the same (low bits)

(high bits) form in 16 bit binary.

Though this permits a line number of

65535, PET's BASIC will not accept
line numbers over 63999.

In a previous column I mentioned
that POKE 1026,3: LIST would do
strange things. Some thought reveals
that this makes the first linkage
pointer point into lower RAM where
the contents aren't BASIC. The PET's
lister is rather dumb and proceeds to
list the RAM (and if a randomly
chosen pointer does so, the ROM too)

as a BASIC program. If one "pointer"
points back to another "pointer," the
lister never finishes and you have to
reset the PET.

The text portion holds the pro-

gram text in a tokenized form. The
BASIC keywords, like PRINT, SIN,
COS, FOR, etc, are replaced by one
byte "tokens." I'm sure you have
noticed that graphics characters can
be put in a BASIC program only as
characters inside quote marks (with

the exception of REM).
Let's back this theory up with a

few examples. First, enter

10REMASDFGHJKL:
and then do a LIST:

10 REM ATNLETSTR$ASCCHR$
LEFT$MID$
7SYNTAX ERROR

If you fool around a bit, you will learn

that SHIFT-A is the token for ATN,
SHIFT-S is the token for LET and so
on. One token, SHIFT-K, produces a
7SYNTAX ERROR when LISTed - this

is another famous PET oddity. A few
of the graphics characters aren't used
as tokens in BASIC. Others serve for

numbers, operators, etc. (i.e., the
operator * is a token which is different

from the character * in a string).

Now let's try a small program, and
see how it looks inside

:

10 REM HELLO
FORJ = 1 024TO1 044 : ?J , PEEK(J)
:NEXT

1024
1025 13
1026 4
1027 10
1028
1029 143
1030 32
1031 72
1032 69
1033 76
1034 76
1035 79
1036
1037
1038
1039 —
1040 —
1041 — These will vary
1042 —
1043 —
1044 —

Location 1024 has the required

zero, as expected. 1025 and 1026 hold
13 and 4 - this works out to a pointer
value of 1037. If you look at 1037 and
1038, you will see the double zero

which indicates the end of this short

program.
Locations 1027 and 1028 hold the

line number (10 + 256*0) which is 10.

Location 1029 holds the token for

REM, which is 143. After that is the
string spHELLO. If you want to see
this, try:

FORJ = 1024TO1044:?J,CHR$
(PEEK(J)):NEXT

and the HELLO will appear from 1031

to 1035. (The J at 1040 is the loop
counter in variable storage.) The gap
between 1025 and 1026 comes from
the 13 which is the character for

RETURN.
Now, let's have some fun. First,

try POKE 1028,255. Now try a LIST:

65290 REM HELLO

That's a puzzle for you - and how to
make lines with illegal line numbers -

which can't be deleted, by the way.
(Hint: 65290 is 255*256 + 10)

For some more fun, add this

POKE:

POKE 1025,1

And now do a LIST - and 65290 REM
HELLO will list forever on your screen
(until you press the STOP key). The
BASIC LISTer looks at the linkage
pointer, lists the following line# and
text, and then uses the linkage
pointer to find the next line - which
has been made to point to itself!

As an exercise, let's build a pro-
gram that will LIST itself without
using the PET's LIST command. For
starters, the program will display the
linkage pointers and line numbers for

one line at a time. Pressing any key
will move to the next line. (I am
starting at Line 63000 to let this

program be added to other programs
for the dedicated hacker's use.)

SELF-LIST PROGRAM
63000 REM SELF-LISTING

PROGRAM
63010 REM BY GREGORY YOB
63020 DEF FNF (X)=PEEK(X) +

256*PEEK(X + 1)

63030 REM LP IS LINK POINTER
63040 REN LN IS LINE NUMBER
63050 LP = 1025
63500 REM DO AUTO-LIST
63510 PRINT"clrsp AUTO-LIST"
63520 PRINT'dn sp LINK sp sp

LINE# sp sp TEXT" ; PRINT
63530 GET A$:IFA$ = ""THEN

63530
63540LN = FNF(LP + 2):

LP=FNF(LP)
63550 PRINT LP ;TAB(6);LN
63560 IF LP THEN 63530

PET PRINTER ADAPTER
GET HARD COPY FROM YOUR
COMMODORE PET USING A
STANDARD RS 232 PRINTER

1200B

1200C

The CmC ADA 1200 drives an
RS-232 printer froin the PET
IEEE -488 bus. Now. the PET
owner can obtain hard copy
listings and can type letters,

manuscripts, mailing labels,

tables of data, pictures, in-

voices, graphs, checks, needle-

point patterns, etc., using an
RS-232 standard printer or

terminal.

$98.50 A0A 1200B
Assembled and tested

$169.00 AOA1200C
With case, power supply
and RS-232 connector

Order direct or contact your local computer store
Add $3.00 for postage and handling per order.

CONNECTICUT m,c>oCOMPUTE R
1SOPOCONO *D. BROOKHELO. CT 06804
12031 775*659
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Pet.con't...

When this program is RUN, it

clears the screen and prints the title

(lines 63510 and 63520). When you
press any key, the link and line

number for one line is displayed

.

The function FNF is very handy
when diddling with BASIC, for it con-
verts a pair of (low) (high) bytes to the
number they represent. (Note: FNF
can be useful to machine language
coders too...)

The "guts" of this program is line

63540, which fetches the line number
and the linkage pointer.

The next thing to do is to display

the BASIC text for each line. First,

let's just take a look at the raw text -

and later tackle the problem of con-
verting the tokens. Here are the lines

to add to the Self-List Program

:

63060 REM TP IS START OF
TEXT

63070 REM CH IS TEXT CHAR
63540LN = FNF(LP + 2):

TP = LP + 4:LP = FNF(LP)
63550 PRINT LP;TAB(6); LN

;

TAB(12);
63560 CH = PEEK(TP):IFCH =0

THEN 63600
63570 PRINT CHR$(CH);

:

TP = TP + 1 : GOTO63560
63600 PRINT :IFLP THEN

63560

This modification scans the text

and prints the text character until a
zero is seen. CH is the text character,

TP the pointer to the character.

When you RUN this time, notice

that the token for REM is a non-print-

ing character. Also notice that the

operators + - * / are converted into

tokens.
The big challenge is to convert the

tokens into their BASIC keywords.

This requires storing a table of key-

words in a string array whose indice is

the token's value (e.g., S$(143) would
be REM). The additions to the Self-

List Program are:

63080 REM S$ HOLDS TOKENS
63090 DIM S$( 75):FORJ = 0TO

75: READ S$(J): NEXT
63200 DATA END.FOR.NEXT,

DATA,INPUT#,INPUT,
DIM, READ,LET.GOTO

63210 DATA RUN.IF.RESTORE,
GOSUB,RETURN,REM,
STOP, ON, WAIT

63220 DATA LOAD.SAVE,
VERIFY, DEF.POKE,
PRINT#,PRINT,CONT

63230 DATA LIST.CLR.CMD,
SYS.OPEN.CLOSE.GET,
NEW,TAB(,TO,FN

63240 DATA SPC(,THEN,NOT,
STEP, + ,-,*,/,t,AND,OR,
V, = ,V

63250 DATA SGN ,INT, ABS.USR,
FRE.POS.SQR.RND.LOG,
EXP, COS, SIN

63260 DATA TAN,ATN, PEEK,
LEN,STR$,VAL,ASC,
CHR$,LEFT$,RIGHT$

63270 DATA MID$, ! !OOPS!

!

63560 CH = PEEK(TP):IF CH=0
THEN 63700

63570 TP = TP + 1

63580 IF CH > 128 THEN PRINT
CHR$(CH); : GOTO 63560

63590 IF CH » 203 THEN
CH = 203

63600 PRINT S$(CH-128);

:

GOTO 63560
63700 PRINT: IF LP > THEN

63530

Now the BASIC program will have
the text listed as well - and we are

nearly done. Take a look at the listing

for line 63510 - the clear screen
character is translated to LOAD!
When characters inside quotation
marks are seen, they aren't tokens. A
counter of quote marks, QQ, solves
this problem:

63575 IF CH = 34 THEN QQ = QQ
+1AND1

63555 QQ =

63585 IF QQ THEN PRINT CHR$
(CH);: GOTO 63560

Each new line sets QQ to zero.

When the quote mark is seen (34) QQ
is incremented, and the least signifi-

cant bit extracted with the AND 1.

This "toggles" QQ in the same way
that the PET keeps track of "quote

mode." When an odd number of

quotes is seen, QQ is 1, and line

63585 prints the character.

It is up to you to utilize your know-
ledge of BASIC'S structure. As exer-

cises, consider the problems of re-

numbering and program appending.

Of course there are products in

software and firmware that do this in

machine language (like the Program-
mer's Toolkit), so your efforts should

be done for learning's sake.

Some Cryptic Things

If you are into secret messages,
the PET is an excellent aid for making
and receiving encrypted messages. (I

will avoid the more difficult art of

cryptanalysis.)

For starters, here is the code
generated by shifting the alphabet a

little:

Cleartext: ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOP
QRSTUVWXYZ

Ciphertext: HIJKLMNOPQRSTUVW
XYZABCDEFG

The PET alphabetic and numeric

characters have the values 32 to 95.

By adding or subtracting the number
of spaces to shift, it is possible to

encode a letter. The example above

encodes by adding 7 to the cleartext

value, and decodes by subtracting 7.

Here is the PET's version

:

10 PRINT'clr PET CIPHER PRO-
GRAM"

20 INPUT"dn dn SECRET NUM-
BERS" *S

30IFS< -64orS > THEN20
40 PRINT"clr ENTER YOUR

MESSAGE"

PET ANALOG INPUT S
Analog to Digital Conversion System for the Commodore PET Computer

Clvi U» PET tr»e ebllltu to «»••— i ii i and control trie world around
It Mtfl DAM SYSTEMS aodulM. Just Plin
tn*» PCTSET1 into in* PET to Met 16
cnannels at jnaloM ihmjI. Scrm
terminals arm provided Tor each chmiwl
•o vjou can nook up .jovslicks* kjU. or
wrtelwer awofristt Mn»ar« vou h«v».

Each of tn» 16 aneloe input** In
In* ranee or O to 5*12 volt** Is
converted to a daclaail nuajbar between O
and 235 < 20 nil livol t«. per count).
Conversion tie* is 100 ailcrosconds

.

In addition* tr*» PETMOD provides
two IEEE ports and on* user port as
well as a DAM SYSTEMS port.

Software Is provi ded. A one line
proeraai is all that is neceesarv to
read a channel

-fc. I SE T 1
> AMALO* INPUTS-* XT! -too MKA0MC

24 INCH INTWCONNCCT CASH
MANIFOLD MODULI - SOWS TERMINALS
FO* iNFUTS, MCFT.NCNCC, **OUNO

FOWC* MODULE

CTSCTIa
PCTSCTI*

far 110 VAC $2»S
for ISO VAC (SOS

] c-i-

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTIR , Inc.
ISO POCONO ROAD

BROOK FIELD, CONNECTICUT 06*04

TEL: (203) 775-9658 TWX: 710-456-0052

JmWW
CIRCLE 132 ON READER ERVICE CARD

VISA AMD M/C ACCIFTIO - SMO ACCOUOT MUMSCa, CXFIUTlON DATE AMD SIM OMDU.
ADO SI PI* 0*O« FO* SMIFPIMS S HAMDLIN* - FOWSN O*0C*S ADO !0«X. FO* Al* POSTAM.
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r Pet,con't...
50 PRINT: INPUT"dn";M$
60 FOR J = 1 TO LEN(M$)
70C$=MID$(M$,J,1)
80GOSUB1000
90PRINTCS;
100NEXTJ
120 GOTO 50
1000 REM CRYPT ROUTINE
1010C = ASC(C$) + S
1020IFC< 32THENC = C + 64
1030 IF C >95THENC = C-64
1040C$ = CHR$(C): RETURN
When you RUN this, the screen

will clear and ask you for the secret
number. Then the screen clears
again and you enter your message.
The PET then prints the encoded
version

:

RUN
(screen clears)

PET CIPHER PROGRAM
SECRET NUMBER76
(screen clears)

ENTER YOUR MESSAGE
? HELLO OUT THERE
NKRRU&U&U[Z&ZNKXK

If you RUN again, with the secret
number of -6, and enter the NKRRU...
the original message will reappear.

For practical uses, you should add
the ability to read or write cassette
tapes with your messages on them. I

leave this one up to you, with the
warning to study how data tapes work
first. (There's a tutorial article in the
January issues of Kilobaud on this.;

See if you can determine the
secret number for this message, and
decode it if you can. (Hint: Write a
program that tries all the 64 possible
secret numbers - one message will

make sense. Another hint : See if you
can figure out the character for

space...)

/,336G0.69GTG;/,G2.)G >
,

3*64,:GA6< U

By the way, if you try this, the

commas and the PET INPUT state-
ment will hang you up. Replace line
50 with:

50 PRINT: PRINT"dn? sp sp";
: M$ = ""

51GETA$:IFA$ = ""THEN51
52IFA$ = CHR$(13)THEN60
53M$ = M$ + A$; PRINT A$;

:

GOTO 51

If you wish, add a false cursor too.
This version unfortunately lacks any
kind of editing if you make a mis-
take...

The next thing is to make the code
harder to break - this code is very easy
to break. One way is to provide a
keyword which is used to compute
the amount to shift the alphabet for
each character. For example, CAT
would make S = 3 for the first letter,

S = 1 for the second letter, etc. When
the keyword is exhausted, it is

repeated (i.e., CATCATCATCAT).
The next program uses the key-

word method and adds some frills.

You can enter a fairly long message
which is stored in a string array and
then the PET will display the en-
crypted version of the entire mes-
sage. The code is broken into 5 letter

blocks for easier transcription (a
standard method that spies used to
use).

When you RUN the program in

Figure 1, the choice of Encode or
Decode is presented and then the
keyword is requested. See if you can
follow the sequence below

:

RUN
(screen clears)

BETTER PET CIPHER PRO-
GRAM

CIPHERKEY7AGENT9
(screen clears)

ENTER YOUR MESSAGE TO
ENCODE

'EXIT' WHEN DONE

/ IGOR COMMANDS YOU TO
COME NOW!

/EXIT
(screen clears)

CODE GROUPS:
JNT 4 #HNTF \X3YZ VZ. (/
YDVRS4.HX(

PRESS ANY KEY
(Press STOP to leave this pro-

gram)

Now to decode the message - RUN
again and choose the DECODE option
and the same keyword, AGENT 9:

ENTER YOUR CODE GROUPS
WITH A SPACE BETWEEN
EACH GROUP. 'EXIT' TO STOP.
/JNT4#HTNF/X3YZVZ.(/
/YDVRS4.HX(
/EXIT
(screen clears)

YOUR MESSAGE:
IGOR COMMANDS
COME NOW!
PRESS ANY KEY

YOU TO

If you play with this, you will soon
realize that correct entry of coded
information is a formidable task. It

took me 5 tries to get the example
shown above correct.

The improved cipher program is a
lot longer. Most of its bulk comes
from attempting to make the program
easy to use and fairly tolerant of
errors. Here is a detailed look at how
the program works. If you are a
beginner, you might want to skip this,
or at least skim the difficult parts.

The array M$ and C$ are to hold
the messages and the code strings,
respectively. Lines 10 to 90 ask for the
choice between encoding and decod-
ing and then request the cipherkey
string K$. Line 75 sets two values for
use by the encoding and decoding
subroutines in 2000 and 2500. KP
(keypointer) scans along the key-
string for the character used for
encode/decode, and KL (Keylimit) is

'Oli KIM ANALOG INPUT
Analog to Digital Conversion System for the KIM Computer

(JKf)

Civ* u» Kin IMa atollitM t
9 and control Uw world around

it mUl DAM SYSTEMS aodula*. Ju*t Plua
tra» KIMSET1 into tna> KIM to aa»t lo
cfiann*l» or analoaa input. Scr-aw
UruruiU ar> a-rovldad for aach ctiannal
*o vou can nook. ut> JowstlcKsa Kit. or
wh«t*vw aaaroar lata «an«or* wou ***m,

tach or traa> 16 jnaloa innjla. In
traa ranaa or O to 3.12 volt** 1*
convartad to a daciaal nuaMbar o*t*a**n O
and 255 (20 Millivolt* l»aar count).
Convaraion tiaaa 1* 10O aaicrovcond*.

Th* K1MMOD provldn on* u**r- port
a* wall a* a DAM SYSTEMS aort.

SorUaara 1* rrouldtd.

l-caau AM - m incm iHTiacowNcT caaa.1

«i«m ria fa. i io vac •m
aiaiiTi, fa, i»c »ac |m

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER , Inc.
fSO POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06*04
TEL: (203) 775 9659 TWX: 710-456 0052

vim anD a/c acccnto - wm accouarr auaaca. uaiaarioa mti aaio aiaa omna.
aoo ai an oaoca »oa mimaa « naiaxia* - rootiaa oaocaa mo io% roa aia poaraai
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Pet,con't...
the number of characters in the

key st ring.

Lines 500 to 760 take care of the

encoding part of this program.

Lines 500 to 540 enter your

message into the array M$. Note that

a special input routine, 3000, is

called. Line 550 is a relic from a

previous version of this program and

can probably be discarded with no ill

effects. (But why kick a working

program? It might bite!)

Line 560 serves a special purpose.

Later, the array M$ will be scanned
and encoded. Either exiting the loop

or entering 'EXIT' leaves J, the

number of strings in M$ too large by

one. (I had some trouble catching this

one.)
Lines 570 to 650 take each M$

string and converts it into an equiva-

lent code string C$. Since the

sequence of entering some message
and coding it is repeated, Lines 520

and 570 ensure that M$ and C$ are

cleared of any previous "garbage"

before use. Subroutine 2000 converts

the character C$ into the encoded
character C$ (i.e., after 2000, C$, is

different).

To make neat groups of 5

characters, the coded string in the

array C$ must be a multiple of 5

characters. Lines 620 to 640 check for

this and add encoded blanks as

needed.
When all that is done, the array C$

holds the encoded message. Lines

650 to 730 then display the groups on
the PET screen. The C$ strings are

broken up into 5 character blocks and
put on the screen. CG counts the

number of 5 character blocks in one
string from C$(). CP computes where
to pick out the block with MID$ (lines

690 and 700) and DG keeps track of

how many groups have been printed

to the screen. (40/6 = 6 groups per

PET line - remember a space has to

separate the groups.)

Lines 740 to 750 wait for your key-

press and then line 760 starts things

all over. (If you wish, test for A$ = "X"

and jump to line 30 for a nicer ver-

sion.)

The reason for all the code in 500

to 760 is to make the program easier

to use. Several lines of message are

encoded at once and the code is

output in neat, 5 character groups for

easy transcription. However, the

price for all this niceness is a bit

high...

If you understand 500-760, Lines

1000 to 1160 read as a simplified

version and here the conversion is

from C$() to M$(). Lines 1020 to 1050

enter the code groups into C$ - again

with the input routine 3000. Lines

1070 to 1 1 10 decode the array C$() into

M$() (note that line 1080 skips every

6th character which is the space used

to separate code groups). Subroutine

2500 is used for decoding the letter

C$.
Routine 2000 checks C$ (the PET

is very nasty on string functions

applied to null strings), moves the

keypointer KP up by one (if KP runs

off the edge of the string, it is set to 1

to start over).

Line 2020 is the actual encoding

step. Here the letter in K$ is used to

choose how far to "slide" the alpha-

bet for C$. Lines 2030 and 2040 take

care of "wrap-around." If Z were

encoded with Z, the result is too

large, and the subtraction makes the

new value a character which can be
entered from the keyboard. Routine

2500 does the same operations, with

Line 2520 decoding instead.

Routine 3000 is a mess. This

permits you to input a string without

regard to quotes, colons, or commas
(which INPUT likes to do funny things

with) and allows the editing character

DEL to remove the last letter entered.

You might want to use this routine

in other programs, so enter and debug
it first - and save on a tape for other

uses. Line 3000 prints a prompt (tne^

slash which is above the I key), clears

B$, and sets Q$ to the quote mark (").

Lines 301 to 3040 provide a "false

cursor" (which has been described in

a previous column). Once a non-null

character has been found, it is

checked for RETURN (Line 3100). A
RETURN produces a PRINT to echo

the effect of pressing RETURN and

the routine ends. (Don't forget this

one - 1 spent an hour wondering why
RETURN didn't work and found out it

was working all the time, but I didn't

see it on the screen.) Lines 3100 to

3150 check for DEL, and depending

on how many characters are in B$.

removes the last character and prints

the DEL on the screen. Line 3120

prevents the DEL being echoed for

empty B$. (Why delete from an empty
string and keep the 'cursor' from

moving up a line?) Line 31 30 is needed
for the PET's inability to produce null

strings via string functions. Line 3140

does the real work here (after all the

maddening exceptions).

Line 3160 is a quaint way to echo a

quote mark. Only the DEL character

will backspace after the PET is in

quote mode, so the quote is printed

and then deleted. Line 3170 removes
graphics characters and the various

other screen editing functions by

refusal to enter into B$ or echoing.

Line 31 80 echoes A$ (your keystroke),

and enters it into B$. Note that if A$ is

a quote, it is printed (a second time)

and the PET is now OUT of quote

mode (neat I).

Space runneth out, and I will do
more on cryptic stuff later. The next

column will cover some more on
BASIC - this time the variables and
how they are stored

.

Correspondence is welcome.
Please include a SASE and mail to

Gregory Yob, Personal Electronic

Transactions, Box 354, Palo Alto, CA
94301. All letters will be acknow
ledged.

TRS-80 DISK USERS
Avoid "Forgotten" Passwords

Know how much space is available.

Keep track of what's on your disk-

ettes with our special forms.

Enough forms to index 25 diskettes

ONLY $3.00 + 50c P. & H.

Write regarding custom forms
STEVENS COMPUTER

PRODUCTS
Box 942, Glendale, CA 91209
Calif. Residents add 6% Tax

Be A Computer Literate

by Marion J. Ball and Sylvia Charp

This is the most basic, introduc-

tory book on computers ever put

together for instructional use. Its full-

color diagrams, drawings, photos and
large, explicit type make this book a
pleasure to read.

Softbound, 61 pages, $3 95 plus

$1 shipping and handling In the U.S.

($2.00 foreign). N.J. residents add 5%
sales tax. Send your order to Creative

Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morris-

town, NJ 07960. Visa. MasterCharge
and American Express welcome. For

taster service, call In your bankcard
order to: 800-631-8112 (in NJ, call

201-540-0445).
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f FOR TRS-80~ OWNERS i

Programming Amateur's Letter

THE "DO-IT-YOURSELF*
SOFTWARE NEWSLETTER

PUBLISHED MONTHLY
LEVEL II FROM THE BOTTOM UP I

BUSINESS. PERSONAL, HOBBY |

There's Nothing Else Like Itl |
$24 per year ... or send $1 for sample, details a

THE MAIL MART
BoxC 11102, San Francisco, CA 94101 J
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PET WORD PROCESSOR

CIRCLE 22S ON READER SERVICE CARD

This program permits composing and printing letters,

flyers, advertisements, manuscripts, etc., using the
COMMODORE PET and a printer.

Script directives include line length, left margin, cen-
tering, and skip. Edit commands allow the user to
insert lines, delete lines, move lines and paragraphs,
change strings, save onto cassette, load from cassette,

move up, move down, print and type.
The CmC Word Processor Program addresses an RS-
232 printer through a CmC printer adapter.
The CmC Word Processor program is available for

$29.50. Add $1 .00 for postage and handling per order.

Order direct or contact your local computar ttora.

wc
CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER

ISOPOCONOftOAD
BROOKFIELD. CONNECTICUT 06804

(203) 775-9659

CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80 BUSINESS SOFTWARE

9^^*""7sso<i»MtS

-.--at. »»«°eSi „,•

TRS-80 is a registered
trademark of Radio Shack

—"* UWU0@B®PRODUCTS^ --^l^o^f-
/S/O/V OF THE READY CORPORA
I S I ivftrmnr* Awa a. I iunrmAra C ^ Q/ir»l

..-.pKlr*1' SIS-

4 DIVISION OF THE READY CORPORATION
609 S. Livermore Ave • Livermore, Ca 94550

'California residents add
6.5% sales tax

BAC/VISA/MC
accepted
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Sample Reports Send $2.00
Add $3.00 per Order for Shipping and Handling I
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TRS-80 SOLUTIONS

!

BUSINESS

Appointment log by M Kellener Perfect tor the
professional Accepts name and address, meeting
start and endings, subject matter, derives elapsed
time For Level II. 16K $9 95

Payroll by Stephen Hebbler Comprehensive 24 pg.
manual with step-by-step instructions included in the

package Prints W2 and 941 information Disk •

$59 95

Mail List I by Michael Kellener is the economy model
of disk-based mailing list programs Uses a single

drive and handles up to 1400 names per disk, plus

provisions for sorting options 16K. O $19 95

1 i

i i

| BUS-80

| The Business Software People *

| Jusf about everything you need ... within 1

I year, participants receive programming tor

Inventory. Accounts Receivable, Accounts
I Payable and General Ledger systems, plus

|
Sales and Payroll. Complete documentation
and software on diskette. $200.00

Sj^*. -^B»- .^w ~^^ ^W '
^^--^» ^™- -^» ^» ^» ^» ^»

Mail List II by BUS-80 Complete mail list system for

dual disk Enter, update, merge, sort, and print

mailing labels. O. 32K $99 95

Small Business Bookkeeping by Roger W Robitaille.

is based on the Dome Bookkeeping Journal, sold lor

years in stationery and discount outlets Level II. 4K
with ($22 00) or without ($15 001 Dome tournal

Small Business Bookkeeping For Disk by Miller

Microcomputer Services and Roger W Robitaille, Sr

Extended version 32K Disk With tournal $31 95.

without journal $24 95

Inventory S by Roger W Robitaille. Sr 240 stock

items can be contained using the full 6 data areas and
2 pieces o' alpha information Level ll.16K$2S0O

Inventory II.2 Disk based program allows for

creation, maintenance and review of over 2.000 items
per clean diskette. Operates under Disk BASIC. DOS
2 1 with minimum memory allocation D. $59 95

Electric Pencil by Michael Shrayer A word
processing system. Insertions, additions, deletions

and corrections made more easily than with an
editor's pencil Perfect text printouts. Level II. 16K.
$100 00 32K Disk. $150 00

Accounts Receivable II by S Hebbler Does your
billing, provides running balance, tracks overdue
accounts, custom message printing option, much
MORE Requires 32K 2-disk system $79 95

General Ledger I by M Kellener Establishes,
defines, deletes and sorts up to 400 accounts Up to

200 entries per session. For small-to-medium
businesses not requiring double entry books A com-
prehensive, flexible accounting system. Requires
32K disk $79 95

Inventory System 2.3 by M Kellener One ol small

business management's most difficult problems
brought under control Keep current on price

increases, shrinkage, low stock, profit margins
Program can handle up to 1 ,000 items per data
diskette Improved version, lower price With
documentation $99.95. 32K 2-disk.

Text-80 by Frank Rowlett Fully-documented text

processing system for disk. Create, edit, move,
delete, insert, change, print words or lines. D. 32K
$59 95

8080-Z80 Conversion by M Kellener Permits you to

enter 8080 codings and returns the Z80 equivalent L
II. 16K $15 00

Basic Statistics by Steve Reisser Pearson product-
movement correlation coefficient, chi-square. Fisher
T-test. sample analysis of variance. Z-scores and
standard scores, with a random number generator
built in to simulate data L II, '6K $20 00

ST 80 - Smart Terminal
Lance Micklus

Turns your TRS-80 into a computer terminal.

Features include CONTROL key. REPEAT
key, ESC key. RUN key and a functioning

BREAK key. Lets you list incoming data on
line printer. Reprogram RS-232-C switches
from keyboard, making baud rate changes
simple. Level II. 16K $49.95

ST80D
Lance Micklus

Contains extensions tor disk drive systems to

exchange files with a timesharing computer
or another THS-BO. Can be customized ly

redefining translation tables. Can transmit

any type of TRS-80 ASCII file, also binary

files. A practical, full-feature terminal

program ol professional quality. For 32K disk

systems $79.95.

WANTED
USED TRS-80 EQUIPMENT!
We buy and sell used equipment

Sample Prices:
UNIT BUY SELL
4K Level I 275 350

16K Level II 500 650
«K Interface 175 225

«1 160 Disk Drive 300 399

CALL OR WRITE FOR DETAILS!

NEW! ALL TRS-80 EQUIPMENT. 10% OFF!
Factory sealed, with a Radio Shack sales slip

and warranty! 16K Level II - $764.00. 16K
Interface - $403.00 (plus shipping)

Call Or Write For A Complete Price List.

"NOW AN AUTHORIZED EXIOY DEALER"
Step up to the amazing Exidy Sorcerer.

Features high-resolution graphics, 64 x 30
character video, monitor and fast floating-

point BASIC in ROM. user-definable charac-
ter set, and the best keyboard of any micro.
Sorcerer power can be yours tor $995 |8K
RAM). $1145 |16K|. and $150 per 16K
additional. A wide range of system and
application software is also available.

I
NEWOOS
Apparat

DISK ERROR SOLVED! Stop blaming your

| drive, fix your DOS with NEWDOS: an

i
enhanced disk-operating system capable ot

I correcting over 70 errors in TRSOOS 2.1 to

(improve reliability, and key bounce, enable
DOS commands to be called from BASIC and

I much more! Available NOW for 16K systems
' with a minimum of 1 disk drive. $49.95

I NEWDOS
| Includes alt the features of the original

I NEWDOS and adds 7 now utilities, including

| SUPERZAP, Disk Editor /Assembler. Dis-

i assembler, and Level I BASIC lor Disk.

I $99.95

Batter Up by David Bohlke Level II. 16K $5 95

X-Wing Fighter II by Chris Freund Piloting an
X-wmg fighter, you re out to destroy the Death Star!

A new. improved version of an exciting space
favorite Level II. 16K $9 95
Ten Pin by Frank Rowlette A game ot coordination.

the scoring is true to the rules ot the sport Level II.

16K $7 95

Taipan by Art Canlil Sail the China seas, dodging
pirates and cutthroats, to make your fortune trading

in arms and opium Level II, 16K $9 95

Balloon Race by Dean Powell High above the

Atlantic, your balloon must be cleverly maneuvered
with the prevailing winds to reach Paris Level II,

16K. $9 95

ADVENTURES
Scott Adams

[
Feel as il you're manipulating HAL from 2001

I
when you play these machine language

, games. Hardly any rules, finding out is part

| of the tun. Two adventures on 32K disk.

| $24.95. Tape - choose from Land Adventure,

{ Pirate's Cove. Mission Impossible, The

j
Count, and Voodoo Castle - $14.95 each

DOG STAR ADVENTURE
Lance Micklus

i You're trapped aboard an enemy battlestar

! ...can you find the gold, rescue the princess.

I discover the plans and salely escape? Level

II, 16K $9.95.

ACTION GAMES

Slalom by Denslo Hamlin. Choose between Slalom,

Giant Slalom and Downhill Level II. 16K $7 95

Air Raid by Small System Software High speed
machine language program with large and small

aircratt flying at different altitudes Ground-based
missile launcher aimed and tired from keyboard-

Planes explode when hit, cause damage to nearby
aircraft Score tallied for hits or misses Level I or II.

4K $1495
All Star Baseball by David Bohike. Level II. 16K

$7 95

i ', ii

Journey To The Center Ol The Earth by Greg
Hassett Excellent introduction to the excitement ot

ADVENTURE Written in BASIC for ease of

understanding, yet last and fun!! Level II. 16K tape

$7 95

Amazin' Mazes by Robert Wallace Ever -changing

maze situation. Level II. 16K $7 95

Kamikaze by Russell Starkey Command your ship

against attacking suicide planes Machine language

graphics make this last and fun! L II, 16K $7 95

Space Battles by Level IV Assume the role ot

Galactic mercenary, roaming the universe in search

ol enemy aliens and the bounty you reap from

destroying their ships' Danger, thrills, fast action -

and financial headaches as well 1 Features three levels

of play. fast, machine language graphics, real-time

input. Level II, 16K Tape or 32K Disk Tape - $14 95.

Disk - $19 95
MISCELLANEOUS

Diskettes Dysan 104/1 Box of five. $24 95 + $1.00

shipping Verbatim, box of ten. $34 95 + $1 00

shipping/ handling.

ZSO Instruction Handbook by Scelbi Publ $4.95

$1 00 shipping /handling

The BASIC Handbook by Dr. David A Lien $14.95

$1 00 shipping/handling.

Percom Disk Drives. Single or dual, for TRS-80 s

Reliable, high quality, priced $100 lower than

comparable units! Single drive - $399.00; Dual Drive -

$799 00. Cable (required) - $29.95

Floppy Armour Protective envelopes for shipping
floppy disks, of high-density, ultra-lightweight

polymer 5- pack. $4 95 * $1 00 shipping/handling

(16K MEMORY KITS
Ithaca Audio

i 8 tested, guaranteed 16K RAM's, amazing
. low price - $99.95.
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Electronics Assistant by John Adamson Profession-
ally written Will draw sample schematics and help
you design active and passive low-, band-, and
high-pass filters, coils, attenuator networks, and
three types of impedance-matching networks
Extensive graphics, one key selection routine Level
II. 16K - $9 95

SIMULATIONS

3-0 Tic Tac To* by Scott Adams Three skill levels -
author warns you to practice before tackling
computer's third skill level I or II. 16K $7 95

Star Trek III. 3 by Lance Micklus One of the most
advanced Star Trek games ever written Level II, 16K
$1495

End Zona by Roger W Robitaille. Br. Authentic
football simulation, right down to the 2-minute
warning Level I or II. 16K $7 95

Cribbage by Roger W Robitaille. Br. You versus the
computer cribbage played by standard rules Level I

or II. 16K. $7.95

'Round the Horn by Rev George Blank You're the
captain of a clipper ship racing from New York to San
Francisco Level II. 16K $9 95

Concentration by Lance fvlicklus. One of the most
popular television games. Level I or II. 16K $7 95

Salarl by Oavid Bohlke You're in the running for a
film contract at a maior Hollywood studio To qualify,
you must photograph the most wild animals in their
natural habitat Level II. 16K $7 95

Pork Barrel by Rev George Blank Places you in the

shoes of an aspiring Congressman Level II. 16K
$9 95

Backgammon by Scott Adams Level II. 16K $7.95

Chess Companion by M Kelleher Combines chess
clock features with ability to record your moves while
action is fast and furious Level II. 16K $7 95

Sargon Chess by Dan & Kathe Spracklen Winner of
the 1978 San Jose Microcomputer Chess Tourna-
ment Level II. 16K $19.95

Mastermind 11.2 by Lance Micklus Lets you and the
computer take turns making and breakino codes
Level II. 16K $7 95

PERSONAL

RPN Calculator by Russell Starkey A self-document-
ing calculator program. Uses Reverse Polish Notation
with 4-level stack. 100 memories, scientific functions
Level II. 16K $9 95

Home Financial Management by M Kelleher Turns
your computer into a personal financial advisor. Level
II. 16K $995

Tarot by Frank B Rowlett. Jr Probably the best
future-gazing type program ever written. Try it -
you II like it! Level I or II. 16K $9 95

Ham Radio by M Kelleher Amateur Frequency Allo-
cations. ID Timer. O-signal File. Amateur Log
Routine. Propogation Forecasting L II. 16K $9 95
Special Disk-enhanced version, 32K $24.95

Educator Assistant by Steve Reisser Five programs
of value to educators Compute percentage,
individual student averages, class averages, standard
test scores, final grades L II. 16K $9 95 O. $14 95
Typing Tutor by 80 US A set of programs designed to
teach you touch typing Takes you from basics to
high-speed drill, with quizzes and grades Progress at

your own pace, and have fun mastering an
enormously useful skill Level II. 16K - $19 95

ii«
TRS-SO Software Exchange

I-605-6755M4
17 BRIAR CLIFF ORIVE MILFORD NEW HAMPSHIRE 03045

Personal Finance by Lance Micklus. 33 different
budgets can be easily adapted by user to fit his
individual needs A 2-part program, entry and
search Level II, 16K $9 95

Advanced Personal Finance by Lance Micklus Same
as above with advanced analysis routine Supports
Disk Files O. 32K J24 95

UTILITIES

KVP Extender by Lance Micklus Corrects keyboard
bounce, upper case lock, permits use as a terminal
screen printing On tape ($24 95) or disk ($29 95)

Level III Basic by Microsoft The most powerful
BASIC you can buy for the TRS-80 - in 5K of space,
opens up fantastic new dimensions! Disk program-
ming power, graphics commands, editing commands,
long error messages, hex and octal constants and
conversions, user-defined functions, much more! You
get power that might otherwise cost you hundreds of
dollars in additional equipment Its like getting a
whole new computer! $49 95

MMSFORTH by Miller Microcomputer Services
New version of the powerlul. fast FORTH language
compiler for TRS-80 Disk version offers virtual
memory, supports one to four disk drives, has both
disk and tape input/output capabilities A stack-
oriented structured language at an affordable price
MMSFORTH cassette version. Level II. 16K $39 95
MMSFORTH disk version. Level II. 16K $49 95
MicroFORTH primer $15 00

TRS-80 Fortran Includes the finest Z-80 development
software available Z-80 Macro Assembler, text
editor, linking loader, plus ANSI Fortran IV on two
minidiskettes - requires a 32K system with one disk
drive NEW REDUCED PRICE (from $275 00)
$195 00

System Copy by Kalman Bergen Makes backup
copies of obiect (system ) tapes Features include
copy, verity read, rename, verify write. No
knowledge of machine language required Level II

16K S9 95

Magazine Section
_SoftSide.

SottSide is tor pioneers those hardy souls
who have adopted a TRS-80. installed it in their
living room or office, and unleashed their
imaginations

SoftSide helps you discover the endless
variety of tasks your new friend will do for you.
as you build a unique partnership ot human
being and machine
We publish software for the partners Every

month we publish games, household applica-
tion programs Educational aids, business
programs We help you release your expecta-
tions, fantasies, and dreams

SoftSide means Software'

DEALER
INQUIRIES
INVITED

Software and/or Magazines

For further details call:

603-673-5144

BPROG 80,
A bi-monthly magazine for the serious

programmer who wants to know HOW his

computer works ana WHY PROG/80 empha-
sizes technique rather than canned programs
The subjects include machine language,
construction protects and specialized applica-

tions software, not just for the advanced
computer hobbyist, but for the computerphile
who wants the most from his machine

rRppleSeed*-
If you re an Apple II pioneer, you ve been

«y longing for a software publication and hoping
2? someone would get around to it

*K We have Apple Seed is to the Apple II what
*£ SoltSide is lo the TRS-80 And it's brand new
VK The first issue will roll oft the press in

•S September or October Apple II enthusiasts will ^tf
^0 eal up this special introductory offer > ^p

SOFTSIDE
1 Year- 12 issues $18 00

PROG/80
1 Year - 6 issues $15 00

APPLE SEED
1 Year - 12 issues $15 00

PO Box 68 Milford, NH 03055

USA first class $25 00 - 1 yr

APO/ OVERSEAS surface $25 -

CANADA/ MEXICO $25 • 1 yr

OVERSEAS airmail $30 - 1 y

1 yr

.
T

Exp. Date.

Signature -

Name
Address

City

Interbank # [M/C only).

.State. -Zip.

Telephone orders accepted tor Master Charge or VISA accounts Call Monday through
Friday. 9 30 to 5 30 EST at 603-673-5144
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For column number 10, we get a
little further into TRS-80 graphics

with a kaleidoscope program or two,

then take a look at the fascinating

Electric Paintbrush, and end with a

challenge to hotshot TRS-80 pro-

grammers.

Kaleidoscope Graphics

When we first got into graphics in

this column, we described a short

program that randomly filled the

screen with graphics blocks, using

the full display area. Then we went on
to make it smaller, and to duplicate

the same pattern in an al lover design,

like some fabric or wallpaper designs.

Now it's time to look at what can

be done with a small pattern in a
kaleidoscope type of design. First we
write a program which will create a
small pattern that changes continu-

ally:

100CLS
110X=RND(20)
120Y = RND(10)
130SET(X,Y)
140RESET(X + 1,Y + 1)

300 GOT0 110

which puts a never-the-same-twice

pattern in the upper left corner of the

TRS-80 screen.

Let's create a mirror image of this

pattern, just to the right of it. That
means we want to, in effect, flip the
pattern over, like a page in a book, to

the right. The Y-coordinate will be the
same, but the X-coordinate will be a
mirror image.

(In the following discussion, for

the sake of simplicity we'll assume
that the first usable column at the left

of the screen in the display area is the

one-column, instead of the zero-

column.)

What is the left-to-right mirror

image of a graphics block that's at

position 1 ,4? If it's 4 down from the

top, then the mirror-image block will

also be 4 down from the top, for the Y-

coordinate. If its X-coordinate is 1,

then it's in the first column at the left

edge, and its left-to-right mirror

image will be in the column at the

right edge.
Because the basic pattern we

created is 20 blocks wide, the right

edgeof the mirror image will beat the

40th position, so the left-to-right

mirror image of 1 ,4 is 40,4.

If we want the two patterns to be right

up against each other, then we must
use

150SET(41-X,Y)

to create the left-to-right mirror

image. If the block to be reset by line

140 is at the southeast of block 1,4

then the block to be reset in line 160 is

at the southwest of block 40,4 or at

39,5 so we have

160RESET(40-X,Y + 1)

Add these to the program, and RUN to

see if it works. It should produce a
plesant design, but one that some-
how looks half-finished. So let's

finish it.

We can add atop-to-bottom mirror

image to this two-way pattern, to

make it a four-way pattern, by simply
adding two more pairs of SET/RESET
lines.

The image at the bottom left will

have the same X-coordinate as the

image at the top left. If the block in the

top-left image is at the fourth position

down from the top, then the corres-

ponding top-to-bottom mirror-image

block in the bottom-left image is four

positions up from the bottom. That

bottom edge is at 20, since the basic

pattern is 10 blocks high. And the

block that's four positions up from

i 20 a 40

position 20 is at position 17, or at X-Y
position 1,17. The SET line is similar

to the SET line for the top-right

image:

170SET(X,21-Y)

but it creates a top-to-bottom mirror

image. Now the block to be reset is at

the northeast of block 1 ,17, or at 2,16

so we have

180RESET(X + 1,20-Y)

Now add this pair to the program, and
RUN.

As for the bottom-right image,

we've already calculated the position

for the blocks to be set and reset

there, since their X-coordinates are

the same as for the top-right image,

and their Y-coordinates are the same
as for the bottom-left image:
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Save $ on TRS-80 Products

* TREMENDOUS
SAVINGS ON

TRS-80 SYSTEMS
Complete system includes:
TRS-80 Level II, w/our48K RAM, Dual MPI
Disk Drives, and the APPARAT DOS+ soft-

ware ($2500 value), only $2049. Line printer

and desk options available.

SUPERDISK
TF-7D Micropolis Largest capacity

mini floppy, up to 1 95 Kbytes
on 77 tracks with 77TKDOS+ $699

Send for FREE
Catalog

A Complete Family
Of Disk Drives
To Choose
From . .

.

In Stock

TF-1 Pertec FD200, 5'/4
-

', 40 track use both sides $379
TF-3 Shugart SA400. 5'/.", 35 tracks same as tandy $389
TF-5 MPI 5'/4" 40 track door lock and auto diskette $379

ejection
TDH-1 Pertec Dual Head mini-floppy 35 track same $499

capacity as 2 drives

All disk drive systems come complete with power supply and
chassis

• Two drive cable= $25 • Four drive cable= $35

PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS PRINTERS
LP779 Centronics 779
w/tractors
LP700 Centronics 700
LP701 Centronics 701
NEC Spinwriter

$1099

$1175
$1759
$2499

CENTRONICS 703

LP702 Centronics 702 $1899
LP703 Centronics $2540
LP1 Centronics P1 $ 399
Centronics cables $ 39

Add-on Disk Drives
DOES NOT INCLUDE POWER SUPPLY OR CHASSIS

Pertec FD200 or MPI B-52
Shugart SA400 (unused)
Pertec Dual Head

$272.00
$282.00
$399.00

NEW PRODUCTS
• Small System RS232 Interface $ 49.00
• Expansion Interface w/32K $499.00
• AC Line Interference Eliminator $ 18.95
• AC Isolator (6 connectors) $ 45.95
• Telephone Interface $179.95
• verbatum 5" soft sector Diskettes $ 3.39

IMPROVE TRS-80
PERFORMANCE WITH

NEWDOS+

Over 200 modifications,
corrections and enhance-
ments to TRS DOS.
Includes utilities. Available in

two versions:
35 Track version $99
40 Track version $110

All prices cash discounted.
Freight FOB/Factory

Memory
16KM 16KRAM Kit

Computer $74
Expansion Interface $78

JX
/HlCROCO/MPUER
TECHNOLOGY
INCORPORATED M

2080 South Grand Ave.
Santa Ana, CA 92705

(714) 979-9923

Software
• Accounts Receivable $39
• Inventory Control $39
• Job Entry/Status $75
• General Ledger $79
• Game Diskette $19
• AJA Word Processor $75

6000 E. Evans Ave., Bldg. 2
Denver, CO 80222
(303) 758-7275

pparat Inc.
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TRS-80 Strings, con't...

190SET(41-X,21-Y)
200RESET(40-X,20-Y)

which puts the graphics block in this

quadrant at 40,17 and resets the block

that's at 39,16.

Now you've got the whole four-

way, quadrilateral kaleidoscope, and
if you run all four pairs of SET/RESET
lines, you'll have a pleasing pattern.

This design is not quite square,

because the aspect ratio of the graph-

ics block is close to 3:7, so if you
really prefer a square design, you
should use 21,9 instead of 20,10 as

the size of the basic pattern.

In the kaleidoscope program, the

resulting design has graphics blocks

at totally random locations. To skew
the pattern blocks toward the four

corners of the design, change lines

110and120to:

110X=RND(RND(20))
120Y = RND(RND(10))

and even more toward the corners

with

1 10 X = RN D(RND(RND(20)))
120Y=RND(RND(RND(10)))

binations that can be used to create

variations on the basic theme.
If you add

105 PRINT CHR$(23)

you'll get a design made up of double-
width graphics blocks. But if the

number in line 110 is odd, the design
will no longer be in quadrilateral sym-

and then figure out how this random-
random effect works.

The basic pattern can be altered

somewhat by changing lines 110 and

120 to

1 10 X = RND(INT(SQR(400)))
120Y = RND(INT(SQR(100)))

and there are many more such com-

metry. It will be only bilateral, with

top-to-bottom symmetry. Can you
figure out why?

As in the program for the allover

design, this kaleidoscope design can

be made "emptier" or sparser, by
adding more RESET lines to put more
black into the pattern. But they have

to be added in groups of four, for the

four-way symmetry.
A general kaleidoscope program

is easily written, so that designs of

any size can be created.

100 CLS
110INPUTA.B
120 CLS
130X = RND(A)
140Y = RND(B)
150SET(X,Y)
160SET(2*A-X + 1,Y)

170SET(X,2*B-Y + 1)

180 SET(2*A-X + 1 ,2*B-Y + 1)

190RESET(X + 1,Y + 1)

200RESET(2*A-X,Y + 1)

210RESET(X + 1,2*B-Y)

220RESET(2*A-X,2*B-Y)
230 GOT0 130

This program permits making a

four-way kaleidoscope design of any

size, although square ones, for

example, with A,B values below 14,6

or so are too small to be interesting,

and those with A,B values above

28,12 or so are too big for the eye to

take them in all at once and be
pleasing. For openers, try A,B values

of 60,4 for a skinny horizontal design,

7,23 for a skinny vertical one, 63,23 to

see why big is not always beautiful,

and 20,10 for a pleasing effect.

Incidentally, the program runs

faster if you use A + A instead of 2* A.

The general kaleidoscope program
could have included a few lines that

would automatically center the de-

sign.

To center the design, first add 63

to the X-coordinate and 23 to the Y-

coordinate, to move the top-left

corner of the design to the center of

the screen. Then subtract A from the

X value and B from the Y value, to

adjust the design's position, by

moving it halfway left and halfway up,

so that, no matter what its size, it's

always centered on the screen. Lines

150 and 190, when changed in this

manner, are like this:

1 50 SET(X + 63-A.Y + 23-B)

190 RESET(X + 64-A.Y + 24-B)

Can you change the other three

pairs of SET/RESET lines in the same
way?

Electric Paintbrush

This real-time graphics language
is from Personal Software (592

Weddell Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086),

the people who produced the fan-

tastic Microchess 1.5 (Feb. 1979, p.

102), and who are asking only $14.95

for a program whose capabilities will

dazzle you.
Written by Ken Anderson, Electric

Paintbrush operates in 4K of RAM on
both Level-I and Level -I I TRS-80
machines. It's written in machine
language, which means the graphics

are drawn far faster than possible with

BASIC.
The commands are few but

powerful, to let you draw lines, turn

corners, change white to black and
vice versa, repeat previous steps, or

call other programs. You can group

several commands into a single new
command, only a few of which are

needed to draw amazingly complex
patterns.

For instance, press the F key, and
a graphics block appears in the center

of the screen. Each time you press F,

which moves the brush forward one
stroke, you add one more block to the

line, heading north. The line will run

off the top of the screen, if you press

F enough times, then wrap around,

and come up from the bottom of the

screen. Press R, which rotates the

direction of the brush clockwise 45

degrees, and the next time you press

F, the line will head in a northeast

direction. If you'd pressed R twice,
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apple tv U computing
2606 South Robertson B'vd

LOS ANGELES CALIFORNIA *x>34

(213) 559-4268

PET MEANS BUSINESS!!

The new COMMODORE CBM
with Intelligent Dual Minifloppy
and Tractor impact printer is taking
the lead in its price class!

CBMWORD PROCESSOR

is a FULL FEATURE Direct Cursor
Editor, with features like auto
repeat, auto insert and delete,
global search and find, scrolling,

full justification.

It's superfast formatter and out-
put section gives you capabilities of
tremendous throughput at lower
cost!

Couple one to our Centronics
753 printer and you have 130 to 150
CPSH

Also available for theCBM

:

CEN'L LEDGER, A/P-A/R, PAYROLL
Based on Osborne & Assoc, books,
these are well documented, effi-

cient programs. $125 per Module,
or. .. only $350 complete pack.

MasterCharge, Visa Welcome

CIRCLE 110 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Improva Your Gama With

>>>FASTGAIMK>n>>>"
An Exciting New Backgammon Opponantl

>>>MSTCMI«On>>> on THE TRvae

Ready to run on your

•TRS 80iieveiii>

•APPLE II (16X1

• SOL
• POLY-88
• COMPAL 80

-I tnak North Sir* only Com—I tfcek Tiiiirjiaiil ow*

OUTSTANDING FEATURES! - Compute,
makes good moves instantaneously Literal
and graphic displays of each move Option
to replay same rolls Eight page instruction
manual

OUTSTANDING VALUESI Only »20 on cas
setteor«25ondiskette Califormaresidents
add 6% sales lax

Sit ft NOW AT YOU* LOCAL COMPUTER DEALER
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM

5 Quality Software
10051 Odessa Avenue
SepulverJa CA 91343

Daalert For into coll 12 1 3) 344 ar>M

f
PET [oHor]
The Original Cassette Magazine
for the Commodore PET.

a Five excellent programs come to you
each month on a C-30 cassette, ready
to load and run.

• Every issue has an animated "Front
Cover" that uses PET graphics to the
fullest.

• Compare value: each issue of
CURSOR includes a featured program
that would cost $7.95 to $12 95 else-
where!

• CURSOR is mainly entertainment, but
we also publish useful utility pro-
grams, as well as educational and
business programs.

• With each monthly CURSOR cassette
you also receive CURSOR notes with
written instructions for the programs,
and a fresh, opinionated look at our
crazy industry.

CURSOR a High Quality
PET Software

12 issues only $33 in US &
Canada

O 6 issues for $20
O Sample Copy $3.95
We Accept VISA and Mastercharge

CKy

State/Zip

CURSOR, Box 550. Roleta. CA 93017

. Our Subscribers are Happy People!
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R€LIPnC€
America's Most Versatile

Line of Customized
Audio Visual Packaging

Audio Cassette
Albums

CA2LL-6

Corrugated Mailers

(?
M-1 M-2

For complete catalog write or phone:

DaSZJ IQafVag Plastics A
|-».Na_l_ll^l IV_^ Packaging Division

106-18 Oueens Boulevard
Forest Hills. N.Y. 11375 (212) 544-9800
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EDUCATIONAL
SOFTWARE
TRS80 & Pet

Elementary

Math

Business

Accounting

Social Studies

Economics

Biology

Games

Write for catalog

Micro Learningware

Box 2134

N. Mankato, MN 56001
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TRS 80*APPLE 11"OWNERS

•We Cinq. , .MajKs \«',ii *nwrt«*"

tbnhihe INDIVIDUAL STUDY CENTER you can teach

eaeneV any vubyfcl ynu with Whether you ate b nr 60 we have

new »« natalclt roe earn totaw Wiihthc INDIVIDUAL
STUDY CENTER you 'imply l.-.d ire lipt in ana you cae
uie it with a vaiMMy ,if acloilici Du you i.a. crouword pueelei1

Than uw MJ/VLER lo laain Fianch in Spantvh Du y.iu have

a child who need* lo learn ipfllme ot do math caerciafT Why not

make ctudyine lun ' I v HOUSE ON FIRE and let your child

uudy utine. ynvr computet Out caciline aclivttiei ha«a intcicu

ir* »iaphio. involve I ha laatnar. anaj lemlorce tha rerht anrerei

Don your taan apt half alieeymf* Let him Iry AROUND THE
BALLPARK ..lhhrUorylai.ii

lha INDIVID! AL STUDY CENTER conle.nl < computer
taivellci m * Uuidy vinyl binder and a manual with umpla inuruc-
lioni and dcvcnpi i..n» o( every activity BONUS -we include a
hunk aaaarn a lame* data lapa and a tpeciel MAINTENANCE
paogtam that ahowi you or your child to prepare your own wifor-

maiain tubyrct tapec You only need lo make a tape once and you
tan uudy Ihe inloimalion with many different ecnviiiei including

the uaditional matching and cmptri-m INDIVIDUAL STUDY
CENTER ml, « lo« plu, 1 1 50 pouate end handing Tapea
l.uereniccd TYC SOFTWARE lm

hai nutny peepajted leajeecl

lapet Mure being added dail,

STILL ATAILABLE-MIND-Step I and 2-MEMORY IM-
PROVEMENT COURSE I i.ngg.apeiKcandgood pvychol.

ugtcal technique! you can learn lo improve your ability lo lemem
ber hvtt ol lacH. ot more detailed information Alio included are

utchniquei foi remembermg namei and face, and liuenMag ahdli

J.SEND FOR JrCC BROCHURE TODAY'

TV SOFTWARE ,m

MlMuywuol M»#h>. Ccmwo. New Yotk 14454

*A uarVrruit, of Tjndy < uip

•*A ItsaVnuiti of Apple Cumpnici Irw
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TRS-80 Strings, con't...

the line would head east next time you

pressed F.

You can do a great deal with just F

and R, which are the two most
important brush-movement com-
mands, but the D command begins to

automate the process by letting you

define your own drawing commands.
For example, type D#(10F2R), and

now every time you type #, the paint-

brush will follow the newly defined

sequence of 10 forward steps fol-

lowed by two rotates. So if you type #

four times, you've got a rectangle.

(You'd get a square if the graphics

blocks were themselves square, but

because they have an aspect ratio of

3:7, you get a rectangle that's a little

more than twice as high as it is wide.)

The well-written manual notes

that "if you continue to press #, you
will make the original rectangle dis-

appear. This is because you are in the

S, or switch trace, mode. When
painting on a white screen, a black

brush stroke is left, and when paint-

ing on black, a white line is

deposited. W and B are two other

modes which may be entered to leave

a white or a black trace on the

screen."
With two user-defined com-

mands, you can paint an ever-in-

creasing spiral. First, type DG
(SHNCA-) and you've defined G as:

set the switch mode (S), move the

paint brush to the center of the screen

(H), head the brush north (N), clear the

screen (C) and decrement the accu-

mulator A times (this sets the accu-

mulator to zero).

Second, type DX( + 2RAF) and
you've defined X as: increment the

accumulator once ( + ), rotate the

brush twice for a 90-degree turn (2R),

and move forward A steps (AF). Now
each time you press X, the brush will

paint one more line in an in ever-in-

creasing spiral.

To automate the spiral-painting

process fully, type D!(G1000X), which
defines ! as the draw-a-spiral com-
mand. Now just type! and the G com-
mand will be repeated 1000 times.

"When the paintbrush crosses the

edge of the screen, it reappears at the

opposite edge," according to the

manual. "As it crosses old white

lines, it paints them black. The spiral

keeps folding over itself to create an
exciting op-art effect." Which means
that once the spiral has filled the

screen, the paintbrush keeps right on
going, and turns the original spiral

into a continuing variety of patterns

that are quite fascinating as well as

unpredictable.

Other commands enlarge your

pallette of pattern possibilities, such

as the random command ? that exe-

cutes one of two commands on a

random basis, pen down and pen up

(P and U) which either leave a trace or

no trace, S to save the current user-

defined commands on cassette, L to

load new commands from cassette,

and several more.
The manual gives sets of com-

mands for drawing a stylized dragon,

a Hilbert curve, and "windmills."

From there on, you're on your own,

and if you have any artisitic or math

talent at all, you should be able to

come up with some graphics that will

amaze your friends, as well as keep

you out of mischief for many hours.

As far as I'm concerned, there's

only one command missing: one that

would let you freeze the pattern so

you can look at this or that particular

design awhile. If you try to use SHIFT
in Level-ll, you'll stop the pattern all

right, but you can't make it continue

from that point; you have to start it

going from the beginning again.

The only way to make a continu-

ously-changing pattern, stop at a

certain point is to figure out exactly

how many repeats of the basic ele-

ment are needed to arrive at that

point, and then change the number of

repeats in the appropriate user-de-

fined command so that the pattern

stops there.

Look for Electric Paintbrush at

your local computer store, and if they

don't have it, send $14.95 to Sunny-

vale. If you thought Personal Soft-

ware was in Cambridge, MA, it was;

until July 1 (officially), that is; then it

moved to CA.

Programmer Revealed

The two short programs on page
126 of the June 1979 issue (sinewaves

and "backwards") were received with-

out a signature on the accompanying
letter. The author has now written to

say he's Jim Raden of Maumee, Ohio,

and that he's just turned 14.

Software Challenge #1

—Square Within a Square

Think you're a pretty good BASIC

programmer? Hot on TRS-80 graph-

ics? Here's a challenge. It's not aeon-

test; there are no prizes, other than

the satisfaction of writing a program

that leads the TRS-80 through a com-
plex task. Like virtue (or vice), the

program is its own reward.

Put a square on the screen, then

start running a line from any corner to

the opposite corner. But stop halfway

across, and then aim at the next

corner, clockwise. Again, stop half-

way there, and aim at the third

corner, clockwise.

That is, start at A, go halfway

toward C, then halfway toward D,

then halfway toward A, then halfway

toward B, etc.

B

Although the first few lines seem
to have no relationship to each other,

quite soon the lines begin to trace a

square, and from then on will just

retrace the square over and over. In

theory, that is. But will the lines result

in an eternal square in fact?

Writing a program to draw the

square ABCD is easy. But can you

carry on from there, and draw the

"halfway lines?" As an added touch,

can you clean up the display by
making the early halfway-lines dis-

appear, or even better, fade away?
This would eventually result in a dis-

play of just the smaller square inside

the largerABCD square.

And for you geometers, can you
determine the relationship between

the length of a side of the smaller

square, and side AB of the larger

square? Do it with a pencil and paper

first, then check your findings be
measuring the lines on the screen.

If you can write this program, and

would like to see it printed in this

column, please send me a printout of

the program, dark enough to be
printed on these pages, heavy with

REMs or with accompanying docu-

mentation, and a short cassette of the

program.
More software challenges will be

forthcoming, challenges that make
this one look simple. Which it will be,

if you're half the programmer your

friends say you are... O
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CdmpuCduer'

COVER YOUR INVESTMENT
B*aut>iy and protect from dust end spills with durable.
WNhabl* vinyl Available in

Electra Blue, Saddle Tan. and Whit* Room Whtia

TRS-SO KEYBOARD 1 1 95
CASSETTE 13 95

VIDEO DISPLAY » 98*

COMPLETE SET JIB 98'

•With expansion inttxfaot add S3 00
(Ptcturad above with expansion Interface.)

PET SIS 95 APPLE II DISK S3 95
SORCERER S9 96 TRS-80 DISK S3 95
APPLE II S9 98 (Keyboard only)

Include Si 00 tor postage and handlhtg.

Sand choc* or mone>y-order to; CompuCovor
P.O Box 324

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED Mary e,1h#r . F(_ 325^
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DIAIIARadio /haek
MICRO

MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS

Up To 15% Discount
on

TRS-80's
MICRO-COMPUTER SPECIALIST

LARRY OWENS
COMPUTER CENTER

MINI MALL
DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

CAIRO. GEORGIA 31 728
912-377-7120
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for Radio Shack
computers

• SUPER DISC
— 70 PROGRAMS $13.95

• BUSINESS
• FINANCE
• MATH/STATISTICS
• GAMES
r

14 PAGE CATALOG
Write to Elliot Kleiman
National Software Marketing
4701 McKinley Street
Hollywood, Florida 33021
CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Your guide to the most
revolutionary consumer
product of the decade!

PERSONAL COMPUTING:
Home, Professional, and
Small Business Applications

Daniel R. McGlynn,
Quark Microsystems, Inc.

Find out how to select and evaluate
the right equipment for education-
al, professional, or recreational use
with this introduction to personal
computers—their capabilities and
limitations. From programming
and software /hardware to feasibili-

ty criteria and cost/ benefit consid-
erations, it's all here, including the

names and addresses of dealers,

manufacturers, and clubs, plus

plenty of photos, displays and
charts.

(0 471 05380-5) August 1979
$9.95

Act now! It's available at your professional
bookstore or write to John V. Storojev.

Dept. 7263.

/t\ WILEY INTERSCIENCE
(\X/)a division of John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

VjTy605 Third Avenue
New York, NY 10016

In Canada: 22 Worcester Road. Rexdale. Ontario
Prices subject to change without notice. 0-7263
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TERMINALS
FROM TRANSNET

f OUTRIGHT PURCHASE OR FULL
OWNERSHIP UNDER OUR

24 MONTH 100% EQUITY RENTAL PLAN

TRANS-GLOBE TRADE
ENTERPRISES

CASSETTETAPE ERASER
Removes recordings in one

second. This high-quality cas-
sette eraser will erase re-

corded cassette tapes to a
level below the original record-

ing, and will maintain original

tone quality with minimal tape
hiss.

It requires no external

power source or internal bat-

teries. There are no moving
parts and it can operate
practically forever with built in

magnets which generate the
erasing field and never lose
their intensity.

Send only $17.75 plus
$2.50 Postage and handling,
check, money order or charge
to Visa or MasterCharge. In-

clude card number and expira-

tion date.

Trans Globe Trade Enterprises
P.O. Box 24797, Dep. CRC,
Los Angeles, CA 90024

(213)820-5290

PURCHASE
PRICE

*KR M0.
24 M0S.

LA36 DECwriter II $1595
LA34 DECwriter IV 1295 67
LA120 DECwriter III. KSR . . . 2,295 . . 120
LS120 DECwriter III, R0 . .

.

1,995 104
LA160 OECprinler I. R0 . . .

.

1,995 104
VT100 CRT OECtcopa . . . . .

.

1,095 80
TI745 Portable Terminal ... . 1,075 .... 90
TI765 Bubble Memory Term. 2,795 145
TI810 R0 Printer 1,095 99
TI820KSR Printer 2,395 125
ADM3A CRT Terminal .. 075
QUME Latter Quality KSR . . . 3,195
QUME Letter Quality R0 .

.

. . 2,705
160
145

HAZELTINE 1410 CRT . 7^7. 095~ ^47"
HA2ELTIHE 1500 CRT 1,195. 62
HAZELTWE 1520 CRT 1>>9S.... 33
Dataproducts 2230 7,900 . 410

-

DATAMATE Mini Floppy ...

.

1,750... 91
"

FULL OWNERSHIP AFTER 24 MONTHS

12 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP.
36 MONTH LEASE AND RENTAL
PLANS AVAILABLE ON ABOVE
AND OTHER EQUIPMENT

MOST EQUIPMENT AND OPTIONS
IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT

RASSrSET
CORPORATION

I 201-688 7800
2005 Route 22. Union. N.J 07083
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Problems For
Computer Solution
At last, a book of practical and stimulating

exercises for teaching the basics of computer
problem-solving. Problems for Computer
Solution, by Stephen ). Rogouski, a an ideal
instructional aid. This edition is designed to

encourage research and m»l.-i~.~ im<sttgatmn
through prob

trigonom

theory,

PtohuMfVC
full of chanenging

Speedometer Stopper

Problem", "Pascal's

Way)", "Love
Problem", and
Several special I

deal u-irh unsoU

The book can
oriented course at L

or for self learning

\thmelic,

Uty, stattsfl

is: algebra,

number

and

chock

Faulty

._ Indian

igle (The Challenging

"Telephone Book
ifit Verse Forms ".

are poseu' u huh
in matliematics.

:h any computer-

<l or college level

ions in trie Teacher's
Edition are jjiuen in Basic, but any programming:
language can be used to solw trie problems.

Problems for Computer Soluli...

$405 ('06 pages, softbound) Teacher's
Edition (with solutions) Sq.q,. Add St.oo for
shipping ami handling. NJ residents add ;%
sales tax. Suhstantial discounts are available on
auantity orders. Call or utiic for in/ormalion
Send order and payment n. i (.uting.

Bm 7S0M, Mornstoun. N] 07960 For /aster
response call in bankcard order toll free:

800-6 ti -8m
<m hi). 201-540-0443;
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IncIex To AdvERTisERS

101

102
103
104
106
106
107
217
106
100
110
111

112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
224
123
124
125

126
127
128
129
130
131

132
133
226
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141

142
143
227
144
216
146
147
210
155
146
149
150
151
153
154

156
157
222
158
159
160
161

162
164

Advertiser

AB Computers
ACS Service

Advanced Computer Products
Advanced Microcomputer System*
Aladdin Automation
Alchemy Press
American Square Computers
American Used Computers
Apple Computer Co.
The Apple Orchard
Apple TV & Computing
Automated Simulations
Basics & Beyond, Inc.

Bits

The Bottom Shelf
Business Micro Products
Channel Data Systems
Chataworth Data Corp.
Closd Magazine
Compucover
CompuServe
Compusoft Publishing

Computer Corner NJ
Computer Corner White Plains

Computer Information Exchange
Computer Factory
Computer Services

Computer Stop
Computer Store/Santa Monica
Computer Strategies, inc.

Computer Textiles

Computronlcs
Connecticut Microcomputers 179,

Cook Labs
Corvua
Cottage Software
Cromemco
Cursor
DC Hayes
DC Software
DDC Publications

Data Soft Research
Diablo Systems
Dlllthlum Press
Educomp
Electronic Specialists

Exldy
Qlmlx
HaydenBookCo.
Heath
Home Computer Center Inc.

Interactive Data Systems

Instructo/McOraw-HIII
Interactive Mlcroware
Irldls

Jade Computer Products
Kern Publications

Lifeboat Associates
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Computers

Re
Service

215 Micro k

165 Micro Mike's
167 Midwest Scientific Instruments

168 Mountain Hardware
NEC
NRI Schools/ Electronics Dlv.

* National Small Computer Show
225 National Software Marketing
223 NetronlcsR&DLtd.
220 New England Electronics

1 70 North Star Computers
Northeast Computer Show

171 Ohio Scientific

172 Omni Communications
1 73 Omni Computer Corp

.

174 Osborne & Associates
175 Otto Electronics

176 Pacific Exchange
230 Parker Bros.

177 Percom
' Personal Computing 76
176 Personal Software
179 Practical Applications

1 80 Personal Programming Services

229 Powersoft
181 Program Design, Inc.

182 The Program Store

183 Programme International

184 Quality Software
185 Ouestar Software
186 RACET computes
167 RTR Software

Radio Shack
188 Radio Shack Authorized Salee Center

Rainbow Computing
186 Realty Software

.c(*f->

"Wait'll I get control of myselfand I'll

tell you what the computer thought of
your design specifications!"

Reader
Page Service Advertiser Page

191 190 Reliance Plastics 189

70 191 SO Systems 41

37 192 Small Business Applications 75

75,125 193 Small System Software 163

8-9 194 k Smallwood & Associates 163

91 195 The Software Association 163

93 196 Smoke Signal Broadcasting 2

191 197 SSM 122

30 199 Stevens Computer Products 182

175 200 Sybex 177

7 221 TRS-80 Software Exchange 184-186

145 201 TYC Software 186

C4 202 Tano 61

150
• Tape 'n Text 173

171 203 Tarbell Electronics 173

151 228 Terrapin 175

40 204 Tlny-c 128

128 206 Tora Systems 173

119 206 Total Information Services 175

114 207 Trans Globe Trade Enterprises 191

31,123 206 Trans-Net 191

C3 211 Vista 21

161 212 Western Digital 121

161,157 213 Wiley* Sons/ Interscience 191

183 214 Wiley & Sons/Self-teachlng Guide* 155

131
•

Creative Computing
136 Back Issues 96-97

136 T-shirts 86

189 More Basic Games 192

161 Best of Byte 171

51 Computer Rage 137

171 Problems for Computer Solution 191

11 Be A Computer Literate 182

150 Computer Coin Games 17

173 Wol verton Prints 46

155 Games, Games, Games 134

More
Basic

Computer
Games

Our fabulous new book, More Basic Computer Gaines, brings you 84 brand new

games in Basic, ready to run on your computer. Some have been published in

Creative Computing magazine but most are completely new!

Includes space games like Close Encounters, Deepspace and ICBM. Or match

wits with Lewis Carroll, evade a man-eating rabbit, become a millionaire, race your

Ferrari, play a tennis match, throw mud pies at a schmoo (who throws back), crack

a safe, joust with the evil black knight, or trek across the desert on your camel.

More Basic Computer Games has complete listings and sample runs in large

type, along with* thorough descriptions of every game. Large format paperbound,

192 pages. $7.50 plus $1.00 shipping and handling in U.S. ($2.00 foreign). NJ

residents add 5% sales tax. Send your order and payment to Creative Computing,

P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa, MasterCharge and American Express

okay. For faster service, call in your bankcard order to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201-540 0445)
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Solve yourpersonalenergycrisis.
LetVisiCalc Power do thework.

iWith a calculator, pencil and paper you can spend hours plan-

g, projecting, writing, estimating, calculating, revising, erasing

ind recalculating as you work toward a decision.

Or with VisiCalc and your Apple* II you can explore many
lore options with a fraction of the time and effort you've spent

sefore.

VisiCalc is a new breed of problem-solving software. Unlike
^repackaged software that forces you into a computerized
straight jacket, VisiCalc adapts itself to any numerical problem
you have. You enter numbers, alphabetic titles and formu
las on your keyboard. VisiCalc organizes and displays this

Information on the screen. You don't have to spend your

fime programming.
Your energy is better spent using the results than

getting them.

Say you're a business manager and want to project

your annual sales. Using the calculator, pencil and
paper method, you'd lay out 12 months across a
fcheet and fill in lines and columns of figures

on products, outlets, salespeople, etc. You'd
balculate by hand the subtotals and summary
figures. Then you'd start revising, erasing

Ind recalculating. With VisiCalc, you simply
[ill in the same figures on an electronic

fsheet of paper" and let the computer do
|he work.

Once your first projection is complete,

k>u're ready to use VisiCalc's unique,

powerful recalculation feature. It lets you
Isk "What if?',' examining new options and
planning for contingencies. "What if" sales

> 20 percent in March? Just type in the

ales figure. VisiCalc instantly updates all

Ither figures affected by March sales.

NRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Or say you're an engineer working on a design problem and are

wondering "What if that oscillation were damped by another 10

percent?" Or you're working on your family's expenses and
wonder "What will happen to our entertainment budget if the

heating bill goes up 15 percent this winter?" VisiCalc responds
instantly to show you all the consequences of any change.

Once you see VisiCalc in action, you'll think of many more
uses for its power. Ask your dealer for a demonstration and dis-

cover how VisiCalc can help you in your professional work and
personal life.

You might find that VisiCalc alone is reason enough to

[own a personal computer.

VisiCalc is available now for Apple II computers, with

"versions forother personal computers coming soon.The Apple
II version costs just $99.50 and requires a 32k disk system.

For the name and address of your nearest VisiCalc

«>^ dealer, call (408) 745-7841 or write to Personal

fa*BV^ Software, Inc., Dept. C, 592 Weddell Dr.,

9^ Sunnyvale, CA 94086. If your favorite

dealer doesn't already carry Personal

^^^^ Software products, ask him to

give us a call.

00»
TM-Vi*iCalc is a trademark of

Personal Software, Inc.

'Apple is a registered trademark

of Apple Computer. Ir*



>on't take ourword for it.

"We can heartily recommend the Superboard II computer system for the beginner who
wants to get into microcomputers with a minimum of cost. Moreover, this is a 'real' com-
puter with full expandability."

Popular Electronics March, 1979

"(Their) new Challenger 1P weighs in at $349 and provides a remarkable amount of com-
puting for this incredible price."

Kilobaud Microcomputing February, 1979

"Over the past four years we have taken delivery on over 25 computer systems. Only two
have worked totally glitch free and without adjustment as they came out of the carton:

The Tektronic 4051 (at $7,000 the most expensive computer we tested) and the Ohio
Scientific Superboard II (at $279 the least expensive) . . . The Superboard II and com-
panion C1P deserve your serious consideration."

Creative Computing January, 1979

"The Superboard II and its fully dressed companion the Challenger 1P series incorporate

all the fundamental necessities of a personal computer at a very attractive price. With
the expansion capabilities provided, this series becomes a very formidable competitor
In the home computer area."

Interface Age April, 1979

"The graphics available permit some really dramatic effects and are relatively simple to

program . . . The fact that the system can be easily expanded to include a floppy means
that while you are starting out with a low-cost minimal system, you don't have to throw it

away when you are ready to go on to more complex computer functions. Everything is

there that you need; you simply build on to what you already have. You don't have to

worry about trading off existing equipment to get the system that will really do what you
want it to do. At $279, Superboard II is a tough act to follow"

Radio Electronics June, 1979

"The Superboard II is an excellent choice for the personal computer enthusiast on a

budget."
Byte May, 1979

»»»»

SUPERBOARD II

$279.00
The world's first

complete computer
system on a board

including full

keyboard, video
display, audio

cassette interface, 8K
BASICin ROM and

4K RAM. Expandable.
Requires + 5V at 3
amp power supply.

C1P $349.00
Complete with enclosure and power

supply. All features of Superboard II. Easy to expand
to more memory and floppy disk.

C1PMF $995.00
The first floppy disk based computer

system the world has ever seen for under $1,000.
8K BASIC-in-ROM, 12K RAM. Expandable to 32K RAM.

1333 S. CHILLICOTHE RD AURORA, OHIO 44202 (216) 562-3101 See your Ohio Scientific dealer tor lull details.
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